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SECTION A - POETBY

ANDREA DEL SARTO
ROBERT BROWNING

Browning selects his subiect from all ages of history and
lrom various phases of human aciion, character and passion. Like
many o, his works,'Andrea Del Sarto'reveals his interest in ltalian
Renaissance and art. The poem was wrilten in reply to a friend's
request for a photograph of Andrea del Sarto's self-portrait in the
Pitti Palace, Florence and is based on the account of the painters
life as given by Vasari in his'Lives of the Painters'.

Andrea del sarto (called the 'Iaultless painter') a Florentine
born in 1486 was known for his technical master. He married
Lucrezia del Fede, whom he loved all his life and for whom he
sacrificed everything, but who proved to be his undoing. He also
used her as a model for his Madonas and other painlings. He was
invited by Francis I to the French Court and there painted some of
his best pictures. Although he was successful and in royal favopr,
his worldly wife tempted him to return to Florence, where he built
a house for himself and his wife out of the money given to him by
the King to purchase pictures. Because of his weakness of will
and his excessrve love ,or his wife, Andrea submitted himself to
every whim of his wife, knowing fully well that she was indifferent
to his art and was even unfaithlul to him. Andrea died of plague in
1530, deserted by his wife and disappointed at his lailure as an
artist.

Browning's poem is in the lorm of a speech by Andrea ad-
dressed to his wife Lucrezia. He is an aging and disappointed man,
looking out over Florence from his studio. lt is an aulumn evening,
which is in tune with Andrea's mood of weariness and sterility. We
break in upon the last words of a quarrel for money and Andrea's
pathetic request to her to bear with him for once. As the poem
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proceeds, Andrea meditates on his life, on his art, on his love lor
her and on her treatment of him.

Lines 1-20

Andrea is apologetic and implores his wife not to quarrel
any more. He assures her that he is willing to paint a picture for
her 'friend's friend'the next day and that he will abide by the
sublect, time and even the price chosen by that friend, all that he

wants is to sit by the window, holding her hand in his ('as married
people use') and to look towards Fiesole (a small town on a hill
iop near Florence), quietly for just an hour. lf she gives him this
privilege, he might get the enthusiasm and joy to do the painting
which would fetch her the money she needs.

The setting is carelully chosen. The tone is subdued and
autumn evening reflects the mood of the aged and deleated An-
drea. His excessive love lor his beautiful young wife, who cares
only for money and his readiness to degrade his art for her sake
are hinted at.

Lines 21-34

Andrea is enthralled by the perfect physical beauty of
Lucrezia and luxuriates over it. As Andrea holds the soft hand of
his wife, he imagines he is embracing her. ('Your soft hand is a
woman of itself). He calls her 'serpentining beauty, rounds on
rounds', because serpents with their tails in their mouths (i.e. cir-
cular in form) are symbols of perfection. (The irony that she is

deceitful like a serpent, who has entwined herself round him is
also implicit). He calls her' My face, my moon, my everybody's
moon'. Though she belongs to him, he is aware that he has no
exclusive right over her. Everyone looks at the moon and loves it.
The moon [n turn looks on every one, but loves no one in particu-
lar. Though Lucrezia is loved by many, she is incapable ol genu-
ine love for anyone in particular, least of all for her husband.

Lines 35-52

These lines blend the autumnal twilight v/ith the twilight of
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the painter's hope and aspirations. Lucrezia's pride in him has dis-
appeared and everything about him is toned down like the grey
that suffuses nature outside. The autumn landscape is gloomy,
quiet and there is a sense of foreboding. Days become shorter
and Andrea realises that there is autumn in everything. The toiling
bell, the chapel's tower, the convent hall, the solitary monk and
the growing darkness - allthese suggest the quite, sombre evening
almosphere, which Andrea finds within himself too, 'a twilight piece'
as he€alls it. He seems his entire life and works a failure, which
now await final dissolution. He, however, attributes his failure tL

God. 'Love, we are in God's hand' and that gur freedom of action
is only an illusion, he tells Lucrezia, who is not even listening to
him.

Lines 53-87

Andrea tells Lucrezia how technically perfect his paintings
are and how easily he can draw them. He draws the attention of
the unwilling Lucrezia to some of his paintings and talks of his
extraordinary skill. He can very easily accomplish what others can
only dream of lnspite of hard work they can never reach anywhere
near him. He mildly reproaches herthat she has no idea the trouble
the other artists take to paint the trifle which he did so easily and
which she spoiled so carelessly by allowing her flowing dress to
take away a part of the wel paint. But then, he lacks the fire and
spirit of great artists. ":Less is more' he sadly muses. Achieve-
ments, which fall short of complelion, because their aim is high, is
greater than achievements which have attained completion by aim-
ing low. The productions oI other artists may be inferior to his in
technical mastery, but theirs are nobler because of their high ide-
als and aspirations, even if they fail to achieve them. They are
superior because they are divinely inspired and posses the cre-
ative imagination. 'My works are nearer heaven, but I sit here'he
laments.

Lines 88-103

Andrea continues to make a distinction between otirer art-
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ists and himsell. While others are easily excited, he is unmoved
as the mountain itself. His paintings, though faultless, are not in-
spiring and he attributes his failure to his love tor Lucrezia.

The essenue of Browning's philosophy is contained in the
lines:

'Ah, but a man's reach should exceed his grasp,
Or what's a heaven Jor?'

The very idea of Heaven implies unattainable perfectic
One's failure while trying to achieve the impossible is nobler than
the success or attainment of limited aims. Andrea's tragedy, ai
he himself realises, is the tragedy ot powers unstretched to tli.
uttermost. He knows what to achieve and how to achieve it. But
he does not have the will, the drive, to pursue it. He is aware of his
moral and spiritual inadequacy. His soul is wholly devoted to
Lucrezia and hence his failure as an artist.

Hnes 104 - I3I
Andrea points to a painting by Bafael and talks of the high

ideals which inspired him to paint it, though it may have some
physical defects here and there, lhe soul or the spirit is unerring[r
oaptured. But all the play, the insight and the slretch, which
characterises Rafael's paintings are out of him. (Rafael is called
'Urbinate', as he was born at Urbino and was one of the greatest
artists. He was a contemporary oI Andrea.) Andrea alter:,..iely
blames Lucrezia and himself tor his inability to rise to ri'e level of
Ralael or Michelangelo. Had she possessed the beauty of thb mind,
along with her physical beauty he could have dorrc works of last-
ing value. Andrea compares himself to a bird and Lucrezia to the
fowler (the bird-catcher). Like a bird; he was caught and enslaved
through deceit and deception. Andrea., fiowever, checks himself
and blames himself and God for what happened. Andrea's mood,
we find, varies from mild reproaek to Lucrezia to self pity.

Lines 132 - 144
He sees no reason to blame his wife for his failure. Once
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again, he becomes a faialist and blames God. Moreover, inspira_
tion should come from within and not from outside. The world is
peopled by half-men; those who have either the will power or those
who combines in himself both the will to do great things and the
talents of achieve them. He feels that if God,s judgement is just,
he stands to gain as he has been underrated and despised here
on earlh. 'All is as God overrules,says he, resigning to his fate.
Lines 145 - 165

Andrea, so full of sell-pity, now talks of his miserable condi-
tion, the dishonesty he showed to the King of France makes him
ashamed of himself. This leads him to think of the ,kingty days, he
had spent in Fontainebleau in the midst of the admiring King and
his courtiers and stimulated by the greater reward awaiting him in
Florenoe (i.e. Lucrezia). Andrea here alludes to the misuse of the
king's money. lnstead of buying art treasures, he built a house in
Florence with that money, for Lucrezia and himself to live in.
Lines 166 - 182

Andrea responded to the urgent summons of Lucrezia ancl
returned to Florence, thereby destroying all his chances lo fame
and glory. He however does not regret his action because he is
like a weak-eyed bat,. which cannot endure the sunlight. He fol-
low6d his instincts and returned home to be with Lucrezia, whom
hs considers adequate compensation and the triumph of his life.
He consoles himself by thinking that he is in a way luckier than
Rafael in having Lucrezia both as his wife and as his model.
Lines 183 - 207

Andrea reminds Lucrdzia that even Michelangelo once
piaised him. He (ie Michaelangelo) told Rafael about Andrea thus
"There is a little man in Florence, who, if he were employed upon
such great works as have been given to you, would make you
sweat". ln a sudden impulse, Andrea tries to correct the arm in
Farael's portrait; but soon gives it up as he realises that its sout is
beyond him to draw. He, nevertheless, is content to be with Lucrezia

t0

and calls the hour with her well spent. ('This hour has been an

hour').

Lines 208 - 243

Darkness has descended and Andrea asks Lucrezia lo come

into their 'melancholy little house'built with the tainted money of

the King. lt is indeed an instance of tragic irony, that lust when

Andrea pours out his soul and implores her to love him ('Let us but

love each other'), she hears the whistle of her "cousin" and pre-

pares to go. The series of questions asked in quick succession

show his heart-rending pathos. He once again promises her that

he would work hard the next day to pay for the gambling debts of

her lover.

Lines 244 - 267

Andrea has no illusions and is resigned to his lot' He is
troubled by the ingratitude he showed to king Francis and his neg-

ligence of his parents. But he tries to iustify his action and tinds

excuses. Lucrezia's love is all that he yearns for not only in this

world, but even in the next world. The cousin's whistle is heard

again and Andrea ends his reflection with the significant words

.'Go, my Love. The pathetic and discbnsolate husband who has

sacriliced everything - his youth, his ambition, his fame and glory

- for his wife and who continueeto dote on her, gives her leave to

go and meet her lover. The words'Go, my love' ('a tragedy in three

words') are charged with the full meaning ol what has gone be-

fore, and they sum up 'the kingdom of Hell'that Andrea experi'

ences.

GENERAL COMMENTARY

The poem is a penetrating psychological study of a man who

has scariried everything for the sake of his wife: but gets nothing

but contempt and infidelity form her. Browning adopts the stream

of consciousness technique, as a resull of which we directly con-

front the very soul and heart of Andrea as he sadly mediates over

his past and present. To begin with, the atmosphere and tone are
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in perfect tune with Andrea,s physical and emotional condition. lt
is an autumnal evening and ,,a common grayness silvers every_
thing". lt is the twilight of the painter,s tife and the end of alt his
hopes and aspirations. The landscape is gloomy, quiet and deso-
late. As Andrea broods over his love for his beautiful wife, his tri_
umph as a craftsman and his failure as an artist, the golden year
he had spent in France, the dishonesty he had practiJed and the
neglect he had shown to his partners, it gets darker and darker.
'The ringing of the bell, the length of th? convent wall, ,,.;hl;i, .,;e,trs
to hold the trees together, the departure of the last monk and the
darkness that envelops - all these reinforce Andrea,s sense of
desolation and weariness. The whole nature, including himself,
appears'a twilight piece'to him as he himself says, ,,autumn grows,
autumn in everything".

What distinguishes Andrea from many other characlers is
his insight into himself. He is fully aware of himself. He knows the
unfaithful nature of his wife and her indifference to him. He ca s
himself a bird trapped by the ,,Fowler's pipe', How he wished that
"with the same perfect brow, and perfect eyes, and more than per_
fect mouth," she had brought a mind-a mind which could under-
stand him and insplre him. He knows that she is not interested in
his art and that she is not even listening to him (,,what he? Why,
who but Michael Angelo?).

But then such is his nature that he yearns for her love not
only in this world but also the wofld hereafter! He has no iltusion
about himself. He knows his own weaknesses much better than
anyone else. His lack of drive, creative imagination and high ide-
als make him call himself a ,'half man". This self-knowledge makes
his condition terrible, for he cannot find solace in any self-decep_
tion or illusion.

The poem, it is true lacks animation, liveliness and energy.
As the speaker's thoughls wander, it appears to have no logical
progression either. But, beneath the seerning aimlessness and still_
'tess, a reaurrent resllessness and emoti )nal movelnenl can bl
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discerned. "Andrea brooding over the sterility of his life and the
nullity of his prospects, clutches al a straw; he assumes confi-
dence, attributes blame or otherwise seeks peace in finding a rea_
son, however untenable, or hope however frail. Only to have each
confronting thought crumble as he grasp it. Only the disconsolate
resignation born of weariness remains,,. He tries to bolster up his
sagging ego by reference to the technical mastery, his,kingly days,
in France and by quoting Michelangelo,s words about him. At times
he blames God for his failure (Love, we are in God,s hand.... So
free we seem, so fettered fast we are!) and at other times mildly
reproaches Lucrezia for recalling him from France, for showing no
interest and encouragement to his works. But then, there are also
moments when he realises that he himself is at fault. He calls him_
self the "weak-eyed bat no sun should tempt,,. His mood varies
from condemnation of others to self pity, there are occasions when
Andrea emerges out of hls lethargy and placidity only to s;nk back
with a deeper sense of gloom. His attempt to correct the painting
of Rafael, for instance, is followed by his sad reflection of its futil-
ity. (Ay, but the soull He's Rafeat, rub it out!)

The poem also gives expression to Browning,s philosophy
of life, the core of which is "Ah, but a man,s reach should exceed
his grasp'rotwhat's a heaven for,,. Andrea,s tragedy, as he himself
tells us, is his inability to stretch his powers to the utter most. He is
only a low-pulsed forthright craftsman,, while ,there burns a truer
light of God' in Rafael or Angeto.

The last words of Andrea ,Go, my love,, as Lucrezia leaves
him to keep a rendezvous with her lovel are charged with the
conflictlng passions of the disappointed man. The verb go', the
possessive pronoun'my'and the noun ,Love, together express
the awful and bitter burden that Andrea carries, as he resignedly
watches her leaving him.

Such is the skill of Browning in his dramatic monologues,
that even though only the main character speaks a:rcl reveals his
soul, the reiponses of the silant listener are also vivic,y revealeG.
ln this por rt l-Jctez:a, though she nev:r. speaks, e nerges fully
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drawn rn the round. We find her smearing the still wet canvas with

her robes afloat; she forgets or cares not, what Angelo has said of

, lier husband's talents. She has no love for Andrea and is unfaith-
{,;l to him She smiles only for money and in the end hastens to
join her lover when the whistle is heard. She is a woman conf ident

of her power over men. She is contemptuous'of her husband and

condescends to sit by his side for a while just for the sake of money.
Andrea, who is infatuated by her physical beauty, has become her

willrng slave, She has no interest in his art either. She is light
hearted, quarrelsome and lacks nobility of mind. (You turn your
face, but does it bring your heart? Andrea himself asks her). ln

fact, she has all the attributes of a female devil and Andrea inad-
vertently c-ompares hdr to a serpent and a,fowler. Like Andrea's
paintings, she too is perfect in form. ilut like his own art, she also
lacks soul. Andrea's tragedy is his rnability to escape from her
physical charm, ('let smiles bye mel t ;rvg you more to spend?' He

asks.) Such is the fatal attraction c ; ucrezia that Andrea is not
prepared to lose her, even in the ne. rvolld, regardless of conse-
quences.
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THE SCHOLAR G:PSY
(MATHEW ARNOLD 1822‐ 1888)

BIOGRAPHICAL DETAILS

Born at Laleham, Middlesex on 24 Dec 1 822 - Son of Dr.

Thomas Arnold, senior master & headmaster since 1828 of the
famous public school at Rugby.

ARNOLD'S FIRST COLLECTIONS OF POEMS

The strayed reveller and other poems (1849)
Empedocles on Etna and other poems (1852)
His last volume of poems New poems (1867)
Arnold is also famous for his literary and sociological criti-

cism Noted works: Essays in criticism (First series 1865, second
series 1888). lulture and Anarchy (1869).

Died on 1Sth April 1888 in Liverpool
, "The SCi slsv Gipsy" was published in poems (1853)' 

For textiral notes rCier:
Thomas C.T.Ed. Chaucerto Housman, Vol. ll, B.l. Publica-

tions, 1990. pp 558-5651
Essay: '750 - 100 words - Approx. 4 pages)
Commbnt on the quest motive in "The scholar Gipsy" or com-

ment on the various themes in the "scholar Gipsy"
Or

. Examine the view that the poem is really about the poe't and
his generation.

Ans: Mathew Arnold was always disturbed by the n . terial
mindedness of the victorians. He pleacltrd for a return i :lelle-
nism. Arnold yearned for,the cultural anr, aesthetic exce ,ilce of
that period, 'The scholar Gipsy'to a certain extent is a cr , .;ism of
the state of lethargy and cultural decadence of the Victo ,os.

Ar:nold employs many of the pastoral conventions 'n "The

||
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Scholar Gypsy" The opening stanza is in the form of an address
by a shepherd to his friend. This shepherd friend tends the sheep
by day and ,oins the protagonist at night in his search for the Grpsy
Scholar. The poet may Je offering an indirect comment on the
way ol life oI the Victorians in general. There is, in all likelyhood,
an autobiographical strain too, for ihe poet's shephe rd-friend, his
own friend, Arthur High Clough, who prematurely died, is touched
upon. This prompts the poet to pursue the theme ol life, death and
permanence. The quest motive is an offshoot of it. Arnold, in keep-
ing with his classical temperament and love of the past,.chooses a
legend linked to the experiences of a seventeenth century Oxlord
Scholar as delineated by Joseph Glanvill rrr his book, ,The Vanity
of Dogmatizing' (166i ), for developing his quest theme. The sev_
enteenth century Ox{ord student dispirited by the condition o, the
society and culture at that time, left the university to ioin a group
of gypsies io discover the secret of their lore. The situation pre-
vailing in the Victorian England is similarto that., The poet launches
on a quest for the spirit of the sevenleenth century oxford scholar,
which he believes could still be met in the countryside around
Oxford. The quality that movesArnold is the scholar,s single minded
devotion to his noble aim. This trait is totally absent in the Victo_
rian. Hence the symbol of the seventeenth Century Oxford Scholar
provides an opportunity for the poet to draw a comparison be_
tween the 'scholar gipsy' and the Victorian people at large. Glanvill
provided the cue for this poem. But his love for oxford, the Cumnor
countryside, and his own youth gave,The scholar gipsy,its real
life. ln this sense also it becomes a return lo the past and search
for the immortal values; the mysterious sources ol elemental life.
Arnold's letter to his brother, Tom proves this point_

The poet quite imaginatively makes the Scholar Gipsy',the
wandering mesmerist". He has a set purpose in rloiqg s6 ,,By wan-
dering, the Scholar Gipsy cannot merely seek the spark from
heaven but he can also pass before our eyes the natural scenes
with which he is associated" (A Dwight Culler, !maginative Rea_

l6

son, The Poetry of Mathew Arnold, 182).
Arnold criticises lhe material ways the vict()rian by sub y

suggesting that the Scholar Gipsy is one with the Cumnor hi and
countryside, a veritable spirit like Lucy Gray. Only pure simple
country folk can see him that too in their most idle and unprofit_
able moments when boys when they are scaling rooks in the wheat
fields, maidens when they are dancing about the elms, reapers
when they have left their reaping to bathe in the abandoned lusher.
Twilight and the night fall are the best tiines to see him, and the
best places are those most secret and retired. Often he may be
found close to water, that,mediator between the inanimate and
man', for oxford riders coming home at even see him at the ferry,
but then "they land about thou art seen no more!,, (185)

The poet stresses the need to be one with the 'Scholar_
Gipsy', In fact, seeing the Scholar Gipsy and being the Scholar
Gipsy are a process imperfec y distinguished. Arnold seems to
suggest that the quest for,the scholar gipsy, the search for heav_
enly light and primordial Wisdom, should take place both within
and outside. ln the poem there is a dual quest: the poet,s quest for
the Scholar - Gipsy, and the Scholar-Gipsy,s quest to learn the
secret of the gypsy's art. The gypsy,s art denotes any kind of di_
, ne or natural lore which can be gained not from book but can be
acquired intuitively from the bookol nature lnseekingthe Scholar_
Gypsy, he seeks himself as poet, and he finds himself as poet in
the course of writing his pdem. lt is by envi6ioning the Scholar-
Gypsy, as engaged upon an unending ,,lesf. that the poet brings
his quest to a successful, if temporary onclusion.

The first 130 lines of the poem ib a reverie, by which alone
the poet/protagonisuevery man kindled wrth ihat rare heavenly Iight
could reach after and perhaps reach at the mysterious sources o,
immortal knowledge. lt is the poetic way to persuade and prevail
upon the people to shun this ,,sick, huny and divided,,world. The
Scholar Gypsy waits "for the spark frorn heaven! And we.... only
see "New beginnings, disappointments new',..... The poet exhorts
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the Scholar - Gipsy to "tly our paths, our feverish contact fly!" ln
the later half ol the poem (last 120 lines) it becomes a studied

criticism on the wanlon ways o, "Victorian materialistic lile. Arnold

makes it explicit by telling the Scholarjcypsy, "Then fly our greet-

ings, fly our speech and smiles!"
The search for light and knowledge, the desire to merge with

the Cumuor hills, the vision of the poet, its repudiation, final as-

sertion and the criticism ol life are-all parts of a larger theme; the
quest for excellence and immortality.

Short Questions
(length 3/4 to 1 page, 150 to 250 words)

1. Wite a note on the structure of the poem. "The Scholar'Gypsy".

The first part of the poem is modelled upon the Romantic

dream -vision. lt is very similar to the "conversation poems" of

Coleridge and the great Odes of Keats, especially "the Ode to a
Nightingale". ln this part, Arnold recreates a monumental reality:

the vision o, the scholar gypsy; the immortal spirit and ever and

eyerlasting secret, but in imagination. The poet reads the oft - read

tale again. But the vision is lled after a while and the poet cries,
"But what I dream" But Arnold goes on to complete the dialectic of

his complicated situation.
' A closer look reveals five sections. The first three stanzas

set up the natural scene. ln the next ten stanzas the poet presents

the imaginative vision ol the scholar'gipsy. The tollowlng single

stanza generates the repudiation. ln the succeeding nine stanzas
the essential validity of the vision is established. Here he adopts a

method ol contrast based on the senses'understanding. The final

two stanzas with the "end - symbol" of the Tyrian - trade!'redepicts
the vision with imaginative reason. From the angle of the progres-

sion of thought. "lt is the product, first ol the heart and imagina-
tion, then of the senses and understanding, and finally of the imagi-
native reason" ( 185).

2. The source of the poem, The Scholar'Gipsy.

The most important source is Joseph Glanvill'9 ]ff9.t/q1ity

t

of Dogmatizing" (1661). lt is the story of a 17th century Oxford

scholar disgusted with the decadent state of society and culture al
the time. He left the university and joined a hand of Gypsies to get

at the secret of their lore. The Gypsies lor their values of life and

the life style itself depended solely on nature, intuition, and el-
emental simplicity. The scholar Gipsy with singie minded devotion
pursued the search for the secret of the gypsies' lore. At one level

it is a search lor finding one's own true self. At anolher level, it is a

search for values and life forces in the past. Arnold might have

used his own youth and experience in Oxford: Oxford shire and

the Cumnor Hills as source tor "lhe life in nature", especially in the
first part ol the poem ihe reverie the mod ol the Jirst part of the
poem may be built on the "Conversation poems" ol Coleridge.

Wordsworth's, Lucy Gray and Keats' "Odes" particularly, the Ode

to a Nightingale". For the second part of the poem, from line 131

onwards, the source is obviously his own harsh experience of the
crass material Victorian world. The eagerness to affect a contrast
between the golden past and decadent present too works as a
source for the avowed Hellenist, Matthew Arnold.

3. The sefting of the poem and pastoral conventians

The setting ot the poem is the country side near Oxford. The

under graduate days that Arnold spent at Oxfordshjre, Berkshire

and the Cumnor range in the company of his late bosom friend,

Arthur Hugh Clough and his brother Tom are recaptured. ll is clear

that the background of the poem "was meant to fix rcmembrance

of those delightful wanderings in the Cumnor Hills. "ln keeping

with'unpolluted'surroundings of Oxford as background. the poet

introduces the conventions of the pastoral genre. The poet as-

sumes the role ol a shepherd and the opening slarlza is addressed

to a co-shepherd, probably his own late friend, who tends the sheep
during the day and joins the poet in his search for the scholar
Gipsy. ln the true pastoral vein the poet tells "No longer leave thy
wistful flock unfit, Nor let they bawling fellows rack their throats".

But he wants his 'riend to join him in his quest when "Only the
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white sheep are sometimes seen/cross and recross the strips of
moon - blanched green".

He tells, them, "come shepherd, and again begin the quest!,'
The late reapers beating folded flocks from upland afar the

live murmur of a summer's day, are reverberatedin full. The creep-
ers, flowers, August sun and the Oxlord towers set the nature back-
ground where alone the spirit of the Scholar-Gipsy could survive
and roam and the poei could carry on his search.

4. Comment on the end of the poem

The later half of the poem, as a whole is devoted lo,'a felt
criticism" of the decadent, lethargic ways of living ot the Vlctori-
ans. The scholar Gipsy otfers an in built contrast to this attitude
and mode of living, therelore the poet highlights the need tor the
scholar Gipsy to flee lrom this feverish world of ,,sick hurry and
divided aims". The poet exhorts the Scholar - Gipsy lo ,,fly our
greetings, fly our speech and smiles". ln the last two stanzas the
poet offers a rational explanation for the flight of the Scholar -
Gipsy with concrete historical instances. The phoenicians lrom Tyre
were the chief traders in the Mediterranean area trom gOO BC to
700 BC. They were slowly replaced by the progressive Greeks.
The Tyrian traders were forced to flee lberia by the most aggres-
slve Greeks. Like that the Scholar also lled to the Gypsies to learn
the secret of their lore and the mysteries of life, for the ,,Victorian

world was too much for him". The loss of the Mediterranean area
proved to be a blessing in disguise for the Tyrian trader for he
could find some calm in the midst of the dark Gypsies of the lbe_
rian Peninsula ('Spain and Portugal). The same path is persued
by the Scholar - Gipsy and the poet protagonist too.

Probable passages for Annotation
1. Go, for they call you......

.........their threats' (lt 1-5)

3. His mates

4 The black bird

.heaven ro talt (il 116 - 120)
5. But thou possessest.................

.have not (I 157 - j60)
6. And then we suffer..................

...wretched days (il 182 - 186)
7. Still fly, plunge deeper...

...Solitude

....shade (|2OZ -212\
8. Then fly our greetings, f|y..................

...rrader (il 2gt - 2SZ)

Obj ec tiv e type Que stio ns
1. The main source of the poem, ,,The Scholar Gipsy,,
is...........(Ans. (b))
a. "The Vanity of Human wishes"
b. "The Vanity of Dogmatizing',
c. "The Vanity Fair,,
2. Another famous elegy composed by Mathew Arnold (Ans.

(c))

a. "Adonais". b. ,,Lycidas',. c. ,Thyrsis,

3. The Scholar Gipsy was first published in (Ans. (a))
a. "Poems" (18S9). b. ,,New poems. (1867). c. ',The strayed

Reveller and other poems,' (.1849).

.,DOVER BEACH"
MATTHEW ARNOLD

"Dover Beach" is probably one of the best short poems of
Arnold, composed in all likelihood in j 851, immediately atter his
marriage on 1oth June 18S1 . When he spent a few days there.

Records show that he also spent a night there in October of
the same year while returning from Europe. The poem was pub-

20

2. And near me on
.brain (ll 30 -34)
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lished in "New poems" (1867).

(For textual Notes please refer "Chaucer to Houseman", ed

by C.T.Thomas. pp. 566-572)
Essay (length. Approx. 4 pages. 750 or 1 000

Critically evaluate the development of thought 'in Dover

Beach'.
How does the poet succeed in merging two maior themes

love and melancholy in "Dover Beach"?
Or

Commeni on the relevance of "Dover Beach'' to modern man?

Ans. ln "Dover Beach" Arnold presents the dilemma of mod-

ern man - loss ot traditional faith in religious dogma and the failure
'of the scientific, industrialised society to live up to the belief of

. man humanity's steady progress. The mood of the protagonist be-

comes naiurally melancholic, and the tone inevitably elegiac'

Arnold, quite adept in elegiac vein, with ease transfers it to the

landscape too. A perlect mood is evoked. Disturbing thoughts

steeped in doubts are generated. The loss ol Christian faith, cracks

in man's myth of progress, chaos of scientiric discoveries all be-

, come the poet's pet concerns. He pithily but poignantly expresses

, 
' 
the plight ol modern man in "stanzas lrom the Grande Chartreuse"

"Wandering between two worlds, one dead.

The olher powerless to be born"

The only means to get over this melancholy is love. Arnold

paints the picture of melancholy quite deftly in "Dover Beach" and

interfaces it with the silver lining of love.

ln the opening stanza the poet looks at the French coast

across the narrow straits of Dover from Dover. The scene is

couched in sinister calm. The sea is calm, the tide its full, the moon

lies fair upon the straits. There is no sign of man except a single

light which gleans for a moment and then is gone, and the great,

reassuring cliffs of England stand, glimmering and vast' out in the

tranquil bay. But the poet, the disturbed purveyor, descends and

finds that the sea is not calm there is a "long line of spray", the
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moon does not lie fair up on the straits, it "blanches" the land with
a ghostly pallor, and the bay is not quiet lor il you listen, You hear.

......the grating roar

.......note of sadness in (ll I -14)

The poel moves the reader from the illusion of natural beauty
to the tragic fact oi human experience. ln the second part ol the
poem more or less the same pattern is repeated, but this time he

makes use of human history, not of the natural scene. The sea

seems to murmur eternally of sadness, but it means dilferently to
dilferent people. To Sophocles in the classical age it spoke in
humanitive sense off the turbid ebb and llow oI a purely human

misery. Arnold hears its sorrow over the waning of the Christian
faith, in a religrous sense. Sea is used as a symbol indicating the
ebb and llow of faith. "For in a lovely, feminine, protective image
of the Sea round earth's shore/Lay the tolds of a bright girdle furl'd,
following the ancient cosmology of ocean slream. But now lollow-
ing the new cosmology of an open, exposed, precarious universe.
il retreats to the breath/of the night - wind down the vast edges
dearlAnd shingles of the world" (40).

The 'naked shingles ol the world' suggest "the darkling plain".

,n the last section the sea is far away from, the humanity. ln tact,
the sea has retreated from the world and left us "inland far" but
unable as in Wordsworth's poem.

to see the children sport up on the shore.
And hear the mighly waters rolling evermore.
Even the verse slructure, four parts of unequal length, is

controlled by the ebb and flow o, the tide. lt acts as a constant
metaphor indicating the ebb and flow of thought; hope and de-

spair. The irregular rhyme scheme and unequal distribution of
stress also suggest the chaotic, confused conditions ol the mod-
ern man.

The last stanza of the poem is the keynote o, the Arnoldian
teslament. The poet implores his beloved to be true to one an

other. (lt can be extend to every man). "The world which seems/to
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lie before us like a land of dreams/ So various beautiful, so new
has really neither joy nor lone nor light: The poet is really pained.
Looking around the speaker finds that everything is shrouded in
.uncertainty. There is no peace, no help is rendered to alleviate
misery. The human condition is painfully but rightly under scored
by the poet in. "We are here as on a darkling plain/Swept with
confused alarms of struggle and tright/where ignorant armies, clash
by night. The image of ignorant armies drawn from Thuey dide's
famous accounl of night - battle of Epipolae, puts the intellectual
confusion of the modern age in right perspective. Arnold in his
vision oi the tragic and alienated condition of man finds a ray of
hope in man's capacity to love one another.

Short Questions (Length j/4 to l page. 150 - 250 worils)
1. The melancholic atmosphere/The elegiac vein of "Dover

Beach".
Matthew Arnold's patent poetic mood is melanchilic and el-

egiac. The loosening hold of Christianily, the failure ol science to
deliver the goods as expected by steadily maintaining the progress
of man. And the general state of confusion make the poet deeply
sad. This sadness is well reflected in "Dover Beach" both in its
thought and back ground. The landscape to begin with is seem-
Ingly positive- "The tide is full, the moon lies fair". Across the
straights of Dover there is just a glimmer of light indica,. g the
presence of man. The poet moves from sight of sound tr, .: ggesl
and still sad music ol humanity echoed in the grating roar or I obles
which the waves drarn back and fling. The poet hears the sdd Inusic
of the sea. He feels, the crumbling of Christian ,aith, and failure of
science of modern man in filling up that vacuum. The result is
confusion, decadence. Sophocles.heard in the waves oI the Aegean
seats sadness over the loss of humanism. The proceeding. Sea ol
faith makes Arnold quite sad and melancholic. As a last result he
insists, "Ah, love, let us be true/To one another....Ior we are on a
darkling plain where ignorant armies clash by night"

Comment on the images of sight and sound and in "Dover

l:l
Eteach."

The thought development in the poem itselt is closely re-
lated lo the images of sight and sound in it. lt is to be noted that
these images are even carefully contrasted and ultimately coa-
lesced in order to produce the intended effect.

ln the Iirst stanza it is predominantly sight images; the.tide
is full, the moon lies fair, the light gleams, the cliffs.... stand. But
even there Arnold employs sounrl images, the ,'calm,, sea, the tran-
quil" bay. ln lines 9 and 10 he contrasts ',the moon - blanched
land" with the "the grating roar of pebbles,'(He parfly evokes the
eflect by the very sounds here... gratir.v roar). The,,eternal sad-
ness" is both seen and felt in the constant movemJnt of the waves,
which Begin, and cease and then again begin.

With tremulous cadence slow.
Sophocles heard this long ago the poet hears it now, both

saw and heard "the turbid ebb and Jlow of human misery,,. The
tide used as the controlling metaphor, itself is both vrsual and au-
ditory.

See the contrast
The sea of faith
....world (11 -21-28)
ln the last three lines, And we are.....
.....Clash by night the images oI sight and sound are merged.
underlining the confused slate of modern man.,,Darkling

Plain" almost bli;rds one's slght and one's peace is "grated,, by the
clash of "ignorant armies"

Objective Questions
1. The coast of Dover has several chalky clitfs.... is one

among them
a, Spencer cliff. (b) Milton Cliff (c) Shakespeare Cliff. Ans

(c)

2, The great Greek dramatist referred to by Arnold in ,,Dover

Beach" to link past and present
(a) Euripides (b) Sophectes (c) Aristophanes. Ans: (b)
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3. For ignorant armies'Arnold's Source is.....
a) Ovid (b) Herodotus (c) Thucydides. Ans: (c)
For further reading
Culler, A Dwight. lmaginative reason.
The poetry of Mathew Arnold. Yale Univ. 1966
(For both "the Scholar Gipsy" and Dover Beach)
Roper, Alan Arnold's poetic landscape. Baltimore: Johns

Hopkins Univ Press, 1969.
Drew, P. "Mathew Arnold and the passage of Time". A study

of "The Scholar Gipsy and "Thyrsis" The Major Victorian Poets:
Reconsiderations. Deds. I Armstrong. London. 1969.
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GERALD MANLEY HOPKINS
(1844 - 1889

A. INTRODUCTION

Hopkins is victorian by birth, but in his poetic sensibility and
technique he is essentially a modern.

Born in stratford, Essex 28 July 1844, Hopkins was edu-
cated at Highgate school; and Balliolcollege, Oxford. He was par-
ticularly interested in classics . The Oxford Movement affected him.
He joined the roman catholic Church in 1966. ln Mar 1866 he took
three vital decision to become a priest, to become a Jesuit and to
burn his poems. He worked A The Chair Of Greek at University
College, Dublin from 1884 till his death in 1889.

Right from his young age he proved his mettle as a poet.
But from his conversion in 1866, he gave up poetry. However he
came back to poetry by writing the celebratdd " wreck of the
Dentscland" (Winter 1875-76) Probably he felt that his poetic tal-
ent must be used to glorify God. However, his poems came to
light only when Robert Bridges published them under the title,
Poems of Gerald Hopkins, now first published with notes in 1918
Quickly these poems were noted for their technical virtuosity and
innovative qualities. His vocabulary, diction and rhythm are spe-
cially praise worthy. They have the unmistakable stamp of origi-
nality and boldness. Hopkins in the latter part of his career was
probably influenced by Duns Scotus's (Scottish Frunciscan phi-
losopher) concept of thinness' (haecceitas) an the idea of whatness'
(quidditas) stressed by Thomas Aquinas Hopkins in hii poems tries
to comprehend the inward pattern of an object. He termed in
'inscap' perhaps he brought about great changes by making the
language very near to the spoken world. Also he employed the
traditionalAnglo-Saxon Rhythm; sprung rhythm. ln "The wreck of
the Dentschland' he used sprung rhythm from the first time. ln
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sprung Rhythm too as in conventional verse has reet. Every foot
has at least one strongly stressed syllable. Hopkins himself ex-
plains it as follows. (But it consists) "On scanning by accents or
stress alone, Without any account of the number of the number of
syllables, so that a foot may be on strong syllable or it may be
many light and one slrong' (Letter to R.W.Dixon). ln another letter
to Robert Bridges Hopkins makes it clear that'sprung rhythm' is
perhaps that musl natural, rhetoric and emphatic of all possible
rhythms. Along with lhe stressed syllable oriented scanning, the
poet also makes use of many cther musical devices compound
adieclives, end rhyme, half rhynre, word play, assonance, allitera-
tion etc.

Hopkins' poetic career shows three distinct periods; 1) The
early romantic period.2) the middle period beginning with "The
Wreck..." highly experimental. 3) The period of the sonnets of deso-
lation; intense in emotion but quite sever and austere in language.

.THE WINDHOVER'

A. INTRODUCTIOIJ

Written at st. Beuno's May 1877. ll is a well-wrought Son-
net. Hopkins considers it as his best poem. The Windhover (Kestrel)

is the symbol ol Christ's beauty and tierceness. The perlection of
bird's llight is synonymous with the perfection and mastery of Christ.
The poet is lhnlled by this rare sight. Probably, every witness'will
be excrted for tirere is the manifeslation of telrible beauty'in the
birds breath takrng flight and also in its flawless act of catching
the prey Part of the meaning is conveyed trough its rhythm and its
images ol lrght and movement. This is a sonnetwhich reveals "god's
grandeur Hopkrns uses Sprung rhythm to great advantage in
thrs son n;t
B. Glossar-v

windhovcr. a small hawk: Kestrel found in Europe hover hang
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rn the air
"To Christ our Lord - Dedication
lncidentally, it is the only poem dedicated to Christ by

Hopkins. The opening lines generate a rare vision and set the tone.
A rich emphatic vein is slruck.

Lines:
1. I Caught: Like the falconer catching the falcon or I caught

sight of caught brings about the abruptness surprise and happy
triumph of the moving sight.

Minion : darling; creature
2. Dauphin: heir to the throne (French)
dapple dawn-drawn Falcon: - Falcon seen in the background

of the different colours of the down. ll may suggest the Kinship
between the dappled dawn and the falcon. The lalcon is motivated
in to action by the multi-coloured sky (air) of the enthusiasm. stead-
ies the air (world) underneath him.

4. Bung upon, the a term related to horse training, lo ring up
on the rein = lo make a horse run round a circle with a long rein.

ln falconry 'ring' suggest spiritual upward movement in the
air. Wimpling: rippling; the bird in its ecstary seemed to hang up
on lts rippling wing.

5-6 As the heel of a skate making a perfeci sweep round a
bow shaped curve. The Kestrel performed a swing.

6-7 rebuffed - Pushed back
The hurl and gliding of the Kestrel pushed back the air (Christ

overcame all opposing forces. His disciples / knights too smothere
all enemical torces created a calm and steadiness).
r in hiding a) The poet is in hiding watching the bird.

b) The poet as a priest keeps himself away lrom the natural
world of the Kestrel.

c) Hopkins says that hiding relers to the hidden life of Christet.
"set your aflections... not in things on the earth, lor ye are dead,
for your life is hide with Christ in God" (colossians 3:3)

8. Stirred for a bird: The poet's heart yearned lor a bird (per-
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haps the poet's heart yearned for Christ's Second Coming) the
achieve....thing. The poet astonrshment at the bird's masterly per-
formance.

9. Brute beauty... The perfect merging of beauty and ,/alor rn

the bird (Windhover) prompts the poet to deem the bird as a sym-
bol of Christ.

10. Buckle: A highly debated word. Still in the context it mr,y
mean.

a) to bring (fastem) together
b) to engage the enemy
c) To lapsing under pressure
AND is a typographical device used to suggest the poet's

shift from the bird to Christ.
The Conjuction 'AND' may also suggest the equal impor

tance that the poet attaches to the bird & Christ.
Thee: Christ.
O my chevalier. As in the manner of a vassal addressing his

huge lord, the poet addresses Christ cheralier - knight.
12. Sillion (archaicword): the ridge between two furrows of a

ploughed f ield.
13 My dear: address to Christ of George Herbert's poem

"Love"
13-141 the blue bleak ember lall they reveal agasholred-

hot gold

C Essay

Write a critical appreciation ol "The Windhover"
Or

Do , -. u agree with Hopkins view that "The Windhover" is
his best creation?

Or
Write a critique on "The Windhover"
Answer:
ln Hopkins' opinion "The Windhover" is his best poem. The

* **' merrsffi :3!:i:tjL ccalesc-
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ing of beauty and valour the need for self puritication and merging
with god. etc...and the rich imagery, moving rhythm, rare resonant
vocabulary make th[ poem worthy of the poet's high estimate. ln
essence the poem is an inspiring account of God's majesty and
might as reflected in the Windhover, a true disciple of christ him-
self.

The octet of l' )e sonnet is a powerful description of the flight
of the Kestrel whe re as the sestet is about the act performed by
the bird in all its excellence. The poem can be interpreted at
three levels. (1) lt can be looked up on as an accurate description
of the physical act of the Kestrel (Windhover) 2). The falcon is
associated wilh kinship, authority and power. There fore the bird
can be taken as the symbol of Christ, the king of beings (3) The
bird can be looked up on as an emblem of every man or more
specilicantly as a true disciple of Christ. Obviously, these three
layers overlap certainly this metaphor strain enriches ihe mean-
ing and relevance of the poem.

Hopkins dramatic opening of the sonnet. I

caught..........Morning's minion fully brings home to the reader the
distinctive quality of the bird and the excellence of its act. The
poei's ioy al being witness of the bird's awe-inspirity flight sparked
with terrible beauty is tinged wilh a sense oI surprise and triumph.
The majesty might and perfection of the windhover's flight riding
the air underneath him steady prompts the poet to think ot Cht;st
and his disciples (knights) engaged in crealing a world of beauty,

.ioy, calm quelling all antagonistic forces. The poets joy& wonder
are fully echoed in the lines, High these how- he rung up on the
rein of a wimpling wing.

ln his ecstasy!
The tracing of the perlect low-bend, its hurl and gliding re-

bulfing the big wind, instill in him a craving rro a bird ( reappear-
ance ol chirst / or disciple of christ) The achieve of the mastery of
the thing!" ls certainly emblematic of Christ. The Windhover's per-
fect tracing of the circle and the sweep of a ilawless nowbend

i"
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trast behveen the high deals and the earth bound struggles the

oriest {Father Schoclei's opinion) The end ol the poem never strikes
'u *"uw not but it strikes a 'purposeful' note' The times '

No wonder o, it......
gold vermillion
6ring out the battling nature of the faleon and the knight'

the essential burden of the Poem'

'The Windhover ol a declaration of Christian purpose and

a triumphant confirmation of poet's personal laith-the f*J1ll'1was

his very existence. I have not only rnade my vows p'bt1glY :o'"
t*" 

""6 
t*..ty times about I make them to myself everyday'' (Den-

nis Ward, 180).

The natural and spiritual are brought to ring out the glory of

ood and to aflirm the poet's (humaity's) faith in the same'. A rare

ioetic sensinirity, a tiue feel of the language its musical .meta-
Ihorical sensuous and spritual possibilities are fully exploited in

lThe windhover". it is heightened spiritual experience' sprung-

rhyil; ;;t;J*ith great efrect to Produce a sense ol wonder and

a*e Uy ,sn"ring in varied vibrant movements' "EveMhing is re-

attv Urouont to iti highest pitch. The light drenched atmosphere of

;;;", thl powertut lignt, tne vigour of the bird's circling-Nature

,"tg". on 
'..atutic s;ff transcendence" (Roman quardini: Aes-

ineic-fneotogical thoughts on 'The windhovei' Hopkins: a Col-

tection ot critila essays. Ed' Geoffrey H' Hartman' P' 77)

'The Windhover affirms God's triumph' lncidentally' it also

asserts HoPkins Poet's triumPh'

D. annotate the following

(1) Highthere....bidwind

(2\ MYheart........""thing
(3) Brute......Buckle!
(4) AND.....chevalier!
(5) No wonder"'''gold =remilion
Note : Every tine in this sonnet is a potential line for anno-

tation)

J
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E. (a) Attempf a short nole in the imaginary in the poem.
(b) Write a brief nole on the tinguistic iacitities in The

Windhover

. NO W-OBST, rttEBE tS NONE

-4. introduction
- A sonnet per excellence belonging to the last period of

Hopkins poetic career. ll has strong affinity with Donne,s Holy son_
nets. For No Worst, There ls None Thou Art indeed just. Lord,
etc...:are sonnets written with utmost severity and austlrity.

Most of the lines on this sonnet have firsstress, though freely
sprulg

e.g:-Woe worlds sorrow: on an age-old ,nvil wi wee ans sing

^. . 
,h: sonnet (like many others of this period) betrays what

St. lgnatius calls, deslation stands for a darkening of ie soul,
trouble, of mind movements to bare and earthly tni"ng", ;"sU"s"-
ness of various agitations and temptations moving to d]sirust, toss,
of love, when the soul feels th,)roughly apathetL, sad, and as it
were separated from her creator and Lord, (spiritual Experiences)
lirst week, Discermens of Spirits There is a birat<espeaiean-under
thought too, especially in relation to fate and adveisity.
B.Glossary

L. 1 Pitched past pitch of grief.
boundless grief, placed beyond the blackest spot/level of

grier. (note the alliteration)

. 
L2: Pangs-sudden sharp feelings of pain for pangs{eelings

to pain iust experienced (slightly earlier)
L3 Schooled at for epangs-tamed (tempered) af earlier

apangs-(Typical collection/lormation of words by Hopkin)
L4. Wilder wring-come out in a sharper wiy
L5 Herds-long ie. troullers come not single spies, but on

battalion (i, Shakespeare, Hamlet)
L6. World-worrow sorrow of the world if German Welsehmerz
Le Force-perforce by the need of the hour, (r,r the light cf mv

f4
experiences) if Shakespeare,s force perforce,

L t0 Fright ful_ fearfut (First dralt in Hopkins has Fright fut,sheer down not fathomed)
L12 Durance: endurance; shorl span of life;.force ful inven-tion eriinage coinagb of Hopiness . j..r:: ,:. .:. ,.... .,... _...

L13 ,,ryretch an Unfortunate or unhappy person

. .. Whirr mind: a tall pipe-shaped UoOy'ot sir moving forwardwhile whirting at high speed
C.Essay

a)Write an appreciation of No worst, There is None
b) Write a critique on No worst, There is None,

. G.M.Hopkins always experimented boldly with nis thougnfsand.poetic form. He began his poetic career with a K;;t;ian andShakespeareian romantic sensibility. Soon lafter " 
p"r:oo 

"t 
p"-etic lutl imposed on his his selt willed religious irr"o'ionl n"switched on to a period of starting poetic exierlment, tne peaf otwhich is marked by ,,The wreck of the Deuischtanal. 

'in-k""ping

with commitmenr to and confirmarion with (th" d;;;;j;;r;, p""-sion he embarks on a complex spiritual so journ in his sonnets otDesolateou, a typical instance of which is seen in f.fo *oiJ", fn"r"is None.
Hopkins unravels an inescapable darkening of the soul,echoing more or iess the thoughts of St. lgnatius. HI OOin""t"" udarkening of the soul, trouble of mind, irovemeni to-fr"" 

"noearthly things, resllessness this sate entails loss of hopellos" oflove, for at this crisis-torn juncture the soul trerselt teets iir-orougnty
apathetic, said and it were served fronr her creator and L-orO.

. 
The speaker is at a point where one is lorceJ L-rfi", ruoworst, there is none,,. ln the pang packed life, shii.,lened by

J:rlanSS 
(eartier painfut experiences) The post protagc:ist ltorthat matter every man) is forced to query wnere tf,e Lmtorte,Mary's. Both the comforter and comfof,ing,see, to U" ur-is" f,rf 

"ybe it ls a passins srase'. ,n",:ll,ri,:Tl *o" p,,,qn ,,f ,oi"rrospirituality minderi i'iortar.'A iuro prci,rre of rife wilh uAre'nrrr ro
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setbaCkS and unfathOmable pin iS etChed in the alfective lines My

erieS heave,herdS 10ng… … leaVe off the puny little mortal mants

肥鉗l‰胃ξl悧盤訛IЮ
ungh°me m No‖ ngttn9 Ld

TOwering fury has no time mince

hiS WOrds and Waste itS time The COnditiOn of rnan bereft Of Spiri‐
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christ brokё n‐ hearted tears and interior pain fOrthe great pal,that

chnst has suffered fOr me(Dennis War of P 187)

Experiencing One`s oWn intense Spiritual a90ny impOSeS a

sOn of wnhdrawal,expenenced ea‖
ier even by the god head At

thも point,the poetCnes out c9mf°・
er Where b yourcomfonmg?

The pOetiS ObViOuSly begging fOr mere graCe,but he is nOt pretty

sure from where,when and"h。 , PerhapS he repeats hiS plea

w‖ h・ Mary,mOther of us・ HOpkinS askS fOr the Virginis inter9es‐
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sion, because it was here more than all other creatives that christ

meanl to win lrom nothingness and it was her that he meant to win

from nothingness and it was her that he meant lo win lrom noth-

i"g"".. 
"rid 

it *"" her that he meant to raise the highest'

1O""nni"*uta, p.45)" (p.224) The poet is really Iacing a thorny situ-

",ion. 
N"ith". god nor Mary comes to his rescue' No angel ap-

p""r" t" help hiim out. ln a dejected mood, he turns to the.reader'

iis pfignt is presented pignantly as that of every man' "My cries

i"ar"..i"ing" tne world of sorrow and sin is projected with force'

Certainly the grating wince and sing ol the cries striking the anvil

is reminisceni ol another sound, another sound' another discor-

dant blend of the ugly and the beautiful' one which Hopkins

described....'in relalion to Lucifer who indulged in self apprise suc-

"""Oing 
only in raising oI counter music and counter temple and

altar aiounterpoint of dissonance and nol o harmony' (D'W pp

200-1) Wolfe, P.224'5)
in all likelihood Hopkins world-sorrow indicates the disso'

nant satanic music. Man's pride in himself (his inseape) prevents

nim trom freety merging with his saviour-Having reached a climatic

cnoro, nopxins emotional intensity subsides' His cries lull' then

leave off, and the poet explains that the brevity of the emolion

necessitates its fierceness (Wolfe, p'2245)

The focal point of the sestet is the immensity of the humi'n

mind. Sometimes it can scale rapturous heights' and get other

times it can plumb into bottomless pits'' This realization is of su-

f r"r. ,utu"'tor. (a) t hearkens back to its pre-existent union which

irre mino of God, yet also clings to its present status as a

tragmeritary, but seemingly independent human being lt is the

"oJrc" 
ot rn" greatest earthly happiness and the greatest earthly

happiness 
"nd 

th" gre"te"t earlhy tournament' The poet's own

high pitched consciousness has brought about his present deso-

taion: for the keener the consciousness the grater the pain: and

the both these show that the higher the nature the greater the

penaltY, (D.W.P. l 38 Wold,P'225)
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ther and bЮ ther were painters His mother be10nged to s‖

go in
VVestern ireland,Yeats pOems are replete with reference to this

locali、たMuch of his bOyhoOd was spentin London IOndOn and
Dub‖ n, Besides the cOuntryside Of sligO shaped his poeticimagi_

natiOn lt was wh‖e in London that the came intO cOntact vvith a

numberof‖ teraryfigures and art movements,notably Ezra POund

and imagism;Arthur symons and symb。
lisrn and Tagore and

Upanisnads He was educated at the Godolphin schOOls in

Hamersmlth and then atthe Erasnnus smlth schOOlin Dub‖
n He

got sOme trainino an antOO He developed an interestin esOtenc

be‖efs TheosOphy・ Rosicrucianism,Kaba‖ sm and mysticism a‖
atracted him invaungde9rees His re‖

giOus beiiefs were summed
up in his prOse works iike`A visiOn`and an`Essay On Magic'

Yeats'early pOems vverin the romantic traditiOn,influenced
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SophOCles and hiS`Autography'appearedin 1938 He died on 25
」anuary 1939 in France

Yeats'bestpoems‖ ke`The Second COming'`ninteen Hun‐

織 魁 ぶ臓 等 i締 龍 尋
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suous beauty precisiOn and realiSm.
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pain of hiStOry wlh tragic i叫
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resemblance Of a mOuntain wlh
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"m 
Ю dmb

rd stone― eternaltheme Ofthe sen‐

sualcast The heroiC Cryin the midst of despair But w‖
ters Yeats

僣!i継撼掛乳珊:

)e"onty ofthe East OVerthe West,

10 the ageing poet's work

sramza′

The comrnon place mOdern reaction tO art iS presented Hys‐

tencal womenぐ e thOSe whO are m01Vated by narrow,emo‐

tional cOnsiderations)have nOthing but contempt for art,whiCh
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they think is foOliShly gay Art,according to them,haS nothing dras―

tic tO OfrertO save the rnOdern world from war and tOtal annihila‐
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Lines 6 t0 8 indiCate that a‖ wars are the Same Modern
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as both SCenes and heroes lite

to their heroes headS''(Note lヽ oW Yeats uSes ima9es frOm the

theatre to reinfo「
   e` theme) The moment oftheirtragedy is

the moment 04 thc   nalins19ht and consequently of,upreme

delight E‖ manr (1ヽ Outthalthe moment oftheir actual death iS

the moment ofthlerヽ nqe trtulmphifor death fuseS them tO tleir

,
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chosen image of themselves, transcending the temporal and be-coming immortal. Art thus is a permanent bridal chamber of joy.
Stanza 3

. .. ln thisstanza the poettalksorthe civilization putto the swordby time. But we need not feet sorry ir ou, o*n 
"iririjr-riln'," *ip"oout. For. ,,All things fall and are built again.

And those that build them again ire gray.,,
Since birth is inherent in Oeattr, there-is no need to feel de_spondency' asserts the poet. rn the earty ,nes ot t'ii-s-"ilnr", ,n"poet describes how armies. march sometime" on it"ir- t""t, utother.times,,;on shipboard/ C_amel_back, f,or""L.f,l'"ro0""f,,

mule-back, putting an end civili-ation 
"t "i "irif 

ir"t[r'ir,-rn" pu.r.But, though history is a record of perp"mr *"i 
"ro 

o""iru"tion, itis. also a record ol perpetual renewal and affiimation. iitre 
artist,who contributes most to each civilization, *ifi u"'""'a"i"","d *everyone etse but tike his characters he will be gay in nl" i"f"ut.,,Take for instance Callimachus, the Athenian 

".iii or. oi""n qr,ry.Fle was so skiled an artist thar ne franareo marlil'"-" ,1',, *"r"bronze. He made so many wonderful 
"nO "*qri"it" inings tikedraperies' and "rong ramp chimney shaped rike the stem/of a sren-

!e]. ?atm Bur what happened to his wonderfJ-o"-"iil"n, ar"",nothing of him now exists. Even his best proor.tio,iltJoo ort 
"day'. But when there is no need ro teet AeteaianO 

""rrJ*. ,rOl-viduar deJeat is notvery much importanttorhe"nirl.i"ri" orn"inspirer. He knows rhar thouoh ati tt ings ,f"ii;ih"y'"r" irri"g",".And he does it cheerfury. T-he urge to create is as strono as the
:!: l: q":tr"y The hasic gaiery,inherenr in tnl urtiri-r'"L"." toaccept defeat. lt implies him inexorably to ,""orrtr,i.t if,it n""been destroyed. H€ finds fulfillment ani 

"".""qr"rii"r,r'o",rglo: 
Tly" the rragi; joy, inherent in arts and 

"rtiri, t, 
'irir.,", 

irrr"-trated in terms of the vicissitudes of ,,ir,orl. 
- 
V""," ;;;;" ,"_minds us of the fate of his own poems, lhe spirit of which wi survive even if they are lost in oblivion in f uture.
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part of the scene. He presents the scene from inside' as it were'

Iritn it" n"fp of his creative imagination' The creator and creation

U""o." on". Yeats climbs with the chinamen then sun brighl blos-

"". OnSht mountain. Unlike Keats.' however' Yeats is not content

in .iutia"""rion 
"lbne. 

Thii discoloration of the stone' the acciden-

tal cracks or dents, are interpreted in various ways These cracks

or dents taken as a water course or a valance/ or lifty slple where

it still snows. Each crack, in other words' seems to have meaning

6;;iil ot course not only on the artist but on the G^4N ^^rl

n,. iragiti"tion. Cowell rightly poir'''s out that though the.inessen-

tial asplcts of the craving are ravaged by time the essential thing'

ii" uiti,uo"-""t ices the attitude is that ol the tragic wisdom that

""" """"pt 
rise and fall with ioy (Note that the carvings like civili-

zations in the earlier stanza' are subiect to destruction; but the

gaiety borne out o{ wisdom survives)

As the stanza proceeds, the wisemen have reached a rest-

ing place (the little half way house) and have started contemplat-

ini in" tr"gi" scene spread below them where undoubtedly lives

inlinv"i"ri""r women and their ilk one ol them asks for mournful

meloiies. While in the second and the third stanzas' Yeats exam-

ines drama and sculpture' here music is introduced' Thus all kinds

of uu ur" brought into the poem making it exemplify the power

unJgfory ot urt-over nature{ragic gaiety and wisdom over shallow

and spontaneous emotions"-. - -h; 
gaiery of the Chinamen arises out of their full knowl-

edge of soiow which is found, at any rate for the West' only in Art'

n*i"t" ,tg. usto behave in our bomb-threatened lives with the

dignity of-people in art. Whether they are hamlet on the stage or

the three Chainamen in carving'

The stanza integrates all the earlier images and themes and

also to celebrate the wisdom of the East The chinamen' with their

"n"i"nt 
gtitt"ting eyes amid may wrinkles are gay' there be testify-

ing thutin"i, giieiy ot irresponsibility' But is borne out of their

*i-sdm and iniignt, tne result of along and unbrcken tradition oi
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sages endowed with an all compr'ehensive vision and lrue under-

standing.

STYLE
The poem is marked by Yeats mastery ol language and style'

It is said that nothing in Yeats illustrates his great control of lan'

fuage than this poem. Yeats himself said' lt is almost the best I

nave maAe in recent years. Critics have commented up on the

i""V ""a 
apt use of words. Though the subject is quile compli-

".t"0, 
V""o handles it with remarkable control and mastery' The

strong rhythm and shifts of tone to suit the changing perspectives

aaO ti tne richness and variety of the poem' While the first stanza

i, 
"f"ngy, 

off hand' (to suit the description oI hysterical women)

the latJisections become elevated and dignilied' Utmost economy

is exercised so much so that often connectives are left out and the

rlaJer has to supply many of them' lrony and wit operate lhrough-

out as controlling lot""t. The past and the present are.broughl

together to illuminate the essential truth of human situation The

wir ot Witliam of Orange is in no way materially different lrom

modern warfare, Conversely, Hamlet or Lear more than any other

human beings have relevance now' While they are imaginative

creations, the Cahinamen are representatives of the wise East'

Together, they show us the only way, the ancient way' out of the

human Predicament.
Ciities have commented upon the 'stone' imaginary espe-

cially in lhe last poems of years ln this poem' the stone (lapislazuli)

itself becomes ihe central image as the three wise Chinamen are

carved in stone. Yeats himself has written that it represents the

eternal theme of the East. lt represents both the hard-often bitter-

intransigence ol fate, the desolation ol reality' But at the same

rime, ititso symbolizes the eternity o{ truth' of the forms o{ life

and of art, which abides unchanged through all the 'gyres' and

ay"l" o" man's history'. Thus the stone image serves a double

pripo"" at once representing 'the harshness o{ things' and the

eternal way out 1I i1

I
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EASTER 1916

. Called by G. S. Fraser as yeats greatest tragic poem onhuman poritcs" Easter 1g16 was *itt"n in septem6ef1916. rtexpress yeats attitude towards the Easter Rising i Dublin. yeats,
for whom the cause of rrish treeoom was arways very crose of hisheart and who himserf..was oeeprv invorved in rrish struggre forfreedom throush his writinss, *.. 6.ro;;it;#;;; ilat vio_lent upheavar. on Easter tionoay in igr 6, the trish nationarists intheir bid to procraim trerand a Hepubric and therebv pri* end tothe long period of domination oy rngtano seized it"*prorr, buirdingin Dubrin, notabry the-generat poJt oni.". The Britiih *li" orrvwilh the First wortd war and the revorutionaries nop.oJn"t tn"rebellion might lead togeneral rising and eventual liberation of theircountry. Even those yfro wgre not so optimistic at r"*t,.rognised

the svmboric varue of the reberrion anJits6y.r,"r"g";ilil ,or"reffect Tgn a peopre struggting for treeoom. AfteIa ie* iav. otheavy fighting, the reoerJiurienoereo. The British Govt. courtmartia*ed and shot dead sixteen of the reber readeo, tn"r" oycreating new heroes for trish tegend.
'Easter 1916', is a sequer to an earty poem by yeats entired'september 1g1s'. rt was *ritt.n in a mooo of disiilusionment andwith contempt for the. character, particutarry of the divot, shop-keeping Dubrin cathoric rower ridoii .r".ses,. yeats then found

lhese men, born, to'prayand save,, arrtiorr, cordhearted, idifferent
l? llr: romantic tragedy of tretand,s past. He n.r...rpiirJ tn.,to think beyond their narrow selves and risk their rives for the sakeof theircountry. He tamiented bitterfithen.

'Romantic lrelan's dead and gone
'lt's with O, Leary in the grave,.
But now the miracte has happened. The Easter Reberionhas convinced yeats thdt romantiJir"rrno by no mean is deadandgone. ---'- -' lrv rr'vqr' !o

No wonder the rebellion took yeats by surprise. He knewmanyof the readers personaryand he nao no nigh"oplniln i **a
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them. They essentiaily beronged to the tower middre crass. Therewere minor poets and schoor masters too among them. Therewas Major MacBride, who was the husband of yeats ,beroved 

MaudGonne. yeats had nothing but contempt for the duked Major forhaving married Maud Gonne and for having treated her brutaily.Another person invorved was the beautifur aristocratic. constanceMarkiewics. yeats had neverthought much of them. consequenfly
he was taken aback when ne touio them a[ in new rigniafter tnerebellion.

. Th? rittle suggests thar the poem is parry a retraction of orapologyfor september 1913. He fiankry admitsthat namil;uogeotheir character and the mood of the fri.f,ran ,.;;;; tn thepoem he hairs the dead patriots and carts them hlroes. peopte
whom he had considered jesters became martyrs and the casualcomedy gave way to tragedy indeed.

All changed, changed utterly
A terribly beauty is born.
His attitude towards the patriots however, is not so simpleNo doubt he viorenry moved by the sacrifice of these men andregrets their death. He brames himserf for their oeatn, ior nao nisown writings arso prompted them to embrace death for the sakeof their country? He arso examines the nature of heroisms andhairs them as patriotic martyrs. But the fears that ail who devotethemselves fanatically to the narrow cause of lrish Nationalism

may find their hearts their turned to stone. He atso doubt whethertheir supreme sacrifice after art was warranted? He examinesheroism and martyrdom in the cord right of reason, with out theaura of idearism and romanticism, ani against the hard facts of
life, oresentand past. However, ne enosifie p;;;;;n oii,r,r-tic note, Easter 1916 he hops may usher in an era otn"p[in"r,
for lreland.

The poem is divided into for-rr sections. The first and thethird sections have sixteen rines each, whire the second and fourthhave 24 tones each. The first, second ano its ;;;;r;;o witn

・
/1
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the line. The Stones in the midst of all. Which has quite different
effect, thereby expressing the poet's complex attitude towards the
event . The rhyme-scheme is a bad, cdcd, efef etc., Some lines
reflect Anglo lrish Phonetics thereby enriching the beauty, Charm
and conversational ease of the poem. The poem also shows the
technical mastery ol teats ifn its variation of pace, pitch and pause.

section 1

Yeats descibes the mood of lassitude greyness, trivialjocu-
lar malic which he had accepted as the permanent mood of Dublin
a mood of mocking and motley. He admits he was completely
wrong. Here he gives a picture of lreland and its men before the
Easter Rebellion,. ln Dublin, life moved at a leisurely pace and
there was no sigh o, impending upheaval. He knew the men-
lower middle class people. Whose lives consisted of their works
at the offices meaningless chutes and jokes with their friends and
mere clownish deeds. They were commonplace people who never
talked of lndependence or never gave any indication of their patri-
otic zeal. But he realizes that he has mistaken them all. Every-
thing was changed drastically with the Easter Rising. The iesters
have become martyrs.

The tone to the opening line is detached and relaxed, and
has a casual conversational etfect.

I have met them I have met the revolutionaries. Note the
dramatic opening.

Counter or desk shop or office
Being certain This shows how he underrated them. He

was amazed when his friends acted like heroes.
Being certain that.... is worn They were no better than

clowns in a comedy. Yeats though both his friends and himself
looked at lile superficially and were like crown in a commedy,
making fools themselves and remarking uninvolved in serious
events. All changed..ulterly:Yeats was suprised at the sudden adn
somplete change that came over them. From mere iesters, they
transformed themselves into heroes.

I
ATerrible beauty is born-complex attitude of the pet towards

the Rebellion is suggested in the expression a terrible beauty. While
it is attractive, romantic and heroic,it also involves terror, fanati-
cism and death. The line becomes almost a reirain in the poem.
Section 2

ln the second section he sets out to celebrate the leaders
ol the rebellion the beautiful Constance Markiewe , once the aris-
tocratic beauty of the countryside, her sweet voice now grown
shrill with political exhorting; Schoolmaster and minor poets Who
might, iust might, have, have come to something:MAc Bride, a
drunken bully suddenly becomes a legendary hero. A part lrom
constance Markiewicz they are people who he would Ordinarily
find drab or disapprove of, but he humbles himself b€l6re them,
as herocially translormed.

That women Constance Markiewicz, was member ol the
leaders of Rebellion. The only one from aristocracy, shebelonged
to Sligo, who was imprisoned for life. Of yeats poem on political
Prisoner.

Her nights... shrili she was known for her beauty and sweet
voice. Buther voice grew shrill and hoarse by arguing and lectur-
ing to people on politics.

Harries-pack of hounds with huntsmen chasing hares (per
haps before her entry into politics, she went for hunting)

This man-Patrick pearse an lrish poet and the owner of st.
End a's School Dublin one of the sixteen leaders, he was shot
dead.

Winged horse, ln greek inythology, Pegasus was the horse
of the Musre, or Poetry. Here it stands for lhe literacy and cultural
renaissance of lreland.

This order his helperand friend-Macdonagh, himself a writer
and a lecturer in English at University College. Dublin, helped Pearse
run the school. He was one among the executed.

This other man Major Bride, whom Yeats detested for
marrying his beloved Maud Gonne and for lll treating her. He made
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her so unhappy with his drinking and bullying tactics that she was
compelled to leave him. He led an attack on factory in the Ester
Rising and thus became a hero overnight.

He had done......near by heart some who are near my heart
refers to Maud Gonne. The bilter wrong he had done wad of course
to marry Maud Gonne and then to make her unhappy.

Resigned ....causal comedy he gave up his life of superfici-
ality and light heartedness. Causal comedy is Yeats phrase for a
life without depth and intensity.

SECTION.S

The third section is the most concentratedly beautiful part o,

the poem. lt is a sustained long melaphor. The hearts of the rebels
(hearts with one purpose alone) are like a stone in the midst of a
slream where clouds are moving, hoses are passing, birds are
tlying - in short, everything is changing minute by minute but

The stone's in the midst of all
We teel the heroism of the stone, but also in the rest of the

metaphor, Yeat's wistfulness for the gentle changing pace that is

lile. Fanaticism is heroic; but it is also an image of earth. To con-
centrate too narrowly on a cause at the exclusion of the others (ln

this case the cause of lreland) however admirable it may be, is
also a denial of life and all that implies.

Hearts with one purpose alone. The rebels had a single
minded purpose. 1.e., the liberation o, lreland.

A heart enchanted to a stone-this is Yeats symbol for one
echo devoted himself to a cause disgrading his lile an love! those
who are enchanted to a stone are those who gave up too many
other interests to'Concentrate too narrowly on a cause The revolu-
tionaries, in other words became as insensitive as a slone lo ev-
ery other cause. The stone symbol also implies them undying ex-
ternal fame as well as their hardened hearts and in human inflex-
ibility.

The trouble the living stream social lile like a stream, moves
onward, Movement or change is the very spirit of life. But the rebels
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with lheir doggedness and violence impede the progress of life.
Like the stone in the midst oI a stream obstructs the free and

smooth flow of water the rebels with their doggedness and vio-
lence impede the progress of li{e anQ sap its spir:i!: (.Yeats is op-
posed to narrow-minded nationalism and violence)

A horse hoof.....call. the poet looks at the stream and tinds
change (which is life) in everything.; The stream flows, the horse

splashes the water with tis hooves, the water birds dive and re-

spond to the mating calls of the male birds.
The stone's .....oI all Note the contrast and its effecl. The

stone alone remains changeless and still in the very midst of
change and life. lt even obstructs the tlow of life. Whatever be its

merits, it represenls the changelessness oI death. The stone sug-
gests permanence: it is out of stone that monuments are made.
Anything that lives has to die; it is subject to change.

SECTION 4
"ln the last section he underlines that too long a sacririce

can make a stone of the heart. He has the courage to ask whether
perhaps this dealh was needles. Loyal to his own moderation, he

points out that England may keep faith for all that is done and

said. And it is no good saying that he heroes of 1916 have fallen
sleep. They are dead, But even if they died in error ( bewildered")
it was excess of love for lreland that bewildered them. They are

dead, and there is nothing now but to name their sacred names

and celebrate them. They have become part of the lrish legend,

and they have transformed lrish history. Yeats makes his splen-

did gesture of salutation to heroic simplicity withoul surrendering
the complexity of his own mind.

A stone of the heart-their determination makes them hard

hearted and fanatical (Note the earlier stone image too)
O when may it sulfice? Where it is enough to win freedom

Yeats doubts whether it alone can achieve their goal.

That is Heaven's.......had run wlld. These lines are full of
tyrical intensity and lenderness. lt is not for us to pass value judge-
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ments on their deeds. They might have acted recklessly and are
now dead. What we are to do is to call their names soffly like moth_
ers calling the names of their children fondly when they have fallen
asleep after their pranks: These rebels are to be treated with love
and tenderness even if they might have over reached themselves.

Was it but nightfall?-yeats wonders whether he can gain re_
lief from the thought that they are only asleep (like chilOren in ttre
earlier lines) i.e., lheir lack of popularity or fame is but temporary.

No. on.......death yeats faces the hard reality boldly. (Note
the repetition of no indicating his coming to term with their death)

Was is needless death after all? yeats doubts the wisdom of
the revolutionaries-

For England.....and said. ln .l9.13, the British Govt. passed a
bill for Home Rule in lreland, though this was stayed at the out-
break of the war, England promised lreland freedom after the war
( ln other words, even wiihout these self-sacrifices, England may
have kept up its promise)

Bewildered confused; perplexed. Though they died in error,
il was their excessive love for their country they made them do lt.

Connolly a trade union organizer and leader of the rebellion,
who was executed.

Green the national colour of lreland
It is to be noted that it is only towards the end of the poem

that Yeats mentions lhe names of the four ring leaders. He names
them only alter defining completely his attitudes towards them.
The earlier iesters have now become martyrs and it is by way of
sincere salutaion to their heroic simplicity that he names them in
the end. The poem expresses yeats complex attitude towards the
death and martyrdom of the revolutionaries in the most restrained
Lyrical manner, combining within it both sanity and proportion using
the most appropriate and complex images.
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W.H. AUDEN
(1907-1973)

INTRODUCTION

W.H. AUDEN was born in to a middle class family in york in
1907. He was educated at Gresham school, york ind Christ
Church, Oxford. ln his early career he tried to imitate Thomas Hrdy.
But before long he came under the influence of T.S. Eliot, Stephan
Spender and on the remembers of the pylon School.. His first vol_
ume of podms cam e out in 1930. His second volume of poems,

. "The Orators" came out in 1932. He took part in.the Spanish civil
War as an ambulance driver & Stretcher bearer, taughi for a while
in the pre-Hilter Germany. ln 1995 he married and set ed in lhe
Uniied States of America. This brought about a radical change in
his poetic career and lire vision.

ln the 1 930's Auden seemed a Marxist poet. He was consid-
erably influenced at this stage by Marx and Freud. Still he dis_
played admirable fluency and a wide range. perhaps his own state-
ment in the introduction of the poet,s Tongue.

Poetry is not concerned with telling people what to do, but
with extending our knowledge of good and evil, perhaps making
the necessity for action more urgent and its nature more clear, but
only leading us to the point Where it ls possible for us to a rational
and moral choice.

During this period, 30,s Auden wrote some plays. The dog
Beneath the Skin (j 995) the Ascent of F6 (19g6) and 6n the Fron-
tier (1938) probably to give a telling expression to.political, social
and mcral concern. Christopher lsherwood was his collaborator in
these plays.

However, there was a marked change in the 1 940,s in Auden
towards the religious/Christian vein. ln this period he was moved
by Kierkegaard and Reinhold Ktional stanza forms and.myths (8.L.
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Black, Nine modern Poets, 1966 p...91)
..THE SHIELD OF A CHILLS"

Notes

Written in 1952 and published in 1955, it is the first poem in a

volume of poems title The Shield of A chilles. The poems is based

on an episode, in Homer's lliad relating to Achilles' Agamemnon.

Patroclus, Thetis and hehaestes (or Vulcan) The central staple of

this poem is the new coat of arms being made lor Achilles. Auden

uses it clevgly to offer a carping commentary on the present stat

ol the world.
. 12. ungregated-Came together in a large group

25. heifer a young cow which has not yet given birth to a calf.

26. Libation an offering of wine to a God. Esp. in ancient

Greece and Rome
. 61. Hephaestos - Vulcan

, hebbled - limped
" 62. Thetis - Mother ol Achilles
'66. Shying: Killing
Essay
1. Could you consider The shield ol Achilles" as a criticism

of contemporary life?
'or
To what extent does Auden correlate myth with modern life?

Or
Comment on Auden's use of myth in 'The Shield ot AchilleC

Auden ina remarkable way create a conductive context to

brood over the decadent @mtemporary culture and life in general

Auden uses the episode .dealing with the Coat ot Armour ol
Achilles. ln protest against the indecent behaviour of Agamemnon.

Achilas kept himself away from the war front' However be lent his

Coat of Armour to his friend, Batroclus to give his pseud-prowess.

But the was killed by Hector, he took away patroclus coat of

v
armour Thetis, Achilles mother assured hil,. in a dream that she

would come lhe next morning with a lresh coat of armour made by

Hephaestos (or Vulcan the gitted heavenly blacksmith) On her

requesrt Vulcan made a new coat of armour decorated all over with

patterns of the heavenly bodies colourfull cities full of people, mar-

riage and banquets scenes, a city steeped in war and belaboured

with the spirit of death swaying its peaceful postures, vineyards

forms and dancing scenes (Homer, Lliad XVlll)

The plot help Thetis to see wholesome and inspiriting scenes

being embossed on the Shield. lnstead what strikes her it the lile

lessness of the Hollowmen parading on the shield. Dictators, pale

bureaucrats a huanile deliquent, a caricature ol crucifixion etc. are

some of the achieving scenes.

The divine artifice Hephaestos (or Vulcanis poet' The vari'

ous scenes and people on the shield closely resemble what is be-

ing said or prolected in the poem. That is assigned the role of the

public. The whole shield poem is a severe and candid criticism

(Commentary on the state of modern culture. Auden uses a very

succinct and simple diction to choice his profound concerns on lhe

decaying modern culture. He enriches, the poem with rich symbolic

images which very often voyage out to the mysterious and pro-

vocative realm ol allegory and allied thoughts and judgement.

The poet makes one feel the anguish of Thetis when she

under the shock looked over the shoulder oI Hephaestos. She an-

ticipated vines and Olive trees well governed cities oI marbles and

ships up on unhastered (untamed) seas. But instead of all these

she could only see an artificial wilderness and ask like lead. Auden

draws the picture of cotemporary life and world appears to Thetis a

a plain without a feature, bare and brown, Noblade of gras, no s'gn

of neighbourhood it is a cowded hungry world nothing to eat an no

where to sit down. The blankness and helplessness ol the masses

her deed uncontrolled by, and commanded by dictators and war.
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mongers are put across in a compressed way by Auden. His clear
and cutting collocation of words does the trick, note his brief but
etfective description to this effect.

Yt. congregated on its blankness, stood
An unintelligible multitude.
A million eyes, a million boots in a line
Without expression, waiting for a sign
the laceless dictor's (military commander's) harsh voice com-

mand men to fight for a iust cause, proved by statistics.
Thetis sees men in cold silence moving in columns shrouded

in dust. They marched away, enduring belief only to suffer and
grieve somewhere for somebody else's infallible logic and irrevo_
cable orders. Auden's Careful selection and ordering of words gen-
erate the intended meaning.

lnstead of a sacred altar where rituals meant to enable and
purity the multitude should have taken place she could only see
concentration camps. Thetis eagerly looked for rituals pieties, white
flower garlanded heifers libation and sacrifice. But she only saw
military spot enclosed by barbed wire. The poet here draws a pic-
ture of the post world war ll situation when the victors loaded the
world with chilling (killing) concentration camps. Auden,s anguish
and powerless men (The so called vanquished) are subiected to in
human cruelty and suffering Ofiicials lounge. Sentries sweat, An
ineffective ordinary crowed of decent folk watched.

Majority of the people in this war torn world are at the mercy
of a powertul few. The powerful foes keep the defeated under their
control. Auden never mnces words. See the force with which he
hits.

The mass and majesty of this world all
The carries weight always weighs the same
Lay in the hands of others...
Such illfated people died much before their bodies. Auden

Painfully makes us realize..." They lost their pride and dies as men
before their bodies died.
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Thetis to her chagrin does not find Hephaestos setting a
dancing tloor or a sports and games arena. Noathlets, no dancers
moving their sweet limbs in tune with quick music instead she could
only find all activities healthy and cheereful are slmply missing. the
shield is a telling a replica/reflection of contemporary life. A value_
less world packed with violence and pride is what one sees. ln this
worls crucifixion takes place time and again. Airalueless world packed
with violence and pride is what on sees. ln this world ,crucilixion,

t€Ikes place time and again. Violence is unleashed just lor the sake
of violence. reckless urchines would innocent birds. Gids are raped.
Boys are killed by boys. The promised land has receded. Hope_
lessness rule the roost. No love is lost between people. Nobody
weeps lor anybody else.

The fate of modern man is writ large in the last stanza. After
{inishing the new armour of Achilles, in a palpably different way
from which Thetis (People at large) are left guessing in a benumhed
vein. She was dismayed at what God had wroght to please her son,
iron-hearted, man slaying Achilles. There is a wide gap netween
what the mother expected and what she actually saw on the "Shield"
that is the way of the present world' deprived of love, devoid mol
values, entrapped in doom and death. Thetis gapes and grasps,
for she realizes with heart ache that her son (Achilles) or that mat-
ter ever one's son) would not live long.

Objective questions
'1. W.H. Auden wrote his ptays in collaboration with (a) Louis

machiniece (b) Richard Artington (c) Christopher lsherwood
(Ans: c)
2. The Dyer's Hand is a famous collecJion of essays written

(z) W.B. Yeats (b) W.H. Auden(c) Stephen Spender (Ans: b)
For funher reading
Collected poems: Ed Edward Mandelson London; Faber 976
W.H. AUDEN: A selection ED. Richare.
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Hoggart London: Hutchinson 1969

Crirical material

Blair, John G. The politic Art of w.H. AUDEN. princeston Univ.

Press. 1965
Fullr, john A reader's Guide to W.H. Auden London Thames

of Hudson 1970
Hogart, Richard Auden: An ltroductory Essay. London: Chato

Windus: 1951

Nelson Gerald. Changes of heart A study of the Poetry of

the poet W.H.Auden Berkely Pumiv' of Califirnia press' 1971

Spears, monnore k.Ed. the poetry of W'H. Auden A collec-

tion ofcritical Essays, Engle mood cliffs, N.J.Prentice hall 1964
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T.S.ELIOT
(1888-1965)

Thomas Sterns Eliot was born at St.Louis missouri. USA on

26 Septomber 1888. He had his education up to MA in USA. the

he spent a year at the sorbonne in Paris. Again he returned to

Harvard working for a doctorate on philosophy on Francis Heaberty

Bradley. ln the meanwhile he spent sometime at Marburg, Ger-

many and Oxford, London.
On 22 september 1914, Eliot met Ezra pound in London.

That meeting brought about a total change in Eliot's life and ca-

reer. Pound persuaded him to settle in England in view of his fu-

ture as awriter. Eliot married on '16 JUne 1915 an English woman.

Pound took the initiative to publish Eliot's poem.The Love Song of

J.Alfred Prufrovk in factory in 1915 while he worked as a school

teacher. On 19 March 1917 he joined the Lioyds bank, London.

Poem by T.S. Eliot was published by Alfred knopf in 1920. ln the

same Year, along with Wyadhem Lewis he went to Paris. There

hemet Jmes Joyce. lll health forced him to move to Lausanne,

Switzerland. While returning, he stayed for a few days in Paris

and submitted the manuscript of The Waste Land to pound. lt first

appeared in Dial, Boni and Liveright published it in New York in

1922.
Eliot started criterion in the same year. He wanfed it to be a

European review. The Journal ladsted for seventeen years.

ln 1925 Eliot left Lloyds and joined Faber and Gwyer (later

Faber and Faber) in 1927 he became a British citizen 1922'1939

was perhaps his most productive period. The Hollow Men was pub-

lished in 1925, journey of the Magi in 1927, A song of simeon in

1928 Marina and Ash Wednesday in 1930. His last grbat poem,

Four Quarters was published during 1936-40
Eliot also wrote a number verse dramas too. Murder in the

Cathedral (1935) The Family Reunion (1939) the Cocktail Party

(1949) The Confidential Clerk (1953) and the Elder Statesman

(1 e58)り
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Notes Towards Definition of culture was published in 1 949.
Eliot made signiticant contributions to literary criticism too.

He was awarded the Nobel Prize for literature in 1948. He died on
4 January 1965.

T.S. ' Elio't iemarkable changed the very complexion of po-
etry and criticism be queathed to him by lhe Romantics and the
Victorians. He is one of the major voices of modernism. His influ-
ence was so great that his period will ever be remembered as the
age o, T.S. Eliot.

THE WASTE LAND

NOTES

Eliot wrote about this long poem that he had had in mind for
a long time. For the first time to John Quinn, the New York Attor
ney and art Collector and then to his mother he composed the
poem partly at margate, but mostly at lausanne in Switzerland in
1921.

ln early January 1922. He submitied the manuscript to Ezra
Pound at Paris Pound Brought about radical changes besides sup-
plying the title. Eliot also effected a lew alternations al the sug-
gestion of vivien, his first wife. The waste land first published in

the Criterion in October 1922 and in The Dial (New York) in 1922.
It,was published with Eliot's notes by Boni and Live right (New
York in 1922) The manuscript of this poem passed into the hands
of Quinn. Though for a long time it was suppose to be lost, it was
rediscovered in 1968. A fascimile, edited by Valerie Eliot was pub-
lished by Faber in .1971

. The change levelled against Pound lor bringing about radi-
cal changes is quelled by this racsimile. Eliot's lll-health and strain
of his marriage to a mentally imbalanced person might have cre-
ated a mental condition opposite to creative indulgence which
yielded this rich, complex and rare poem.

Eliot moved away Iorm the tradition of long deceptive po-
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ems. He tried to make poetry as much more suggestive and com-
plex through select images and their imaginative organisation. ln
the modernist vein Eliot employed resourcelully vegelation myths,
Iolklore; which stress that the barrenness of the land is due to the
impotence o, its ruler. He makes good use of the spiritual belief
that the land and the kind (Ruler) can be made fertile by a quest-
ing knight posing the right questions.

In the Notes Eliot acknowledged two vital sources. 
.

Not only the title, bul the plan and a good deal of the inci-
dental symbolism of the poem were suggested by Miss Jessie, L.

Weston's book on the General Legend: From Ritual to Romace To

another work of anthropology I am indebted in general, one which
has influenced our generation profoundly; lmean The Golden
Bough; l'have used especially two volumes; Adonis At tis, Osiris.

Jessie L Weston in her book From Ritual to Ramce 01920)
advances the thesis that all medieval romances are based on veg-
etation cults. The grail, the holy vessel used during the Last super
and the lance that was used to pierce the side of the Christ after
his crucifixion, are equated by Weston with female and male fertil-
ity symbols. ln her version the Fischer King was ruler ol a cursed
land by an evil spell. lt made him too impotent. The only way in
which fertility to the land and its ruler of by a virtuous and bold
quester; a knight; by raising a series ot ritual questions and get-
ting the answers.

Besides its direct bearing on lhis poem, Eliot also might have
used it profitably to draw a close parallel between the blighted
land in Weston and the modern waste land bereft of spiritual val-
ues, religions hold and cullural moorings. The poet also takes the
cure for a possible redemption from Weston and applies it imagi-
natively to the contemporary situation.

The epigraph: These words are laken form lhe Satyricon of
the Roman writer Petronius Arbiter (1st century A.D) lrans. of the
epigraph

For once I myself saw with my own eyes the sibyl at cumac
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hanging in a cage, and when the boys Said to her "Sibyl., what do
you want?" She replied, "l want to die". [Sibles = probhetic old
woman of Grek mythology. ln The Waste land prohecy becomes
mere fortune telling Madam Sosostrisl

The cumacn sibyl Aeneasthrough Hades in Vigil's Aened.
As a boon Appolo granted the cumacn. Sibyl perpetual life, but
without youth. She inevitably withered in to old age. Probably her
only wish, paradoxically, was to die. Eliot finds a provocative sym-
bol in her in relation to modern life where everybody desperately
craves for death)

'll miglior fabbro" (ltalian)

= lhe greater craftsman'Waste Land is dedicated to Ezra
pound, who influenced and guided Eliot in his poetic ventures.
The waste Land was thoroughly revised and reduced in length by
Pound, " the greater craftsman'.

'il miglior fabbro' are the words originally used by Dante to
hail the troubadour provincial artist. Arnaut Daniel in Purgatory
(Dante, Purgatory, XXVI 117).

The Phrase, not only as used by Dante, but as quoted by
myself, had a precise meaning. I did not mean to imply that pound
was only that; but I wished at the moment to honour the technical
mastery and critical ability manifest in his own work, which had
also done so much to turn. The Waste Land lrom a jumble of
good and bad passage in to a poem (T. S. Eliot). At first The Waste
Land was published without dedication. While presenting a copy
ol the poem to extra Pound, eliot added this However, Eliot in-
cluded the dedication, when The Waste Land was reprinted in
Poems 1910 - 1925).

[troubadour = aristocratic poet minstrels of provence in
southern France.l

Section 1

Lines
The burial of the Dead 'The Burial of the Dead' Eliot has

@.

taken this title from the Book o{ Commom Prayer.. ln the church
of England , the full title of the burial service is'the order of the
durial ol the Dead".

ln the context of the poem with.its mythological allusion,
the dead' may be the fertility gods, mentioned by bothweston
andFlazel

1. April....month: Easter is celebrated to remind humanity
of Christ's resurrection. lt normally falls in April. ln vegetation myths
too spring brings lertility to the land and potency to the Fisher
King. The very thought of 'resurrection', spring and string of life
fills modern man with fear. Hence April is called the cruellest
month' Eliot alludes to the opening line of chaucers, prologue to
the Canterbury Tales in an ironic way, Ior there it is spring, shower,
pilgrimage prayer, cheerfulness and the like.

2. Lilacs....land: ln ancient myths lilac symbolised. Eliot
refers to it in an ironic way.

Lines 1 - 7 Depict a poweful sybolic picture of winter and
receding lite.

8. Starbergerse: A well known lake resort near Munich.
West German. Eliot visited it in Aug. 19l l King Ludwig's Castle,
Scholoss Brig was here While attemtping escape, he was
drowned in the lake (if Death by Water', fourth section of The
Weste land)

9 - l8 May be a vision of the conversation that Eliot had
with the nieve of Kind Ludwig, Marie Lariseh. Critics for a long
time believed that Eliot had taken details from the countess'auto-
biography My Past ( l 913). lnterestingly, marie was believer in for-
tune telling by cards. The poets description of the sledding is iust
a snatch of the conversation that he had with this niece and con-
fident of the austrian Empress Elixabeth (See valerie Eliot, ed
The Wast Land Facsimile, pp.-125-6) [take note of the sudden
change of mood that Eliot eflects in these linesl.

10. Hofgarten : An outdoor cafe (German). There is a
famous 'Hofgraten' in Munich in a public park with a zoo.

12. Bin.....Deutsch: I am not Russian at all, I come from
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Lithuania, a pure German'A word by word transcript of a remark

made to Eliot by centers Marie Larisch.

19. eliot effects another sued range here.

20. Son of man:cl. Ezekeil Zil

(Eliot's note)
And he said unto me, son oJ man' stand up on they feet, and

I will speak unto thee.
22. Broken images: of Ezekiel 6:6 'ln all your dwelling places

the cities shall be laid waste, and the high places shall be deso-

late, that your altars may be laid waste and made desolate and

your idols may be broken and cease, and your images may be cut

down, and your works may be abolished.
23. The cricket no relief: cf. Ecelesiast es 12:5 (Eliot's note)

'Also when they shall be afraid of that which is high, and fears

shall be in the way, and the almond tree shall llourish, and the

grasshopper shall be a burden, and desire shall tail because man

goeth to his long home, and the mourness go about lhe streets'

26. 'red rock': the sacrificial altar, a holy spot, may suggest a

bloody revolution (critics differ in their viewsl
.26-29 Actually these lines are rerendering of the lines in an

earlier poem,'The Death of Saint Narcissue'(1910 or 1911)' ct

The complete Poems and Plays, P.605)

30. lwill....... dust... The allusion is biblical. cf' Ecclesiastes

12:7. Then shall the dust return to the earth as it was' ln John

Donne too there is a similar passage cf. Meditation 4 of Devotions

Up on Emergent Occasions? (1 524); What's become ot man's great

extent and proportion, when himself shrinks himself , and consumes

himself to a handful of dust.
"The whole passage. lt would be noted, has behind it ech-

oes ol the old Testament prophets, and more especially oI Exekiel

and Ecclesiates: messenger, one might say, of door lor the people

of lsrael, but messengers who also bore with them the promise of

a renewal of life. (Derek Traversi, T.S. Eliot The Longer Pomes,

27\
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31 .34 Frisch.....' du: Tristan and lsolde, I' verse 5-8(E[ol's

note) cf. Richard Wangerner's music drama in which a young lover

in Trinstan's ship sings in a casual way of his sweelheart' Fresh

wafts the wind/To the Homeland/My lrish sweelheart (Child)

Where are You lingering? r
35. Hyacinths: A symbol of regrowth ln Greek mythologye

Spartan youtn Hyacinthus, was accidentally killed' The hyTcinth

flower giew lrom his blood, Usually in Sparta Hyacinth's death

and rebirth are celebrated in early summer' There is a close con-

nection between hyacinths and vegetation cults'

37-41 Yet...... silence: An in explicable mystical experience

of love. cl Wagner's Tristan and lsolde: Tistan was sent to lreland

to bring lsoloJe to be the bride of his uncle Kind Mark' A'potion

Tristan and lsolde drink makes them eternal lovers

42. Oed'.....Meer. Tristan and lslode, lll verse 24 (Eliot's

note). Tristan is on his death bed, still anxiously looking forward to

the ship carrying lsolde. His men after surveying the sea reports'

Desolate and empty the sea.

43. Madame Sosostris: Eliot might have borrowed the name

from Aldous buxley chrome yellow (1921) lt is the pseudo name

of one ot Huxley's characters. Counters Marie Larich too might

have given him a tip. There seems to be an oblique reference to

Madam Blaratsky too.
Clairvoyante: A woman having the ability down' ("bathos")

46-56 ihe reference is obviously to the Tarof Pack of cards

originally used for dirination by the Egyptian priests, now..cheap-

enld by-base fortune-tellers. ol. Eliot's note: I am not tamiliar with

the exact constitution of the Tarof pack of cards, from which I have

obviously departed to suit my own convenience The hanged man'

a member of the traditional pack, lits my purpose in two waysl

because he is associated in my mind with the hanged God of

Frazer and because I associated him wiih the hooded figure in the

passage of ihe disciples to Emmans in part V "The man with There

brarue-s 1an autnentic members of the Tarot pack) I associate quite
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arbitrarily with the Fischer King himself.
Jessic L Weston connects the Tarot pack if cards (78) with

pgimitive rituals. ln Grail Legends the four suits o, the Tarot pack
the cup, the lance, the swords and the dish are used as the life
symbols. Many of the figures on the Tarot pack of cards are re-
lated to fertility rites. ln ltaly and France thq Tarot was used in the
tourteenth century. No body knows much about the origin of the
Tarof pack.

- 47. Phoenician sailit: He tolls in to phoebes in section lV
Eliot seems to project him as a fertility god, whose image was
thrown into the sea every summer and recovered on the siring. lt
may symbolize resurrections.

48. Those......look! of. Shakespeare. The Tempest (l ii, 398).
This is part of Ariel,s song which tells prince Ferdinand about

the imagined drowning and transformation of his fatherm king
Alouso.

Full fathom lire thu lather ties....and strange (t ii g96_40l 
)

. 49 Belladonna (ltalian)= beautifut lady a deadly night shade
(a plant) from which a poisonous drug is obtained. SomJ use it as
a beauty preparation to enlarge the pupoe, of the eye of women

Lady of the Rocks Eliot impties a contrast witih Virgin Mary
in keeping with the Waste land situation

of. Madonna of the Rock,s a famous painting by Leonardo
da Vinci

50. The lady of Situations: The lady of unequal, inc
ompatiable situations, The low stature of this lady is indtated by
the small letter'l'Notice the I used in the previous line. This tady
anticipates the fallen lady in part ll.

51. Man with three Staves (Eliot,s note) Je identifies him
wjth the maimed and sexually impotent King (of . crossed staves
of The hollow Men -T.S Eliot)

Wheel : Wheel of fortune; Wheel of life (a favorite image of
Eliot). The tr,cet rnight have been conscious of its Eos,e s & Wcst-
ern conn( , r.ts The whe. , r,i irf€r is sirljp,Jsed to L ) .lated by
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Anubis, the Egyption funeral god with A Jackal,s head symbolising
good, and Typhoons, the giant of Greek mythology standing for
Evil.

52. One eyed Merchant: He merges with Mr. Eugeminds,
the smyrna merchant.(part. lll:ll 2Og;14::: :3;i; ,,*,;- r::,

Eliot may be describing:hirm.as.ons byedsince he.ib depict-
ing a side view. He may ilso be suggesting his baseness. Tradi_
tionally the Syrian merchants were crediled width fhe spreading
of the mysterious relating to primitive fertility rites,

53. Somethings back in all likelihood the mysteries of fertil-
ity cults

55. The Hanged God: One of the Tarot cards in it there is the
figure of a man hanging buy one foot from a cross (T-shaped).
Eliot seems to link this tigure with Frazers hanges God, sacriliced
lo restore fertilaty to the land. Fear Death by Water: in part lV,
Death by Water, the protagonist his this sad end.

57. Mrs. Equitone: Eliot may not be referring to any particu_
lar woman. She may stand for any shallow, fashionable modern
women Eliot imaginatively coins such provocative proper nouns.

60. Unreal city: (Eliot,s not); He.refers to two lines of! Les
septs Vielllards.' (The Seven old Men). A poem from Les Fleurs
du Mal (The Flowers of Evil) by Charles Baudelaier, a 1gth cen-
tury decadent French Romantic poet. (trans) Crowded .oity, city
full of dreams, Wherein broad daylight the spectrds stojs the
passes but Elipt must have been struck with Bandelaires parls
similarity to his own Waste Land, and Dante,s lnferno

62-63 So many (Etiot note)
of. lnferno lll, 55-57
It never would have entered in my head. There w. . so many

men whom death had slain (Dante,s words to virgil as he , ,ds the
damned in the vestibule of Hell)

64. (eliot's note) of: lnfeno. tv,25-27
We hcard no lord compiailtt. No crying there no sound of

qr i-.i except tne sound .ii,,,i!1o eui\ ering f or ever through the eter_
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nal air.
(Dante's description of the pagans in limbo) deprived ol the

bliss of God's presence.
66. King William street: a Well known street in London

67. Saint Mary Woolnoth: An anglican church designed by

Christopher Wren alter the Groat fire in London at lhe corner of

kind William Slreet and Lombard Street.

68. With a....nine: (Eliot's note) lie makes a special men-

tion of the flat, sound ol the last stroke oI nine. ln England office

workers begin their daY at I there.
'dead sound llat sound
'There may be a reference to the hours immediately alter

crucifixion from the third hour to the nineteenth darkness de-

scended on earth!
69. Stetson (Another instance o, striking a proper noun of

Mrs. Equitone)
Usually considered to be Ezra pound.

70. Mylac: one of the navel battles oI the First Punic War

260B.C) in which the Romans tought against the carthaginians fro

trade supremacy in the Mediterranean. The romans War' The

protagonist's tinding ol steel,. son at mylac in the Firsl Punic War

and not in First world war suggests that all wars one war' Eliot

always subscribed to the view that the past and [present roll into

each other.
71-75\n these lines Eliot Takes is back to the central theme

oI the Firsl section the burial of the dead

71-72 Eliol obviously relers the, ,ertility cult: burial and res-

urrection.
74. {Eliot's note) of . Webster's White Devil

According to Eliot it relers to the dirge (a slow sad song sung

6ver a dead person) sung by the insane corneal at the time of the

burial ol her son who was murdered by his brother

But keep the wol, far thence, that's foe to men

ior with his nails he'll dig them up again (White devil V IVV)
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note the changes Eliot effected
Wolt to dog and toe to friend

Dog-There may be a reterence to stirus, the dog Star' lt is

closely connected with fertility cults. When the Dogstar rose the

Waters of the Nile loo rose.

76. (Eliot's note) ol. Preface to Fleurs Du mal

This is the last line of Bay dialers's prelatory poem. Aulecturer

(To the Reader) The line may be ?Translated As. Hypocrite Readerl

My likeness, my brother! Baudelaire believed that the poet and

the reader alike sutfered from lethargy & dullness which are the

problems il modern man too. Just like Baudelaire, Eliot too wants

to shock the reader to be alive while reading/responding to the

poem.

Section II
A GAME OF CHESS

Lines
A game of Chess: multi layered allusion, typically, Eliotian

At the outset, it may be an allusion to Thomas Middleton'st (1580-

1627) play. A Game at Chess (1264). lt is a satire on marriage

effected for political advantage, Perhaps. A more relevant allusion

may be to the same play wrist's work, women Beares Woman

(6;f,21"\ Livia, procures plays chess with the mother while her

daughter in law. Branca is being seduced by the Duke Bothe these

actions take place together (Woman Beware Women, Act ll) There

may also be a reference to Alexander Popes'The Rape ol the

Lock. Take note to the Game of ombre described in that poem'

The note of boredom is merged with a sickening opulence

and luxury minus the soul.

lines 77- (Eliot's note) Antony and Cleopatra, ll, ii 190

77-80 Herc Enobarbus describes the sailing of cleopatra on

the river Cindus Jlowing through the city ol Tarsus, in Asia Minor

The bagrge she sat in like a burnished
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throne burned, on thp water....
and what they undid did
(Antony and Cleopatra, ll ii 1 95_208)
79. Standards_poles
80 Cupidon - sma bot es, phials
88. Urgent- thick oily substance ointment
92. Lacqueria (Eliot,s note)
Aeneid, 1726. Eliot suggests virgil,s description of the ban_

quets hosted by Dido, eueen of Carthage in honour of Aeneas,
flaming torches hang from the golden, pan-elled ceiling: and torches
conquer the night with llames (Dido fell in love witi Aeneas and
hence the grand show. But laler on she was disheartened for
Aeneas unatfected by her love went on wilh his mission)

93. Coffered:

.. . . 9& The sylvalscene: (Eliot,s note) of. Milton,s paradise Lost,
lV 140. The phrase sylvan scene is used Miltons account ol Statan,s
first glimpse of the garden of Eden

So on Le fages and to the borcler comes
Access denied..(pL, N. 131-1g7)

- _ 99. The change of phitomel.... (Eliot,s note) cf. Ovid,s
Metaphases. Vl Ovid, the Roman poets gives a version of the Greek
myth, centered on phitometa a daughGr of pandlon, iinfot etn-
ens. Philomela was raped by her brother in law, King TerEus thersister, Procne's husband). Tereus cut off phonically to-ngue to hush
his crime and even told proche that philomita *"" j"jJ. er, rn"
though in captivity, managed to pass on her fall,, on 

" f"p""rry
through a maid to her sister, But the gods out ot 

"orp"""ion "or_ered Philomela into a nightingale, proJne into a swattow anJ fereus
in to a hope. A shocking story of sheer tust warranting ftiiimatecomparison with the waste land set up

. 103. Jug Jug: ln Elizabethan poetry this represented
nightingale's song. ln modern times it reiers to sexr"t iri"r"orrr".
Eliot obviously pins to the utter degeneration that is rrrpun, inthe waste land relating to love and sex.
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'11 1-123. Eliof s deliberate attempt to use conversational
snatches ands lo shock the readers out of their slumber cr. B.C.
Southam's oplnion that these lines have striking resemblance to
D/H/Lawrence's poems. The Fox (Refer A Student,s guide to the
Selected poems of T.S. Eliot, pp 79-80) , . .- l

A laxity and loosens indicative of.shallow thinking is the
patent strain of the Waste land, eliot stresses this point in these
lines.

115 Rat's alley A-disquieting symbol of the wastc land.
'125. Those are eyes There may be a reference to The Tem_

pest (l,ii, 398) Ariel,s song which tells prince Ferdinand of his fa_
ther, King Alonoso's drowning and transformation. ln The tempest,
every thing moves towards positive values and love triumphs,
whereas in the waste land lust the reverse happens, Eliot has made
imaginative use ol this implied contrast to heighten his poetry.

128. Shakespearean rag
Rag: a type ol iazz, dance music The Shakespearean rag,

was [popular song of 1 9.l2
cf . Kenneth Ball's song, Oh you Beautiful Doll,
The rag begin
That Shakespearean rag
Most intelligent, very elegant Eliot quite ap y satirizes the

tendency
to tamper with the classics
138... A game of chess (Eliot,s note)
Women Beware Women
(Read the note on the tifle of this section)
139. Demobbed (stang) demobilized allowed to leave miti_

tary service
141 . The bar attendant,s mild warning at t he time of closing

at an English Pub, 145 ant:que old
'142-70 A telling realisiic shot of l, life devoid of sham and

pretence, though its level'is quite low.
164. A cryptic comment on the values attached to marriage
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(family children etc.)
166. Gammobn bacon or harm

168-69: These lines are us'ed as a sort of refrain & warning

to the people at large do or die may be its burden: all the world is

a pub Eliot ironicallY comrneRts

170 Good.night Deliberaie distortion ol good nightr indicat-

ing the low standard ot the people 172 (An implied contrast be-

tween Lils and Lous and Ophelia ) cr. Hamlet IVV' 72 Parting words

ol Ophelia to the King and Queen she is insane and firmly be-

lieves that Hamlet has raped and left her, At this iuncture she sings

a song aboul St. Valentines day. Ophelia also meets her death by

water (c{ lV section of The Waste' Land)

SECTION IN

THE FIRE SERMON

The lire is the Sterile burning of lust Eliot tries to evoke lhe

format of a sermon. He might have been inspired by Buddhas's

sermon to his disciples exhorting them to eschew the fires ol lust'

St. Augustine's words on unholy passions too might have weighed

with Eliot. ln all probability ihe poet took a form St. Paul's preg-

nant warning it is better to marry than to burn.

170-75 A Vision ol the modern winter

Struck river scene is evoked

176- Eliot alludes to lhe ref rain in Edmund Spencder's (c

1552-99) Pratholmion which describes the betrothals oI Elizebth

and Jatherine Siomerset (daughters of the Earl ol Somerset) The

Atmosphere is one of joy and fertility as opposed to the present

state of pain and barrenness (ln spencer's " Prolhalamion"the scene

described is also a river scene at London. And it is dominated by

nymphs and their paramous, and the nymphs are preparing tor a

welding. The contrast between spencer's scene and its twentieth

century ceiling is iarring (Cleanth Brooks, "The Waste Land: Cri-

tique of the myth" Studies in Tfie Wasste Land"ed Bradley Gunter'
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4s)
182. cf. Psalms 137:1 The Jews Bermourn their exile in

Babylon. By the rivers ol Babylon, there we sal down' yea , we

wept, when we remembered Zion
Lac=Lake
Lake Geneva (ln Switzerland is locally knows as Lacleman

) lt may be remembered that Eliot wrote The Waste Land mainly at

Lausanne near Lac Lemon
leman is also an euphemism for sweet/heart 185: bul at my

back...l hear: Eliot deliberately twists some lines from Andrew

marrell's "To His Coy mistress"'But ai my back I always hear{ies
'Winged chariot hurrying neat (21'22\

The lover is pleading with his love to abandon her coyness

for the time being. The same line is echoed in 1196 too

189. cI. The Fischer King of fertility cults

192 cf. The Tempest, l, ii (Elioj's note)

- Ariel's song on the presumed drowning of Alonso, king of

Naples, Prince Ferdinand's father

Sitting on a bank,
Weeping again the King ol Father's wrack

This music crept by me up on the waters,

Allaying both their fury and my passion with its sweet air

(3s2-96)
Here too Eliot spins the web ol contrast
(The dominant mood and theme of The Tempest is that of

reconciliation and regeneration. But in The Waste Land the haunt-

in$ theme is that infertility decay and death)

196 Eliot parodies the famouS lines trom to his coy &listress

by Andrew Marvel 1 97-98 (Eliot's note) cf John day's ( l 574q16401

The parliament ot Bees

When ot the sudden, listening' you shall hear, A noise of

horns and haunting which shall bring Actacon to Diana in the spring

VJhen all shall see her naked skin ..

Actacon ventured to catch Diana' the goddess of chastity in
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all her naked splendour While bathing wlth her nymphs. He was
severely Punished for this violation. He was turned into a stay and
was killed by his own hounds. One has to pay dearly, when one
gets drunk by love. Eliot uses imaginatively the allegorical reaches
of this myth to comment on aberrant lone that flourishes on the
waste land

Sweeny: A stock symbol of sensual man in Eliot,s scheme
199-201 Mrs Porter her daughter: Characters in cheap bal_

lad sung during world war I by soldiers, lt is alleged that they ran
bawdy house in Cairo. They tried to protect themselves from ve_
nereal diseases. Eliot's critics suggest that this ballad was a parody
of popular song, Pretty Red Wing Some relevanl lines are given
below

Of the moon shines bright on Mrs, porter
And on the daughter of Mrs. porter
And they bothe wash their feet in soda water
And so they oughter
To keep them clean
Soda Water (not to the aerated drink)=a Bio carbonate solu_

lion
202 EtO...conpole! (French) trans
and Of those children,s voices chanting from the choir lott

(Verlaine. Parsifal) Eliot refers to verlaiane's parsifal in his note
Paul Ve rlaine ( 1 I 44-9 6 ). French Poet. He describes the quest of knight parcilal. While
questing, he withstands the seduclion o, the temptress Kundry. In
acknowledgment of his purity, before entering the cas e to heal
the wounded King, the knight,s leet are washed, while the chil_
dren went on singing f rom the choir loft.

203 Refer the notes for ll99-t 03
206. Tereu's violation (raping) of philomela is contrasted with

the purity of Parsifal
209 Smyrna: now known as lzmir. in western Turkey, a well-

known trading centre of ancient world.
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. 211 . c.it.f: (Eliot's note) cost, insurance and freight (corrected
by Valerie Elioi as carriage and insurance free to London

The Waste Land Facsimilie, p,147)
Documents sight: (Eliot's noie) the bill of ladding etc. were

to be handed to the buyer upon payment of the sight drart.
212 demotic language used by the ordinary people
2 13. Cannon street Hotel. A Famous hotel at London Where

the business houses are situated
24'l Metropole: A Luxury hotel in the sea side resort, Brighten.

The reference is to the homosexual proposition advanced by Mr.
Eugeni;ies to the protagonist. Some critics deem it as autobio-
graphical. Eliot himself admits it. (cf.B.C. Southern a students guide
to lhe selected Poems of T.S. Eliot. p8S

281 . Tiresia (Eliot's note) Herocknes Tiresias as a compre_
hensive and complex symbol of ihe diverse experiences of mod-
ern man underscoring the modern predicament arising out of lust,
aberrant sex, barren spiritual values etc.) Eliot observes: Tiresias
although a mere spectator and not indeed a ,,character,, 

is yet the
most impcrtant personage in the poem uniting all the rest....and
the two sexes meet in Tiresias'What Tiresias sees,in lact is the
substance of the poem (Note)

Eliot refers to Ovid's Metamorphosis, where Tiresia,s sex
transformation and retransformalion are narrated. Tiresia,s violent
beating of the coupling serpents in the forest transrormed him in
to a women. After eight years, when the act was repeated, she
was changed back to a man. This Tiresias could experience the
jous and the aches of both sexes, and perhaps could be a critic of
both sexes. He weaves in another strand form the roman legend
relating to Love and Juno. When Juno and Love had a difterence
of opinion on the enjoyment of sex by gods and goddesses the
dispute was referred lo Tiresisas. He gave his iudgement in favour
of Love. The lre struck Juno made him blind. Hove in retort to
Juno, to compete Tiresias's loss gifted him with forevision the ca_
pacity to foresee thing.

01
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219. Old man.....Breasts' seemingly and Ovidian echo Acts

as a refrain (cf.228)
221. (Eliot's note) He cities sappho, Greek pootess of the

seventh century B.C. cf. fragment 149' There is a prayer addressed

of Evenirg.sat tp{€tchche'cUld,backtp hi9'rnother'

Thelerseernsto be.Emora{iietst: Enk' wrth R1-JSIEVbhson's

Poem, Requiem'
Home is the sailor, home li'om see'

And the hunter home f rom the h'll

222-227 A conlrast between ;ne old world and lhe modern

world where women and lite in general are mechanised' Romance

and love are lost words lust and full are the watch words now'

227. eamisole: A short undergarment worn esp formerly by

women on the toP hall of the body.

Stays: A lady's old fashioned undergarment stiffened by

pieces of bone and worn tight around the waist.

228-O3O the expected fall of (w) man as foreseen by Tiresias'

is described in a casual and deliberately deflated key'

231 . Young man Earbunclar: Multiple allusiori-s to both Milton

and Chaucer Milton's sonnet. The Lady Margaret Lay that old man

eloquent
Chaucer Prolcgue to Canter bury tales (ct,. His description

ol summoner)
Carbuncle: A large painful boil carbuncular
(derogatory) associated with loose sex and aberrant living'

234. A Bradford millionaire: One who shot into fame through

quickly acquired wealth Brad ford: an industrial town in Yorkshire'

England, famous lor Woolen industry. During World War I many

industrialists became rich all on a sudden.

238. Unreported - not a re (roved)reprove=to talk to angrily

or express disaPProval of)
;38-42 The mechanical nature of love reduced to dull sex is

" ,, os, clin ce.lly delineated with commendable case ir 3 rtiric vein
:'r' -l:-:5125 ggg(l to prooh()s\/ irr the ,irarket plac -r ebes

for many generations.
246. Tiresias sat in Hades (the underworld)

and there too he prophesied -Ulysses consulted him in Ha-

des
252. fhe purely mechanical nature ol human relationships

including sex is critically put across.
253-56. cl. Eliot's note He refers the reader to Goldmitht's

Vicar of Wakelield He alludes to the scene where Olivia sings'

when she comes back to the scene of her seduction by thornhill

When lovely woman stoops to folly
And linds too late that men betray

What charm can soothe her melancholy

What art can wash her guilt away 2

The only art her guilt to cover
To hide her shame lrom every eye'

To give repentance to her lover

And Wring her bosom is to die

Eliot subtly contrasts the old order with the new' They very

notion of morality, sexual purity, honour etc. has undergone an

unwholesome change.
257. d.fhe Tempest, l,ll 389 words uttered by Ferdinand

When he list€ns to Ariel's song

258. Strand A maior street in London

Queen Victoria street in the City (the business quarter of

London
260. Lower Themes street; in the city (market place) ot Lon-

don. Eliot worked in Lloyed bank situated in this street'

261 . Mandotine (mandolin) a round'backed musical instru'

ment with eight metal strings, rather like a lute'

263. Fishmenjishermen from the near by Bill ring gate main

fish market of London
264-65. Magnus Martyr, a fine church des;gned by Christo-

pher Wren. lt is situated ir Lower i-hames street, London

lnexplicable gold .-J :ljot's nol:
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The interior of St. Mangus Maryr is to my mind one of lhe
finest among Wren,s interiors.

Lonian-typical of ancient Greek building that is not very highly
decorated. Something like a purple patch (in oasis) in tne Waste
land/. The Fishermen, Magnus Martyr, Lonaian splendour, music,
leisure.all point to positive values, in an other wise arid land where
only patronising kisses, shoot otf from men groping in the dark
land lovely women are too willing to stoop to tolly

cf. Eliots note

_. The song of the (three) Thames daughter begins here. From
lien 292-306 inclusive they speak in turn .v1ide; Gotierdammerung.
lll, lthe Rhine oI the Nibelungs composed by Richard Wagner. ln
the Twilight oI God,s the Rhine daughter bemourn the lossif gold
that they guarded for the Nibelungs, for the loss of gold resulted in
the loss of their joy and the beauty of the Rhine Riier too Both tin
content and form (rhythm) Eliot closely follows wagner. The poet
seems to be influenced by Joseph Canard,s heart oi Darkness too

Leeward: going in the same direction as the wind (nau_
tical) spar : mast

275 Green which reach: a division of London on the north
side of the Thames

^ 276.lsle of Dogs: a peninsula in the Thames. Just opposite
Green which

277 -78 Weiatata
Leialala-Wagner,s ref rain
Where the Rhine daughters weep over the loss of gold
279. cr. Eliot,s note. He refers us to the frui ess iroror"

adventures of Queen Elizab..th and Flobert Dudley. The Earl of
Leicester

280-85 Beverberate Enobar bus descriotion ol Cleopatra,s
barge and her sailing ol Shakespeare. Antony and Cleopaira

293. cf. Eliot's note he refers us to Dante,s purgatory C .133
La pia's lament, who was murdered by her husband/

Remember'me, who am la pia
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Seina made me, maremma
un made me...
(Place name)
Highbury: ln North London, A residential suburb
Richmond and new: places on the Western side of London

on the thames
296. Moorgate: A tube (underground) railway station in the

East End of London
300 Margate: A Sea/side resort in kent on the Thames estu_

a!'y. E!i.! began the composition ot The Waste Land he;e in 1921 .

307 To carthage then I came: Eliot's note He refers us lo
The Confessions o, St. Augustine (345-430). ln this passage St
Augustine remembers his youth full days steeped in bust Carthage.

308. cl. Buddha,s flre sermon when he stresses the idea
that everything is on fire only when one is cleansed of base pas-
sions one could really be tree and escape from rebirth.

309 cl. St. Augustine,s Confessions
Here also fire is conceived as a symbol ol consuming and

cleansing symbol I entangle. my steps with these outward beau_
ties, but thou pluckiest me olt, Of, Lord, Thou pluckiest me out!!!

Often, Hoshua, the high priest is relereed.to as the brand
plucked out of the fire.

Eliot right from the title to the very end o, this section ha
used quite imaginatively the elusive possibilities of fire with its tra_
ditional and topical imports. The use of tradition and individual
talent is amply evident in this seclion.

Section lV Death by Water in Eliot,s manuscript il was a much
longer section. He wrote the first part of this seclion inclose imila-
tion of the Ulysses episode in ,,lnferno,,

(canto XXVI) Ezra pound axed these lines. Eliot was a bit
uneasy. He even said that he would do away with even the phoe-
bes passage. But Ezra pound insisled that phlebas is a key fire
(lntroduced in the Tarot pack of cards) and he should be retained
exactly where he is
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cf . The Waste Land Facsimile P.1 29)
Death by Water-fertility cult practice of Jessic L. Weston The

ritual of throwing and elligy of pagan fertility God like Adonis into
the sea atAlexandria. And reclaiming the same in spring or Bibles.
(Cf . The lndian rites-Ganesh Puja, Durg Puja etc.) 319 Gentile, (a
person who is) not Jewish 320 Wheel An important symbol in the
Tarot Pack of Carts. The Wheel of fortune in the picture, the wheel
is regulated by a figure holding a crown and a sword. Man's lnde-
finable fate is symbolically depicted here.

SECTION V
Wh4t the Thunder said 'Ezra Pound acclaimed these lines

He had even admitted that lines, in this section. Did not even need
retouch

Cf Eliot note: ln the first part of Part V three themes are
employed the lourney to Emmaus, the approach to the chapel Per-
ilous (see Miss Weston's book) and the present decay of eastern
Europe

Lines,
322-30. Eliot in his own characteristic way links crucifixion

with the lertility cults: the lisher King legend. Christ's passion. The
scene, his suffering at Gethsemane, Cheating, imprisonment, trial
and crucifixion. Both aggravate the Waste Land condition and its
ineviiable despair.

322. Cf. John 18:3 Judas then, having received a band of
men and otficers from the chief priests and pharisees, comelh
thither with lanterns and torches and weapons.

323. Eliot hints at the event that preceded the arrest of Christ
at Gethsemane (Mathew 26:36) And Golgotha, the mountaineers
spol where the crucifixion took place.

324. Agony in strong places: There is a clear echo of St,.
Mathew 26:38. Thennsaith he unto them My soul is exceeding sor
rowful, even untodeath.....

326. The wrong headed people came with arms and shouted
crucily him
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ll St. Mathew 26:47& St Mark 15:13-14: And they cried out
again crucify him.........And they rried out the more exceedingly,
crucify him

326-28 Eliot brings home to the reader the humiliation of
Christ, crucifixion and its after effect in ateeling way, packed with
Biblical echoes.

Prison and palace-After imprisoning Christ, he was lirst taked
to the place ol the high priest Callaphas and then to that of Pontious
Pilate. The later was the prosecutor of jud aea.

reverberation....dead Cf. St. Mathew 27:51
329-31. Note the tense used in e.329.we whd were....The

poet does not say "We who are loving." lt is "We who were living.
It is the death in life of Dantes Limbo. Life in the full sense had
been lost (Cleanth Brosks, Studies in the Wate Land, p.56)

331-59 ln Eliots, opinion the best lines of the Waste Land.
He considered these lines to be last ingvalue. (Cf. the waste land
Facsimile, p.129) The spiritual sterility and despair, after eflects
of the crucifixion is merged with the prevailing barrenness of all
sorts in the wasteland.

34'l& 343. the quest motif Cl. Fertility cults. Note: not even
silence: not even solitude

356. Eliot in his note says that the water-dripping song of
the hermit-thrush is apathy famous.

360-6 The resurrection of Christ shown to his disciples on
the way to Emmaus. Cf. St. Luke 24i13-15. And behold, two of
them went that some day to a village called Emmaus, which was
from Jerusalem about there score furlongs. And they talked to-
gether of all these things which had happened. And it came to
pass that, while they communed together and reasoned, Jesus,
himself drew near, and went with them Eliot in his note makes a
menlion of an Antarctic expediton. When the explorers were very
tired, they had the constant delusion that there was one more
member than could actually be counted.

"Who is........your? "The God has returned has risen, but tho
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travellers cannot tell whether it is really he or mere illusion in-
duced by their delirium (Brooks p. 56)

"Hoodedfigure" who walks always besides you and the
"hooded hordes"-Eliot invokes both parallelism and contrast.

Cl. the Hollow Men
Shape without from shade without colour
Paralysed force gesture without motion
366-76 Eliot voices his concern over the decay ot Eastern

Europe. He llnks it with the fall of chrislendom due to the attack ot
the unspiritual barbarians. As we know this unholy event motivated
St. Augustine to wrile his city of God Eliot, as his notes tells us
has particularly connected the deception here with the "decay of
Eastern Europe" The hordes represent, them the general waste
land of the modern worked with a special application to the break
up oI Eastern Europe, the region with which the fertility cults were
expicially connected and in which today the traditional values are
thoroughly discredited (Brooks.p.57)

And for that matter all cities become one city. C.f Hermann
Hesse, A glimpse in to Chaos (1920)

379-84 A series ol lurid, shocking scenes (pictures) all in-
dicative ol a total collapse, Eliot seems to echo Kurtz's words The
horror the horror (Canard, Heart of darkness) Shocking spiritual
aridity is depicted in the perspective o, chilling horror. Some crit-
ics attribute these macabre piclures Heronymyus Bosch's (1450-
1516) paintings. 387-94 Eliot's depictor o, the chapel perilous
Knight for fertility has to under go a number of trials (He also has
to take risks to prove his worth to restore tertility by raising mean-
ingful queries and by getting ensures for lhe same) Even a glimpse
of the Grail will depend on his courage and mental readiness.

392. Peter's denying of Christ three times and then the cock
crowed (such an eventually was predicted by Christ)' 394-420 the meaning and message of the poem, is rendered
a the message of the thunder divine voice)

395-99 ln keeping with the Upansihadic Lore that Eliot tries
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to weave into the poem to hammer out his, its message, he cre-
ates very subtly in Eastern backdrop. Eliot always pleaded {or the
breaking down of geographical boundaries and borders, in an
attempt to make poetry universal (ihe Gangetic river belt was also
connected with fertility rites)

400 DA the noise of the thunder
Cf. Brahadaranyaka Upanishad'
Eliot makes use of the parabld relating torthethrdd types of

descendants of Prajapati gods, men asuras. After their sludies
under the tutorship of praiapati himself, at the request of his dis-
ciples he uttered the syllable da. Gods said they heard damyata =
(control) Asura said they heard 'Dayathvam' (=Sympathise) Men
sid they heard datta (=gave)

Pra.iapati acclaimed for they understood da, in the respec-
tive manner in which they should have understood it.

The thunder (divine voice) also rigs out the same da, da, d
Be controlled, Be generous, Be Merciful'
The true meaning of da are totally lost in The Waster Land
401 Datta Give (Be generous)
403-4 The very idea of giving is distorted in the Waste land,

were it merely points to sexual surrender
But Eliot subtly suggests another type of surrender (con-

quering of one's self) and awful ..rooms, an unselfish, unthought
of unrecorded acr (of Kindness) which alone would couch for one's
existence.

411. Dayathvam: Be merciful; sympathize I have...key: Eliot
in his notes refers us to lnferno XXX|ll 46.

And from below I heard the door of the horrible tower being
locked. The words are uttered by llgolno. He was imprisoned along
with his two youngest sons& grand sons by the Archship. All of
them died of starvation.

410-416 the sad state of modern man, Virtually imprisoned
forever in spiritual bankruptcy, (But Eliot under scores the need
lor breaking this F rison)
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cf. the situation of the lady in 'A Game of chess'too is one of
imprisonment. She too conrirms her prison by thinking of the key
which turned in the door)

416. A. broken Coriolanus: (cf. Shakespeare, CoriolanLs)
Coriolanus, the Roman statesman, who was deleated by this own
pride

418 Damyata . be Oonttolled
418-22 Eliot exhorts the need on ourpart (asuras) to be sub-

iected to the control of the divine hand. Remember, ln thy will is
my will

423-24 ll Eliot's note. He refers us to the Chapter on the
Fisher King in HJessie. L.Weston's From Ritual to Romance

425. Eliot makes use of the parallel situations of King
Hezekiah (Bible) and the Fisher King (Grial legend, West on)

Cl. lsaiah 38:1 set thine house in order for though shalt die,
native This was a sort of warning given to king Hezekiah. How-
ever he prayed to God. He was spared and his kingdom was de-
livered from the Assyrian.s the fisher king was also anxious to see
the quest tor Iertility come to a fruitful end.

(Eliot always believed that a non christen Civilization would
inevitable collapse, but faith would suryyive through the dark ages.
Cf. The end of his Essay: Thoughts After Lambeth")

426. The relrain of an English nursery rhyme.
427. Cf. Eliot'sd note. He quotes the word of Arnant Dariel.

The provincial poet. To Dant when he meet him in purgatory.
Now you pray you by that virtue which leads you to the top

of the stair, think ot me in my time of pain. (Pugatorio XXXVI 145-
8) The line that eliot quotes from Dante means. He disappeared to
Eliot in a special way, probably because of cleansing spiritual strain.

428. Cf. Eliot's note> He relers to an anonymous Latin poem
The vigil ol Venus, The quoted line is When shall I be like the
swallow?" (Cf. Philomela tale sections ll and lll Philomela's sister
was changed i to a swallow)

429. This line is quoted from The E.l Desdechado (The Dis-
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inherited) by the 17th Century French pot, Gerard de Nerval.
The Prince of Aquitaine in the ruined tower (trans)
Yet another symbol ol the broken. rootless modern civiliza-

tion
430- The heap of broken images and far flung allusions bring

out lhe sad start o, the maimed fisher king and his waste land'
431- An allusion to The Spanish Tragedy: Hieronymo is Mad

again by Thomas Kyd. Hieronymo Stages a play at court and takes
vengeance in the murderers of his son, Horatio Hieronymo gives
them what they deserve death.

432. Key message: the means to break the prison; the waste
land'

433. Shanthi......
Traditional, formal ending to an Upanishad Cf . Eliot's note.
" The peace which passeth understanding" is feeble under-

sianding of the content of this word.
Eliot rightly diagnoses the disease, spiritual (and even) physi-

cal sterility. Modern man's alarming maladies can be overcome
only by batureing spiritual, moral and religious values of high or-
der once again erected on wholesome faith. Then only we will have
showers (rain) in this waste land. A radical spirilual upheaval alone
can saven humanity and enable him to ascend to Shanthi. Shanthi,
shanthi.

.Essays

1 . The Waste Land is a set of separate poems 'Do you agree?
Examine its structure.

The sense of the abyss the framework, the waste land'fer-
tility cults, grail legend myth, the numerous for reaching allusions
and a heap of broken images shored against the ruins of modern
man fishing for life lend. The waste land A rare and rich unity .

Each section is a separate poem on its own but there is an under-
lying inviolable link which string together all sections and make it
more than a single whole ln a way the whole poem is a complex
rendering ol the modern man with the aid oi a modern mind'. ln
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one way il is a qesperate search for the restoration of fertility by
refurnishing the sunken spirit to ol man. The quest of the knight in
weston for a Glimpser of the grail to bring back fertility to the
kand and potence to the kings is very much in keeping with the
need il lhe battered and barren protagonist and arid land, which
Eliot draws imaginatively in The Waste land. Fragments ol lertility
cults are placed in different parts of the poem to yield a complex
oneness. EIligies are drowned only to be reclaimed. The sunken
spirit oJ modern man badly needs a rise just as in fertility rise.

Eliot lends poem another layer of unity by tendering a lurid
vision of the city o, London. (Cf . St. Augustine, City of Gods James
Joyce, Ulysses, (The city of Dublin) As Helen Gardner puts it; The
Waste Land i(it built) upon the myth of the mysterious sickness of
the Firsher King in the Grialstories and the bring of the Infertility
which has fallen up on his lands. Which can only be lifted when he

' destined Deliverer asks the magic question or perform the magic
act" (18). (Elaborate this point by a briel analysis ol difrerenl sec-
tions) Use lhe explanation given in Notes)

Some critics come out with the charge that Mr. Eliot discards
plot and his poem has no solution or conclusion. However, it is
not true. The mythical layer, liked allusions and the rheumatic one-
ness; spirilual fall. Degeneration of love in to lust, barrenness
(people/king and land alike), distortion oI time tested values- all
lend the poem as a whole a laudable structural cohesion. (Give
examples from ditrerent sections o, The wasle Land to prove these

" points)' 
Yet another method adopted by Eliot to give the poem a struc-

tural unity is musical repetition. He gives his poem unity, partly by
means of musical repetition and variation, but mainly by constant
references to the underlying myth and to related myths of death
and re-birth (Helen Gardner, p.69) (You can establish these points
with suitable instances Irom differenl sections.)

The poem drifts: Fragments float. Roots do not clutch. lm-
ages are heaped. All facilities an incessant (at times even insane)
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movement. The restless movemenl (an inevitable sign of hollow
men the cursed inhabitants of the waste land) lands structural unity
of an unusual kind.

Yet another strategy adopted by Eliot to give structural co-
hesion is roll the character places in to one another. He melts the
character, but they continue to the beares of the central concerns
of the poem as a whole from Beginning to end. (See my note based
on Eliot's note on Tiresias) ln a his opinion the most important
"character" was Tiresias. just as the one eyed merchanl. seller ol
currants, melts into the phoenican Sailor, and the lather is not
wholly distinct from Ferdin and Prince o{ Naples, so all the women
are one women, and the two sexes meet in Tiresia. ln the same
way the time is all time and no time. Though we are plainly at
times in modern London, "lt is all humanity that seems to be wait-
ing then;the disciples have buried their Lord and the women then;
the disciples have buried their Lord and the women are lamenting
the death of Syrian Adonis or Phrygian Attis'(Helen Gardner, T0)

The Waste Land gains a structural force and choison by
Eliot's linking of places- London, Vienna, Alexandria, deserts, lhe
southern pole, the village Emmous, Chapel perilour, Suken Ganga,
distant Himavani are merged through Shapes ol horror and death
in lire. The Waste land is a series ol visions but they linked deli-
cately to make a whole take section by section At one level each
section has conlrasting scenes . But at another level there are
manlr people' Characters' though hazy and scents which have an
underlying unity.

Eg. The Burial ol the Dead'
Marie, lsolde, Madame spsostries, Tristram, The hanged

Man, Fisher King. Overriding concerns..... debunking of love,
cheapefling of sex, death in life, quest motif-- recurring the mati
spokes which strengihen a unilied structure-

A game of chess'
Maslerly contrasts - The Modern lady (Cleopatra) Philomeal

tale, low class women cheap seduces, hollow love, surrender to
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meaningless sex, demobbed' disgruntled humands- all yield struc-
tural conhesion The death in life bogged down by spiritual hollow-
ness and physical debility is delineated with commendable insight
in a comprehensive way in The fire sermon'. (Prothalmion)
Shakespeare (The Tempest) Weston (Fisher King Legend), An-
drew Marvell, and such other sources are used to delineate depthe
and rech of the maladies of the waste land. Definitely this poetic
technique renders slructural cohesion. The fall of the typist (lady)
and the presence of Tiresias (both man and woman and a perva-
sive conscience) underscore Eliot's endeavour to connect all
people, place, and time and hence all sections ol the poem too.

Wile the lady typist, Elizebth, Thames daughters (spemer), Rhine
Daughteres (Wagner) - (all) 'fall', Eliot also finds space and time
to hint the possibilities of revival/regeneration.

Magnus Martyr, fishermen, music, inion, splendour, even fire
burning (in spite uf its multilayered meaning_- Suggest away out
Cleansing-purgation and resurrection. The moot points that Eliot's
vision is very much dependent on the preceding sections.

Death by water also stresses the inevitable structural links.
The crux of the section -- death by water -- fully delineates the
paradoxical position ol the unscrupulous, material minded, spiri-
tually hollow modern man. The very lif e giving water seemingly
consumers such people beyond recognition in the waste land.
The possibility ol an ineffable, peace, a passage backward through
a dream, lo a sreamless sleep in which the stain of living is washed
away' cannot be ruled out (Helen gardner, 74)

From the structural point of view, in the last section Eliot
takes up the very same themes which he initiated in the first sec-
tion. Of course he lends it another dimension by bringing lhe west
East together an by elevating the very tenor of the poem to a spiri-
tual height, which alone will show a way out to the manned fisher
king and hid people in the modern waste land.

(Show how the Grail legend quest motit and the message of
Prajapati (Brahad arouaka Upanishad) DA (Datta, Dyatvam,
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Damyata) are subtly merged and rounded off with the formal end
of an Upanishad, Shanti, Shanti, Shanti. The very possibility of
rain (actual or expected) is in agreement with the waste land mood
and need, Which Eliot built up throughout the whole poem (not in
separate sections alone)

Structurally and thematically. The Waste Land is a single
poem with an overarching mythical, allusive and musical pattern
of its own generating a terrible beauty.

2 What are the major themesin The Waste Land?
Or
Could you consider The Wate Land as Eliot's criticism ol

modern life?
OR
Eliot's primary concern is with the spiritual and religious fall

of modern man. Denigration of ethics and traditional values dis-
turb him. A non Christian violence ridder war torn 20th century
world prevails upon him to fall back on lhe cursed land of the
maimed fisher king, to draw a parallel between or it,es and theirs,
Normally, he deems the modern waste Land to be devoid of feriil-
ity and its king to be impotent. Spiritual barrenness results in physi-
cal sterilily and collapse. Love is displaced by lust. Wholesome
(healthy) human relationships are suplanled with soulless contrasts
of convenience iust on the basis profit and loss.

Eliot is appalled by the spiritual drought. He cannot, but see
such a humanity as dead shropuded in Iorgetlul snow sustaining
little li{e with dried tubers. Death-in-life becomes a major motif .

(Comment on the appropriateness of the title. Thetle. The burial
of the Dead)

Fritless love relationships (A sort of death, perhaps more
than death) Choose your own Examples from different seclions
Marie, the aristocratic lady, the typist lady, Loud, Lil, and their coun-
terparts-lust, sex, The wasle land setup where no healthy values:
perslst-eliol is proloundly disturbed by the absence life sustaining _

religiousispiritual values (ll 20-30)
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Fear death by water Another maior concern of Eliot (11.50-

60) of section lV
Death by Water
Eliot is very much concerned with the state of life in modern

cities, where men women live like shaded ghosts with sick hurry
an divided aims (Last part of the llrst section.

Even in the midst of sulrocating inescapable thoughts relat-
ing to death, Eliot has resource to rertility cults (falling back on
Farer and Weston ) and round the distant possibility of rebirth.
Death-rebirth theme remains a recurrenl one throughout the poem
(Use refevant lines from sections lll TO-74,lllFl 257-60 Death by
Water.

lll 354-345 etc.)
Elaborate the quest motil (Use the details given in notes)

This theme is closely related to the death-rebirth theme-side by
side Eliot stresses the need for spiritual strength and moral clean-
ing. Only by establishing a link with higher values and faith man
can survive. lt is a major theme running throughout the poem. (Sec-
tion V 11,330-365, particularly)

Another theme fragmentation Eastern Europe-Reluge prob-
lem (Ref Sect V,ll 366-76)

Eliot is also conscious of the need to find a way out to the
spiritual and physical maladies infesting the waste land. The so-
lution he could think of is the resurgence of faith, strengthening of
spirit and the capacity to respond to higher values. Such a readi-
ness on the part of modern advanced man alone will help the avid
waste land to hope for the showers which may bring Shanthi to
the people an lnd.

Eliot is critical of the poor state oI modern lile with all its
spiritual and physical ills. He is deeply disturbed for, he he is fully
aware of the gap belween the past and the present good and wevil,
love and lust, life and death, a rertile land and the waste land a
potent king and an impotent one and the like. Therefore Eliot is
critical in his stance, to a certain extent pessimistic too. But he is
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not a guest without some light hope.
3 Comment on the mythical method/comment on Eliot's use

of mylh in The Waste Land
OR
What are the malor symbols used by Eliot the Waste Land?
ln order to make full use of the enriched wisdom of a mod-

ern poetic mirrd (History, myth; religion,ranthropology; classics etc.,
all serving well the modern mind) Eliot resorts to a very sensitive
use o, score primordlal myths and complex time tested (even origi-
nal) symbols to delineate his profound concern with the start o,
modern lile berett of spiritual and all other sustaining positive val-
ues. (Rerer to my notes and brielly explain the lertility cults and
Grail legend: Frazer's Golden Bough and Weston's from Ritual to
Romance)

ln the application of these myths to the central theme, Eliot
resorts to the principle of contrast The contrast is between two
kinds of life and two kinds of death. Life devoid of meaning is death;
sacrifice, even in the sacrificial death, may be life giving, an awak-
ening to life (Cleanth Brooks,38)

ln his use of symbols and employment o, myths, Eliot evinces
a deep awareness of moral Good and evil, Action and lnaction,
Cum-xx Siby/is used as curtain raiser in the epigraph (Cf.Notes)

ln the first section, The Burial of the Dead, Eliot projects the
paradoxical state ol modern life death in life Men dislike to be
roused from the death - in li{e (Brooks, 39)Cf. Eliot, Gerontion
Murder in the Cathedral etc.) Winter the season ol liberation is
symbolic o, death.

Biblical illusions (Ezekiel and Ecclesiastics) in the first sec-
tion itself bring in the merging of tertility gods-the Hanged Man
and the fisher King )Eliot time again work up on lhese symbols to
further death rebirth pattern even in the paradoxical perspective
o, the Waste land. Use relevant passages from diflerent sections
to prove this point) Yet another symbolic dimension is given by
rolling together the phoenical sailor -the smyrana merchant the
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fertility God and the fisher King.
Symbolic culled from diflerent sources are strung together

to give a rare thrust to the complex thoughts worked in the poem.
Comment on at some length on some select major symbols

like the Waste land, rock, water Tarot, pack o, cards, the Hanged
Man, Tiresia's rock, Water, fire, grail, thunder etc., (Use the de-
tails f rom the .poem).

Eliof.s.abildy.t9 u$e literary:allusipns.with $ymhoti6ramilioa-
lions Explain a few highlight this point

Allusions to spender Shakespheare, Webster, Marvell,
Middleton, Dante, Virgil, Wagner, Kyd etc. lllustrate trom the text
(Note will help you)

Classical legends used as symbolic sigh posts et: Phitomela
legend, Sybyl/legendm divination acts etc. (Grail legends) Allu-
sions to popular songs/ballads lending them a symbolic strain

oo thai Shakespearean Rag
Rhine-daughters song
Thames daughters song
Comment on reference to traditional lores/sermons etc.

making ihem symbolic eg: Fire sermon'
Brahad Aranyaka Upanishad 'DA' (Last section) Shanthi

Shanthi Shanthi
Eliot thus uses resourcefully not only the mythical method

but also the symbolio and allusive strategies to make The Wasle
Land a complex and thought-Provoking poem which moves any
modern reader with a grain of conscience.

Annotate the follow i ng :

Only some possible passages are suggested)

Section I
1 . What are the roots that chitch...
2. (Come in...rock
3. I do not find/The hanged man. Fear death by water
4. O keep the Dog for hence, that's lriend to men or with his

nails he'll dig up againl
....mon Frere!

Sedion II
5. Above lhe antique mantel....
.....enclosed (Even portions of this passage)
6. The hot water at ten

Sectian .I
7. The nymphs are departed...
Sweet themes....my song.
8. But at my back.....
9. While I was fishing......
10. (And lTiresias have foresatlered all dead)
'11. Where fishermen lounge at noon...
12. Buining burning...
O Lotd thoupluckest
burning

Section IV
13. Phelbas the phoenician.....
14. Gentile or Jew

Section V
15. He who was living is now dead
16. There is not even silence in the mountains
17. Who is the third....You?
1 8. Falling towers
'I 9. There is the empty chapel
20. Ganga was sunken.....
21 . I have turned the key

' ........Coriolanus (Even parts of this)
23. I sat up on the shore
24. These fragments I have shored.....
.....mat again
25. Datta, Dayadhavam......
..........shantih
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ALFRED LORD TENNYSON
,.THE LOTOS. EATERS'

THE VICTORIAN AGE

The period which derived its name for the reign of Queen
Victoria (1837- 1 901) roughly dates from 1832, the year of walter
Scott's death. lt is marked by the Oxlord Movement (which was
initiated at Oxford by John Kebel for reviving the same Iaith in the
church that it commanded in the Middle Ages) in religion and the
democratic process (which began with the Reform Act of 1832

and progressed with a series of legislation of franchise to the
labouring classes, universal audit male suffrage voling by secret
ballots and increased opportunities lor education) in politics. The
British empire steadily expanded to include lndia Egypt and South
Africa and several self governing colonies of America . Whill
Darwin's theory of evolulion shook human pride vigorously, the
railway the automobile the aeroplane, the radio, the telephone and
the telegraph revolutionized his life style.

By 1830, the accident of death had created a break in En-
glish poetry. Keats died in 1821, Shelley in 1822 Byrcn in 1824
and Coleridge and Wordsworth were poetically "dead" by 1830 -
points out For Evans in A Short History of English Literature. So
time was ripe enough for the birth of a new kind of poetry. Wider
education and stronger democratic principle led a large public and
this changed the concept of the poet's lunction in society. Thus,
in general, Victorian poetry came to be voice o, Victorian England.

The Victorian age in literature retained the romantic trend in
its individualism, play of imagination love of the. picturesque and
interest in Nature and the past. But while the romantics lived in
world of their own the Victorians lived in the winder world shared
by their contemporaries. And this world looked up to them for guid-
ance.

Victorian poetry was marked by doubt or a positive disbelief
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in God. With the existence of cod himsell in doubt the poet saw
no divinity in nature. Though poetic continued to be ornate and
musical, it was more to the point now.

The two ma,or poets of the peribd were Tennyson and Brown-
ing Firzgerald, Clough, Arnold and James Thompson were the
sceplic poets of the age and D.G.. Rossetti, Willan Morris and
Swinburne were the Pre-Raphaelites (who got their name from
the school of painting called the pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood that
was established in England in 1848). Elizabeth Barretl Browning
and Christina Bossetti were the woman poets of the age and Os-
car Wilde and Arthur Symons represented the decadents (who
sought beauty in ugliness and defined the moral conventions of
the age to dally with sensual pleasures).

TENNYSON'S LIFE AND POETIC CAREER

1809- Alfred Tennyson was born as the {ourth son of Rev.
Geprge Clayton TennysorL The reclor of Somersby in Lincolnshire.

1827- Charles and Alfred Tennyson, School boys at the
Grammar School in Louth, published the book Poems by two Broth-
ers synonymously.

1828- Entered Trinity College, Cambridge.
1829 - "Timbuc too", the poem which obtained the

Chancellor's medal published
1830- Poems, Chietly Lyrical
1833- Poems by Alfred Tennyson
1838 - Member of the Annoynmous club, in company with

Carlyle, Thackeray and Forster
1842 - Poems by Allred Tennyson (2 Volumes)- New edi-

tions o, the book came in 1843, 45 and 46
1850 - ln Memorium - Manied Emily Sellwood - Appointed

to succeed Wordsworth as Poet Laureate o, England.
1852- His eldest son, Hallam, was born. l
1854 - Maud and Other Poems
1859 - ldylls of the King

a,JPi3(BUO5l,]fi)OlsDE4
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1864 - Enoch Arden
1865 - A Selection From the Works ol Alf red Tennyson

1869 - Ihe Holy Grail and Other Poems
1875-QueenMary-aDrama
1877 - Harold -A Drama
1877-Harold-ADrama
1880 - Ballads and other Poems
1885 - Illeslus and Other Poems
1888 - A new edition ol Tennyson's Complete works pub'

lished by Macmillion and Co.
1892- Death - Buried in Westminister Abbey

TENNYSON'S POETIC CRAFT

Even his stemest critics give Tennyson credit for his perfect

control of the sounds of English and for a consummate choice and

taste in words. He used poetry to describe a beautiful, antique

and often illusory world and liked to close his eyes to the ugly

industrialization ol his own country. As a metrical artist, Tennyson
is with the greatest and he combined his metrical skill with a care-
ful attention to the musical value of vowel and consonant. But as a

result of the rigorous discipline to which Tennyson submitted his

craft, its beauty sometimes became an end in itself and beguiled

him form his luller purpose. But though perhaps he could not be a

"sage-poet" he was a poet in the fullest sense of the term sensi-
tive to the core, observant oI minutest details and endowed with a
keen gift of melody

THE LOTOS.EASTERS

The Poem was written in the period 1830-32 lt was pub-

lished in 1832. ln 1842 the poem was revised. The main source of

the poem is Homqr's Odyssey. The verse here is melodious and

the description picturesque.
L-i Courage! he said=Ulysses says this. He and his men,

disgeartened because they could not see land even after
sailing for so long, are happy at the sight of land.
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L2- mounting wave=swelling wave
L3- in the afternoon ....= The time of the arrival of Ulyssess and

his companions is well-chosen. After is the time of drowsi-
ness.

L4- in which...afternoorli The atmosphere is charged-with the
sleepy. benumbing effect of the lotos. The sun lighl is never
hot and harsh like the noon sun but remains. soft through
out like the alternoon sun.

L5-6- languid=tried liletess, lazy swoon=Iaint lall asleep breathing
Iike.....dream=like a man breathing heavily in sleep troubled
by a tedious dream. A typical Tennysonian passage fusing a
sound and sense to express a feeling of luxurious indolence.

L-8-10 And like a downward...did go=The comparison to smoke
here suggests the slow, heavy drifting of the stream seen
from a distance. Onomatopoeic effect is produced by the
halting lines of spensarian stanza here and the repetition of
the phrase "downward smoke' Tennyson took this detail lrom
the waterrall at Gavamie in the Pyranees, when he was
lwenty or twenty one years old.

L-11-Slow dropping..did go =lawn=thin, fine linen (used in theatres
to imitate a waterfall)

L-13 A slumbrous=ioam= when the mountain steam reached the
plain, it spread into an expanse of water with fluffy froth

L-15- lnner land=a valley (to the rear of the mountains)
L-17 Three silent...sunset-fulshed=the snowy peaks of the moun-

tains seemed to be suggestive ot their age. At the same time,
the setting sun gives them the tinge of pink,.

Dewed ...drops=d renched in the fine misty spray, flung up by the
falling water.

L-18- Up clomb=Climbed up. The shadowy pine=the pine trees
with their dark foliage.'Woven copse=coppiece or under-
growth. Short trees growing thickly together under tall ones.

L- 1 9 The charmed ...adwon =the setting sun lingered on the hori-
zon as if held there by a magic spell.

L-20-2'1 ..through mountain cletts.. inland=th rough the narrow and
steep opening amon,- .i)e n-rorrntains. the valley (dale) was
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yellow down=and uneven plain the soil of which is yellow
L-22 border'd withpalm=date palms
winding vale=twisting valleys
l-:23-sleq9gl:gel,igales:14r!Iin glemmd plent,wittraroinatic roots
L-24-A land ...same=Everything was.at.a st?nd qtill.lhere
L-25 round about the keel=The lotos-eaters came crowding round

the keel (ship) Keel is the bottom most part of the ship on
which it balances

L-26- That rosy llame=the sky reddened by the sunset
L-28- enchanted stem=magical stem
L-29 laden=laded
L-31- .....gushing of lhe.wave=the splashing noise of the sea
L-32=rave=shout, Ulysses men who ate the fruit were dull. The

thundering noise ol the sea seemed to be rar-off to them.
They were only dimly conscious of sights and sounds

L-33 alien =here it means distant
L-5 And deep....awake=The sailors, under the erfect of the lotos

spoke as if in a trance.
L-38 betlveen the sun and moon=lhe moon ross slowly in the east,

the sun set slowly in the west, on eilher 
'ide 

of the sailors
L-39- and sweet...father-land. The lazy contemplation ol the past

was a pleasant pastime.
L-42 Most Weary.....oar=They were too sluggish to think of their

tedious voyage back home.
L-42- The wandering....foam=two excellenl examples of translerred

epithet. "Wandering and barren "dctually do not apply to the
fields and the foam but to the homeward voyage across lhe
"fields of sea.'
Chronic song =under the effects of the lotos the sailors

started singing in a chorus, thus giving expression to spineless
philosophy of fatalism. But remember that Tennysorr : ,rnself was
not a fatalist.
L-46-47 There is ...grass=sweet mu sic perhaps refers to Ih. -Jar-

ing of the sea which seerns softer and rnore distant tti ine,, r.

Or it may bc a referer,ce to the sound of iheir beating heai'ts
as referred to earlier. Blcwn toses::r,oses that
have pass', iire reai. 1i their.l,a,/,iiir -: have be^, , ,1.,
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,ade.
L-50-51- Music that...tird' eyes=The music lalls as soothingly

on lhe mind as eyelids close over the eyeballs of a tired person
dropping asleep. The metaphor suits the drowsy mood of the singer.
L-52 Music that bringsr..sikes=the long-line contributes to the

sleepy tone ol the poem.
L-53-56- And tro...sleep =lvy is a creeper, usually creeping over

walls and rocky ledges. Here ivies creep over lhe moss cov-
ered rocks on the banks. Flowers with long petals droop over
the stream, their dew dripping into it.

Craggy ledge{lat, shell-like proiections of rock. From lhe craggy
ledges, the poppies hang their heads above the stream,
drugged with their own opiate essences.

L-57- why are we..heaviness-why are we burdened with depress-
ing cares?

L-58- Consumed with sharp distress=Preyed upon by tormenting
misery. Unlike human beings, other creatures do not endure
sorrow or have worries beyond their primary needs.

L-60 Why should we toil alone=why should men take on them-
selves duties mor than subsistence demands. (Why should
they scorn delight and live laborious days?" Milton puts in
Lycidas")

L-61- The first of things-The highest in the hierarchy of God's crea-
tures

L-62 Make perpetual mourn-grieve always in misery
L-65 Nor ever fold our wings=stop striving as a bird folds its winds

and stop llying.
L-66- sleep or brows.. balm=bathe over loreheads with the sweet,

refreshing comfort of sleep. Compare Shakespeare's descrip-
tion ol sleep in Macbeth (Act ll-Scene ll)
"Sleep that knits up the ravell's slave oI care

The death ol each day's lile, sore labour's bath
Balm of hurt minds, great nature's second course
Chief nourishes in life's feast"
L-67- harken=fisten to the in ner....sings=the mind which cries out

for peace, for release from worry and grie,
L-69...the roof and crown cf things= the summrt and glory ol cre-
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ation
L-71...is wooed...bud=the folded leal is coaxed into uncurling it-

self trom the leaf bud. Nature does not busy herself beyond
the simple, leisurely activities needed for generation, growth
and preservalion. So should life be slow-pacedm relaxed,
passively undergoing the round oI changes that time brigns
from birth to death.

L-70- Waxing over-mellow=becoming over-ripe
L-80- lts alloited length of days=the period of life given to a flower
L-82 and hath no toil=has no work (of course, a wrong concept)
L-85- vaulted=Iorming a dome or vault over the earth
L-84-85 Since the sailors imagine the drudgery of a voyage, they

haie the thought o, limitless sea under a limitless sky.
L-86-87 Death is the end...labour be ?=Lotos-eaters enlertain the

epicurean argument that there is no life after death. So striv-
ing beyond the present pleasure is of no use

L-88 ...Time driveth...fast=life is short and passes quickly
L-89 .....our lips are dumb=Death comes and silences us
L-90 ...What is itthatwill last?=The things that we strive lor wealth,

,ame; success, luxury-are just transitory
L-92 Portions and parcels=part and parcel. The dreadful

past=Lotos-eaters, the worshippers of the present dread the
thought that even the joys o, the present will soon become
part of their past.

L-93-94 ....What pleasure...evil?=Fighting against the evils of the
world is a futile strain. They feel it is better to bypass evil
because lotos makes them cowardly too.

L-95 ...climbing up the climbing wave=Engaging in a voyage on a
stormy sea-striving to reach an obiective which eludes our
grasp lor ever

L-96 All thirrgs.....dreamlul ease=The Lotos-eaters are even ready
to welcome death because that would mean long, uninter-
rupted rest ,or them. Everything on earth, in their point of
veiew, grows and proceeds to death, in silence (in inactivity,
without protesting or passively) The long line here gives us
the sense of prolonged, uninterrupted period ol inactivity or
death.
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L-102= amber=golden ambe r is a kind ol hard yellowish gum used
in making jewelry

L-103the myrrh-bush=a plant from wlrich a gragrant gum is ob-
tained.

L-106Criping = forming into curls'
L-107and tender...spray=when the wave retreats after dashing on

the shore, it leaves a thin yellowish-white line of foam, here
called "spray"

L-109Mild minded melancholy=Even the memories of lheir infancy
and childhood are things of luxury for them because they
enjoy the mild melancholy attached to it.

L-111- old faces=faces of old friends, long dead
L-112-113-Heaped over...brass=The exploits of the old time he-

roes are now nothing but a little ash in the urns. This fact
that "paths of glory lead but to the grave"gives them addi-
tional justilication for their inaction

L-11 4wedded lives=married lives
L-11 sThe last embraces=When they did larewell to set outto fight

the Trogen War.
L-226hath suter'd change=undergone change
L- 117...Our household hearts are cold-ln their long absence, their

families might have learnt to do without them and therefore
there will not longer be the warmth of affection. hearth is the
fireplace and can be taken as the symbolled of happy family' life.Or the line can be interpreted as their houdes might have
fallen to ruin.

L-1 1 8-1 1 9: Our sons...joy=their sons might have'stal,-ied :.:.€nag-
ing their property. They would believe that these fighters are
dead and gone. So if they return home with the innumerable
marks of strain on their features left by the ten long years of
fighting, they will be looked upon only as ghosts.

L-120-21...the island...substance=The nobles of lthaca might have
forcibly taken possession of their property (Actually, in the
mean while, as the story goes, Penelope, Ulysses wife, was
persuaded by other nobles to believe that her husband was
no more and to marry one to hem instead)

L-123-half{orgotten-dimly remembered (as a thing ot remote past)
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L-124- confusion=civilwar
L-125let what...so remain=lt is useless trying to restore order il

Ithaca is in confusion.
L-126The Gods...reconcile it is difficuh to please the capricious

Gods who delight in human sorrow. Since, according to
Homer's epic, Gods and Goddesses are described to have
taken sides in the war between Greece and Troy, the lotos-.
eaters statement here does not seem to be groundless

L-128-32:There is ...pilot-stars=the singers are determined to be- .

lieve that there is trouble in lthaca and that the situation there
is incorrigible especially for aged and weary soldiers like
them. aged breath=old age. Sore task=difficult task. And
eyes...pilot-stars =They have been voyaging all their lived
guiding their course as sailors do by the slars.

ln conlrast to the toil that awaits them at home, life on the lotos
island is pleasant.

L-133-34: But prompt ...lowly -Reclying their heads of llowers of
amaranth (A legendary never-fading flower of the Lrnder-
world-here lotos is described as amaranth) and rnoly (a magi-
cal flower which Hegmes gave to Odysseus, to protect him
from the magic of the enchantress Circe-according to Homer
in his Odyssey)

L-l35...half drop eyelids still=with peaceful , halt-closed eyes
L-136...a heaven dark and holy=a solemn darkening sky
L-139-40...The dewy...vine=As twilight descends and the dew falls,

the soothing echoes of sounds from the mountain streams
pass and repass between the caves overgrown with tangled
vines

L-142:... acanthus-wreath=The acanthus is a tall plant with large,
spiny or toolhed leaves and white flowers. The green water
fall descends through bushes oI acanthus with interwoven
foliage and f lowers.

L-143brine=the salty sea water
L-144: stretched ou,'=lying at full length
L-l46winding creek=The inlets of the sea crookedly cuttlng far

into the land.
L-147: Mellower tone: a gradually softening tone
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L-148: ...alley lone=loney lane
L-149: Spicy downs =Plains the air above which ls gragrant with

lotos
L- 151 : starboard/larboard=Right hand and left hand sides of the

ship respectively. The rhythm of the liie imitates the move-
ment of the ship on the waves. surge=the sea. seething
f ree=lrothing abundantly.

L- 152: The wallowing monster=the whale rolling about in the sea.
spouted has foam-fountains=the whale has a blow-hole at
ihe top of its head through which it drives a fountain of water
when it brelahes out

L-153: ab equal mind= a steady, unchanging mind
L-1 Sscareless ol making: inditferenl lo the sufrerings of humanity
L-1 56: the bolts are hurl'd=the thunder bolts are hurl'd =the thun-

der bolts are hurried by Jupiter, King of the gods, at his en-
emies

L-157:. Far below...valleys='Ihe Gods lrom the lop of Mount
Olympias huri their thunderbolts at unfortunate mertals in
the world below

L-158: Golden , house...world+ The sunlit world lies round the
Olympias like a girdle or belt. the gods live aloof in their
splendid mansions on the mountain.

L-l59: wasted lands=destroyed lands
L-160Blight=a plant pest that destroys the crops and causes tam-

ine roaring deeps=the lhundering ocean
L-l61: Clanging lights=battles with the noise of weapons and

armour
t-162i ...music centered in a dolelul song: The sorrowful cries

of men music to the Gods who delight in hearing it.
L-163: Steaming up=gushing up like water from a fountain
L-164: Like...strong =The story of a man's life is lramed in pomp-

ous expressions but full of idle situaticin. Compare Macbeth's
description of lile as a "tale told by an idiot full of sound and
fury signifying nothing"

L-165: Chanted=sung cleave the soil=plough the earth
L-166: Enduring=cotinuing

L-157: Little dues=The petty benefits wrestedfrom the earth
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by the sweet of their brow
L- 168-8 ...some, it's dwell=After all the torture which nren have to

endure for the sport ol the Gods, more torture is supposed
to await some of them in Tartarus, the region of fire in the
underworld reserved for the wicked. Elysian valleys= Elysium
is a part of the underworld reserved lor the brave heroes
among mankind.

L-170: beds of asphodel=The asphodel was an Elysian flowe
which soothed away all the sufferings of mortal life lrom the
limps of the heroes who came to Elysium

Essays

l. What are the arguments put lorward by the lotos eaters in

support of their if ot idleness?
The lotos-ealers observe that man alone is burdened with

endless responsibilities and that he alone is consumed by heart-
breaking sorrows and restless toil. And yet he takes pride in the
Iact that he is the crown and glory oI creation. He cannot take
heed ol the song of the inner spirit telling him thal "There is no
hour but calm"

ln the wood, the leaf unfurls itself lrom the bud, grows green

and broad, turns yellow and brown and falls down. The apple rip-

ens in the summer sun and gently drops to the grounds. So also,
the llower blossoms, gets full-blown, fades and falls in its allotteu
time-span There is no leverish anywhere in nature.

When we very well know that death rounds up the whole
show what is the point in filling our lile with labour? ln no time,
each achievement oI the present will become part of the story of

the past. The endless" climbing up the climbing wave" is tedious
and hatelul lt is useless even to declare war with evil because lhat
will brino only agony and strain to us.

The environment of the lotos-island is sleep inducing. lt is
delighlful to recline on the se-shore watching the vastness of the
sea giving into the mild melancholy of nostalgia remembering lhe
faces on one's own kith kin and thinking of the good, old times ol
one's infancy.

´
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They agree that the memory ol lthaca and their tamilies there
is dear to them. But in all probability, the members of their {amily
might have learnt to put up with their absence-their children al-
ready managing their property and everyone accepiing the fact
that they are dead long ago. Now if they return home with their
personalities changed by the sufferings of a decade of lighting,
they will get only a cold welcome as if they are ghosts, why in-
trude into the peace of their lives and upset the order lhere?

Or possibly, their homes may be in ruin with no one to take
care of it for so long. Other princes might have taken possession
ol their lands and their wives. ln that case too, it is better not to
return. At this age, they are incapable of facing any more chal-
lenges in life. They had enough of action. Now it is time to take
rest. For the time being they will live in the lotos-island in pertect
bliss like the Gods on the Olympias with nectar by their side.

2. Point out the weaknesses of the lotos-eaters philosophy
comparing it with the philosophy propagated by Tennyson in
Ulysses.

Through "The Lotos-Eaters" Tennyson presenls a philoso-
phy o, luxurious indolence of physical inertia and moral stagna-
tion. Eating lotos makes the people epicureans and escapists. They
hide themselves away from their share ol duties. They cook up
lame excuses to justify their inaction. Their conscience pricks them
with memories of their homeland families but they lull their con-
science with comfortable delusions. Being weak fatalists, they pic-
ture the Gods as being brutal en.ioying the misfortunes of man-
kind.

ln describing the lotos-Easters state of mind, Tennyson ex-
poses the hollowness of this hedonism. The Victorians had con-
veniently gave up the path oI laith and religion under the pretext
of having a scientific approach to life. They hoped that science
lt/ould make them all powerrul like the Gods.

Tennyosn's attitude was the opposite ol the lotos-eaters phi-
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losophy. He gives expression to it in his poem "Ulysses". Ullysses
has a hunger lor wandering. A readiness to face hardships and
the chivalry to go on advenlurous expeditions. Accordlng to him,
experience enriches man's knowledge. On his return to lthaca,
Ulysses is restless, For him, the easy-going lite of a king is noth.
ing but drudgery. So he sets sail once more with his manners. His
molto in life is "To strive, to" seek, to find and not to yield!" While

.the lotos eaters ask.
".......Why should we toil alone,
We only toil, who are the first ol things,
And make perpetual moan.
Still from one sorrow to another thrown
Nor ever ford our wings
And cease lrom wandering"
Ulysses entertains iust the opposite notion:
"How dull it is to pause, to make and end
to rust unburnishe'd not to shine in use"
The choice before every man is between the lile of a man

and that of a mere beast: a life of physical pleasure which dulls
our nervesi in the long run or a life spiritual and mental peace
derived from making use of our talenls to the maximum, a life of
vain and empty dreams or that oI heroic action. Everything around
man extends lolos to him,. The lrue strength ol characlers in re-

iecting the olfer. Only in this way can we rise nearer to the Gods.

Sample Questions

Essays

1. How far is the landscapes of the poem "The Lotos-
Eaters"in harmony with the mental condition ol the manner?

2. Comment on the structure of the poem in tbrms of the
prologue, the choric song and the epilogue.

Short notes

1 . The attitude of the lots-waters to their Gods
2. What are the excuses provided by the lotos-eaters lor
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remaining on the island Iorever?

Pas sage s for annolation
1 . There is sweet music here that softer falls

...r.,iiB trgl€aminglpasds ..::: .-- '' r' 'i ..i:i::;-i:-'

2. Why are we weigh'd upon with heaviness
..rest from weariness?

3. .....why should we toil alone,
...........t0 another thrown
4. Lol ln the middle o, the wocd
...........take no care
5. HateJul is the dark-blue sky
...........ALL LABOUR BE?
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W.B.YEATS
AMONG SCH00L CHILDREN

THE BACK GROUND

The latter part of lhe nineteenth century witnessed a final
breakdown of a pre-industrial style of life. The agricultural depres-
sion oI the period (1870-1902) brought with it, he fa of the human
and spiritual values which the agrarian society stood for. The en-
large dole of money on the economy, the emergence oi a new
ethic based on competition, the dissolution of old social acceptan-
ces by he inlroduction of the empirical, sceptical spirit of science
and the traumatic experience o, the first world was brought about
a sea-change in man's view and aclions. Even contemporary phi-
losophy, with a new consciousness of professional expertise and
an aptitude for rigorous argument, could not come to the rescue or
man in his new predicament of uncertainty and confusion.

The theory of evolution bye Darwin in science, the revolu-
tionary concept ol man as abiological phenomenon by Freud in
psychology and the success of Marxism in politics paved that way
lor drastic changes in society.

Relatively speaklng, during the mid-Victorian period English
literature pursued a self-contained course. Bu.;t was tollowed by
a period of major influences from continental Europe.

The drawn of the present cenlury saw representative po-
ems both in the traditional and in the experimental trends. The
traditionalists followed the time-honored principles of clarity, melody
and form. Poets like Begard Killing, G.K. Ch. sterton, Hohn
Masefiedld, Robert Bridges, Rupert Brooke, ohn Drinkwater, O.H.
Lawrence and Wilf red Owen blong to this group. The experimen-
talists wer engaged in innovations in subject-matter and form. The
most marked influences on them were those of psycho-analysis
aiial the French s,,rn5olisls like Baudelairre Verlaine, Rirnband and
r, ' "linck. 1b r ' ;:'t.r-rp belonoed s,,r.-':c,, .t r:gts like Yeats,

6

7

dear is lhe memory of our wedded
............hearths are cold
Where thy smile innsecret....
......and praying hands.

lives
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imagists (who, under the leadership of Ezra Pound, a Revolted
against lhe Romantic extravagance in thought and expression be
created new rhythms including tree verse, where the verse is free
of the limitations of meter. C. Created exact images and d. Ob-
served utmost economy in the use of words) like Hopkins, new -
metaphysicals (who exhibited a revived interest in Donno and the
metaphysical school) liek Eliot, Cecil Day Lewis, Louise Mac Niece
and W.H. Auden, surrealists (who consider the subconscious as
more real than the conscious) like Herbert Read and neoromantics
(who stressed the role ol emotion and imagination in poetry just
as the romantics did) like Kith Douglas.

WB. YEATS 1 865.1 939.BIOGRAPHICAL DETAILS

1865-born in Dublin as the eldest sort of John Bulter Yeats,
a Dublin painter of the Pre-Raphaelite school and Susan Pollexten,
a country girl from Sligo. 1867{amily moves to London, 1875-Yeats

.ioins the Godolphin school, Hammersmith-Holidays spent
insligo1880 family returns to lreland-l883 Yeats joins school of
Art, Dublin, 1885 fir6t published poems appear in Dublin Univer-
saty Revies, Becomes f riend of O'Leary, the lrish patriot, 1889-The
Wanderings of Oisin and Other Poems published. 1891 -The
Rhymer's club founded in London Proposes to Maud Goune, the
lrish revolutionary No favourable response from her. 1893-Editied
The Works of William Blake with Ellis - 3 volums 1894{irst visit to
Paris. Proposes to Maud Gonne once again -1895-Poems pub-
lished 1896-Affair with Daina Vernon-Meets Lady cregory-1899.
The Wind Among the /Roads. 1g02-becomes president of lrish
National Dramatic Society. 1 903-Maud Gonne marries John Mac
Bride. So disheartened, First lecture lour in US 1904-Producer-
manager of Abbey Theatre-1 906 oems- 1895-1 905, 1 '90B collected
works in 8 volumes-l912-meets Ezra Pound-191s-refuses
knigthood, 1917-The Wild Swans at Coole-marries Georgie Hyde
Lees. 191 9. Anne Bulter yeats born 1921 . the birth of Michael Bulter
Yeats. Four Plays for Dancers. 1922 D. Lilt oi Dublin University
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Senator of lrish Free State. 1923-Nobel prize for poetry. 1 924 Es-

says 1927 Congestion and bleeding of Iungs. 1928-The Tower'

1929-The Winding Stair, 1931 D. Lift at Oxford 1g34-Cotlected

Plays. 1936 ill with nephrites 1938-Last public appearance at Ab'
bey Theatre 1939 Dies on 28th January.

AMONG SCHOOL CHILDBEN-ABOUT THE POEM

This poem was writlen on l4th June. 12926 and lirst ap-

peared in The Dial "(August, 1927) and "London Mercury" (Au-

gust, 1927)ln an unpublishec! diary on 6th September, 1909, Yeats

asked himself why life is "a perpetual preparation for something

that never happens A dralt in Yeast's notebook written about 14th

March, 1926 records his intention of linking the theme with the old

thought that life prepares lor what never happens Later the poem

was included in the collection of poems The Tower (1928)
- 

Explanatory nole sna critical analysis
Stanza - 1

Long school room =of St, Otteran's Schoolm Waterford. ln
February, 1926 Yeats visited the school. Run on Montessori Prin'
ciple, the school won praise from Yeats in the Senate.

A kindold mim=Rev.Mother Philomena, the Mistress ol
schools

Hood=the covering for the head and neck worn by nuns

Cipher = (1 )Work out problems in arithmetic
(2) put into (secret) writing
Here il can be taken as the children learning to write and do

SUMS

A sixty year ole..man =the poet himself. He is caught in the

inimical to his convictions. So Frank Kemode, in his essay'On
Poetry as image points out that the tone her is that of sell-mock-

ery,. He quotes expression like in the best modern way to support

his arguments. ln encountering this common place ordinariness

o{ life which the children here are prepared for the old and public

man feels amused, though a little bit bumiliated, So he is siling

, ′
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too.

Stanza-ll
The sight of the classroom reminds him of the gJeat. image

of a ladf wnJwas all that they could never hope to be' The lady as

a little girl in retrospect was more a product of the poet's imagina-

ion'r"tln"r than of memory. She, according to him' wasthe daugh-

ter ol the swan, the perfect emblem of the soul' She was none

other than Maud Gonne, his beloved'

Tocrhiana Excited Reverie (ed by Jeffares and K G W' Cross

1955) makes some interesting remarks on the relationship between

veats an maud Gonne. He takes a description of Flonnuala and

ffi;;; il; Young's celtlic wonder Tales (1s10) which Maud

gonne illustrated with a recurring motit of a sphere containing two

l*"n, int"rt*in"d, ultimately ueint as one' an obvious symbol ol

kindred souts.'"' - -L"d""n 
body=A descendent of Leda' Leda in classical my-

thology is the mother of Castor and Clytemnestra by her husband

iviaii"r" And in the shape of swan, by zeus' she be gets tow

"iiiJt"n 
porrr* and Helen in the form of eggs' Here Maud Gonne

is'Je"criO"a as Helen. The daughter of Leda (There by assessing

heavenlY beauty and qualities)"-- 
narsn reiroof: finding iault, blaming rudely"'it. seemed

that...shell=" Each human being," says Plato "was a whole with its

back and Ilanks rounded to 
'orm 

a circle and had lour hands and

"n "qr"t 
number of legs and two identically similar laces upon a

"ii"ri"t 
n".t *ith one head common to both the faces which were

iurned in opposite directions" (The Symposium) As the story goes

i" tn" arri*,rm, since their strength was immense and they

attacfeA fne goUs, Zeuq put and end to the race by cutting each ol

in", in n"rr ;like eggs which are cut with a hair"Then each half

V""tn"O to, the ottr-ei half from which it had been severed' This

ilatonic concept, it is interesting to note' has somelhing in com-

mon with the lndian concept of 'Aradhanareeswara'a.nd also the

"on""p, 
in physiology whic.h states that each numan being has a

l2
male and female identity within him'

Stanza lll
. The poet searches for a child's face there in the class room

wfricn woutU serye as the tace of the little girl that Maud Gonne

was when she had the tragic experience which is hinted in the

previous stanz. Consequently, he is able to visualize her and her

expression at the time of that past event For even

daughter...heritage=paddle is a short oar with a borade blade to

prop"f 
" 

canoe tlirough water. Paddling also can be moving one's

ieei or trands playfully in water' A paddler therefor is a person

wno paAdtes canoe through water or paddles 'in water with his

feet. Padding thus becomes common for both the swan and the

paddler. So ilso, Yeats says, there must be something in common

ior. on" ot these face's in tront of his and the little Maud Gonne's

expression on that day in the past' By and by, Yeats is.able to

,israfi.e his lady love as a child with the help of his imagination'

Stanza-IV'
Her present image =Maud Gonne's appearance at the time

of writing ih" po"r. Even Maud Gonne, Who is the symbol of

oeauty, treatness, dedication and nobility has become old now'

Qriathrocanto finger= The hand of a 
'ifteenth 

century lralian

painter. This was "quintocenl"finger in the early version' it was

"ftlr"O 
to da Vinci (Leonardo da Vinci)finger in the version pub-

lished in "London Mercury"
Pretty plumage=yeats had raven-coloured hair once scare-

crow figure ol a man set in old clothes set up to scare birds away

fro, 
"Jtpt,. 

This a recurring image in yeats's later poetry when

he wa" 
'e*peri"ncing the difficulties of old age himself' lt is

remisniscent of "sailing to Byzantium"

"An aged man is but a Paltry thing

A tattered coat uPon a stick

The image of the little girl in his mind is constricted in this

stanza with thJ present day appearance of his beloved' Now it is
ihollow of cheei" "mistaking a "meat"This shruken ligure is not
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her plight alone. The poet also has changed. His ,,pretty ptum-
age" ha disappeared. But with a iott, ne biings nim'nacf ro tneimmediate situation and decides that is befier f sril" utin" 

"rif 
-

ing faces in front of him and prove that ne l" u fiX"OLlo* ot otafellow.

Stanza V

from the object of his arfection, the poet now turns lo thegreatest of all earthy affection, the Mothei,s love for her child.
Torchiana quotes a passage from Gentile,s tne Rerurm gOuca_
tion which Yeats had read. There Gentiles suggests that the motner
who tenderly nurses her sick chitd woutO tikJt-o see its UoJy rigor_
ous and strong so that trough it his sold could requite maternal
love by tilial devotion. lf in the btoom of heatth, n" *"i" io ,"r."t
himself stupid, callous and beas y , he would ."""" ,o O" ni"mother's lavorite and would arouse revulsion and loathino in her.Yeats probably adopts this idea in the stanza.

Honey of generation = This image comes from porphyry,S
es say"On the Cave of the Nymphs,,(1917). lt is a symnolic reaO_ing..of 

. 
the cave image in Home. ln the cave which Homer oe_scribed in the thirteenth book of Obyssey were bowls urO *orf"of divine workmanship in which th; busy n""" pt"i"JoJti"ior"

honey,. lt is dedicated to the nymphs. Odysseus, on his return
home is brought to this cave on the coast of tth""u. porpnyry in_terprets this narraiive as the myth of the return of the sould to itsheavity abode. Honey thus is atso indicative of th; ote;;;;;whichdraws souls downward to generation,. plutonism symfotiies tneornn ot the soul as the journey form the isles of the blessed in acelesiial boat, during life, the soul is tossed about on the sea ofemotion an passion. And after death, living backwards in f;me, it
:etur.ns 

t: its starting point-rec rossing the sea, yeats tracedPorphyry's influence on Shelley,s cave symbolism in his essa1, onthe. philosophy of Shelley's poetry. What youthf ul mother
oecroe= Ihe young mother is gifted with a baby in her lap whichhas come down to her',trailing clouds o, glory,,as words *lrin prt
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il. Honey is the drug that destroys in lhe newly incarnated sould ofthe child recollection of the freedom it enloyeO O"fore its Uirtt.
. Struggle to escape=to escape the pangs of life (and rech
back its heavenly abode) Sixty or more *int"i...n""J ltt 

" 
grry-

ing of hair sen as the snowfall of the winter of lite-tne perLO when
life becomes colder, inactive and reshictEd..

No molhe4 with a baby betrayed by the honey of 
.generation

upon her lap, would think that her son is sufficient conipensation
for the pang of his birth if she coutd anticipate his ptigfi;hen ne
is whitened by sixty or more winter.

ln Yeats's play ,,At the Hwk,s Well,, he had given 
.expression

to this idea earlier.
"A mother that saw her son,
Doubled over a specked shin.
cross-grained with ninety years...
Would cry ,,',How little worth
Were all my hopes and fears
And the hard pain of his birth,,
Thus stanza V develops the theme o, destruction of the

body by Adam,s curse the cause of labour and childbirth
Stanza VI

The the poet think how even the profoundest of intellectual
wisdom is not an adequate compensation to physical perfection
which is life's natural ideal

Spume=foam, scum or lrolh

_ paradigm=pattern, ghosfly paradigm ofthings=Here it stands
,or the Platonic idea of essence (behinO univerlel it 

" "on.of"-tions of wisdom are ironical So all plato,s wisdom seems to sug_
gest that we live in a world of phantoms

Played the taws=played a game called taws in which marbles
are arranged in the centre of a circle drawn or scratched on theground. The object being to knock out a many as possible lromthe circle. Here it means punishment. SolAi", erirtoti"...of
kinds=Since Arist, , e was tutor to Alexander the great, ne iniiicteO
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corporal punishment on Alexander by way ol educating him

""' "rit;; i;;;us...heard=Pvthagoras made some measuremenl

of the intervals between not"" on-u stretched string' He discov-

"r"lin.'rr."t,"al 
relation between the length of strings and mu-

sical notes that they produce when vibrating and evolved the idea

;;"?;;;;"iion ot ttre universe is to be sousht not in matter'

ilrr', .r"iu"i. and their relations' Golden thighed=the phrase

""r". 
it", it "ras 

Taylor's translation of Lile ol Pythagoras where

;;ffi;;; r"."r", ori"* Pvthaqoras' as il in realitv he was god

himself , taking Abacus asroe' shJws him his golden 
'1'91. 

u" 
"n

indicationofhisgreatnessanddivinity,perhapsthemanuscript
version of lhe poem is simpler in expresslon

"World tamous, golden thighed Pythagotl"

who taught the stars of heaven what to sing Ano

the musLians how to measure cords"

v""i. t 
", 

.o,"" trom Plato who saw through the mysteries

of the individual soul to Aristotle who was behind the moulding of

il;;mil*"*r who ruled the state goes on to Pythagoras who

'directed'the universe in the music ot tie spneres (music produced

*i".'t*, .*" in their orbits-inaudible to human ears according

to Pythagoras)'- '-rrrr1e.=it," nine daughters of Zeus who protected. and en-

"orr"g"J 
po.i,y, music hiitory and other branches ol learning'

The spirit that inspires the Poet'

Stanza'VII
reverie=day dream, The mother worships the new born babe

as the image oI perfectlon repose=absence,of movement' anima-

;;;;; ;;;" it means stationarv statues' o Pres€ncesdhe stat-

,". 
".1 "nira*" 

that are knowatle by passion' piety' or affection

,n"V t"" it** n"arts=as the images of worship are subject to the

ravages of time and cannot equalihe ideal that man always strives

for.
There is a tormenting contrast betwoen the images stgnt'

fied by the bronze and mar;le statues and the living beauty ol a

ll6

speaking body, which includes the soul' This contrast necessitates

the invention of poetic image which will resemble the living.beauty

i"in"t ii"" ,tt" marble or b'ont" one' No static image will serve

il;i;r;p*". lt should go on moving conveying a series of chang-

i^n'!*"pia"i,".. Hence the releiance ol the next stanza' o

ori#"!"-.e""rprise=The presences are the images (lovers' stat-

I"lano cnirurenj knowledge through passion (of the love0' piety

(ot tne nun) and atfection (ot the motheo

Stanza VllI
Labour =the pain involved in child birth which befell on Man

as part oI the cause of God on Adam

Bruised=wounded' hurt

Uear=eyed wisdom=dim-sighted wisdom

bole=the trunk ol a tree

irir" in"n 
" 

p"inlul effort at earthly becoming labour is spon-

o""orJ""i'J urossoming (an erotic iuggestion ol vaginal dila-

;;;" can be read in to the lile ) or dancing

Labour...soul=two explanations are possible (1) labour be-

"or"Jiior.oring 
or dancing whenever the body is. n,ot huri to

;;;;;;"-;. tlhe soul (z) libour becomes blossomins or danc-

ing in which the body is not bruised to give pleasure to the soul'

Thefirstexplanationisthemorewidelyacceptedone..Butthe
;;;";;;;i. ,ore in keeping with the trend oI thousht of the last

stanza.
Thedanceris,lnYeat'slavouriteexpression'self-begotten-

that is, independent ol lanour that leads to bith' As such' she dif-

;;;; i;i;iiil;,he artist who seeks her' she can exist onlv in the

pre destined dancing'place where' free from Adam's curse' beauty

i'" l"i" iitJr' without the labour ot child birth or that o{ art There

art means wholly what it is' tfre tree also means what it is an its

beauty is a function of its totality'

The contradictory nature of all human endeavour' the con-

flict between, the ideal and the real' can be resolved as the poet

has attempted to do in the last stanza' if the conflicting elements
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are trealed as inalienable parts of the same whole.The paradise is the ptace i^ *ni"r, O""rii i"s self-begottenand costs nothing, ln lhis I

restations;i;ffi ;;;.1ff ,i""illlli;#,,[l]!"1::'^i,llT"T?JJ:feited his part, give awav to a new condition in which marble Andbronze are the rrue, tife and.tnhabit a J;;;";;;;rro, o"yonatime and intellect. The arti

l"::,1, I n rn 
", ",,r, " ;i.:"::11,i?J H1?il"":rT,"jil ff .perfect have praise ontv,or rhat wortd,. Ir" orj i"Ilin" poery

I1:_:".t"n in.ir. He hopes,to 
"."up" ,n,o in-""*irio'or*"orpr"r"Derng, the world of the self begotten

How can we know.._dan-ce? =The image of the dancer, sorapt among rhe many fisures that 
"i," 

torr.iirt In" ,]"1i" 
" 

p"*or them, is one of his format 
"yrbot". 

i;;";;;i*,"L-", 
", ,n"

::.ll::|. y,,h the dance goes far to exptain how yeats coutd con_trnue to develop his creative genius continuing to m,ri, 
",r"rV 

,"rnexperience -high passion, ol"p o"rp"ir,lriii.'."iir"j*r, 
",,

comparibte in the creatino mind. thar win.n;i;;;i iirlir ro 
"nv_thi:g 

b{ the poetry made-out of these experiences. The dance isnot the titrte movemenr of rhe dancer,s ooo; i;; ,rr;;'t"o wrrich it::,if :r..rl" brightenins gtance of t" o"n."r, uri,i"-"r"",,r"unity of ail these parts. The chesrnut tu*l; ."t;;;"4 o,o""orn
:l_,1:.1'r.k bur the totalty of rhe free. s";;;'il;: lreationcannot be separated from the poet who is the creator.-.- 

'
^-^ ,_Io* that we have, gone thought the poem line by tine we

;::#.: 
position to summarize it 

"no 
g"t 

"l "*rarr viJw or tne

The evolution o;f thought in the poem ,,Among 
School Children,,The imrnodiate situation of tne poeriis *t 

"n 
V""trp"y. 

"visit to sr. otheran,s schoor.. t"i";;; lr'ir'd"ri,Jiljl,,,". *-garding the instituticii rb ansrlr
r',r i"t,"," 

"; 
il;::'d * fi l,,fl :iil ?r"",i ffi lli,,lllli?iii;,ii

lo. ",nni 
tg study readir,g books and his ties, to cut and sew and tobe near in everythins.in th6 besr,modern-*", ilii" i,*i., ,,*

l18
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FUTILITY
(WLFRED OWEN)

Wilfred Owen was born in. Oswestly, Shropshire, in 189g,and educared ar the Brikenhead ir"rirrr;:;;,r;;,l"no 
", 

aon-don Universitv. very earrv in r;re ne naa amtii""J"iJr'r"o 
"",wrote a good deal of voutht

h 

" 
*" ni; ;;;;,ffi :IilIxfl ::' ff.T:"",#",il : IBordeaus, where he remair

in *, 
"t v"", 

" 
nil; ; ffi il;:l Jli,:?J : rH,,;Ii: lf llffi in::]long experience of trench u

pital near Ediburgh, where I:t!:.?"d 
was sent to a militarv hos-

Hir:ty[rtrillTfr '".'i":"'{fl fl"^',H:;ffi ".r;JX;

;lm.1;'1,"]'*i",,*x t*l ;i ;iffi lJ3,::.",1;
very few poems appeareo 1l'-t ".*""* before the armistice. A
s"igt'r,i"oi""r;o;T";::",J"'l-t"riod.icals durins his liretime.

Examples of owen's 
{-and published them in 1920'

waro etunOln,s;"_#;;,rr"-*ar poerry can be studied in Ed-

m" ;ru*mru rii: ir,r*;: ';flil 
l :"J:#;

"r,""av",".i;Iffi ;ffi iJiil,:"il:;::lJ.:;:,:r1T,"ir:war and wrote powerful satrir,
oi,." ot 

"n 
ini"niri;il].-i;::llpoems.asainst it as well as Mem-

:1",:y technicar .J; ;:#ffilffffiffiI:: :ll fl:now able in one magnificent t
rhe savasery oi ;;; il;' _:Tl :lj."."Jrl,Hf :i,i:f 1ll,trenches. His range in this short fime is wide. He can write bitter.satire, louching and delicate ele.giac poetry and perhaps at his
:::.lg:",.ry"rs which speak air,"rrv to'riril.i,",, 

",iJ.or, ,n"anguish of the individual sold"Futility" owtul€r lD a truly universal frame a sin
Edmund Bludner writes that Owen till the last moment was
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preparing himsell for "a volume oI poems, to strike at the con'

science of England in regard to the continuance of the war" and

among Owen's paper was found a hastily written dralt' preface to

the volume he was planning in which he writes: This book is not

about heroes. English poetry is not yet fit to speak to them Nor is

it about deeds, or lands, nor anything abo-ut glory, honour, might,

majesty, dbminiori; or'poraier:eibept war. Aboveali I naol concerned

with poetry. My subject is War, and the pity of War, The poetry is in

the pity. Yet these elegies are to this generation in no sense con-

solatory. Thy may be to the nexl, All a poet can do today is warn'

That is why the true poels must be truthf ul. These .iottings express

with a toughing and yet powerlul authority Owne's sense of his

duty and his sense ol own role' it is a thousand miles away from

the sott dreaminess of his Keastaian Verses of so Iew years be-

fore. Here is a poet utterly dedicated to a task beyond although its

of himsell or indeed ol poetry for its own sake' "Above all I am not

concerned with poetry" is an extraordinary stalemenl for so dedi-

cated a poet to make, and by a paradox it is in the art of forgetting

about art and poetry that he wrote his most successful poems'

Driven by an experience which he shared with millions of his fel'

low soldiers, he became a kind ol spokesman for lhem all, and

tlrus used poetry in the most powerful way that it can be used'

"poetry is in the PitY".

INTRODUCTION

WILFRED OWEN

Wilfred Owen was the eldest of four children. When he was

born, his parents were lifting comfortably with his grandfather in

Oswestry, but years laler, on his grandfather's death, the lamily

was forced to move to Birkenhead. Here thy lived for ten years in

poor districts, struggling against constant financial dif iculties to

maintain a middle-class style of life. The struggle succeeded well

enough at least to cut them olf from their rougher neighbours, re-
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inforcing Wilfred's natural liking for introspection and solitude The

iamily was very tightly knit, yet their relationships were compli'

cated. Mr. Owen, who held a responsible but badly paid post with

the railways, was a devoted and considerate father, but he was an

un happy man and inclined to intolerance; with his eldest son he

had little in common, except music and they often found it hard to

get on with one another. Willred held his mother, however, in ado-

ration, and Susan Owen was devoted to him with a possessive-

ness that almost excluded the rest of the lamily. Even lrom the

baltlefield he could write in one of the trequent long letters which

were invariably addressed to her alone, that while other men were

fighting tor their molherland he was fighting lor his mother'

As a schoolboy, Wilf red was hard-working and satislied' His

parents always gave his education highest priority in tamily affairs

and they expected great things of him, though quite what the set

things were, neither he nor they seemed very sure. Occasionally'

Mr. Owen would lose patience with Welfares bookishness and lack

of interest in more boyish activities. but his wile's determined cham'

pioning of her son always overcame his obiections. Academic work

for Wilf red was always tremendously important but only rarely did

he see it as an end in itself. His ambitions of scholarship were

based on stronger and deeper drive, one which it took him most of

his short lite to define and bring under control. Later he accepted

an unpaid post as lay assistant to the Vicar of Dunsden'

Oxfordshire, in relurn forboard, loding and tuition.

Mr.s Owen was by upbringing and conviction an Agnlican of

the evangelical school. An evangelical believes that man is saved

not by the good he does but by the laith he has in t he redeeming

power ol Christ's sacririce on the cross. Without faith, nurtured by

regular prayer and Biblereading, man is cut off from God lt is im-

portant to be aware of the sort of religion Wilfred was brought up

in. lt explains much in iris poems, the theme of sacrifice, his fond-

ness for Biblical language, the reality of hell. A lriend of his re-

members how unfailingly regular Wiltred was in daily Bible read-
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ing when he was a boy. By .1913 he had reiected much of the
orthodox belief of his boyhood, but its influence remained with him.

When he went to Dunsden, then Wilfred was an ofhodox
evangelical, For a period in the early Shrewsbury days, i,e had
even conducted services at home, dressed in home-made robes
before an altar he had built himself lt was a short lived custom, but
it perhaps expressed the close links he already felt between ritual
and home, divine and maternal love. lt is easy to laugh at this odd
ceremony, but a boy brought up industrial Brikenheas encounters
beauty in church more easily than anywhere else. lt was in the
language of church ritual that Willred first began to recreate beauty
for himself-

Wilfred Owen claimed that he was first aware of his poetic
calling before the move to Shrewsbury, on a holiday with his mother
in the Cheshire countryside at Broxton. The first of his poems to
which a date can be ascribed with any certainty was written some
years laterwhen he was seventeen. lt may be that he started writ_
ing poehy simply as one of his many activities...certainly he showed
his poems to his cousin. With whom he also pursued interests in
archaeology, botany, aslronomy and geology; but in the next few
years he became increasingly certain that he had talent and en_
thusiasm but all the time he worked towards finding and shaping
his skill as a poet. lt was a matter of shaping art, like school work,
was for Owen always a matter of hard labour and much revision.

Dunsden Vicarage was not success, but it helped Owen to
find his feet. He was expected to work very hard in the parish and
he received little of the promised tuition. Apart form the pleasure
of li!:ing in the countryside, Owen,s main enjoyment came from
working with that local children, in Sunday School and on outings.
Throughout his life, he had a great aflection for small children and
seems to have attracted them. ln his mother,s absence, he found
orthodox 'Christianity ever less convincing. His dislike of what he
later called "pulpit progessionals,,began to grow, and a visit to the
Keswick Convention strengthened his suspicion that the
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evangelicals were preaching a pattern of dogma which had lit e
to do with the teaching of Christ.

Own found his understanding of religion to be at odds with
his understanding of literature. During 1 9 j 2 he read a life of Shelley.
The poet's conf lict with orthodoxy impressed Owen profoundly. lf
he became an evangelicar minister, he relt he would have to aban_
don poetry, both his own and that of others. He would also have to
ignore his knowledge of science in order o accept, and preach the
strict doctrine of the Fall. He was a beginning to lead a double life,
in public maintaining a respectable- religious form and in private
writing under growing emotional pressure, verse o, which indeed,
makes no mention of formal religion at all. Owen was faced with
the double ordeal of breaking sawy both form his mother,s faith
and trom the God he had been brought up to worship. He was
forced to recognize that the was to be neither a churchman nor a
scholar. The lack of money which plated the whole family prevented
Willred's settling down lo write. lnstead he decided to work abroad
and to learn a much as he could of France and French culture. By
mid-September he was in Bordeaux, as a teacher of English in
the Berlitz School of Languages.

The outbreak of war was not greeted in France with the en-
thusiasm Owen would have seen in England. The war had been
going for nearly a year before Owen came to the conclusion that
he would have to join. He had considered an extraordinary collec_
tion of civitian jobs an_d had held atways to the [principle in"t tn",
as a future poet, was more useful alive than dead. He enlisted in
the Artists Rifles on 21st October 1915. There followed fourteen
months of training in various parts of England. By the end oI the
year the pale. Delicate an perhaps ralher affected Sunday School
teacher had become a brosn, tough and efficient officer. The physi-
cal change was remarkable, but owen's character did not alter.
Owen was drafted to France in the worsl winter of the war. lt is
worth realizing that the bat e experience on which all his poems
abqut war are based was contained within the space of four months
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of which not more than five weeks were actually spent in the line'

His first tasks were o hold positions in No Man's Land in the Beau-

mont Hamel area, then he was sent behind the lines for a trans-

port course. ln March, he Iell in to a cellar and spent a couple of

weeks in a Casualty Clearing Station with concussion Later he

was blown into the air by a shell and had to spend some days

sheltering in a hole near the dismembered remains of a fellow

officer. He came out of his unhurt but with neurasthenia, or shell-

shockwas returned to the C.C.S. and was invalided back by stages

to Craiglockhart War Hospital near Edinburgh

O*n. *tot" quantities of poetry. lt had always had thera'

peutic value for him, as a disciplined release from tension' and his

doctor wisely encouraged him in the activity The doctor kept owen

busy in all sort of ways, putting him in touch with literary circles in

Edinnurgh and trying to involve him in what would not be called

social work. lt was a busy time and by day owen was soon happy

and confident, but at night he was, like most of the patents, the

victim of violent nightmares. The war dreams persisted for most of

his stay and alfected him on occasions for the rest of his life Re-

membering war experience exposed Owen lo the risk ol turther

nightmares. Writing about was thus took some courage, which may

be- one reason why most of the verse written before august has

nothing to do with contemporary events, but it was the therapy

which Owen most needed.
Owen introduced himsel{ to Seigfried Sassoon, who had been

sent to the hospital by the authorities alter he had publicly pro-

tested that Britain's aims in the war had now become those of

aggression and conquest' Whether Sassoon really was shell

snocted or not, is noi clear, but to table him as such was an.inge-

nious way ol rendering his protest ineffective ln the intervals of

working on many poems and of discussing them with Sassoon'

Owen iept up his other activities in Edinbuirgh until was discharged

from hospital in October' Through Sassoon, he had already met

Roberl Graves. He went at once to l-ondon, armed with an intro-
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duction to Robert Ross, man ol letters and friend ol many writers'

Ross made Owen known to a circle of well known authors and the

young poet became, at last an alltoo briefly a minor literary figure'

attnougn grew people had seen his poems' Over halJ a century

later, it seems odd that Owen should have been proud to call

himselt a Georgian, a member of a diverse school of poets which

has since been much derided, but ihe contributors to the contem-

porary anthology, Georgian Poetry included Graves and Sassoon'

who both though oI themselves as Georgians in 1917'

FUTILITY-EXPLANATOHY NOTES

Move him into the sun

Gently its touch awoke him once

at home, whispering ol fields unsown

AlwaYs it woke him, even in France,

Until this morning and this snow

lf anything might rouse him now

the kind old sun will know

Think how it wakes the seeds,

woke, once, the clay of a cold star

Are limbs, so dear'achieved, are sides,

Futl-nerved-still warm-too hard to stir?

Was it for this the clay grew tall?

O what make faluous sunbeams toil

To break earth's sleep at all?

Stanza I
Line 3-At home: This is one several examples in Owen's

poems of his avoidance of proper names'

Line-7 The kind old sun: a familiar phrase, suggesting' ironi-

cally under the circumstances, that the sun has been an lriend'

. Xnow a full rhyme with Isnow" a pararhy me with "now"and an

assonantly paii with "unsoryn" unsown in its turn is a pararhy me
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with "sun""sun,,is linked with ,'once,,and ,,once ,, is a half_rhyme
with France - an intricate pattern mingling harmony an dissonance.
Stanm II

Line g The sun once brought life itself to the previously dead
earth, The local imagery of the preceding lines is now paralleled
on a universal scale...fields unsown ,,become lhe clays of the lyhoie
earth.,'this snow becbmes the coldness of the lifeless planet be-
fore the end of the ice Age

Line ll Stir: persuade to move bring back to life.
Line 12- Was the whole process of evolution from protoplasm

to man himself , designed to end with this prin ess death?
Line - 13 Fatuous: foolish absurd silly

Futility
Wilfred Owen is claimed by some modern poets as an im_

portant influence on the poetry, but it is difficult to se how Owne,s
poetry can influence those who have so much less to say. The
poet of today cannot have anything as important to say as Owen
had, because his experience is more dissipateO anO nis view ot
reality generally more superficial. We are not brought today. Sud_
denly face to face with fundamental values. Value-s ur" ,rddl"d
and deceptive and our activity altogether less intense. So, although
we.can appreciate Owen,s peons to the full, we can learn lit e that
will be of any jeop in the practice of poetry has not influenced
modern poets at all in their search for new poetic matter. The onty
influence at all discernible lies in the copying of that p""riiu, nutt_
rhyme which Owen used so much by poets-like W.H. Auden. tsut
this device is isolated an used in completely different 

"on,"*t"-different in manner as well as matter.
These half-rhymes of Owen are only one sign of hid con_

stant experimenting with technique and his interes-t in language
for itself. His very earliest pooms show him fascinated OV ifru ,u-
nipulatio,t cf words, an had not thc war turned his attention to
other'as,,{)cts df poetn, thdle c:i' be, litlle dor_rbl lhat hc vicuicl
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have taken his place among those who were to help in the forging
of a new poetic medium That task is still uncompleteO, a faA wnich
gives us one more reason for wishing that Owen,s career had not
been cut short as it was.

.. tik" so many young po_ets, owen.begarl.lI[the Keats tradi_

lion".!'l€;lqY.ed ;hqgvase;andp6pqdaxeitediylvilh.ik; riirnes. rnere
is more than a superficiai parallel between ihe pre-war Orien and
the immature Keats, while the change wroght in Owen bythe war
can be compared to the change that took place in Keats with the
consciousness that he had only a limited time to live Keats devel_
opment is illustrated most clearly in his letters, but the wisdom
and maturity that came to Own with the war is patent in his po-
ems. What Mr. Blunden has called the Endymion phase of Owen,spoetical life came abrupfly to a closer The early Keats and the
more superficial side of Tennyson vanished from his work and gave
place to a clear eyed awareness and a sense of reality thatsome_
times slrrle us, as the greatest touches of the greatest poets startie
us by the truth. His war poetry show an ur"L ng 

"Ouun"" 
in 

"r_pression as well as content. He taught as he learit. lt is this ability
to accept the lesson and convey it simply yet with great ;rt, that
distinguishes Owen f rom most oth", *", ioltu. Ue X"epf nimsett in
control, kept his vision undistorted by blind ager or unreasoning
9"r?"il: Owen sees into things with more g"nrin" . l,{.i. .;n"" ot
the futility of war is no les than Siegfried-Sassoon" eui i" 

"*_presses it with greater restraint and there fore more effectiveness.
ln his short pome ,,Futility,, he is talking of a smashed - upsoldier. This is real pathos genui.ne 

"rolion 
with the facts

undislorted, it can be put beside other of his lines, .t. show what
Owen meanl when he wrote...all poet can do today . a *urn.
That tis why the true poeis must be truthful ln ,FutiLity ,, 

,' ]*"uul.
he is able to add sound organizing thought to the graphic c ;,s
and subiective responses. The poem is not much more than a
r:orr-.lex mixture of lones. br.it it is iJnusual in Cwens work for be-
inq ,-,:,s.:nal \\,ill,.),ti b:irrg too subj€.ctive anC i.,| i,eeoing tne cie-
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scriptive details plain and relatively bare. The organizing though
while simple in precise and important it is similar to Wordsworth's
A Slumber Did my Spirit Seal one of his finest lyrics for lhe same
reasons. Owen's little poem is noteworty Just as wordsworth's
poem moves from an uneasy hope fed by past recurrences to a
controlled bitterness, with f rustration growing as his thought moves
the temporal divisions o, the first stanza (from the distant past, to
the near and then very near past, to a fulure prospect) and lhen in
t he second stanza through a series of more and more rhelorical
questions. We are given the motive and the appropriate and com-
plex emotional response, and white large philosophical questions
are asked, they are not pretentious (as "fatuous" brilliantly indi-
cates) They are asked within the confines of carefully and intri-
cately formed stanzas to define the emotion, not to present the
poet as a professional thinker. That is, white the context is broader,
the poem is successful because Owen does not try for more than
he is capable ol doing.

The elegiac pathos o, "Futility "is too wellknown to need com-
ment. What is remarkable is the distance covered in a few lines
from the intimate quietly dramatized here-and-now opening o the
clays of a cold slar" and the breaking ol earth's sleep. We accept
this because ol the quiet re-creation of the speaking voice moving
rough conversation ren iniscence and elegy to cosmic disillusion-
ment supported by the weavlng of pararhyme and assonance es-
pecially in lhe tirst stanza. Even more important in unilying the
poem is the pattern of the words and ideas taking us lrom indi-
vidual to the cosmic. The particularities of thls sunshine, those
fields unsown, this snow, oulwards lo the seeds the clays ol a cold
star, fatuous sunbeams toiling to break eartos sided and the one
movemenl f rom general to particular: form the day of a cold star to
this clay (but also other clay that grew tall to the same end)

"Futility" was published in"The Nation" in June 1918|t is a
short and intensely moving poem about a dead farm worker, who
symbolizes all the killed in the War. Owen speaks of "him" to be
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either a larm worker or a soldier who is dead. This dead person
was once awakened by the sun, but il remains to be seen if he
would be awakened now, lrom his present dead state. Earlier be-
lore his death, at home in /England he rose in the morning re-
minded of his duty. For the fields were unsown. The very same
sun woke him up in France, in the battlefield as a soldier, even as
recently as that morning. (One must remember that Owen was a
pacifisfone who hates war and loves peace. He was also a farmer
as a civilian.) The snow suggest winter and the cold clutches of
death Normally he rose with the sun but what will the kind old sun
do now, for it is not capable of awakening him anymore.

The sun Eives plants their vitality lhey need sunlight to grow
The earth was only a cold star but once again the sun gave li
warm in and light. When he was alive, he grew tall and strong.
There is not use ol the sun's rays and its labour, it is futile useless,
when we are fated to die. The sun need not have bothered to cre-
ate, if war is the end of it all, Creation itself a f utile, the holder was
close to earth, died to the earth, to be warmed back to life, it
possible by the sun

OWEN'S USE OF SOUND DEVICES

Half -rhyme and pararhyme

There are over forty terms in current use o, these tow de-
vices and much conluslon has resulted. A Iull rhyme occurs when
two words are identical in sound from the last stressed vowel on-
wards, provided that the consonants preceding the vowels are dif-
ferent mud /blood, trained/drained. ln a "half-rhyme "the words
are identical only in their Iinal consonant sounds; bald/old eyes/
close . The word "parahyme" was tirst coined, apparently, by
Edmund /Blunden in his "Memoir"o Owen, but it was never clearly
defined. The term means a rhyme in which two words are identical
in consonants sounds not only after but also before dilferent
stressed vowel sounds leaves/lives braiding/brooding. Critics do
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not always distinguish bety,,e.,rt half fhyme and pararhyme. Two
further kinds ot rhyme, both used often by Owen, are ,,assonance,',

in which words are alike only in their stressed vowel sounds and
"alliteration" in which words share initial consonants or in which
one or more consonants are repeated in close proximity.

Before Own's fist experiments, half-rhyme had occurred of-
ten, though never as a regular pattern, in English poetry.
Pararhymes had been much less common. ln a letter at the end of
1917, Robert Graves, commenting on Owen,s recent use of pre-
arranges in "Wild with All Regrets', pointed out that they ate fea-
tures of ancient Welsh poetry. Owen may have known of this al-
ready, since he was aware of his Welsh ancestry and did play at
one time to write verse on "old welsh lhemes,,. lt is also possible
that he knew that the ancient licensed poets used half- rhyme,
which they called skothending. At the beginning of the twentieth
century, poets were becoming increasingly dissatisfied with the
limitations of yfll rhyme and many experiments were being tried.
Several American writers, notably Emily Dickinson, had broken
away from the stric use of full rhyme. ln France, Jules Romains
began to formulate his complicated system of ,'Accords,,, Which
included parahyme. ln England Hopkins had discovered. But never
used, the licensed rhyme schemes, and other poets, despite the
horror wilh which most critics greeted the slightest breach of the
rules of full rhyme, were looking for new methods. Robe!.t Graves
himself while still a schoolboy, had written at least one poem par y
in half-rhyme. Owwen however was the first to use either half-
rhtme or parahyme as a consistent rhtme scheme in English. As
soon as his poems were published, his remarkable innovation
became lamous and was widely imitated.

The first recorded evidence of Owen,;s interest in pararhyme
is a list of such lhymes on the back of a draft of ,'The imbecile', a
minor poem almost certainly support to professor Welland,s sug-
gestion that Owen first encountered the device in the work of Ro-
manians. On the other hand, he had learnt a lit e Welsh even as a
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child and had studied Old English while at Dunsden, so that he
may have discovered enough aboul ancient. Literatures to have
been aware o, the possibilities ol partial rhyme before j 913, His
Iirst use of Half- rhyme or pararhyme to describe was ,'pro6ably in
the f ragment "Bugles Snag" perhaps written a Creaiglockhart. The
first complete war poem in pararhyme is'Wild wilh All Regrets,,
revised become "A Terre" Sending the poem lo Sassoon soon af-
ter its composilion in December 19.l7, Owen asked him what he
thought of "my vowel- rhyme stunt" as though Sasscon had not
see any examples of il before. Vowels -rhyme is, of course, an
inappropriate term since since Owen's rhymes depend upon con-
sonants. ln 1 9 18, however, he became lriendly with Charles Scott
Moncrieff and encouraged him In his translation of ,,The Song of
Ronand"The translation produces the original French assonants
or vowel rhymes and is dedicated to Owen and two himself seems
never to have used assonance ,or a rhyme scheme. Altogether,
half or parahyme occurs as a regular pattern in about seventeen
poems and f ragments. This is a comparatively small proportion of
Owen;s work. but partial rhymes are, of course, used less system-
atically in many other poems.

The use of hall-and pararhyme to describe war is particu-
larly apt, since they produce an effecl of dissonance and failure.
We expect the rhyme to be completed and it is not. Owen often
makes the second world lower in pitch than the first-grained/ground
,teeth/death, thereby making the second line sad and heavy. The
melancholy efrect of this arrangements can be very powertul.

Mixed rhyme

Sometimes Owen used full, half-and pararhyme together in
one poem as in "futility" rhymes with hurried but is also a pararhyme
with "walled"

Onomatopoeia

The third and fourth lines of Anthem of Doomied youth are
obvious enough examples, more subtle is the clotted iaw wrench-
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ing language of "Mental Gases"that lorces the rea fer to imitate

the twiching of the madmen

Allite ration and Assonance

Repetition of consonants and repetition of vowels are tech-
niques which Owen developed to a. highly sophisticated level. He

is particularly fond o, the short "u' ln his deceptions of war, but his

lyrical passage are full of evocative sounds. The line

Featully flashed the sky's mysterious glass

Uses tense alliteration (f .is ) and the assonance of the "e"a

sound to suggest the nervousness of the men and the sinister
menace of the sky.

The wine i gladder there than in gold bowls.
has an obvious assonance in "gold bowls"but there is also a

sequence ol consonants that is an advanced form of alliteration.
s-g-i-d/-Fd-s

Internal rhyming
"The Promises"has a pair of internal lull rhymes in each line

Other poems work to a less formal scheme.
Lifting distressful hands as it to bless.
ls one of several examples in "Strange Meeting" There are

two pairs here (LifVs -if-t and -tress/bless ) The show has a pair of

some kind in most lines (long/strung, dithered/upgathered, migranls
.mire) Antehm for doomed Youth has superb pun on pallor/pall

with the further echo of "shall "in he same line.

Owen set himself, as most poets do, the task of imposing

order upon experience and rendering beautiful and because war
is a particularly disordered and ugly experience he needed an

unusually highly developed control of words in order to achieve

his aim, it must be added that those of his poems in which sound-

etfects are most corspicious are not always his best ion a poem

such a Spring Otlensive he returns to simple full rhymes for the

formal patlern and keeps his other devices under such subtle con-

trol that they are barely noticeable
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WILFBED OWEN

Wilfred Owen said lam not concerned with Poetry My sub'

lect is War and the pity of War The poetry is in the pity

What do you understand by this statement in relation to En-

glish Poetry up to the 1 930's?
The Great War 1914 - 18 produced a crop of poets' but their

work was not cast all in the same pattern. Some inspired by patri'

otic fervor, sang its need, others caught in the vortex of its storm,
:sang its horrors, Just a few were inspired to look after and ahead,

and while politicians .were talking big of waging a war to end all

wars. They were resolved to remodel the world through education
propaganda, to appeal to the pity of mankind and effectually to
stop it. Rupert Brooke and Wilrred owen present the two types of

those who were concerned with its immediate call to nobility and

heroism, and ihose who at Skyros, and he became the martyred

saint ol all militarists. Owen went through the ordeal to the end;

and struck overwhelmingly by the pity of it. Rupert Brooke laid

down his life at Skyros, and he became the beacon of all brave

fighters. He died in the thick of battle, and he became the martyred

saint of all hilitarists. Owen went through the ordeal to the end,

and struck overwhelmingly by the pity ol it, he resolved to be a

staunch antimilitarist. He has become the symbol and beacon of

a belter and newer world order, in which man and nations would

live togelher in bonds ol amity and love.

It is usually said that poets are born and not made. Yet,

some impetus, some dynamic urgeris necessary to persuade the

latent talent to exhibnit itself . The Great War lormed the neces-

sary stimulus in the case oI some poets, and Wilfrad owen was

one of them, for before 1914, he had written almost nothing. ln

1910 he matriculated al London University. He went in 1913 to

[irance, where for two years he acted as a tutor, returning to En'
gland in order to enlist as soon as,his contract expired and from

that time onward he was almost constantly in physical danger and

sicomfort. His letter which are frank and truthful, as well as
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humours, show that horrors he had to endure; but they are full of
courage. Posted to a unit of the regular army, he saw the whole
war through, he was killed within a week of the Armistice. He was
given the Military Cross for great bravery, and as an officer he
represents the best type of unprofessional soldier.

He had, of course, written poetry before the War - some of it
ingeniously experimental, but it was the war which produced his
rapid maturity. Even then it was during his stay in a war hospital
near Edinburgh, when Seigtried Sassoon is a born mentor. He
watched over the talents of others, firm in criticism but ever kind in
understanding, as no other man of his years could do. From
Sassoon therefore, Owen at once derived the best possible form
of encouragement.

Encouragement was all he needed. His poetic Instinct was
so sure that he would sooner or later have discovered for himself
all that could be taught. Since however time proved so brief, it is
to Sassoon that we must give thanks for a friendship and influ_
ence which aided the production of Owen,s best poems. lf Owen
had lived, he might have carried into the postwar period and even
stronger power as one infers from the magnificent lragments of
his poetry. His poems deal chiefly with war conditions and war
reflections. And of all the men active at that time, he is the one
most accurately described as a poet ol the war. But he was not
concerned merely with the pricutresque renderings of the sights
and sounds of il alone.

ln the preface to his poems Owen wrote; ',My subject is War,
and the pity of war,. The poetry is in the pity,,The quality of the
pity is immediate and sensuous and at its best is pointed by a
close comparison between love and violent death.

ln saying that the poetry was in the pity. Owen defined the
characters of his work. The pity seems ot enclose the horror slor_
ing it away, saving it up for some fulure purpose. lt does not find
the immediate release of Indignation, which comes from pure re-
pudiation of the horror. The astonishing thing about the poetry is
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that Owen could surfer and reflecl so deeply while he was suffer_
ing; that he could see what was endurable, and yet wtop an weigh
it. Perhaps the impressiveness of his poetry comes finally from
this moral quality. He seems to have been strengthened in it by
his deep sense of solidarity with all the others who were in the
same trip. There is a depth in Owen,s poetry even when it is mak_
ing the most simple statement, an apprehension, no matter what
he is dealing with.

Owen said that his poetry might be consolatory to a later
generation but that it would not be so to his own. lt is certainly
true that he did not become widely appreciated until a generation
had grown up without the memory of world war. Owen was not
one of those, who softened their own consciences by blaming the
generals, or the bishops or the civilians or God, or even, indeed,
the Germans, He was not a straightforward pacifist and he has
eluded those who have on occasion tried to make him an early
herald of socialism or of the protest movement. His major poems,
the product of one year's writing and twenty-rive years experience,
are uneven and sometimes odd, they resist generalizations.

TWENTIETH CENTURY ENGLISH POETRY UP TO THE 1930'5

The predominant feature in the poetry of the twentieth cen-
tury is the search for a new poetic tradition to replace the Victorian
tradition. The Victorian Age was noted for its hypocritical, compla_
cent, materialislic and imperialistic attitudes but he new cenlury
brought with is disillusionment and the search lor new ways of
thought, life and new systems of government.

The changes however became apparent only after a decade,
since the turn of the century. The beginnings did not bring about
any great revolution. The decadent strain of the nineties died out
and so did the lmperialist strain, when Kipling finally set ed down
in England. Otherwise the Victorian Age passed unbroken into
the Edwardian. Among the younger poets John Masefield harked
back to Crabbe and Chaucer, Wilfred Gibson to Wordsqworth, even
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in the highly original work ol Walter de la Mare one heard faint
echoes of earlier dreamers. The Catholic tradition was continued
by Mrs. Meynell and pre - Raphaelite by Gordan Bottomley.

Between 1909 and 1914 English Poetry was shaken by a
revolution called, f b g N pl,v-.,_fgHUe, Jqhich .was closely connected
with I magism- JnisAnClCr $!!erioafi Jnol/ernentilec th€, onlypp-
etic movement of the century that has profoundly altered the course
of English verse. F.S. Flintin his brief history of imagism (printed
in 'The Egoist', May 1, 1915) refers t,. the poetic opir,i;,,- -i TI.
Hulma which is 'absolutely accurai" presentation and no verbiage'
and Hulme's poetic theory influenced the lmagists to some extent.
The name lmagist was invented by Ezra Pound in 1 9 12, who was
the first leader of movement. Hulme and D.H. Lawrence wrote a
few imagist pieces, but its chief practitioners in England were H.D.
(Hilda Doolittle) her husband Richard Aldington and F.S. Flint, and
of these only H.D. keot the faith for any length of time. The Ameri-
can Amy Lowell in her preface 10 the lst o, the three anthologies
called Some lmagist Poets (1915-1917) laid down the principles
of the lmagist movement. The imagist has absolute freedom in
the choice of subiects and to create its own rhythms. He uses the
language of common speech but always takes care to employ the
"exact" word and presents an image that ls hard clear and con-
centrated.ln,ils use.of "verbs libre" with cadences (rise and Iall of
sounds) governed by breath pauses instead of regular meters
lmagism owed something to Walt Whitman and much to French
Symbolists. lt was also much influenced by tiny poetic forms irom
Japan. After 1918, lmagism ceased to be an organized literary
movement, but its direct influence on alter poets such as W.B.
Yeats and T.S. Eliot was considerable.

The first leader of the imagist, Ezra Pound, though an Ameri-
can became one of the dominant figures in English literary life for
a decade (1909-1919) and did more than any other English man
to shape lhe course of English poctry. Among thc poems of
PounC's i912 rrrlume, ia,o liqd two;:.',.. ,ost strik:rr'., ', ic:-,oems
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of the century "The Return" and "The Alchemist". One of Pound's
major adaptation is his Homage to Sextus Properties. (191 7)
(where his treatment ol the subtle and difficult Roman poet ol the
lst century B.C. ls base on passages lrom the original elegies)
His poetical pseudo - autobiography has the witty and complex
intelligence, lhe agile and multifarious reference, which English
poets sought in the following decades. His malor poetical work is

the "Cantos" published in installments, as it were, since 191 9. lts
method of presentation is based on Symbolisl, lmagist and stream
ol conscious technique. Pound is unrivalled in sheer poetic cour-
age, in breadth of conception, and in the intensity of his music and
imagination at peak moments.

The outbreak ol the war in 1 914 stirred many young soldiers
to poetry Among them Rober Nichola and Rober Graces survived
the war, but Charles Sorely. Wilfred Owen, Julian Grenlell, Francis
Ledwidge, Rupert Brocke and Edward Thomas lost their lives in

the war. The most remarkable among them were Siegfried Sassoon
and Wilfred Owen. As the war wen on Sassoon's exaltalion suc-
cumbed to horror and indignation than to pity. The subject of his
poems "is war and the pity of War". The war did not leave the
older men too, unmoved. Hatdy was stirred to write "Men Who
March Away" and Bridges complied a wonderful anthology, The
spirit of Man. The wai poets were all, in a sense, romantics, and
all except Wilf red Owen wrote in traditional measures. Owen in-
troduced certain innovations the inner thyme and patahyme, by
which he tried to give variety to this verse. (By 'pararhyme' he
meant an imperfect rhyme in which the consonants of the final
syllables are the the same but not the vowels.)

The course of true poetry in this century can be said to have
Jescended form Hardy. Before the war between 1904-8 Hardy had
composed his epic - drama of the Napoleonic wars, The Dynasts,
where the probe of individual suffering merges, Into the vision of a
worlrj in travail. The poem brings out the centrai theme in Hardy's
D.at,y. that the iuc -lC ,,.'ra humanitv are all pad.,,i, ',' ,,ast innocu-
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ousness. The Dynasts is the biggest single imaginative work in
English literature since the Victorian age and is almost certainly
the greatest in conception and in execution. Hardy is repeatedly
charged with pessimism but he himself preferred to define it as
"obstinate questioning" in "the exploration of reality,'and he re_
garded this poetry of obeisant questioning s the ,'first step towards
the scul's betterment and the body's also. Other collections in-
clude Poems of the Past and Present,, Lyrics and Reveries and
Wessex Poems'

The tap-root of the new crop oi poetry which sprang up just
before the war ended was the revolt against Humanism and Ro-
manticism Hulme supplied its philosophy but D.H.Lawrence want
beyond Hylme. He was in revolt not only against Western civiliza-
tion but against reason itself. Calling on men to return to the life ol
instinct and think with the blood. lt was chiefly as a novelist that
he proclaimed his gospel of the feasibly many did believe that his
poems would outlive his novels. D.H.Lawrence abandoned con-
ventional metrical patterns and adopted a rhythmical free verse in
many of his poems. He excelled in describing states of mind that
verge on the unconscious.

WILFRED OWEN AS THE POET OF WAR

Wifred Owen is the poet of the Great War,. His genius llow-
ered in the war and matured in it. His geniuS which was instinctive
was differentiation that o, other poets. The poetry of Wilfred Owen,
slight though it is in bulk, is a rich contribution to English literature.
The farther back the way years recede into the past the more clearly
he stands out above the mass of war poets. Not only has his po-
etry and eternal plangent appeal but it remains at once a monu-
ment-small yet perfectly wroughi to the English language, and an
example ot how the mind of the true poet works in the face of
experiences that divide his into man who suffers and artist who
contemplates and understands and welds into lasting verse. He
brought his suffering into his poetry sufficient to make it genuine
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but not so lhat it warped his sense.
The Great War ot .l 9'14-18 resulted indeed in a great f lour-

ishing of poetry. Some of the poets were non-combatant, like Kipling
and Squire. Others were active on the battlefield. They regarded
the war either as a glorious adventure or a dutitul self-sacrifice.
But Owen saw it differently. To him was given the large vision, the
liberal outlook. He therefore did not concern himself immediately
with the ritles and cannons of the battlelield, or with descriptions
of actual and bloody fightino. His subject was "War and the pity of
War." He was concerned waih poetry, his whole life proclaims that,
but we know what he meant, He was not concerned to decorale
fact, to poetize experience for the sake of poetry, to make lile and
excuse ror a theme, He wrote poetry for the sake of life, in order to
reach out through the lacts ol war to fundamental aspects ol hu-
man though and emotion. He did not sacrifice truth to indignation.
It is by effective juxtaposition and arrangement that Owen gives
greatness to his poems, not by wrestling and elaborating the single
fact out of all relation to truth under the impulse of an unconlrol-
lable emotion. There is enough real irony in war to make such
subterfuges unnecessary, though it is much more difficult to make
poetry out of the genuine fact.

"All a poet can do to-day is warn. That is why the true Poets
must be truthful." But there are many kinds of truth. Obvious truth
of lact-truth to what he saw-is not lhe easiest to tell, but Owen told
it, holding it in his hand, as it were, unbroken and displaying ii to
all who wished to see. He captured, too, another kind of truth-truth
to what he felt. That this was worth recording was due to the line-
ness of Owen's own character, which guaranteed a value to his
sense of things greater that, that which belonged to the things
themselves, he was no distortion to meet emotion, but inlerpreta-
tion to explain an urgent sense of signif icance.

We may well ask what a poet can do in the face of such a
devoting experience as modern warfare. What, at least should he
try to do? ls it his duty to denounce was in stirring rhetoric or to
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glorify his cause and his country, or to describe what he sees, or
to preach a point of view? There have been poets who have done
all these thing. But Wilfred Owen did very much more. He came to
the war with an intense poetic sensibility, a generous and under-
standing nature, and an ability to penetrate to the inner reality of
the experience in the midst of which he found himself. "lnner real-
ity" is a vague term, but its definition is implied in Owen's poetry, it
refers to an ability to relate these particular facts to the rest of
human experience, to the life of men and women in cities and
field, to see war in its relation to all this, to appreciate just what
this activity meant what it meant as a whole and what particular
aspects of it meant in a world which was already old before the
war, where happiness and suffering were no new phenomena,
where men had lived diversely and foolishly and richly and gone
about their occupation and were to do so again when all this was
over. Owen never forgot what normal human activity was like, and
always had a clear sense of its relation to the abnormal activity of
war. A sense of the relation of the conditions he was describing to
past and future human activity is strong in Owen's poetry and helps
to give it meaning and importance for the post-war generation.
Owen was no sentimentalist, but on the other hand he did not
shrink form expressing the great emotional values brought out in
the war. There is a world of [profound-feeling in his "futility. ln so
much other war poetry personal irritation forces the note and twists
the facts: Owen remains calm and clear-eyed and there fore all
the more intense.

Unlike most was poetry, Owen's does not belong to a single
period, it does not derive its value solely from the background of
special emotion against which it was originally set. His genius had
not only a universalizing quality, but a quality of insight and pen-
etration that enabled him to pierce to the hear of phenomena by
stating them, recording them. His mood was foreign alike to pur-
poseless bitterness and uncontrolled sentimentality. He had some-
thing to say, and he said it effectively, poetically, so that years
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after the end of the war, his reputation is greater than ever and the
power and cogency of what he has written remains as it will al-

ways remain.
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IN MEMORY OF W.B.YEATS
W.H.AUDEN)

INTRODUCTION

Wystan Hugh Auden 1907-1973, the English born poet and
critic of the id twentieth century is regarded as the most important
figure ol the 1030's His voluminous output displays a dazzling
variety of style and subject matter. His early tone and manner were
peculiar enough to introduce the word ,'Audenseque,, while
Griegson founded the magazine New Verse specifically for him
and the attitude he represented. The auden Group or the pink
Poets as they were called, found the philosophical attitude of their
precursor. T.S. Ellot unattractive but respected him and G.M.
Hopkins as poets. ln general terms his poems show a change from
erotic and political to ethical and religious attitude.

Born on 21st Feb. .l907 al york as the son of a medical of-
ficer, Auden was given a typical middle -class education af
Gretham's School in Hold and later ate Christ Church, Oxlord. His
easy poems were written in imitation of Thomas Hardy but he soon
switched allegiance to T.S. Eliot whom he acknowledged as the
only fit model for a modern poet. His friendship with Stephen
Spender and other members of the pylon School dates from his
undegraduate days. On leaving Oxford he was school master for
a time but soon began to earn his living as a writer. His first vol-
ume Poems (1930) astonished the literary world of the time. ln ihe
20's Auden identified himself with Marxisi-ideotogy (pink poets)
inspired by the search Ior spiritual order and moral responsibility.
The poems of this period were marked by social an political con-
siderations. The obvious influences besides a superficial Marxism
were, the rise of Fascism (Spain 19A7) Groddeckl and Freud. The
thirties also produces Brechitian type poetic dramas. He wrote three
play in collaboration with Christopher lsherwood: The thirties also
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produces Brechtian type poetic dramas. He wrole three plays in
collaboration with Christopher lsherwood: The Dog Beneath the
Skin (19350 The Ascent of 76 (1 936) and On the Frontier (1938).
ln 1935 he married Thomas Mann's daughter Erika Mann. ln 1937
he won the King's medal tor poetry.

A new interest in religion becomes apparent in the poetry ot
the folties. trhe'maltrr:irilhience"s during' ihis fieriods were
Kierkegaard and Reinhold Niebuhr. Look Stranger (i936) and
Another Time (1940) mirror the current social and psychic unease.
ln 1939 a few months before the outbreak of World War ll Audenn
eft for America with his friend lsherwood. His later life was split
between America, lschia and Austria, where he had a home.
Auden's departure seemed like a betrayal to many o, his readers.
He was even accused of cowardice and his leaving America was
seen as an excuse to stay alool from the war. But he has served
as ambulance driver and stretcher bearer in the Spanish Civil War,
The shift marked and entirely new phase in his poetic career. Hohn
Wain sees it as a change trom "aclive to contemplative,, and from
"corporate to lonely" "The new Auden has ceased to advocate prac-
tical intervention in the world's aflairs, henceforth his main mes-
sage will be that what we do matters less than what we are ',(Wain)
Many do not view it in so sympathetic a manner. Some of his ad-
mires stated that by leaving for America he has damaged his ge-
nius beyond remain and thal all his virtues drained away with this
emotional surrender. His conversion to Christianity and his aban-
donment of the humanist stand of the 1930's added to this claim.
He was even accused of tampering with his early poems in order
to disguise his youthful conviclions. But John Press says that such
a comparison is unnecessary. lt many of Auden's recent poems
are slack, trivial and coy, much of his early work is silly, preten-
tious and needlessly obscure. New Yea Letter (1941) is regarded,
as the transitional poem between the young leftist Auden and the
later philosophic X-ian, His long poems were published in For the
Time Being (1945i During this time he continuously revised and
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rejected his poems. Which displeased many critics. ln 1946 he
adopted American citizen ship.

ln an attempt to be philosophical the later Auden is supposed
to have thrown away his lyrical and linguistic gifts. His later short
poems are mainly stylish light verse while the more ambitious ones
show no advancementon his early career, The most decisive single
factor in the later Auden was his growing devotion to the art ot
music. His love for vocal music and exposure to the ltalian Opera
made his poetry more elaborate baroque and poetic.

Collected Shorer Poems 1927- 1957 (.l966) Collected Longer
Poems (1968) and Secondary World (1968) a series of essays
and lectures are among his later works. Auden's greatness was
now rapidly lading. He later defined poetry as a"game o knowl-
edge" which has been interpreted as a rejection of its serious con-
cerns. ln 1956 he was elected as Professor of Poetry at the Uni-
versity of Oxford, a post he held for five years. He died at oxford in
September 1973.

Auden's main concern was man in sociely. His poetry was
an effort to reform and personal world of the "Maker" as he called
himself. lt also shows lhe dualism that animated him{he individual
and Society, Freedom and Law, Poetry and Reality, Aft and Life,
the Aesthetic and the Ethical, the Poet and the City. These irrec-
oncilable dualities expressed themselves in political and theologi-
cal terminology. Audon is today valued as a spokesman of the
scientific culture, a leader of the second generation of modern-
ism, creator ol operatic types and a devotee of light verse.

THE POETS OF THE THIRTIES AND FORTIES.

The period between the two World Wars witnesses mass
unemploymenl, great economic crisis and the rise of totalitarian-
ism in Europe Following the footsteps of the Russian Revolution
(1917), all over Europe more and more sensilive and intelligent
people were being drawn into Communism which they felt wax the
only means of uplifting the downtrodden. The poetry of the 1930's
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was saturated in the bloody sweat of that decade.
The thirties saw the appearance of a new generation of En-

glish poets, among whom WH.Auden, Stephen Spender, Cecil Day .

Lewis and Lousi Macneice received the greatest attention. Being
contemporaries at the Universities ol Oxlord and Cambridge, the
school they formed is called the "New Country Group". They are
also known as the "University Poets". They are considered to be
the representatives of the poetry of the 1930's All these poets, for
a time held left wing views ot varying degrees of intensity which
led to their being labelled as the "Pink Pots".

These poets concerned themselves with lhe social and po-
litical aspecls of human life, partly because the brutal facts of the
day such as unemployment, Communism, Nazism and fascism
were inescapable and partly because they belonged to a genera-
tion which had been encouraged by its teachers to develop a so-
cial conscience. There were certain poetic reasons too, which drove
them to look lor their material in the world of politics national and
international. They lelt that the greater weakness oI the Georgians
(1910-1936) was their preoccupation which with individual hopes
and fears. Their reluctance to tackle the kind of large scale imper-
sonal problems which shaped the daily lives of most human be-
ings. Therefore form the very beginning they took upon themselves
the responsibility of writing for the people and their poetry always
emphasized the community. Their poems were marked by asocial
sense and they preached that poetry divorced form lile is oI no
value. Thus their work is a reaction against the doctrine of "art for
art's sake and what they called "luxury poetry".

These poets tried to be true to their times. They saw the
steady decline of the old moral values an traditions and talt that
they are living in a society undeniably sick Two roads seemed to
lead out to them. One was the whdlter that religion might offer, the
other was a surrender to progressive, forces. The New Country
Group took the second road. They preached revolution and so
they could not sit idle. When Spain was being ravaged by Gascism
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they went to Spain. This event (The Spanish Civil WaQ t 996-1939)
of the thirties was a central traumatic experience lor the poets.
Some poets died in the war. Auden served with ambulance units.
Others like Spender went as reporters.

Along with Marx Freud was not her dominant influence
among the poets especially Auden who was deeply, interested in
Freudian psychology, psycho analysis and psycho thereby. His
elegy "ln memory of Sigmond Freud" clearly reveals the Freudian
bent in his. Like Freud, Auden believe that the ills of the world
came from psychological ial adjustment.

The concern of these poets was not only philosophic, but
also technical, to ,ind erfective methods of communicating that
analysis. Of the best known figures in the group, only Auden omit-
ted to write a book explaining his poetic purposed. Stephen
Spender wrote Life and the Poet, Cecil Day Lewis A Hope ol Po-
etryand Louice Mecneice Modern Poetry, all articles on the poet's
place and purpose. Auden made his views clear in several articles
and in personal statements scattered through out his verse par-
ticularly in Letters trom lceland. Lellers from lceland also has ref-
erence lo Auden's use ol the much noled machine imagery. Here
he has remarked.

Terminals and slag heaps, pieces of machinery
That was and still is my ideal scenery
The poets felt that this kind oI imagery was the natural and

spontaneous expression of their thoughts and feelings, As a re-
sult they were dubbed the "Pylon Poets"

The most prominent among lhe poets of the thirties was
undoubtedly W.H.Auden. His poetic career is divided into four
phases and poems during the thirties dealt mostly with love, poli-
tics, diseases of the sick society, and of its typical middle class
sutfers. The poems of this period include Consrder This and in
Our Time, "Our Hunting Fathers', "Spain'. "l Time of War"and ',ln
Memory of W.B.Yeals. "Towards th€ latter part his life Auden aban-
doned this type of poetry and turned to religious and metaphysical
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poems of which "Song for St.Cecillia's Day"and "ln -Praise of Lime-
stone" are examples.

By the poetry Ot the thirties we generally mean the poetry of
the New Country School. Their works are amply illustrated in lwo
representative anthologies, Michale Robers'New Signatures
(1932) and The Faber Book of Twentieth Century Verse (1935).

This group contribuled something positive to English poetry and
raised it from the mire ol pessimism and nostalgia. ln them we find
a growing concern aboul the sociely and its structure, an aware-
ness ol the inevitability of another disastrous was and a strong
faith in the glorious future of man. Above all they saved English
poetry from being the possession of lew intellectuals and wid-
ened its reading public.

The sudden signing of the Nazi Soviet Pact in August 1939
brought to an end the hopes of the these poets. The country to
which they had pinned their hopes had concluded a deal with their
enemies. Their political idealism burst like a bubble and the de-
cade of the pink thirties came to an end.

ln the late forties and early fifties many poets and critics felt
that English poetry had come to a dead end or at leasl a resting
place. The forties itself remain a shadowy period where in all is
tentative. Elusive and and ambivalent. lt was not until the publica-
tion o, the article entitled "ln lhe Movement" in October 1954, in

"The Spectator"that the literary would became aware of the new
direction that poetry was to take in the lollowing years.
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W.H.AUDEN

IN MEMORY OF W.B.YEATS

JAN. 1939

I

He disappeared in the dead ol winter
The brooks were frozen, the airports almost deserted
And snow disligured the public statues.
The mercury sand in the month of the dying day.
What instruments we have agree
The day of'his death, was a dark cold day.
Far from his illness
The wolves ran on through the evergreen forests,
The peasant river was unattempted by the fashionable quays
By mourning tongues
The death of the poet was kept from his poems
But f ro him it was his last afternoon as himself
An afternoon of nurses and rumors
The provinces of his body revolted
The squares of his mind were empty
Silence invaded the subu rbs
The current of his feeling failed; he became his admirers
Now he is scattered among a hundred cities
And wholly given over lo unfamiliar affections
To find his happiness in another kind ot wood
And be punished under a foreign code of conscience
The words of a dead man
Are modifies in ihe guts of the living
But in the importance and noise of tomorrow
When the brokes are roaring like beasts on the floor of the

Bourse
And the poor have the sufferings to which they are fairly

accustomed
And each in the
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cell of himselt is almost convinced of his
freedom

A lew thousand will think of this day
As one thinks of a day when one did something slightly un-

usual
What instruments we have agree
The day of his death was a dark cold day.

You were silly like us; your gift survived it all.
The parish of rich women physical decay
Your self, Mad lreland hurt you into poetry
Now lreland has her madness and her weather still,
For poetry makes nothing happen; it survives
ln the valley of its making where executives
Would never wants to tamper, flows on south
From ranches ol isolation and the busy griefs
Bay towns that we believe and die in ; it survives
A way of happening a mouth

il
Earth, receive an honoured guest
William Yeais is laid to rest'
Let the lrish vessel lie
Emptied oJ its poetry.
Time that is intolerant
Of the brave and innocent
And indifferent in a week
To a beautiful physique
Worships language and ,orgives
Everyone by whom it lives
Pardons cowardice, conceit
Lays its honours at their teet.
Time that with this strange excuse
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Pardoned Kipling and his views
And will pardon Paul Claudel,
Pardoned him for writing well
ln the nightmare of the dark
All the dogs of Europe bark
And the living nations wait,
Each sequestered in its hate,
lntellectual disgrace
Stares from every human face,
And the seas of pity lie
Locked and frozen in each eye
Follow, poet, follow right
To the bottom of the night
With your unconstraining voice
Still persuade us to rejoice;
With the framing ol a verse
Make a vineyard of the curse
Sing of human unsuccess
ln a rapture of distress
ln the deserts ol the heart
Let the healingh fountain start
ln the prison of his days
Teach the free man how to praise

EXPLANATORY NOTES

Stanza I
He-W.B.Yeats, disappeared-died Dead of winter-when the

winter cold was most severe. Yeats died in January 1909, January
is certainly a cold winter month, but whether it was really cold as
Auden imagine it to be, is not known

The airports-being a modern poet Auden draws his imagery
from city life and brings in the facts ot modern life as airports which
are deserted because the planes are all grounded owing to bad
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weather.
The mercury sank.....dying day-in the evening as the day

ended the mercury fell further in the barometer, thus indicating
and increase in the intensity of cold.

All the instruments-the ,instrumelts, Which -record weather
conditions

Stanm II
The wolves ran on...forests-nature was not at all affected by

the death of the poet. Auden thus reverses and lreats ironically
the convention of pastoral elegy which shows all nature morning
the death. Here nature goes on its course indifferency wiihout car-
ing for the poet who has passed away

The peasant rive. The river flows through the countryside.
Unattempted-not attracted by euays-wharfs or harbours
Was kept from the poems-The poet died and his death was

mourned by the world. But his poems, his art, will live on. Art is
not affected by the death of the artist. Auden thus stresses the
permanence of art.

Stanza III
As himself- as a human being, Iiving in this world
An afternoon.......rumours-vivid rendering of the atmosphere

on that sad day. Nurses were running this way and that, and all
sorts of rumours were on. people were talking of the the sick yeats
and different views were being expressed.

The provinces ol his body. .....his feeling failed-in this meta-
physical conceit the dying. W.B. yeats is compared to an emperor.
Different parts of his body are the provinces of his empire which
reluse lo follow his will 'squares , or different parts of his mind
become empty. The suburbs beccime silent insensitive and the
currenl of feeling like lines of communication in a country ceases
to flow. The poet gradually dies. He becomes his admirers-The
poet as a person as a human being, died. His poetry will live on,
but.it shall be whal others think of it. lt shall undergo the transfor-
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malion through successive interpretation and evaluation ol his
readers. He will be or rather his poetry will be, what his admirers
make of it.

Stanza IV
Now he is......hundred cities-Just as, the ashes of the dead

are scattered far and widd, so Yeats Poems are scaltered^gll over
" the world. They are read and admired far and wide.

Wholly given.....affections-he is now entirely at the mercy of

" people who did not know him. They were mere strangers to him,
but now they will modify and translorm his poetry by their own
sensibility. Affections-Sensibility like and dislikes.

Another kind of wood-Strange unfamiliar countries.
Foreign code of conscieRce-rules of conduct and art, quite

unknown to the poet himself..
The words....man the poetry of a dead poet, like Yeats .

Are modified...living is changed and translormed by the in-
terpretations which are put upon it by his readers. Thus even his
poetry does not love on, as it is; but undergoes a subtle, slow
transformalion. Just as his body is "transformed" by the grave, so
his poetry is "transformed" by his readers.

But in the ...tomorrow-World will continue as usual, despite
the death ol the poet. "Tomorrow" will have tis own activity, noise
and rustled, its own problems which are considered important.

When the borkers...Bourse-business will be carried out as
' usual in the market-place. "Bourse"or the business exchange will

continue to hum with activity as usual.

, And the poor...accustomed-the poor will continue to be poor.
Nothing in life or nature is nature is changed by the death of the
poet.

ln the cell of himself-a prisoner of his own sellishness and
ego.

It almost ....freedom-man, a prisoner oJ his own self seek-
ing. Weill continue io harbour the delusion that he is free.

A few thousand-the Jew readers and admirers of Yeats.
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O'all the ...cold day- This refrain again stresses the facl that
the passing away of individuals has little impact on the course of
luture events. Both nature and humility go on a usual, unconcerned.

Sectiotr II
You were silly like us-The poet stresses that Yeats was a

human being like us, with common follies and weaknesses. There
was nothing extraordinary about him. Throughout, there are ironic
conlrasts with the conventional elegy. Auden does not glorily Yeats.
Your gifts...it all -the poet with his "silliness' is dead. His gift to thb
world, his poetry, lives on

The Parish oI rich woman-Larger number ol rich women like
Lady Gregory, Olivia Shakespeare, etc, who admired the poet and
encouraged and inspired him.

Physically decay-like all human beings Yeats also underwent
process of old age, disease and death, Mad -wild easily excited.
Mao lreland hurt you in to poetry-Auden suggests lhat Yeats be-
came a poet because of his urge lo serve his country and bring
about a revival of its art and lileralure. The wrong of lreland caused
him pain and hurt him into becoming a great poet.

Now lreland....weather still-but his poetry could bring about
no improvements in the lot of the lrish people. As we are told in
the next line, poetry can make nothing happen. ll cannot affecl the
course of human history.

ll survives in .the.......abd die in - poetry is here compared to
a river which can fertilize only the "soul", it has no effecl on the
outside world.

ln the valley of saying - The human soul, the source of its
being.

Where executives ....lemper - the human soul is not subiect
to the action of the administrators of the world.

Ranches ol isolation- isolated nooks and corners in the hu-
man psyche. A way of happening -simply as a record ol possibili-
ties and ideals, way in which things can happen, though they do
not actually happen in that" way in the present. A mouth- a lan-
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guage; a way of saying things a style poetry survives as a.voice ,,

as a way of expressing the human condition. That is its real sig-
nificance.

Section III
Stanza I

Honoured guest- The body ol Yeats.
lrish Vessel - Yeat who was an lrishman. Yeats is being com-

pared to a vessel which in life was full ot poetry, of which it has
been emptied in death.

Stanza II
lntolerant of- does not care fore.
lndifferent in a week... physique - destroys ln a week even

the most handsome body. A week in the grave is enough to de-
compose even the most beautiful.

Stanza III
worship language - respects only the language, i.e. the way

of saying things of a poet, his art.
Pardons Cowardice... at their feet - faults of character like

cowardice, conceit, pride vanity etc. of a great artist are forgotten,
if he has command over language and knows how to say things
well.

Stanzp IV
With this strange excuse - because they were masters of

language.
Kipling and his views - Kipling, the great Edwardian novel-

ist and poet, is still remembered because of his art. Even though
he was an imperialist and colonialist his views.

Paul Claudel - a poet who supported the Fascist cause dur-
ing the Spanish Civil War.

Stanu V
ln the nightmare of the dark-The reference is to the terrible

years preceding the outbreak ol Word War ll in 1939, the year of
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Yeats death
The dogs of Europe Bark-selfish blood-thirsty leaders of

Europe, such as Hitler and Mussolini
Sequesteres-separated and isolated from others. because

of its own hatred and selfishness.

Stanza VI
lntellectual disgrace-People hating each other because of

ideological and political difference.
Stares from -is to be seen on
And the seas of....each eye-There is absolutely no pity or

tellow feeling

Stanza VII
To the bottom of the night-to the innermost depths, the poet

should do everything possible to explore hidden truths.
Still persuade us to reloice-use of poeiry, your wisdom, to

persuade usto rejoice, despite the horror or war looming large in
the horizon. Yeats himself stressed this role of art in times of cri-
sis.

Stanza VIII
Wiih the framing of a verse -with your gift of writing powerful

pootry.

Make a vineyard of the course-turn into blessing, make us
rejoice despite the curse of war that threatens to destroy human-
ity . Unseccesses- failures. ln a rupture of distress-Joyfully, de-
spite, distress and failure

Stanza IX
Deserts of the heart-dry hearts dry of sympathy and ,ellow

feeling
Let the healing ...start {hrough your poetry make lhe foun-

tain of sympathy start in the heart of people so that humanity may
be cured of the curse of selfishness and lack oI sympathy. ln the
prison of his days-Man today is a prisoner o, his own selfishness.
It is his selfishness which isolates him from others. Teach the free-
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man how to praise-First free men from the prison of self, and then

inspirer them to accept and praise their life, despite its many limitations

and drawbacks.

A CRITICALANALYSIS OF THE POEM

ln memory of WB. Yeats was written to mourn the death in

January 1939, of WB. Yeats, one ofthe greatest of English poets ofthe

2oth century. ltwas first published in'Another time" 1940' a collection of

poems containing poems about peoples and places and lighter poems'

The poem is dividied into three sections of different lengths. As the little

suggests it is an elegy written to mourn the death of the poet, but it is

different from the conventional elegy. Traditionally, in an elegy all nature

is represented as mourning the death. Here nature is going on its course

indifferelt and unaffected. The great poet's death goes unnoticed both

by man and nature. Human life goes on as usual and so does nature'

The next point tonote is that in the traditional elegy the dead is glorified

and his death is said to be a great loss for mankind. Auden does not

glorify Yeats, he reverses the traditional elegiac values and treats them

ironically.

The poem, though in three parts, has to be considered as whole'

Each part offers a different approach to the same topic of W.B. Yeats

death and adopts a different stylistic manner.

The first part has an almost prosa;c aftitude to the death of the.

poet. We are told factual details such as the fall of snow' the closing of

airports beoause of the stormy conditions, and even the physical

mannerof his death. The blank verse from that is adopted enhances the

matter of fact tone. The offset this effect we also find more exotic

references in the second stanza namely, to wolves in 'evergreen

forests" and "the peasant river".

The imagery of revolt and rebellion that are introduced into

the third stanza lift Yeats, death above the merely ordinary. Auden

tells us ofthe rumours od disease and death in the poet's body' of

the way the various parts of the body are spoken of as provinces
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and 'squares' and suburbs-began to feel the ill effects un‖ke the

specific statements of the first stnza the poem now begins to sound

compressed and even obscure. We have to search for meaning in such

a phrase as he became his admires. The notion conveyed in that rather

pithy statement continues in the next shnza and is repeated in the two

lines.

The words of dead man

Are modifled in the guts of the living

The concept of artistic consistency is raised here, because we j

find thatAuden's notion ofthe poet's words being affected by the active

involvement of his readers and being liable to change is to sime degree ;

contrary to a later notion in part lll.

There he sees the words of the poet as being capable of more

positive, active influence. Far from being changed they can bring about

change. The words may be able to "Teach the free man how to praise".

Part I is less optimistic. Only 'a few thousand" will recall this day in

January 1939.

ln Part ll we have it boldly stated that -poetry makes nothing

happen' This is not consistent with the view expressed in Part I where at

least it was seen to engage the reader in some process, even if only a

digestive one. lt is in strong contrast too, with the hopes held out for

pdetry in Part lU. Auden is fond of provoking arguments and response.

He will do it by presenting, as in this case some quite obviously

incompatible statements. He will do it, too by the use of quite vivid and

alarming images which shock the reader into thought, as in the

reference to the'guts ofthe living'

The argument in this part is largely academic and remote from real,

live issues. Auden adopts the image of remote valley and a river which a

relatively untroubled. ln Part lll, though, he kies in the last flve stanzas to

relate poetry to immediate issues, \Ahs and misery create situations within

poetry can possiblywork forthe good. Auden hopes so. Given the serious

nature ofthe statement in this part, the rhyming couplet ficrm may appear
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inappropriate. The form is, however, suggested by that of am epitaph on
a tombstone. The opening stanza is devised as just such an epitaph on
a tombstone. The opening stanza is devised as just such an epitaph. But
the "Poetic" suggestion that yeats was a vessel of poetry is
abandon€d in the ne)d stanza. lt is replaced by the suggestion of decay
in the stdtement that time is "indifferent in a week to a beautiful
physique. The rest ofthe images inthe poem are notas stark and horrific
as that. Rather they are vague and intangible: ,,nightmare 

of the dark,,
"seas of pity" "bottom of the night" .deserts of the heart,,. They lack the
sense of intensely left emotion. they indulge Auden,s own ,,rapture of
distress". The personification of time contributions to this lack of a sense
of real commitment, to the feeling of artificiality evident in this part of the
poem. Wth this judgement inmind it is interesting to read the following
remark made by Auden to his friend Stephen Spender.

I am incapable of saying a word about yeats because, through no
fault of his, he has become for me a symbol of my own devil of
authenticity of everything which I must try to eliminate from my own
poetry, false emotions, inflated rhetoric, empty sonorities.

Part lll of this poem shows plenty of evidence of those false
emotions.

SUMMARY

Part I The opening line of part I telts us simply when the poet died.
But the stanza then goes on to show that his death was in keeping with
all the many other sings of deaths that were apparent at this time.

The second stanza talks about the continued existence of life
elsewhere, unaffected; woles; for example can on through evergreen
forests; Like the evergreen forests,Auden suggests yeats poem will never
die.

The third stanza concentrates on what happened to the poet as
he lay dying. Sudden uses an image of revolution uses an image of
revolution here to show how the various parts ofthe body of,ered their
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own forms of resishnce, how him mind went blank and how he gradually
lost all sense and feeling. The person that was WB. yeats took a new
form through the continued evidence of those who admired his work.

Stnza four may appear macabre in expression what it, means is
that the poetry of WB. Yeatg i9_0ew. exprbssed jI .many different
languages. Some will treat hjm .with.. respec,t gthersr wjll find hjm

.objectionable. The famous last tqo lines of this stanza men that those
who experience that poet's works will give from and meaning to what he
intended.

The fifth stanza of this part repeats a sentiment that was given
expression in the poem. Here Auden reflects on the simple fact that
whist a sad and tragic event was in progress, the process of living
elsewhere continued as usual. Only some will remember it as being an
usualday.

Part ll

These ten lines celebrate the triumph of yeats poetry. Auden tells
us that it will remain triumphant despite all the personal faults of yeats
himsell and all the various human factors that surrounded him in his
native land. lndeed, it was the odd feature of lrish society, Auden claims,
that prompted him to write poetry. But yeat,s poetry never changed
anything inreality. Poetry is not a force which operates beyond itsell lt is
satisfied to continue to live once it has been expressed. The poet may
live and die in those area of desolate experience which inspire his word,
but the words themselves move beyond that limited environment and
continur to live.

Part lll

The first stanza talks of the burial of WB. yeats in ron .ntic terms.
The ground is personified as ahost that welcomes visitors. Thc second
stanza shows that not only is the earth kind to yeats. But that time and
history will be equally kind. Time, says Auden, threats all merely physical
formsas being of little concern. But time respects language and all those
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who give it expression. ltwill forgive all kinds of indiscretion in those who

live by the word. Even more, they will be honoured' The fourth stanza

gives two instances ofauthors who have been weltreated by history' lt

promises that the same will happen lo Yeats.

Stanza six talks of the menaces to humanity existent at the time'

Europe is atwhen nations are isolated by mutual hatred Stanza seven

continuous this sad theme and tells ofthe drying up of all intellectualand

emotional activitY.

Stanza eight makes its appeal now to the spirit ofYeats to banish

all this darkness and show the world reasons for happiness Stanza nine

expresses the hope that the seed his poems sow will bear rich fruit The

poet even hopes that it may be possible to transform basically evil things

into beneficial ones. The final stanza expresses a similar wish Auden

prays that Yeats poems will bring solace to those who have no hope ad

no reason for joy.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Give an estimate of Auden as a modern poet

W.H. Auden was born in 1907 and he died in'l973 His first

volume of poems was published in1928, and he continued to write up to

the end of his days. His span of actual poetic production extends over a

period of more than thirty five years. During this long period he has iried

his hand at almost every kind of verse. Lyrics sonnets, elegies, odes

ballads, long narrative poems light satriial verse, parodies, burlesques'

poetic ptays, have all claimed his attention. The abundance and variety

of his work is amazing. lndeed, this immense variety is the first

characteristic of his poetry which strikes the eye, a one takes up the

study ofAuden.

The second characteristic which strikes us is the extremely

difficult nature of his poetry. This difficult, even absurdity, arises, from

the extreme density and epigrammatic terseness of his styles He often

writes a telegraphic style in which connections conjunctions' articles'
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even pronouns, are often missing. Further difilculty is created by his

frequent by his frequent use of the terminology of modem psychology'

However, it should be mentioned that with the passing of time his style

became more clear and lucid, and easy to understiand'

Auden uses a number of stylistic devices to convey his meaning

exactly and accurately. He coins news words, and does not hesitate to

use archaic, obsolete and unfamiliar, unusual words if they suit his

purpose. Abstract nouns are personified and written with a capital letter'

Similarly, adjectivesre turned to nouns by the use of'the' before them ln

all these ways he makes his diction concrete and picturesque' The'Auden

Simile" has become notorious and so is his use of long catalogues to

convey an idea of the complexity and variety of modem life He is

rhetorical and high sounding, when it suits his purpose'

Auden, like TS. Eliot, is a representative poet and represents the

spirit of the age in his poetry' The modem age is spiritual wasteland with

the modern man suffering from a sense of boredom and neurosis He is

"lonely'' even in a crowd and is spiritually dead This modem spirit is

represented by the use of imagery drawn from the facts of contemporary

city life. His landscapes are symbolicof spiritualand psychological states

of the modern man, and so are his peoples and places Decayed

machinery, upturned trucks and engines, ugly chimneys emitting fouls

vapours are all symbolic of the corruption with in a human soul' as well

as inn society. Spiritualdesolation of a sick industrial society is mnveyed

by the use of desolate, rock landscapes.

Auden was a ceaseless experimenter with verse - Forms and

stanza patterns. He began with using conventional 19b century meters

and he continued to use conventional verse - forms up to the very end'

However, gradually he took more and more to the use of free verse i e '

verse which ha been freed from the bondage of meter' Often he uses a

long flowing line which approximated closely to the condition of prose' ln

his Christian poetry as his diction grows simpler'his rhythms become
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colloquial and conversational

Auden's ideas and beliefs also gradually evolved with the passing
of time. In the begining,under the influence of Marxism he came to
believe that a change of environment is essential and it can be brought
about only through social action. Then after 1939 underthe influence of
Christian theology,his views changed further, and he advocated the
necessity of faith and unjversal love for the cure of human ills. Despite
its many drawbacks which can be removed through love, life is a
blessing and it must be accepted as such. This is the final message of
Auden's poetry.

Of Modern English poets, Auden ranks in importance next to TS.
Eliot. No doubt his poetry suffers from a number of faults. There is much
inequality and much of his work is flat and dull and prosaic. Much inferior
matter mingles wth matter of the highest quality. He represented the
social and political concerns of the 1930,s; so much o his poetry has
grown outdated and has lost its appealfor the new generation. Slnce his
migration to America in 1940, there has been a loss in intensity. He has
no universally accepted masterpiece as TS. Eliot's Waste Land. But
when all this is admitted there can be no denying the fact thatAuden is a
major poet by virtue both of the quantity and quatity of his work and the
wide range of his poetic attainment. He has been amazingly prolific and
versatile, and if the best ofAuden is presented in a selection, such as
Arnold's selection from Wordsworth's poetry, it will be seen that Auden
takes his stand with the greatest of English poets.

Auden's span of active poetic production exlended over a period
of thirty five years, during which he was constanfly experimenting,
changing, becoming and growing. tn his early poetry of the thirties his
style is characterized by e)dreme difficulty, even obscurity. Wth the
passing of time his style acquired greater clarity and displays greater
control over his language and imagery. He dlsplays greater ease and
fluency and less awkwardness. Most of his poems are not poetry
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moving toward song. Auden's poetry moving toward blk. The reaer must
hear it not for the ecstasy of its sensual sound but to catch the voice
sounds that will tell him what the words mean.

Discuss Humanismk in Auden,s poew

Auden is one of the most inwara and subjective of poets taken
individually his poems are often extremely obscure. hoever, his poems
create a cosmos, a poetic universe that it repeated symbolic properties,
from landscape to typical characters and recuri.ent a remoteness are
manifest in his attitude. He often views human life from a great disEnce,,
concerning himself with the difference between man and the great of
nature or with man in the vast perspective of geological or evolutionary
time. Often his imagination tends to generalization like that of a scientist.
But against this tendency to abstration there is the vividly specific and
concrete quality of his imagination, and against the detachment and
remoteness there are the compasion, tolerance and sympathy for
ordinary people and things,,that have grown more and more marked in
his verse".

There is a dualistic idea running though all his work. This idea is
symptom and cure. Sometimes Auden,s poems are more symptomatic
than curative. Sometimes they concentrate with an almost salvationist
zeal on the ideal ofa cure. The symptoms have to be diagnosed, named,
brought into the open, made to weep and confess, that they may be
related to the central need to love leading them to the discipine which is
their cure.

It is his mnception of the cure which has changed. At one time,
love, in the sense of Freudian release from inanition at another time a
vaguer and more exalted idea of loving, at still another the Social
Revolution, an at yet another later stage, Christianity.

Since around 1941 Auden has directed the readers attention more
consistently to the problems of the human individual rather than the
collectively human social order. .
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Auden began to emerge early in the 1930's as a spokesman for a

dissatisfied generation. Just what he spoke for and against, or more

about was not always clear. But nobody could falt to notice in the early

poems that some sort of good and bad forcdes battled with each other

across the ruins of are healthy landscape. lf these were vague and

general, the reacer could themore easily find his own cause embattled

there. ln each of his early poems. The speaker clearly lives some where

near the end of a declining cycle. Wth their healthily instincts stified

everywhere,men wallow in sickness of allsrots. For them, the life force

busy cleansing and purging is a death force.

The most striking characteristic of the considerable body of work

which Auden has produced in America, is that in all of it, whether in

poems, general essays, critical articles, revives or lectures' and

whatever has ostensibel subject, he discusses religious belief. His most

important creditors - as important as Freud of Marx earlier - hav been

Kierkegaard and Niebuhr Kierkegaard laid emphasis on he individual

soul, its suffering and arrivel at faith among importance of moral choice'

Neibhur similarly discusses matters of special interest to Auden, in

particular the situation of the time.

The conflict between freedom and necessity and the exact

nature of sin.

Auden, towards the late 1930's came to believe not only that

poetry does not make anything happen but that it is arrogant of a poet to

try to make anything happen but that it is anogant of a poet to try to

make it do so. The poet;s business to rise above the, mundame play

games with words, entertain unpomously unpreachingly lift the heart,

minds and spirits of his readers. All those changes came about in

consequence of that maior transfer of belief, from atheistic Marxian To

existentialist Episcopalian liberation which coincided with his transfer of

hbitat from London toNew York. His views changed from a belief in a

planned society to a belief in deterministic forces, historical and

psychological, governing from ethical choices for which we are
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responsible. One thing that attractec Uden to Keirkegaard was his

emphasis on the individual. Auden in fact really knowable. He in fact

writes with great compassion and shows no relish for either personal or

socialdisaster.

A kind of ectectic humanism is characteristic of Auden's two

volumes. Another Time and The Double Man. Another Time (1940) is

Auden's most topical and discursive volume lt is held together, first by

theme of man's relation to time and history as in the little poem, "For Us

Like Any Other Fugitive" which describes the temptation of escaping into

past and future and warns of the need for living in our own time

confronting the present and secondly by the gospel humanism.

Auden combines an intense interest in the human heart with a

desire to reform and he thinks our psychological its greater than our

political. \Men we recall the powerful moralist in his, we find his anger

at mental sickness, at the waste in the twisted lived around, at the

increase in the number of those who find it imposible to adiust

themselves easily understandable. He is convinced of the urgent need

for therapy. He believes that the spread and assimilation of findings of

psychology can help society towards good health.

Though he was at first an atheistic Freudian communist later in

life he was a Christian existentialist liberal. At least he was metaphysical

and materialistic compassionate and cynical orderly and untidy generoud

and mean, brilliant and foolish,, unhappy and optimistic innovatory and

traditionalist, light and serious. Thus both communism and Christianity

are seen to spring from a common source, the wish to improve the world

and its inhabitants. He always wished to be a redeemer of the wretched'

Auden's very varied subjects are normally related to one or more

of a number of preoccupations such as in the thirties love politics, pease'

Leurosis, death, fear and characte( or alter the trirites love technology

social engineering, nature, thegood life, man in essence history and the

nature of art. These are not dealt with for their own sake, to evoke of

freshen what they feel like, but rather for theit significance
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THE SUNLIGHT ON THE GARDEN

(LOUtS MACNETCE)

Louis Macneice was born in 1907 and spent early childhood in
lreland, and although he spent most of his adult life in England. He often
seemed something of an exile. He was a university teacher of classics
during the 1930's and was friend of and collaborator with WH. Auden
with whom he had been at Oxfors in the 1940,s he worked at the BBC,
writing and producing radio plays ofa high standard.

MacNeice's fate for many years was to be regarde as one ofthe
Thirties poet's therefore political and dated. lt is true that his long poem
"Autumn Journal" expresses the feelings of a London dweller at a cru-
cial moment inmodern European history and that he is at his best in
painting the twentieth century city landscape. But he is not a political
writer and is in no way dated. Mac Neice had the most, traditional kind of
pyric talent of all the poets who became famous dudng the 1930,s. His
songs are more genuinely songs that those of Auden. The lrish tilt is
their unobstrusively in most of his poems. lt is not ofjoy but of a desper_
ate amusement in the face of a discouraging life. He is a poet of humility,
mood and moment, not ofabstract or philoophicalconcems. MacNeice,s
poetry is a repeated invitation to the readertojoin hands to create some
kind of human contEct top keep away 'the wolves of water who howl
along our coast" Time and again he speaks forthe reasonable, sensitive
man of our time, with taste and restraint and with the dahs of fancy and
verbal music which makes his statements poetry.

Louis MacNeice is a central poet of the twentieth century. On the
one hand, his poetry has absorbed the communal experiences of four
decades, on the other it fully enters our perennial life of the senses and
the psyche. Macrieice believed in the poet as a maker and in the human
significance of making 'good patterns'. Since he also thought the poet
should be a biend of'critic and entertainer, his patterns involve what he
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called'two pence coloured 'all that can be donwwith language as well as

said in it. Perhaps the best way to sum up the advent and impaci of

MacNeice's poetry is to quote the opening of hiswell known poem'Snow'

"The roomwas suddenly rich...." ln 1949 Geoffrey Grigson, formerly editor

of the great thirties magazine "New Verse", devdeloped his own

metaphor;fdt e;lalenttre'had'spotted'frorA the smart.'
There is these Juvenile were stretched to tautness

crisscrossing wires of form with this spangled acrobat

performing on them, and the clev"ness, as one knL"'-

by this time, grew and stran.'jlated itself into a ca-

pable to MacNeice himself The wires were still sil-

very and still glittered. The icicles, the ice-creams'

the pink an dwhite, the lace and the froth and the fire-

works were still there, but underneath the game was

the drop, the space and the knowledge

(lntroduction to "The Poetry of the Present")

But not every critic is as alert a Grigson, and for various reasons '

Mac Neice's repuEtion has developed unevently. Chief among these is

the tendency to brand one of his literary contexts with the name of

another poet. The very titles of the following books marginalize Mac Neice:

Francis Scarf' Auden and Alter (1942) Samuel Hyne's The Auden

Generation (1976) The Macmillan Casebook Thirties Pots" The AUden

Group (1984) Mac Neice never resented WH. Auden's Shadow'

Mac Neice's spotlight roves over the previous decade, British

History afterthe First World War, even the history of westernculture, The

thirties poets had spoken of an end since the beginning, a trope

satirized by Wlliam Emposn in 'Just a Smack of Auden" Waiting Jor the

end boy, waiting for the end. However the actual end in sight did not

folow either lefi-wing or right-wing scripts. Hence pertaps the need to go

back to the staft of the story of myth and reread it with Mac Nei'e more
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than any otherwriter did Mac Neice's poems from late 1936 to 1938 had

already been saturated with valediction and dark participation'

Mac Neice saw origins in Uister and lreland as indelibly imprinting

his life and work. His personal reserve was the product of profound

reservation about the world around him. His poetic reserves is a

function of dramatic technique. Admittedly Mac Neice blured the outline

of his lyric theatre because, like Uden he wrote too much. The volubility

and generously which Grigson considers vital to the thirties general can

become a pseudo fertility, as if were the poet's duty simply to go on

writing. Critics rightly condemn Mac Niece's wordy dullness in some longer

poems of the 1940's One sign of poet is that he continually broods

on the same obsessions and images, but finds different forms of them'

Mac Neice's true energy returned in Visitations, more powerfully in

Solistices and The Burning Perch in the two latter collection He finally

purged an obsolate discursiveness, using techniques of "parable" to

dramatize conciseness of "every man" with new concentration'

Mac Neice's lrishness, fundmentl to his poetry,has often been

invisible to English and American critics or regarded merely as a

decorative Ceitic ringe. Grigson shows greater understanding when he

describes Mac Neice as "cut off in some degree and in some ways of his

advanhge by his lrishness and an lrish childhood, in spite of an English

education'. Mac Neice's poetry has often been seen the aa dealing with

matters alien to lreland - The Second World Whr for instance, and as

Agnlicized in manner. His work had a shaky history in anthologies of

lrish poetry until the publication in 1986 of Paul muldoon's Faber book of

Contemporary lrish Poetry where he shares pride of place with Partick

Kavanagh.

Any danger of Mac Neice's poetry sinking somewhere in the lrish

sea has been averted by the fact that a new generation of poets has

appeared form what the blurb of Poems (1935) callled'his norther
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lreland'. since 1960 Mac Neice's influence on Derek Mahan, paur
Muldoon' and others has retrospectively helped to define his native
context. ln the wake of the poets, critics from Ulster or informed about
Ulser have begun to interpret Mac Neice's culturalcomplexity. His own
formulations runto paradox; 'l wish one could either live in lreland or feel
oneself in England. He write to E.R. Dodds in the 1940,s. this conflict
can be read negatively the conditions of being and outsider in two
countries. certainly, shifiing attitudes to lreland are integral of Mac Neice,s
creative self dramatization. Further, because Mac Neice,s poetry
dramatizes polarities engendered by lreland'such as that between
belonging and alienation it has become a focus on the literary wing of
current debates about identity in Northern lreland.

Hope overstates Mac Nelics distance from collective thirties
consumes. A Mac Neice - centered view of the decade complicates rather
than wholly contradicts the usual picture. During the war years and into
the early 1960's Mac Neice pursued the questions of commitment and
of poetry's obligation to the contemporary'. Engrish critics have
continued to tax him with being uncommitted in a non- politicalsense.
They suspect his. acrobatics, morlize over his poetry,s brilliant ,surface'

and lack a philosophical 'core'. such analysis often reds conflicts
explored by the poetry as literal problems of the poet himself.

Torance Brown in Louis Mac Beice: skepticarvision make amends
to the metaphysicar seriousness of Mac Nerice's poetry. Brown
simultaneously defends it against a related charge - compromise rather
than evasion. He argues that "the central determining factor in Mac
Neice's poetry and thought, far from being a decent, riberar, but rather
common place agnosticism, was a tense awareness of fundamental
questions, rooted in philosophicalskepticism". since Mac Neice himself
distrusted the 'a prior'. lt is a productive approach to see the positions of
his poetry, whether liberal ordarkry doubtful, as won through imaginative
struggle - at a time of great struggles.
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on its aesthetic level Mac Neice's poetry reconciles traditionalism
and Modernism. ln a curious way he did more than other twentieth
century poets to test poetry against the century. He tested it against the
claims of politics and philosophy. Against the pressure of cities and war.
And he did not take the outcome of these tests or of anything else, for
granted.
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LOUIS MACNEIE

THE SUNLIGHT ON THE GAROEN

The sunlight on the garden

Hardens and grows cold

We cannot cage the minute

Within its nets of gold.

When all is told

We cannot beg for pardon

POur freedom as free lances
' Advances towards its end

The earth compels, upon it,

Sonnets and birds descend;

And soon, my friend

We shall have no time for dances

The sky was good for flying

Defying the church bells

And every evil iron

Siren and what it teils;

The earth comples

We are dying, Egypt, dying

And not expecting pardon,Hardened in heart a new

But glad to have sat under

Thunder and rain with you,

And grateful too
For sunlight on the garden

Explanatory notes

The sunlight on the Garden is a musical piece. The tone is
characteristic ofthe Oxford poets ofthe 1930's Mac Neice was the least

intoxicated by political and humanitarin panaceas, and the most deeply

depresented by the signs of the future. "We are dying, Egypt, dying is a
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frivolous theft from Anrony and Cleopatra: lb only possible relevance

here is that Antony and Cleopatra enjoyed their hours together before

the ultimate defeat and seperation.

Stanza I

The rhyme scheme is a, b, c, b, b, a paftern. The run-on rhymes

are garden are garden/hardens,, minute/within its. Note the variation in

the run-on rhyme that is sufiixational.

Garden/Harden/s/

Minute^/vithin ius/

The example of irregular rhyme is gold/tols. Garden in the first

line rhymes with "pardon" in the last line of the first stanza.

Stanza ll

The rhyme scheme is d, e, f, e, e, d pattern. The run-on rhyme

lances/Advances, upon iusonnets. The suffixationalvariation is upon it/
SonneUV, the regular rhyme is descend/frlend. As in the previous stanza

'lances' of the first in rhyme with dances in the last line.

Stanza lll

The rhyme scheme is g, h, i, h, h, g. The run-on rhymes are flying/

Derying, iron/siren. The regular rhyme is tell/rhyme is tells/compels. There

is no sufiixational variation. Once again flying in the lirst line rhymes with

dying in the last line.

Stanza IV

The rhyme is a i, k, j, j, a. Therun-on rhymes are paradox/

Hardened, under/Thunder The suffixational vadation is pardon/Harden

ed/. The regular rhyme is you/too. Pardon fiymes with "garden" in the

last line ofthe poem. Note in Stanza I "Garden'atthe end ofthe first line

rhymes with "pardson'in the sixth. ln stanza lV'Pardon'in the first line

rhymes with 'garden' in the end of the poem.

The poem's rhyme paftern conesponds with the stanzaic rhyme

pattern. regual rhyme with a fes variations are used. The ruri-on rhyme
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is use for continuity and theorematic expression with variations namely
suffixational.

The theme is ephemeral sansient, and in irrevocable, expressed
by the implacable quality of time and the irrevocability of human action.

THE SUNLIGHT ON THE GARDEN

Louis Mac Neice would be appeared particularly well qualified to
question the assumption of intellectual surrender. Critics think of his as
the least political of the political poets of his generation. He was never a
party rhemne nor a self proclaimed communist. He professed no
intellectual attachment to Marxist theory not is his poetry ever
propagandist in the manner of Cornford,s nor habitually e poetic
transcription of Marxist thought. He was vary both of parties and or
systems.He honestly enjoyed the material pleasures of his class and
wrote most attractively about them. Still, his political colour was deep
pinUliberal. He thought of the great issues of the day, the rise of Hifler,
mass unemployment, the Spanish wa( asAuden, Day Lewis and Spender
thought of them. The subjects of his poetry were simple and so was his
notion of the righrt poetic methodsim as is side in his Modem poetry.

The poeb first business is mentioning things. WIat ever musicalorrather
harmonies he may incidental evoke, the fact will remain that such and
such things, and not other, have b€en mentioned in his poem.

A poem will give its reader the pleasure of recognition, to the
clarity ofa new context he will identify sciences and objects inexplicifly
familiar to him. Mac Beice himself wrote to achieve this recognizability.
He is a poet of the shape and substance of what is actually happening
around him. Thi6 i6 more consistenfly his subject than it was Auden's
even Day Lewis's whose poems also have often the same kind of social
documentation. lt interests Mac Neice too, for itsell not as the staple of
mythm so that we do not very often find his pictures of people, places
and events distintegrating into surrealistic riot or parable as Auden,s
characteristically do.
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Louis Mac Neice's poem. The sunlight on the Garden is a love

poem. The theme is emphemeral and jt focusses on the irrevocability of
human action, Share are ample instances of juxtaposition of the
abstract and the concrete For e.g.,

SunlighVminute

Pardon/cage nets of gold
Freedom/lances, sonnets, birds dance
Flying/iron, siren, earth
Pardon/thunder, rain garden

It disciplines internal rhyme into a dramatically pointed
punctation. the feminine rhyme which ends/begins sucessive lines
rhetorically stylizes the compulsion of historical and natural processes.
The earth compels upon iysonnets and birds descend... There is the
regular rhyme with a few variation.

The sun's rays fall on the garden gradually it subsides and grows
cold. The reference to "we" suggests more than one person, perhaps
one of the opposite sex too. Since time is transient we cannot cage or
freeze the minute to remain the same or as it was within its bright Iight or
the sun's rays. WIen everything is overone cannot simply b; excused.

The poem is better understood it the first and fourth stanzas are
read together though they beg for pardon, they cannot expect to be
pardoned. The time it is not the garden that hardens but is the heart that
hardens. At the same time, thought time has passed, and knowing fully
well, it is inevocable, they rae satisfied that they have stood together not
onty in the sunlight but in the thunder and rain. They have been together
both in good and bad times.

ln the second stanza once again "our, suggests two or more
people, and 'dances' a sugestion of the opposite sex. They are
awre that their freedom come to a close, and it is an acceptable
conclusion on their part. Sonnets, songs of birds, come down and
they will have not'ime for dances as before, but will have to face
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reality in ib crude form.

The third stanza is important for its correlative references to the
historical past ofAnthony and Cleopatra. The internal rhyming, parallel

the gravitational pull of The Sunlight on the Garden Louis Mac Neice

who retained a slightly grating time in his own voice. Adapted to the
pronounciation of internal rhymes like rhymes like every evil iron/Siron it
does not matter that we re unable to disentangle the literal from the
mythic, the prospective form the reteospective in Mec Neice's accounts

of his imaginative cosmos. The objective and objective components of
his imagery are equally ine)dricable. Church bells, for instance, first made

their mark as the sound so regularly heard from the rectory. But this

recurrent image also encod4es childhoos feeling. Similarly the evil iron/

Siren begins as a foghorn and ends as an omen of war Mac Neice's

most afiirmative love poem, The Sunlight on the Garden twists the
image by exploiting its visual aspect. The elemental symbols of this poem,

with its apt quotation from Arthony an Cleopatra "we are dying. Egypt

dying" powerfully realizes the threat to the world of personal emotion
from the world of war. Our freedom as free lances/Advances towards its

end.

The sky which was once good enough to fly freely in, defying the
purpose of the church bells for what it has to say or warn, and the
message of the evil iron siren; everything has come to a stand still or a

frozen moment. They have of ace the reality of war and its aftermath.

Louis Mac Neice, confeses that he prefers to satisry his own

cultivated appetities. Mos of his poetry comes into being between
perfectly sincere humanitarian sentiment and honestly selfish pleasure

writing from a quite thorough going acceptance ofthe Marxist account of
social change. Perhaps it stemmed from a sympathy between the
Marxist, philosophy and the Aristotelian, which Mac Neice found
congenial.

ln the thirties, the class in which power was vested seemed to
have lost the understanding of its nature and the energy to apply it. Mac
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Neice assented to the idea of a dynamism of the human will whose

working regulate man's control of his environment.

Louis Mac Neice's poetry does not much develop its range ofideas

or method over his career a small talent and a limited achievement "the

Times Literary Supplement' pronounced reviewing his Collected Poems,

when of course, much that was new had still to come, John Press gives

a more generous and truer assessment. Still it is true that all the poetry

Mac Neice wrote during the thirties clusters round the ideas and stick to

the manner, apparent in the few early poems he wrote. Though the

interest of this account, it's fair to add, diminishes the personal matter,

and the gaiety that flashes through all his writings. This gaiety,the doubts,

the play of ides and circumstance, the sparkle of words, find their

happiest composition in his best Boems.

TWENTIETH CENTURY LITERATURE

THE MODERN AGE

Twentieth century literature is a strange mixture of the traditional

and the expermental,of the old and the new. lt is complex, and many

sided. lt is very difficulty to declde as to when the Modem age began and

when the Vistorian age ended. English Literature before the First World

War was firmly rooted in the Victorian Age. Poetry, drama and fiction

were in a flourishing state. The outbreak of the First World War in 1914

shattered all this brilliant activity. The world suffered a furious

succession of honors and lust. There was anarchy and loss of faith in

the existing values. Religious, moral and ethical values were no longer

considered as absolute values. Vistorian optimism gave place to
modern pessimism and skepticism. lt became an age of disillusionment,

disinteration and anxiety. lmperialism and nationalism received a great
jolt. During the Victorian age, great Britain's power and might was
undisputed, but after the World Wars the great British Empire was under
gradual liquidation and it became a second - rate power
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T.S. Eliot said, "A great poet, in writing of himself, writes of his

age". This statement is applicable to him and to the other writers of his

age. I the twentieth century there has been abendant production of
literary works of all kinds, resulting in the lowering of quality. Other means

of mass media like the cinema, radio and television were exploited for

commercial and entertainment purposes. Human relationship became

vulgar and coarse. The lowering of public tastes left its mark on the

literature of this period.Poetry, drama, novels, magazines, newspapers

reflect the decline of public morality and public tastes. Moreover modern
poetry is a poetry of revolt against tradition. It is experimental, ephermeral

and puerile. Modern poetry is elusive, more indirect and highly dramatic.

Symbolsand images heightened the power of the language. Moreover,

literary devices like pun, paradox, irony, satire, dramatic monologue,
juxtaposition and other modes of expression made poetry subtle and

complex Modern writers' frequent use of mythology, philosophy,
psychology and anthropology to convey tgheir ideas, and their liberties

in the use ofgrammarand syntax and telescoping ofwords andfthoughb

added to the confusion of the reder. many writers in the twentieth
century showed signs ofindividual tendencies in theirwork.

Twentieth century literature can be roughly divided into poetry novel

drama and literary criticism.

POETRY

Poetry of the twentieth century can be divided into: (1) Traditional

Poetry (i.d.,) - Edwardian Poetry (20 Georgian Poetry (3) \ hr Poetry of
1914 -18 and (4) Experimental Poetry. ln the beginning of the twentieth
century Poetry was mainly traditional. As its name implies, Traditional
poetry, continues the time honoured. Englsih traditions of clarify,

shapeliness, and melody. The Edwardian poets dealt with contemporary
theme in a language intelligible to the common reader. Some of the
Edwardian and Georgian poets are Rudyard Kipling, Hilaire Belloc, GK.

Chesterton, John Masefiel and Alfred Noyes. Some of the other
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important poets of this decade are Robert Bndges, Laurence Binyon,

Thomas Sturge More, Lascelles Abecrombie and Rupe( Brooke.

Thomas Hardy also wrote in this decade and his poetry is class by itself.

G.M. Hopkins belonged to the Victorian Era and his poems were

published only in 1918. Gergian Poetry was published in five trained

selections from forty poets. the following poets have made a significant

contribution - John Drinkwater, D.H. Lawrence, WH. Davies, S,egfried

Sassoon, Robert Graves and Richard Haughes-,They discarded the

subject matter stule of the Victorians and tried to revive the tradition of

Wordsworth. They dealt with simple themes, in a simple manner. The

gentle aspects of nature were admired. Pictorial and musical elements

of nature were highlighted in their verses.

The First V1/orld War stimulated many young writers to vent their

patriotic feelings and whipped up emotions. The horrible realities of war

were described in a realistic manner in their poems. War induced a

neurosis. There was a sense of loss, disenchantment nd frustration.

Victorian ideals, sEndards of life, art and literature were scoffed at. Wlfred

Owen, Rupert Brook, Seigfired Sassoon, lsaac Rsenberg, John Masefield

and Edmund blunder highlighted the horrors of war and the destructive

element of war. VMlfred Owen's Strange Meeting" is perhaps the most

tragic poem of the time.

EXPERIMENTAL POETRY

Modem poets experimented with new verse forms and poetic

techniques. .lmpressionism", "lmagism",'Symbolism" and "Surrealism"

are some of the innovations in the twentieth century poetry. The

impressionists seek to convey the vague, fleeting sensations passing

throughtheir minds by the use of novel imagery and metaphors,The

imagists aimed at clarity of expression through the use of hard, accurate

and definite images ofconvey their intellectual and emotional complexes.

Symbolism is a literary movement which began in France early in the

●



twentieth century. By symoorism it J 

8,ieant 

that every phuxicaland natu ral

object, may represent an intellectual or moral idea. ln IS. Eliot's "The

Waste Land", the "rock symbol stands for God qr Church or Love an dit

also stands for spiritual barrenness and distintegration. Such use of
symbolism often results in ambiguity and obsurity. The surrealists try to

express whatever passes in the by-conscious or even the unconscious,

without any control or selection by the conscious.

NEW TECHNIQUES

Modern poetry has also been influence by the techniques of
Mexican sculpture, painting and other fine arts. l.A. Richards calls his

poetry. "The music of ideas" The modern poet uses the vocabulary and

techniques ofthe other parts. English Literature of the twentieth century

has come under the influence of continenhl writers in terms of themes

and techniques, lbsen's impact on the drama, the French novelist Guy

de Maupassant and the realist Emile Zola and the Russina writers Tolstoy,

Dostoersky and Cheknov influenced the English novel. The tehnique of
modernist poetry heralded by T.S. Eliot has been borrowed from the
French symbolists Verlian, Mallarme Eaudelaire and La fourge, English

Literature has been profoundly affected by the philosophy of Bergson

(French) the psychology of William James (American) and the analytical

psychology of Freud (Austrian) James

conception of consciousness as a river or stream, resulted in the

stream of consciousness technique used by Virginia Woolf and James

Joyce in their novels. Freud's theories of infanitle sexuality (Oedpus

Complex) suppressed sexuality, dreams, the unconscious and the

sub-conscious, gave a new dimension to the novel.

The important poets of the twentieth century are WB. Yeab, GM.
Hopkins Thomas Hardy, Robert Bridges, V1/blter De La Mare, Siegfried

Sassoon, Rupert Brooke, Wilfred Owen, Houseman, Ezra Pound, TS.

Eliot, The Sitwells, WH. Auden, Cecil Day Lewis stephen Spender, Louis
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Mac Neice, Thom Gunn and Ted Hughes.

LOUIS MACNEICE

Louis Mac Neice born in Belfast, son ofthe Protestant Bishop of

Down, was educated at Mariborough and at Merton College, Oxford

During the 1930's he was associated with the Marxist poets WH. Auden,

Stephen Spender and Cecil Day Lewis, but was not committed to

left-wing ideology as they were. He claimed that the poet is only an

extension of the ordinary man Mac Neice's verse is distinguished by ib
colloquial idiom and contemporary ideas and images. His themes are as

various as his technical range is astonishing. A classical scholar, more

romantic that ihe others of his time, and more traditional than the others,

he combines a keen analytical observation of contemporary life with a

strong common sense and a very definite sense of hour. His poetry is

ofren didactic and lyrical.
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THE EXPRESS

(STEPHEN SPENDER)

The thirties the the years in which Spender gre up and earned his
reputation as a poet, were indeed yers ofunprecedented crisis. The peace
after the war had grown into a hightmare more horrible tha tht ewar
itself. Perhaps never before had humanity faced such totl threat to
civilization s it did at this time when it encountred political oppression,
economic depression, large scale unemployment and misery which
overtook almost the whole world. Even the poets who had sheltered
themselves from social responsibility in their ivory towers to spiritual
isolation, began to feel that the completely isolated individual was
nothing but an outmoded myth and that without concerted social action
individuals and their values has no chance of survival.

A number of sensitive individuals has felt that the modern world
had been transformed into a huge abstraction by science and
technology. Economics had become a matter of facts and figures and
politics and impersonal machine treating individuals as pawns of the
chessboard of power. Men, they felt, had become a cipher, and the reality
of living experience. There seemed to be apparently no difference
between the creative and destructive powers of the modern world.
Persons who had the good fortune of living in comparative comfort and
ease felt guilty and responsible for the large scale misery which had
been produced by the forces around them. They could not forget the
worth of individualism where alone the creative values of life could be
fostered and preserved. This was the predicament of many individuals.
Stephen Spender describes this predicament by symbolizing in the
image of Shakespeare's Hamlet.

"l could be bounded in a nutshell and count myself a king of
infinite space"

Moving between two world's the personal and the impersonal cleft
by the violent impact of modern history, Spender illustrates in his life and
poetry a major predicament of the times and through conscientious
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striving attempts to answer the abiding question of a poet's relation to
his society

Spender's chi;ldhood is a significant prelude to the predicament

of his life and times. Born in '1909, he was but a child, when World \i'*.
I broke out. At the beginning of the Second World War, he was a young

man of thirty. Brough up bdtween twoivrnars;his lifu becdine a ceaseless
struggle to achieve what he calls "wholeness" of living in a crisis of
civilization.

His struggle however, began in the immediate surroundings of
the family. As spender grew up in a family whose outstanding interests
were poetry, art and politics, he found that his most difficult task was to
choose between the glory of art and the glamour of public life. His great
grandfather had left his native Rhineland to settle in Egnland, simply
because it was the homeland of \Mlliam Shakespeare. His matemal
grandmother, Hilda Schuster, was great influence during his childhood
inshaping his mind and character She took him to the theatre and the
art galleries and discussed the most recent novels with him. Stephen's
mother possessed a hyper-sensitive mind and was deeply interested in

the arts of embroidery, painting and poetry. His uncle was the editor of
the 'Westminister Gazette' and he frequently brought to their home
poets and writers whose presence itself seems to have inspired the young

boy with poetic ambition. To Spender poetry was not just a game of words
but the most serious aim in life. At seventeen, he was already dedicated
to poetry as a vocation to be followed even in poverty and neglect.

But the seed of poetry had been planted in him when he was only
nine. His parents had taken him on a journey to place called Skelgill
Farm, near Derwent water Spender remembers this occasion as the
first experience which produced love for poetry in his mind. Spender's
taste for poetry was perhaps inherited from his mother, whose love o art
had filled the house with beauty. Thus poetry came to him in a flush of
first love driving him to a whole hearted dedication to its pursuit and
practice.
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Against the firslborn love for poetry was a rival claiming him wlth

equal persuasion. lt was politics, Spender's father was an active
politician and a liberal candidate for Bath in the 1923 election. Stephen

Spender and his brother Humphrey went to help their father in his

electron campaign. But their father lost the election by asubstantial

margin, and they Were disappointed. This defeat stimulated the fancies

of young Stephen, who resolved to redeem his father's failure by

becoming Prime Minister himself, Later Spender realized that politics

should not be considered as an instrument of power but an opportunity

for love and service. Wth this new awakening, he found it difficult to live

a life of isolation, sheltered from social obligations.

Spender fround it difficult to surrender whole heartedly to the

dictates of his social conscience; he was both by heredity and

environment, inclined to nurse the innerworld of imagination. The beauty

of nature, by which he was surrounded made a deep impression on his

mind.

Thus we see that Spender's childhood reveals an extremely

sensitive mind form by conflicts of many kinds. They are, primarily seen

a tension between the purity of idealism and the crudity of real life. lbn

his unbounded enthusiasm forgreat things. Spender had conceived high

ideals of love, poetry and politics, which he wished to preserve from the

compromising contact with reality.

His early life had been spent in an exclusive atmosphere of

aristocracy, which had made him so shy and proud that he felt extremely

uncomfortable in the company of the lower classes. lnspite of his avowal

of socialism, he found it hard to make friends among the poor. Theteby

his idealistic temperament kept him away from the company of the
privileged boys of Oxford, but his early upbringing bared him from

intimacy with her poorer classes. He could neither conform nor rebel but

could only nurse the tensions within his own mind.

The most fruitful experiment of Spender in the reconciliation of

opposites for achieving wholeness was his friendship with WH. Auden.
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By his dominating intelligence and masterly self-confidence, Auden had

already established bimself among his Oxford contemporaries as an

acknowledged leader in literary taste. Dazzled by the supremacy ofthis
young genius, Spender felt like a discipline in his presence. Though, he

did not surrender his individuality and independence, he was obviously

influenced by Auden's views. Auden was major influence in the
formulation of Spender's views on poets and poetry.

Spencer took his vacation to Germany with a determination to

devote his time entirely to creative work, but he found himself at the

storm centre of perhaps the worst crisis in human history. This country,

like the rest of Europe was passing through a political and social crisis
produced by the aftermath of war. But this crisis was not an exclusive

feature of post war Germany. lt seemed to affect the whole western

world and imperil its entire civilization. To Spende( young and idealistic,

it was astartling revelation. He was deeply moved by what he saw at
such close quarters, realizing its fearful prospects for civilization. lt
intensified the tensions which he though he had resolved and deepened

his cleavage in personality.

Spender witnesed tragedy of post war Europe unfolding itself in

the lives of the people, their poverty, their sufiering, their anger, their
despair, their unashamed sensuality, and even their pretended

unconcern. The life that he was the product of war and seemed to be

pregnant with the monstrous progeny to tomorrow - Fascism and War.

Spender watched the theatre ol war where each side was engaged in

the destruction ofthe othe( he was moved not by the justice ofthe side

he had intellectually espoused but by the futility of it ail. He could not
close his eyes to the atrocities committed by his party and regarded

them with the same disapproval as he did those ofthe enemy.

A politician is generally committed to uphold his party, whereas

apoet may be bound to none but considerations of humanity. Spender

involved himself in politics but refused to be partisan like the politician. ln

the most of politics he remained a poet. So the main problem in poetry
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for Spender was "to relate the public passion to my private life".

Soon after Spender joined the Communist Party, he realized to
his bitterness that in politics, honesty is never the best policy. He came
to the conclusion that the best thing for the poet is to keep out of partisan
politics and preserve the freedom to criticize and to expose. He realized
that it is necessary for the vitality of poetry to get out of the ivory tower
and strive towards identify with the life around him, no matter how
dangerous it is to make art the hand-maid of politics, for it can be done
only at the expense oftruth, honesty and humanity. For Spender identity
meant transformation of public events and passions into private,
personal experience which alone is fit subject matter for poetry. His
greatest regret was his failure to achieve this transformation. He refused
to accept the impersonal public point of view regarding this crisis in the
life of his time and age. But he was also relqctant to remain locked up
within his world of personal sensation. His problem was to fuse these
two worlds into.

THE POETSPEAKS

An extract from an interview with Stephen Sender by the press.

Press: Have the otherarts, apartfrom poetry either influenced
you in your daily life or directly conectly in your poems?

Spender: VVelL l think painting probably although i've hardly ever

written about painting directly a matter offact the thing

(to be almost was to be a painter tremendous interesb form a writer
because of paintings.)

Press: Some very deeply personal experienc€ or on
some wider public theme? Well, I think most of them
have been about personal expenses I feelvery hesitant
about writing about public themes. Because although I

think about them quite a lot and I even the newspapers
with interest, all the same l'am very auspicious whether
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one doesn't flatter oneself when on think cares about
even the most dreadful things like concentration camps
and so on, and lthink that one can only really test
oneself by what one really does feel in a personal of
way. Therefore I am very suspicious of things like the
Theartre of Cruelty and so on because I think just the
cruelly gets across but the deeper experience gets
across in a purely metretricious kind of way.

As an editor, do you find there is a sharp distinction
between cointemporary American poetry and
contemporary English poetry?

I think that the great tradition of English poetry is to a
very large extent amateurism. I mean that poetry was
always been looked English as a kind offir exercise of a
courtier or a lover. One might almost say amateurism
was the main line. Or the parallel English poetry. The
poetry of gentlemen comes from the Elizabethans, and
continuous right through the seventeenth century. There
is a certain sort of professionalism in the eighteenth
century of course, but amateurism apart from the great
pros. Tennyson and Browning recurs again in the
nineteenth century. On the whole, one can find oneself
preferring the amateurs in the nineteenth century to the
great professional like Browning and Tennyson. One can
think it was a mistake of their to try to be so
professional. Hardy looking at them considered himself
an amateur One can really think of Shelley as an
amateur, a gentleman like Byron But I think that the
Americans have never had this attitude. TheAmericans
have always been deadly serious; have by thinking that
their professionalism consisted in following English models
and beingAmerican writerswithin the English language. ln

Press:

Spender:
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which there was no really great distinction between the
nineteenth centuryAmerican and the English untilthere
was Whitman's revolt. Now, of course they have
developed the idea thatAmerican poetry is different from
English poetry, and they are highly professional at their
own kind of writing. By professional I mean academic to
a great extent and the English are tagging alone
afterwards. The English are now trying to be as
American as they can, I think especially the young poets.

Do you think that this is a bad thing, the imitation of the
American, that it is something alien to our traditions?

I think we have learnt something form it. We have learnt
something from the professionalism ofAmerican poetry.
Just as the English printers learnt something from the
professionalism of French painting. But on the whole I

don't think it is very good for us, I mean, I think that
probably English poetry and the whole English attitude
to poetry is differentfrom theAmerican and thatalthough
one can learn a great deal from studying Wallace
Stevens and writers like that, on the whole I think that
one ought not to try to imitate them.

Do you have any audience consciously in mind when
you write?

No. of course, with one side of my mind lwould like to
be successful, and I would like to get a big prize and to
be able to go away and to devote myself to living the
kind of life I want and writing the kind of poetry I want
instead of having to earn my living. But this is absolutely
unimportant. For instance, if I thought thay by
publishing a poem that I was writing, but which I wasn't
affect me; lwouldn't publish it. I wouldn't publish it until
I thought I had done what I wanted to do.
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THE EXPRESS

After the first powerful,plain manifesto

The black statement of pistons, without more fuss

But gliding like a queen, she leaves the station

Without bowing and withrestrained unconcern

She passes the houses which humbly crowd outside

The gas works, and at last the heavy page

Of death, printed gravestones in the cemetery

Beyond the town, there lies the open country

Where, fathering speed, she acquires mystery

'The luminous self-possession of ships on ocean

it is now she begins to sing - at first quite low

Then loud, and at last with a jazzy madness-

the song of her whistle screming at curves
Of deafening tunnels brakes, innumerable bolts.

And always light, aerial, underneath

Retreats the elate meter of her wheels

Steaming through metal landscape on her lines.

She plunges new eras of white happiness

Where speed throws up strange shapes broad curves

And parallels clean like trajectories from guns

At least, further than Edinburgh or Rome

Beyond the crest of the world she reaches night

Where only a low stream-like brightnes

Of phosphorous on the tossing hills is light
Ah, like a comet through flame, she moves entranced

Wrapt in her music no bird song, no or bough

Breaking v/ith honey buds, shall ever equal.

EXPLANATORY NOTES

Line 1. first powerful plain manifesto - the express, train is associated
with cominunist revolution

This interview is fromk the book The poet Speaking adited by Peter
Or

cuP 3031/05/1000 - sDE - 7
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Line -2: queen is a reference to the express train, combining the two
qualities beauty and might.

Line -3: She leaves the station - The express train leaves the station
Line -4: \Mthout bowing-Though refened to as the queen yet unlike the

queen she passes.without bo\iring...
Line-s: She passes the houses..heavy page. As the train passes we

think of C-ommunism quickly abolishing the poverty and the
poverty and the misery of the worker symbolized by the humble
houses and the gas works.

Line-7: Cemetry-suggests a dead civilization
Line-12.a jazzy madness is that of her (train)music
Line-'l3:Scramming at curves the loud hoot of the engine
Line-16:the elate meter of her whells-to express the madness and the

joy of victory.

Line-'17:metal landscape on her lines-refers to the railway track on which
the train moves.

Line-18:She plungs new eras-discovers something new
Line-19: VVhere speed throw up strange shapes-speed ignores the things

it passes

Lien-20:trajectories from guns-the steel from guns
Line-21 :further than Edinburgh and Rome-the destination ofthe express

train is not just the two places mentioned
Line-22:Beyond the crest of the world-makes it clear to the reader that

one is notjust the two places mentioned.
Line-24:of phosphorous on the tossing hills is lighfthe light seen over

the hills, shows positivity

Line-2s:Ah, like a comet through flame-the comet stands out in the
darkness and is conspicuous in itself, the express train is
compared to be the comet passing through flame which is also
bright with different light.

Line-26:Wrapt in her music...shall ever equal-nothing will
Line-27:equal the express train in its speed oir almost ftight.

HE EXPRESS
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S'tephen Spender's poetry appears to be, like the literature of his
times. "time obsesed, time tormented, as though beaten with rods of
restless days" Spender's interest in the times is evident in all his
volumes of verbs, but it is noteworthy that this preocupation is revealed
in different volumes in varying degrees of intensity. Spender printed his

lIsl.v,o!re,onnis 9yl [en(-gres: an9".p[9ii;heq.(,$Oer the tifle of
"Nine Experimeots" ln _19?8.. Eyen in-thi9 F^oqk we find the poet
determined to dedicate his muse to seemingly unpoetic themes of
external reality.

Spender starts his poetic career with an avowal that he will
interpret faithfully, the life and times in which he is livjng, however
unpoetic they might appear to be. Yet spender.appears to be
temperamentally subjective and introspective and politics seems to be
something foreign to his nature forced upon him by the sheer
compulsion of events.

The method of imagery ususally employed by Spender is best
illustrated by his famous anthology piece. "The Express" in this poem
Spender describes the express train speeding or,i of the station and
leaves the symbolism to take care of itself. There are, of course, a few
clues which are fixed in various places like sign-posts, inviting the reader
to follow a barely trail of meaning. The fact that train leaves the station
and travels to Ediburgh then to Rome and finally beyond the crest of the
world itself is a sufficient indication that it is not an ordinary train we have
been reading about. The opening sentence with its'first powerful, plain

manifesto alerts the reader to its possible symbolism and associates the
express train with communist revolution. The image of the queen
combining qualities of beauty and might appears to be an apt metaphor
which brings to mind the power of communism and the leauty of its
ideals as envisaged by its ardent followers. The train gllde. .ut of the
station and passes the crowded houses of the poor, the gas w. "ks and
the cemetery. "The heavy page of death printed by gravestoi.tes The
image of the page takes us back to the "manifesto" in the firsi line and
as the train passes we think of Conrf,rniirn quickly abolishing the
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poverty and the misery of the worker symbolized by the humble houses

and the gas works. The cemetery suggest a dead civilization and "the

metal landscape" Its mechanicel character. The gravestones usually

marked by Bibl,cal promised of eternal life stand contrasted with the

plain manifesto assuring betterment her.-. and now. fhe jazzy madness

of her music, the song of her whistle and the elate meter of her wheels

express the madness and the joy of victory. Soon "She plunges new

eras of wild hapiness" and see the vision ofthe "streamline brightness of
phosphorous on the tossing hill" She is then compared to a comet

moving through flame. The revolution through blobd and fire brings to

humanity an era of happiness. The music of the train which "no bird

song... shall ever equal" declared the worth of Communism as capable

of establishing an order superior to that of nature. The final image of the

"bough breaking with honey buds" is suggestive of a land of plenty

overflowing with milk and honey and is a proclamation of man's entry

into promised land.

It is possible to read into this poem also the symbolism of science

and technology conquering nature. Abolishing man's poverty and

misery, mastering even death and bringing to humanity an era of perfect

happiness.

The poem is remarkable for the successful manipulation of its
diction and imagery. Throughout the poem there is striking .juxtaposition
of realistic and the technical vocabulary with highly romantic terms. The

black statement of positions and plain manifesto are placed close to the

giving queen. The heavy page of death printed by gravestones is not far

from the luminous self possession of ships on ocean. The jazzy

madness with which the train sings and screams is part of the light,

aerial, elate meter of her wheels. The metal landscape and the steel of
guns are followed by the ra of wild happiness and the streaming

brightness o fphoxphorus. The comet moves through flame, and close

by a bird and a bough breaks with honey huds. The contrast in imagery

is accentuated by contrast in diction. Words like pistons brakes bols,

wheels and guns are mixed with terms like queen Iuminous honey
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song brightness etc. The diction seems to be irrecoverable but a unity is

achieved by the unity of significance which itself a harmony of opposites

the present misery and future of happiness the realism represented

by technical and me4chanical vocabulary and the idealism made

evident by romantic words. The same harmony is realized through an

manipulation of imagery. the subsidiary images of the divided but they

are all reconciled by single express train. Louis Macneiece highly

appear and compasses it to the practice of the describes as "parataxis"

This method by also by WH. Auden.

'So Auden, Spender, who live in a concern lend to use their

images neither as merely algebraro purely aesthetically for the skae of

the image itself. They approach therefore the parataxis of the early

Chinese poets. They verge sometimes on allegroy bus as they are

primarily interested in what idealist philosophers used call the concrete

universal, they do not often used particular images as counters for
generalities. Cowely M."

The Express may be cited as an example of concrete universal,

and its method, as that of parataxis.

Spender has made his choice, and he would say it is love. \Mether
he encounters a personal problem or a political crisis, his answer has

always been lolve. Love may be described as the central design of his

poetry. Love has been revealed in many forms and varieties, butwe may

say that the evolution of love shows,a definite pattern is Spender. Love

came to him initially in the image of a friend later inmany forms. lt is a

common pattern of evolution, but it is revealed in significant forms in

Spender's poetry.

Spender nevercared for the church or theological systems of Faith.

The politlcal God of Communism which he worshipped for some time

and from afa( failed him and the world miserably. The vicissitudes of
'spenders faith may be described as a retreat from the etemity of God.

The flxity of historical necessity into the flux of subjectively. But here is

regained his faith in love. The still centre of his personality, which gave
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him a tower of strength from which he could encounter the violence and
the chaos of "his now"

STEPHEN SPENDER: THE POET OF THE THIRTIES

Spender understands the modern poet's insistence on the
necessity of beliefs as something more than a mere desire to put order
into experience. The poet's hungry search for belief is in reality an
attempt to integrate his innerself with outer reality by means of a spiritual
purpose which can organize the universe into a vital unity.

Even Spender's personal life confirms the same view point.Astudy
of his autobiography revelas that his life has been a ceaseless search
for values which might resolve his spiritual conflicts and bring together
the opposing stands of thought and feeling into a harmonious unity.
Spender was trying to resolve his tensions between poetry and politics,
ideals and reality and above all, his sense of responsibility towards
himself and duly to society.

Spender wanted to unite poetry and the world and liberate
himself. The other poets if his generation were following and the same
trail. he poets ofthe thirties-Auden, Spendet, MacNEice, Day Lewis and
others formed a single group. Roy Campbellwho disliked them and their
poetry coined a strange name for them" Macspaunday". lt serves the
purpose ofthe focussing attention on the close similarity in theory and
practice f poetry and displayed the cogency and coherence of a literary
movement. Spender himself noticed clearly he common features that
bound them together into a group. These writers wrote with near
unanimity, sur prising when one considers that most of them were
strangers to one another of a society coming to an end of the
revolutionary change. Soencer was also aware of the difference in the
talents of his fellow poets. What is really significant is common
background against which they posed their problems and the common
outlook they developed tcwards the material and methos of their poetry
Those poe6 were largely he prcducls oftheir age and they were conscious of iL
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The qualities which distinguished them from the writers of the previous

decade lay not in themselves, but in the events to which they reacted.
They were, unemployment economic ctiricism nascent fascism and the
war.

ln the generation that followed the thirties, the situation changed.
Fascist regimes began rising and the concentration camps emerged in

Europe. The sencitive poetcould no longersit backand watch the growing

deterioration of the political and economic lite of the people in his luxury

of unconcern, Moreover, the emergence of communism gave him new
hope as a powerfulweapon to withshndlhe fascist menance and avert
the political doom which threatened to overtake the world. this
consciousness of the altered conditions was an important factor in the
formulation of the poetic theory of the thirties. Poetry which discarded
social obligations came to be regarded as a kind of luxury - writing.

Louis MacNeice said: "poets today are working back from luxury
writing and trying once more to become functional" The choice had to be

made between the ideas of artistic autonomy and social obligation, and

the poets of the thirties chose the latter. They asserted that the poet is a
human being in a community in which conditions his behaviour by what
is given and by what it expects to receive in retum. The poet, besides
being a poet, is also a man, fed with the same food, hurt with the same
weapons as other men. \Mere there is agony, he will fell it. He must feel

as a man what he reveals as a poet. Thus these poets were trying to put

the poetic and the humanself together on a bassi on political
responsibility. For poetry always draws its strength from life. The poet

draws life, not only as a human being but as a port from the community.
And nobody objects to the poets when they say that "the essential spirit
of poetry fulfils its nature not by purging itself of grosser prose elements,
but by accepting and controlling them".

The problem as Spender and his friends saw it was the marriage
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of poetry with politics. The sense of commitment to the politics of the

times is apparent in their attitude. Political commitment to many young

intellectuals of the thirties meant advocacy of communism.

Communism seems to have broken upon their bleak horizon with a ray

of hope, offering the world a weapon against fasoism and an assurance

that knowledge and culture would be distributed to all and that art would

flourish in freedom. The fascination for Communism can be accounted

for in many ways. lt answered the needs of the age in a despair and its

philosophy seemed to be intune he growing spirit of materialism and

science. lt seemed to possess the quialities that could make it into a

religion of the twentieth century. that is perhaps the reason why some of

the young idealist were dazzled by its assutance and they even

sacrificed their lives in its cause.

Naturally Maximum seemed to be an answer to their long search

for belief. But spender and his group maintained a core for resistiance in

spite of their general acceptance of Marxian principles. Most of them

stayed warily on the periphery of its active politics as critical
sympathizers. Stephen Spender was the only one among them who

really got involved in the party politics of communism. Thus it is clear

that it was not the strength of belief that drove Spender into the fold of

communism but the force of events and the pressure of a guilty

conscience. He discusses Communism as a political creed in order to

prove that itconcerns itself with, what he call enduring political and moral

realities. He goes on to argue'iiriit the most fundamental of all beliefs

illustrated by drama and poetry in all history is the idea ot iustice" and

that Communism " oifiers a just world-world in which wealth is more

equally distributed and the grotesque accumulation of wealth of
individuals is dispersed".

Stephen Spender's life has been a hungry quest for belief as a

basis for life and poetry which could save him and world from chaos. His

search began with a study of the various phases of modern literature

which were found to be inadequate in facing and transforming the
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"destructive element" Standing befc, " $,e shrine of Communism, Spender

felt for a little while that his search had came to an end. lt did not take

him long to realize the danger involved in upholding political dogma

through poetry. He came to know that taking up arms against evil in the

name of political dogma is as fangerous to poetry as escaping from life's

realities into the towwers of personal faith.

SPENDER"S POETRY AND NATURE

Spender felt that all preconceived notions, opinions, beliefs and

attitudes, help only to confine the scope of poetry and reduce its real

stature. Poetry should indeed be co-extensive and coterminous with

nothing less than life and should not exclude any aspect of its, on the

ground that itis ugly, mechanical unspiritual, orfalse. Thus it is clearthat

Spenderwould define poetry in relation to two realities - the truth ofthe
poets nature and the truth of the world about him. ln fact he might define

it as the fusion ofthe two-the self and the not-self. lf the poet rejects the

self, he is likely to become "absorbed into the past, or into the passions

ofthe present, into time instead of time lessons.

Nature was one of Spender's earliest passion. During his

childhood he was taken away on occasions from the city on visits to the

countryside where he lived in close contact with nature. For Spende(

familiarwith the sights and sounds of the ity. Nature provided a thrilling

experience. He played with the flowers, sang with the finds, and dreamt

with the distant hill and clouds. Wth this childhood passion for nature is

associated Spender's first experience of poetry and when his mkind

awoke to the beauty of nature and the joy of poetry. A war was going on

in Europe. The child's world to fancy and dream was rudely disturbed by

the knowledge of the war which reached him in bits from various

quarters. The crisis of the time seems to have been an unchanging

background of his life, and its awareness to have split up his entire
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consciousness. To knit it up together has been a major problems in

Spender's life. His whole life appears to have been a struggle to balance
opposing forces like nature and-was town and country beauty and
ugliness, ideas and reality hope and despair. This struggle makes his
poetry a starting and intense experience. At times nature's indifference
stands contrasted with the poet's intense feeling. His passion seems to
break through in every stanza in as succession of strong images
suggesting the poet's restless state of mind.

ln quantity nature dois not seem to be a dominant theme of
Spender's poetry But nature is never far from his consciousness, and
whatever the subject matter, it seems to peep through a simple.
Metaphor or symbol with a pleasing suddenness and surprise. What-
ever the quantitative measure of its imporEnce, there seems to be no
doubtthat Spender's concept of nature provides an important clue to our
understanding of his view of man and the world. Spender's picture of
nature comes closer to the vision of the romantic poets. He does not
exhibit my music longing of Wordsworth forthe "visionary gleam "but he
was driven to the worship of nature, like Wordsworth, by the "inhumanity
of man to man" he landscape as Spender paints it, is almost always a
picture with the ravages of man's inhyumanity presented in close
proximity to nature's beauty and charm.

Thus itis clearthat nature is an important elementwhich suypplies
Stephen Spender with a measure of beauty, humanity and eternity with
which he evaluates the world about him and which sharpens our
awareness of the ugliness and misery in the world of men. Spender
does not use nature as a means of escape into the comfort abnd
quietness of isolation, and therefore we do not find him singing of nature
in pyrical rapture. Whenever he sees or thinks of nature, he invariably
remembers what man has made of man and his world. Therefore the
impression made by his poems of nature is one of tension sometimes
relieved by symbols of spring an summer, signirying the poet's hope for
mankind.
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ROBERT BROWNING

PORPHYRIA'S LOVER

Robert Browning, one of the most significant poets of the

victorian enqiirre'G bom.ioo ?'itray ,1812|ab Sluthdrnpto Streeti

CambeMell. His fatherthe elder Robert Browing was a clerk in the Bank

of England. And he occasionally took to drawing and writing verse, and

being fond of books and a good readerimself, had a gc;d li-.::; ;l
home. His mothe( Sarah Anna Browt!ng, was an accomplished pianist

and a love ofrnusio. And Browning had a sister Sarianna (born in 1814)

two years younger than him.

\Mile neither of his parents was rich, Browning enjoyed, all the

same, a pampered childhood. Having been born as the only sone, he

was doted upon by both of his parents. They never tried to conceal their

admiration at his Juvenile verses.Nor did they deny him anything that he

desired. Browning was treated as a "child prdigy" and was never

punished. Because of his father's gentle and generous nature,

Browning grew up without any real urge to stand on his own financially.

Wth hrs marriage to Elizabeth Barrett in 1846. Hence, he merely shifted

his dependence from nis parents on to his wife.

Forabout five yeras, till he was 14, Browning was a weekly boarder

in a school at Peckham, \Men he left school in 1826, his parents took

care to engage private tutors to teach him French and ltalian ln

addition, he was taught music and tensing after two years he started

attending classes at the new London University. But his romantic spirit

found the university education boring and he became soon discontented

and impatient. As a result, he discontinued his studies and this rebellion

of Browning was also tolerated not surprising though, by his parents.

It has been observed that Browning's literary career falls

rnto three distinct phases tire years before his rnarriage to Eiizaherh
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Barret in 1846. The years if marital life, between 1846 and 1861 (during

this 'lntalian' period only Browning wrote what was to be by commqn

onsent his flnest collection of poems. Men and Women and the years

after the death of his wife at Florence between 1 888 and 1889.

Howevei it is not difiicult to trace the permanent interest of Browning

even in his early works. His keen interest in musci and painting and his

perceptive observations on the many-sidedness of human nature are

manifest in his early poems themselves. ln this sense it is said that

Browning's maturity as a poet was complete even when he was only 30.

It was in 1832 that Browning watched Edmud Kean an actor, per-

form Richard lll on stage. The power that an artist can attain to and

thereby away his audience struck Browning and he was motivated to

write plays. ln the process of his attempts as play writing was born Pauline

(1833) This was his first work to be published and the publishing was

funded by an aunt. Two years later, after a visit to Russia on .r journey

overland, Browning completed Paracelsus (1835)and the publication of

this work and nearly all the publication of his works that followed this,

until his'marriage was at his fatheis expense. However, Paracelous took

him into the literary circle and Browning met Wordsworth Later he culti-

vated literary friendship with figures like Carlvle, Leigh Hunt, Tennyson

and MathewArnold.

But Browning's attempts at writing play were unsuccessful. He

could not conceive of characters in a design and involve them through

action. Despite his exceptional ability in writing successful Dramatic lyr-

ics, the dream of becoming a playwright remained elusive. Perhaps this

strange paradox only made. S. Eliot conclude firmly that drama and the

dramatic monologies are forms which "must be essentially eifferent' ln

shod Browning's Strafford (1837) had no successor on stage untilA Blot

in the Scutcheon ( 1843) Browning's ambition of becoming a dramatist

was frustrated thus
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During this short-lied period of writing plays Browning broughtout
Scordello. The poem was begun in 1883 but was constanfly reworked
upon till it was published in 1840. lt was received quite unfavourable and
was described as a"received quite unfavourably and was described as
"bewildering potpoum of poetry. Psychology, love, romance, humanitari-
anism, philosophy fiction and history on the other hand he was disgusted
with and unable to bear another criticiam against works. thus, later we
find him commenting that criticism of his works amounts to 'miconception
at ignorance at rhiddling, and malice at worst".

Browning met Elizabeth barrett though John Keyon (to whom later
Elizabeth Banett dedicated herAurora Leigh) Browning proposed mamage
to Elizabeth though he hardly had any income of his own to keep
himself, and since Elizabeth's father was of a stem nature and never
overrated poetry even in the case of his daughters the affairs between
Browning and Elizabeth had to be clandestine until ln 1846 and

secretly manied. Elizabeth had three orfour hundred pounds a year and
they managed to earn a little more by their twin effort at lileracy output

Biographers detect a curious discrepancy between Browning the
man and Browning the poet. While the formerseems to be short, sallow
skinned and conceited, the latter sounds-positive, strong and confident.
Browning the man not self-assured enough to admit weaknesses, and
'he was conshntly complaining that he was not understood correcfly. But
he was never clear as to how he was misrepresented or misunderstood.
Perhaps, it is surmised, because he lacked a self of his own, Browning
was able to assume such varied idgntities with so much ease in his
monologues.

Thedeath of hismotherin 1849andthatof hiswifein 1861 seem
to have affected Browning's literacy fervor considerably. thus, after
Dramatic Personae in 1861 his works show a sharp decline in his
literary writing. What seemed to be his idiosyncrasies earlier, now grew
to be tiresome mannerisms.
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Wth the death of his wife. Browning left ltaly and came to ljve in
England along with his son Penni or Pen. Gradually he became a
"socialisation" and the Browning Society was founded in 1880.

ln November 1889, he visited his son and daughter-in-law and
browning died on the 'l2rh of December that year (the same day his last
collection of poems Asolando was published in London) His body was
brought to England and he was buried in WestministerAbbey in poet,s

corner.

"PROPHYRIA'S LOVER"

"Prophyria's loveris a poem of sixy lines, written inlimic tertrametre.
Originally the poem appeared in the Monthly Repository ofJanuary 1836,
simply as "Porphyria" along with another poem "Johannes Agricola,, But
later, in Dramatic Lyrics the two poems were combined to have a
general, common title "Madhouse Cells" and when the poem appeared
again in '1849. lt was rechristened a "Porphyria's Love/' and retained
still the position as "Madhouse Cett No.ll" Only with the pubtication of
Dramati Romances, the poem appeared independenfly and the general
title "Madhouse Cell" was dropped.

'Porphyreia's lover" was actually written, it seems, during
Browning's stay in St. Peterburg in APril and May of 1834 and hence,
technically, it belongs to the Romantoic period The setting ofthe poem is
undoubtedly English, though the biographiers seem to trace a slightaura
of Russia in the poem. Ever since this first appearance the poem has
remained mostly unchanged, except for some alternations in
punctuation and those made in connection with its tifle.

Howeverthe modifications made in the title of the poem give raise
to an important question: whether Browning seriously intended, by
giving a general title for the poem as "Madhouse Cell'crazy it was the
one wish that has possessed him now. And he, as a result, falls to
realize the ethical or moral issues involved in such a deed of murder

′
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The lack ofan identity for the persona and the extreme objectivity

employed in his recounting of the crucial, terrible murder have puzzled

the critics and made them conclude that the poem is more a dramatic

lyric than a monologue. Unlike the widely known "My last Duchess" by

Browning, this poem gives no clue to the presence of an audience other

than Porphyria herself who dies in the middle of the poem itself' the

subject of the recounting being Porphyria, the persona could not be said

to address her. Hence the argument that the persona is crazy fits here

and it is easy to picture him as talking to himself However, another reading

of the poem holds that the persona need not be mad as the motive for

such a hodeous act demonstrates his engenuity very much like that of

Browning's other poem "A Forgiveness". The persona's ingenuity is

involved in his efiort to eternalize a particular moment.

\A/hile J.M. Cohen has brushed aside the poem as a'Juvenile

and unrepresentative honor poem" some otherfind that it does not unfold

the character of the persona in keeping with the conventions of a

dramatic monologue. Yet another view holds that the poem's theme and

its lyrical form effectively keeps it out of the question if the piece is a

monologue. The regular iambic tetrametre and the rather consistent

rhyme-scheme of ABABB throughout the poem helps one to conclude

that "Porphyria's Lover' is a dramatic lyric.

Coming to the actual poem, we find that browning has quite

remarkably contextualized the crucial act of stranging Porphyria lt is not

entirely difficuttto perceive the cleverness behind the conception ofsuch

a solution of murder.

The poem can be said to have a six-part structure The first part

lines 1 to 15, describes the atmosphere of rain and storm outside and

pictures how Porphyria enters the cottage wet and drenched' Afterpoking

the fire in the hearth and rekinding it in order to make the house warm,

she removes het wet cloak and shawl and gloves. Untying her hat, she

lets her hair loose and free. After adjusting herselfthus, she approaches
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her love, the persuna <rnd sits besides him.

The second part, lines 15 to 25, explains how Prophyria offered

herself to hi. \Men he did not respond to her call, she takes him arm

around her waist and makes his check lie on her beautiful shoulder with

all her yellow hair spread over. Sne whispers to him of her love for him

and how she would Iike to give herself to him forever' She is aware of

her own social standing which is above the lover's own She does not

have the strength to make adecision in favour of her passion and snap

her ties with her own class of the society thereby

The third part, lines 25 to 35, tells how passion sometimes over

rules and how after a jolly time of feasting that evening she could not

resist herself from the thought of him she was moved bythethoughtof

his yearning love for her. Thus she came to him through wind and rain to

give herself to him. The persona confirms her words by studying her

eyes and knows that she is speaking the truth. He was able to see that

she "worshipped" him. This is so unbelievable and oveMhelming for the

persona that she is desperate to do smoothing to retain her thus for

himself forever

The fourth part, line 36 to 45, Disclose the persona's resolution to

keep Porphyria from changing her mind. He knowsthat she was his that

moment for true. And to anest that moment from passing, he finds a

way. He takes her own hair around her neck and strangles her with it'

She feels no pain and he cautiously opens her eyes, lest the happiness

that was in the eye before may be lost by his carelessness' He feels

reassured that her eyes are still laughing. They have no stain of tears'

The fifth part, lines 45 to 55, describes how after he releases the

neck from the noose of hair, the colour comes back to her cheeks. The

smiling little head of Porphyria now droops on his shoulder' The persona

is certain now that Porphyria is happy because the fear of her own

social ranking coming the way of her love for him is at last alleviated

and, furthermore, because she has got him now'
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The sixth part, lines 56 to 60, concludes the poem with, the
persona sitting with the dead porphyria alllthrough the night and
regretting that Prophyria had gone without ever guessing even how her
wish, to unite with them him would be fulfilled. The poem ends with an
ironic line from the persona that god has not said a word throughout.
And this line probably reflects Brownings own brief fliration with atheism.

Browning has very subfly brought out the conflicting social
positions of Porphyria and her tover. The name porphyria ibelf is to
suggest that she ws 'born of the purple,. ln addition to the choice of her
name, Browning quite unobtrusively records that she belongs to the
upper class by making her come to the persona after a 

,,gay feast, parties
and feasts being the easily affordable pretensions portrayed to reside in
a cottage, ahumble type of accommodation.

lnterestingly a striking similarity between the persona here,
Prophyrials lover, and the duke in ,,My Last Duchess, can be noted. The
duke, in the latter poem, seems to have done away with his last
duchess, his dead wife, because she gave the same smile to outside
(and strangers) which she gave him. The duke was posessiveand wanted
his wife exclusively for himself. This intense andjealous possessiveness
can be detect4ed in porphyria,s Lover too.

"Prophyria's Lovel' Model euestion and Answer

Q. Examine critically ,,porphyria,s" 
as a dramatic lyric,

A. Browning's poem "porphyria Lower first appeared simply as
"Porphyria" and the poet gave the attered, present tifle ofthe poem onty
when it reappeared thirteen years after its first appearance, in his
collections Dramatic Lyrics (1 849).

The poem was probably written in 1g34 when Browning made a
trip overland to St. petersburg, Russia From the data of its genesis, the
poem c€ln be said to belong to the Victorian age with Tennyson, and
mathewArnold. ln addition the poem belongs to by Shelley. The athestic
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tum at the end of the poem perhaps testifies to this.

ln one of its early appearances, the poem beficre a general heading.
"Madhouse Lover'' ln view of this fact and in the light of what Browning
wntes in his Paracelsus, it would appear that the poet here is trying to
reveal the exalted spirit of a mad man in the person of prophyria's lover.

One man shall craw!
Through life sunounded with all strirring
things, unmoved; and he goes
mad: and from the wreck of
what he was, by his wild talk
alone, You first collect how
great a spirit he did
(Paracelsusi 770-4)

Does Browning intend the persona ofthe poem to be a mad man?
Prophyria's lover, by killing her in order to eternalize a particular moment
with her, showa himself to be maritally unbalanced. But criticalopinion in
some quarters holds that Browning has used the suggestion of
madness on the part ofPorphyuria's lover to escape critical remonstrance
for depicting such a hideous act otheMise. His jealous possessiveness
goads the persona of the poem to kill porphyria.

'Porhyria's Lovef, the present tiue for the poem seems more
appropriate than its earlierone bearing simply the name of the lady love.
For the persona in the poem is porphyria's lover and the poem is a
reflection of his point of view. The unnamed persona dra matically
recounts the events ot asingle night. The ppem dramitizes the tension
that arises as a result of the love which is between a socially unequal
pair-the persona and Porahyria. The poem seems to be a structure akin
to that ot a play. lt consists of rising action climax and denouement of
faling action.

The poem begins with prophyria's entry into the cottage where,
apparently, the per',ona ofthe poem, her lover, resides.

..,..
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Porphyriahascomeinthroughrainandstormtovisitherlover'

She is wet and dripping. Hence as soon as she enters the cottage' she

pokes the fire in the hearth and makes the cottage warm' And when this

was done, she removes her rain-drenched cloak' shaw- and gloves'

Untying her hat, she lets her hair loose and approaches her lover and

calls him, ,.;.-., ; -'r'r' '. ' ;,,',, ;.'-

Porphya has come to see him after attending a party (feast) Per-

hapsmovedbythethoughtofherhumbleloverspendinghistimealone
and pining for her at the cottage' She is overcome by passion and de-

cides to visit him.

When the persona does not respond to her' Porphyria takes his

armandputsitaroundherwaistandtakeshisheadonhershoulder.
Shewhispersherloveforhimandtellshimthatshehascometogive
herselftohim.Thepersonallooksathereyesandknowsthatsheis
speaking the truth.

The persona feels so elated that he wants to do something to

make that moment permanent. To keep Porphyria from changing her

mindandgoingbacktoherownaristocraticsocialclass,thepersona
seeks to do something. He decides to kill herthatvery momentwhenshe

has confessed her love for him'

TheconflictingsocialstatusofPorphyriaisresolvedbythedeci-
sionofthepersona:Bykillinghernowherunmissedfeelingoflovefor
himcanbemadepermanent.ThepersonatakesthehairofPorphyria
and encircling her neck with it three times, Strangles her.. the tension has

glided to his climax and Porphyria is dead'

The lines that follows the death of Porphyria depicts the falling

actionwiththepersonasittingwiththebodyofPorphyriaandreassuring
himselfthatshedidnotfeelanypainandstillremainshisown.thespeaker
inthepoemexpressesaSenseofuncertainlywhilehestatesthatGod
has not said a word not prevented him from stringing Porphyria'

This sixty-line poem is more a lyric than a monologue' The poem
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employees iambic tetrametre and has a uniform rhymescheme of ABABB

throughout. lt is a reflective lyric in that the poem is arecounting of a

single nights from the persona's point of view'

There is no evidence within the poem,unlike Brownin's "My Last

Duchess,,forthepresenceofalistener'Porphyriaherselfisdeadbythe
time.therecollectionbegins.thisindirectlysupportstheviewthatthe
personaofthepoemisinsaneandsignifyingthisparticularcharacteris-

iic onty. Browning initially gave a general little "madhouse cell No'll" for

the poem. However there is some truth in the widespread opinion' re-

garding this poem, that the'character of the personas hardly revealed

and that the poem therefore is less a dramatic monologue'

Prepared by

DRo N.P00VALiNCAM
M s University,Thirunelve‖
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SECTION B.DRAMA

(DETAILED STUDY)

T.S. ELIOT'S

MURDER IN THE CATHEDRAL

POETIC DMMA

Verse used to be the medium for drama (both tragedy and
comedy) right from its inception in ancient Greece. ln England it reched
its most popular form during the Shakespearean age. ln course of time
however, verse came to be reserved fortragedy while prose became the
medium for comedy. With the advent of science, verse was completely
discarded and prose became the sole medium for drama.

It was during the twentieth century that attempts were made to
receive verse drama. yeats, Eliot and Fry were in their own ways
attempted to write verse plays. These writers were in revolt against the
'realistic' prose plays of lbsen and Shaw However much they ;iffered in
themselves. Their adoption ofverse was not a mere change of medium
but it was the result of their convictions as to what reallf mattered in
human life. V\hile prose generally speaking, confines itself to the
ephemeral and sUperficial, poetry is concerned with the permanent and
the universal. While a prose play is limited to he social life around us a
Verse.play can make the audience transcend the nanow shrewdness of
the modern city and comprehend human lif ein the wider perspectives of
ancient sources. Unlike lbsen and Shaw, these verse play wrights are
not concerned withsociar probrems orwith mere materiar issues: but are
influenced by deeper issues of the spirit, like man,s place in the
universe, how to save the soul, and meaning of existence.

Abercrombie in his ,,The Function of poetry in Drama,, observes,
"now the greatest difierence between prose, drama and poetic drama is
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that the first concentrates itself on the outermost reality, the second on
the second on the innermost. ,poetry 

direcfly seeks to imitate the core,
neglecting th eouter shells of reality. lt is instinctive and organic unlike
prose, which is logical and rational in a poetic drama, according to
Wilson Knight, "the persons ultimately are no thuman at all, but purely
sysmbols of poetic vision transcending as{it were time and space,,.

Thus poetic play is not merely a drama done in verse. lt is a
dramatic poem or pobtry put into drama according to T.R. Barnes. This
is also what Eliot implies when he says that to work out a plan in ibrse is
to see the thing as a whole a musical pattern.

，
”

Poetry is most sutitable medium for depicting the kind of deeper
vision and for achieving theunity of etfect. ln fact, poetry alone can
communicate what is essentially incommunicable. ln a poetic drama
several plans of reality are communicated at the same time _ sensuous
or physical; emotional intellectual and spiritual upon which life is tived.
hence poetry, says Eliot,is the natural and complete medium for drama.
ln his "the use of poetry and the use of Criticism,, Eliot says, ,,the ideal
medium for poetry and the most direct means of social usefulness for
poetry is the theatre. For the simplest auditors, there is the plot; for the
more literary, the word and phrasing for the more musically sensitive,
the rhythm and for auditors of greater sensitiveness and unjerstanding
a meaning which reveals itself gradually. The sensitiveness of every
auditor is acted upon by all these elements at once though in different
degrees of consciousness,,.

The greatest advantage of poetic drama is that it is able to create
that sense of deep inner connection between human beings and their
universe. to quote Eluiot again, .what distinguishes between verse drama
from prose drama is a kind of doubleness in the action as if it hkes place
on two planes at once. Undemeath the action, which is perfecfly intelligible,
there should be a musical pattern which intensifies orr 

"".it"r"nt Oy
reinforcing it with feeling froma deeper and less articulate level. lt
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dramatizes in a way the human soul in action. Verse here is not decorative,

but organic - "a medium to look through abd not at". ln a verse play,

therefore, the audience is not passives pectators but active participants.

Eliot considers Shakespeare's greatness and popularity a

hindrance, a kind of Chinese wall as he calls it to modern verse

dramatists. ln his attempt to get away from Shakespeare's influence he

went back to the root of drama - the ancient Greek drama with its

chorus, myth, folk traditions etc. He also used many of the elements

from medieval morality and miracle plays. But it goes to the credit of

Eliot that he adapted and made changes on the conventions to suit his

purpose. Besides, Eliot was also influenced by the contemporary music

halls and ballets for his verse plays.

Generally speaking, Eliof s dramatic period lies bet^/een the \ryhste

Land' period and the final period ofthe Four Quartets'The verse forms

of his plays marked a departure from the conventional forms employed

during the Waste Land'period and prepared the way for his final period

of the Four Quartets' Reiecting blank verse, Eliot went back to the root

principle of English prosody, namely stress, for his versification. Though

the lines may vary in length, they have afixed number of stresses

usually 4 The line is often broken in to two parts by a caesura, between

the lsrand 2'o and between the lasttwo stresses. the lines are generally

run-on lines. His verse is believable as dialogue while at the same time

conformign to the rigid requirement of verse form. lt has been

acknowledged by all critics that Eliot's major achievement in verse has

been the creation of a verse fromin the modern idiom, that is capable of

being both verse and believable dialogue atthe same time \ brds phrases

and rhythm are all dramatically relevant too.

ln his search for a natural style, Eliot was indebted to 'Every man',

a popular morality play of the 15h century.

Apart from these, the theme of his plays is suitable for verse

treatment. The dramatic theme of all his plays has been th.e plight of

the individual who perceives the order of God, but who is forced to
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exist in the natiral world, must somehow come to terms with both realms'.

Of all the plays of Eliot, 'Murder in the Cathedral' (1935) is most suited

for verse. lncidentally, this play was Eliot's first full- fledged play and

perhaps the best. True, he wrote "sweeney Agonistes (a fragment of an

Aristophanic melodrama) and 'The Rock'before this play His

subsequent plays are 'The Family Reunion' ( 1939); The Cocktail party'

(1950); The Confidential Clerk; (1955) and The Elder Statesman; (1959).

A religious tragedy, written on the occasion of te Canterbury

Festival of June 1935, the centrat themeof the play is the martyrdom of

thomas Becket, the ArchBishop of Canterbury between the years 1162

and 1170 and perhaps the most famous of all English saints. Although

the play depicts the historical, political, and individual conflicts' in mainly

about the conflict between good and evil, between the right end through

wrong means and the right end through right means. Salvation is

presented not by talking about it by Becket, but by the attitudes of the

priests and the knight and the eloquence of evil as in the defence of the

murderers - all these are naturally and dramatically brought out by the

verses they use. As Eliot tells us, the theme of the play suits poetic

treatment.

Verse plays, says he, should either Eke their subject matter from

some mythology or else should be about some remote historical period.

Further, my play (Murder in the Cathedral was to be produced for a rather

special kind ofaudience, an audience ofthose serious prople, who go to

festivals and expect to have to put up with poetry. And finally, ii is a

religious play and people who go deliberately to a religious play at a

religious festival, expect to be patiently bored and to satisfy themselves

with the feeling that they have done something meritorious. Thomas' the

tempters, the knights all speak in verse that perfectly express what they

are and the choric. passages are always modulated to their changing

experiences. EO Matthiessen rightly calls the play ' The most sustained

poetic drama since'samson Agonists; Such as the power ofthe verse in

the play that we too, like the chorus in it, pass through "horror, out of
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b9redOm,into g10ry"

H:STORiCAL BACKGROUND

it was George Be‖ ,BIshOp Of chechestet who requested Eliotto

′wnte a play fOrthe Caterbury Festival of」 une 1935 E‖ ot accepted the

II爆‖i藩豊‖鷲1驚11複讐|
l but also quite relevantto the rnodern tirnes

This play is based On history and many Of the characters and
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Becket was at first was at first reluctantto acc€pt his appointment
as he felt himself unworthy ofthe post ofspiritual and religious head. But
he yielded to the king's insistence and so Becket was consecrated
Archbishop in 1162. Once he became Archbishop, Becket renounced
his early lustly life and assumed a life of humility and virtue and became,
to the consternatlon of the King, a Zaalous cha?npion of the Church.

Becket resisted Henry,s aftempts to interfere in the affairs of the
church and even complained to the pope of the infringements by the
State on the rights and immunities of the church. He also brought about
the prosecution and excommunication of some of the trarons and land
ownerwho opposed him. Henry,s efforts to impose taxes on the church
and his move to take away some ofthe provilleges enjoyed by the clergy
were foiled. the conflict between the King and the Archbishop became
so intense that Becket attempted twice to llee from England to save
himseli But he was prevented from escaping by the King's men. Henry
on his part, tried to condemn Becket as a traitor ind charges of
corruption were levelled against him. Becket finally fled to Flanders and
from there he took refuge in France, There he remained for a number of
years.

Negotiations for a reconciliation between Henry ande Becket,
however, continued. This received a set back when prince Henry was
crowned as successor to.the throne by the Bishop. of york and
others.Becket took it as a clear-cut invasion ot.his prerogative and at his
instance, the Pope suspended york and other Bishops who participated
in the coronation. An agreement however was reached, between Henry
and Becket by 1170, according tp which Becket was promised of hls
erstwhile position. So he retumed to England aftera lapse ofseven years
and made a triumphant entry into the Cathedral in early December. But
soon things took a tragic turn. The King sent his men demanding from
Becket an immediate absolution forthe bishops suspended by the popel
Becket refused to oblige, saying that he had noauthority to do so. Henry
on hearing Becket's refusal said to have uttered a bitter complaint that
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no one dared to rid him of an insolent prelate, who caused him perpetual

vexatin, Vvhether Henry really said these words or not, the fact remains

that four of his knights - Reginald Fitz Urse, Vvitliam de Traci' High de

Morvellie and Richard Britowent to the Archbishop and demanded that

he revoke iheFuspension qf 3heBishops 'BecketonQQ.3gain refused ln

the evening of the same day (29 Dec) they came again and threatend to

kill him of he continued to be unrelenting. Becket expressed his desire

to die for the sake of the church. they thereupon killed him brutally with

repeated blows in his owncathedral church. they left the scene shouting

that they were King's Men, and that the Archbishop was a traitor who

had defied the orders of their supreme overlord i.e , the King'

The body of the Archbishop was buried in the crypt the next day

and the grave soon became a place of pilgrimage. Miracles were

reported to have been seen in the shrine, Becket was canonized in1173

and the place continued to remain hallowed for hundred of years'

Chaucer's Canterbury Tales shows the popularity of the place The

assassins were forced to do penance for many years. As for Henry, he

allowed himself to be punished at the Martyr's tomb in1174.

ln 1538, Henry Vlll, in the wake of his stgruggle with the Papal

authority, destroyed the shrine and Becket's name was removed from

the calender of the English Church.

The life and death of Becket was the subject matter of Tennyson's

Becket'

Eliot in his play 'Murder in the Cathedral' more or less followed

history until the martyrdom is over. Although the play is focussed on the

last days of Becket from his return from France in early Decembertill his

murder on 29s December references to his earlier days as chancellor

and friend of Henry and the subsequent strained relations are made in

the course of the play. After the murder, the four knights came forward
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and spoke in defence of their action. this, however, is not true to history'

They were reported as having left the church shouting that they were

king's men.

fhe play while recreating the atmosphere of the 12G century is

also relevant to the modem age and exemplifies Eliot's idea of bringing

before us not only the pastness ofthe past but also its presence, a sense

of the timeless as well as of the temporal an dof the timeless and of the

temporal together.

RITUAL ELEMENTS

Being a religious play, Eliot has successfully used many ritualistic

elements. The religious atmosphere is maintained through such elemenE'

David Daiches points out that the play remains the most successful of

his (Eliots) plays because the ritualistic element is implicit in the sitution

The theme is integrally related to the rituals. The archbishop's entry in to

his cathedral, his facing the tempters, the sermon on the day of

Christmas, the interior ofthe mass, display of banners, the linalTedeum,

the concluding invocation ofthe chorus to St. Thomas all help to unfold

the theme. Grover Smith observes thatthis play belongsto a new genre,

which is pre tragic, the ritual drama of sin and redemption Drama

originated from religion and rituals and Eliot in reviving its ancient from'

naturally gave them theirdue place. He is indebted to the medieval plays

like Every man' although he takes care to depart from them to suit his

time and purpose. The echoes and overtones form ecclesiastical

ceremonies, the words and phrases from the Bible, the church songs

sung in the background, the catechism like dialogue and above all, the

rhythmic dythramp like choric passage all go to make 'Murder in the

Cahtedral' a modem rotual drama.

THEME OF THE PLAY

Eliot's choice of theme for the play, the martyrdom of Becket, is a

play for the occasion of Canterbury festival, but is also relevant to the

modern day with its spiritual and moral emptiness.
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The play, however, can be percieved a different levels. Historically
it is conflict between the King and the Archbjshop, personally, it is a
conflict between Henry ll and Thomas Becket, politically, it can be seen
as a conflict between the State and the church. But dominaflng a I these
conflicts it is a spintual conflict between Good and Evil, The religious
nature of the play is emphasised by its originat tifle ,Fear in the V1hy,
(quoted from Ecclesiastics)- and its present tifle,Murder in the
Cathedral'. The play has much in common with Eliot's Ash Wednesday,
and 'Ariel poems'.

Helen Gardner and many other critics are of the view that the
central theme of the play is martyrdom; and martyrdom in its strict,
ancient sense. For the word 'martyr' meand ,witness,A martyr in this
sense is not one who suffers for a cause or who gives up his life for truth,
but the witness to the awful reality of the supernatural. According to
Christian theology, a martyr is onw who becomes a witness to Christ,
even at the cost of his life. ln doing so, he should not be motivated by any
personal interest. A martyrdom is always the design of God. lt is never
the design of man, for the true a martyr is he who has become the
instrument of God, who has lost his will inthe will of God, and who no
longer desires anything of rhimsell not even the glory of being a martyr
A martyr is a champion of the church and partakes of the suffering of
Christ and enacts second crucifixion. His death is in a way a kind of birth
to eternal life. Martyrdom is beyond the power of human will. lf death is
resisted, we have not a martyr, but merely a victim. lf on th eother hand,
deathis willed, we have not a martyr, but in effect a suicide. Atrue martyr
is made possible only by the human wi yielding to the divine wi .

This however makes th eplay quite different from conventional
plays. There is no action in the conventional sense ofthe term. Neither is
there anty analysis of character. Becket becomes less a man than the
embodiment of an attitude, an instrument of divine purpose. The centre
of the play thus is not Eecket the man but his state of mind. particiaAdair
rightly observes, the dramatic problem ofcourse is that the more perfect
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the saints self surrende( the more difficult it is to keep him a real man
since it is by our weakness that we are most human. But this is no
blemish to the play. On the contrary, it depends the religious signiflcance
of the play. Becket's passive role is made possible by confining the
action of the play to the closing weeks of his life. I tis, However not
entirely tru to say that Becket is passive. True, he is not moved by the
first three tempters. These tempters represent the pleasures ofthe past,
the power and pomp as a Chancellor and the powerful barons,
respectively. But the fourth tempterdoes stir some intenal conflict in him
even if temporarily. The fourth tempter is the most subfle and hence the
most difficult to resist. He represents the gloriesofsainthood and Beckrt
asks him. "Who are you, tempting with my own desires? As Becket
realisers.

"The Last Temptation is the greatest treason

To do the right deed for the wrong reason'

The desire for the glory of martyrdom is the greatest of all sins of
the spiritual life. He gets over this temptation and both the sermon and
the second part of the play amply demonstrate the conflict he faced
within him. ln the sermon, Becklet analyses what exacfly the wrong
reason is. "The true martyr is he who has lost his will in the will of God;
and who no longer desires anything fcr himselt not even the glory of
martyrdom".

Commenting on the wheel image, which is the central image in the
play, Conghilsays thatthis image is related to the meaning and mystery of
martyrdom. The four knighb who turn out to be the murderers, may
appear as the four spokes of a wheel having Becket at the centre as the
sufferer and the knights as the circumference acting. The knights are the
four tempters in disguise.... ln other words, the sheel image is used to
interplet man's relation to God Helen Gardner holds a similar view when
she says that the attempt to present in Thomas, he martyr in will and
deed, with mind and heart purified to be made the instrument of the divind
purpose is a bold one............... The Characters of theArchbishop is sim-
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ply to give an Addisonian demonstration of how a Christian can
die.

The purification of motive and martyrdom of Becket have its
impact upon others, especially the women of Canterbury. The cho-
rus gains spiritual; illumination as they witness Becket's martyr
dom. To begin with, they have been out of sympathy with the sea-
sonal pattern and with the life of nature, Living and partly living
they find evil eve;ywhere, "evil the wind, and bitter the sea, and
gray the sky, grey, grey, grey". They see death in the rose and for
them the seasons are a sour spring , a parched summer, an empty
harvest. They complain against the relurn of Becket as they lear
with his return, there will be a doom on the house a doom on
yourself, a doom on the world'. Hence they want him to leave.

"O Thomas, return, Archbishop return, return to France Re-
turn Quickly, quickly, leave us to perish in quiei."

But this repugnance to spiritual rebirth begins to change from
Becket's sermon. They say, "O Lord, Archbishop, O Thomas Arch
Bishop, forgive us, torgive us, pray for us. That we may pray for
you out of our shame. i'ln their final chorus, they come to see that
the animals and all the created world affirm thee in living, the bird
in the air, both the hawk and the finch, the beast on the earth, both
the woll and the lamb, the worm in soil and the worm in the belly."
Becket has redeemed the faith and they lully understand his mar-
tyrdom as is made clear with the last line, 'Blessed Thomas, pray

tor us'Thus salvation was presented not by talking about it, but
showing it operating in the consciousness ol the chorus, "The real
drama of the play is to be lound in {act where its greatest poetry
lies in the chorus. The change is lrom the lerror of the supernatu-
ral expressed at the opening to the rapturous recognition of the
glory displayed in all the creatures of the earth in the last. The
lluctuations oi the chorus represents humanity in general, every
one ol us undergoes the same experience. Since the play is about
what happens to the chorus through Becket, critics like Helen
Gardner point out that lhe chorus is the real protagonist of the

cuP I 303ilO s /t000/sDE-fi
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play. Here is fine writing : here is real development, for the core ot
the drama is not in Becket's struggle towards martyrdom (already
near completion when the play begins) but in the progress oi the
Christian community, represented by the women, irom lear through
sympathy and shared guilt to repentence and thanks giving. lt is
largely because of the chorus that'Murder in the Cathedral'be-
comes a modern, morality play and transcends its historical frame-
work.

Since we identify ourselves with the chorus, we share their
experiences. Like them we too pass through horror, out of bore-
dom and into glory - a kind ot peripetecia'in the AriStotelian sense.

A CRITICAL SUMMABY OF THE PLAY

The Play opens on Dec. 1170, when Becket, the Archbishop
of Canterbury, returns lrom his exile.in France. Like a Greek trag-
edy, the Chorus, here the poor and simple women of Canterbury,
while expressing their sentiments gives much inrormation about
the time and setling and of the significance of the scene. The Arch-
bishop was away for seven years as the King of England. Henry ll
was out to destroy him. Apparently, there has been a reconcilia-
tion between the king and the Archbishop. The woman o, Canter
bury express their feelings of both fear and securily. "Are we drawn
by danger? ls il knowledge of safety that their welfare depends
upon the Archbishop, they also apprehend that he brings death to
Canlerbury. They find death reflected everywhere and the imag-
ery ol the cycle of seasons introduces a sense of the impending
doom and greater suffering for them. Coghill comments ihat the
chorus'function of setting a mood ol fear and doom is achieved
by what seems the natural reaction o, the poor women expecting
more lrouble; they seem dimly aware of some rumorus of the Arch-
bishops return and have an intuition that all will not be well if he
does come, however much they need his presence. They know,
however that being poor and simple, they need not fear anything
of themselves. (Thomas, however, bothers about them, specially
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preached for them.) Although living and party living they see in a
shaft of sunlight some malady is about to happen and all they can
do is wait and be witness to whai is to come.

The association of the coming new year and the impending
return of Becket are the first tentative associations of Becket with
Ch‖st.

Thus the chorus like their Greek counterpart, not only gives
us the background , but also act, as observer and commentor of
the action Besides, they participate in the action, making us aware
of the significance of what they witness and say.. 

The three priests of the Cathedral appear and they com-
ment on the exile of the Archbishops and the unending intrigue
and conflicl between the state and the Church. No hope can be
expected from the political power, they say, but only endless vio-
lence, treachery and corruption.

A messenger comes heralding the arrival of the Archbishop.
The first priest wonders whether such two proud men as the king
and the Archbishop can ever be reconciled. The third priest wryly
comments that no peace is possible between the hammer and
anvil. ln answer to their query, the messenger tells them that the
Archbishop comes in pride and sorrow. He was assured of all his
claims and was confident in the devotion of his people. He is be-
ing welcomed enthusiasiically by the people, who are strewing
flowers in his path and seeking some relic, il only a hair from the
tail of his horse. (This alludes to Christ's triumphant entry in to
Jerusalem)

The messenger, however informs them that the Archbishop
has no illusions and that he knows peace between the king and
himself is a patched up affair. Although the priests are happy to
get back their shepherds, they sense some danger as inevitable,
and cannot be averted. They however, accept changes as in
evitable.

For .l( ,d or ill, let the wheei turn
The ,r ,r:el has i-.':e; .till, tftr,se Se\ren years, .0 ' xo gooo
T: , "e.: .rt is had, r,l.- .:lsy )c t no goc- , ti. ,uture,
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either.
The chorus on their part finds evil and doom everywhere

'Evil the wind, and bitter the sea. And grey the sky, grey grey grey'
and in their agony they even cry to the Archbishop to return to
France. Living and party living (a.e both materially and spiritually,
th6y are-ledding a mEei$l! life|:''fir" : ' ' ot wiillirirnything to
happen. They, who have all along been leading a life of unrelieved
sorrow and poverty do not want to see the doom of the house, the
doom of their lord, lhe doom of the world. The second priest ad-
monishes them for their foolish way oI talking and asks them to
put on pleasant faces/ And give a hearty welcome 'to our good
Archbishop'

The Archbishop arrives and it is significant that the tirst word
he utlers is peace, He asks the priests to let the women be. He
tells them that they know and do not know what it is to act or suffer
and lhat action is suffering and suffering action. While Becket
speaks with unclosed vision the full import of his words is not un-
derstood by the priests and the choru's. What Becket implies is

that like Christ he has to sufrer in order to be redemptive.
When Becket acts, the chorus too suffer in the sense that

they follow him through the agony of understanding. Becket here
hinls at the true implication of martyrdom. Grover Smith comments
His (Eliot's) language, when lalks of action and suffering of the
still wheel which turns, is that of one whose very sensibility gains
mysterious access'.

Becket tells his listeners that his restless enemies-Bishop
o{ York, London and Salisbury - have attempted to prevent his
return. Though he has for the time being escaped from their grasp,
he knows his end will be simple, sudden and God :iven. He is
only to wait and watch for what is in store for him.

Becket, though greater than all, has now to be tested and
proved per{ect. For this he has to pass through the final test the
test of temptation. Acr','r, :iing to l" iaxwell, the scene with the tempt-
ers 's theliocal point ..f "e',play. l"he tt,m,rtr rs repreren'l four al.'
,ects -'E cket hi;'.,t' - - :',conificatioF :.ij 'a ,!.1ss, an-l ,
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kind of objectifications ol his own mind. Such is the dramatic skill
ot Eliot that we too are made participants in it.

The first lempter represents Becket's past days oI happi-
ness, lhe life of wit and wine and wisdom'. The good old life can
still regained, the tempter informs Becket, if only he leaves his
present ascetic way of life. Becket easily dismisses this tempter
telling him that past is past and that everything is ordained by
God. The tempter calls Beckets proud and warns him of dire con-
sequences.

The second lempter represents Becket, the powerful Chan-
cellor, and urges him to regain his chancellorship. He can thereby
establish a welfare state ' besides bringing glory and fame for
himself . But Becket replies that material power and glory cannot
make him happy. The templer urges him to grasp the solid sub-
slance of temporal power and leave his spiritual pursuits. Power
is present. Holiness thereafter he says. When Becket is told that
he can obtain the power and authority of the Chancellor by giving
up his priestly power, Becket gives an emphatic no. He refuses to
give up his religion even if it is to teach the bishops and barons a
lesson and exchange it for lhe 'Puny power' of the material world.
As Archbishop he has the power to condemn kings. Why should
he serve among their servants? The tempter now leaves Becket
to his fate.

The third tempter who introduces himself as a rough, straight
lorward English man, represents the blunt, reasonable side of
Becket's nature. He is the spokesman oI the Barons, who want to
check the absolute power of the King. He advises Becket against
any reconciliation with the king. He advises Becket to seek new
friends in the rebel Norman br rons. By allying himself with the
barons, Becket could be of assistance to England and Rome at
the same ti,ne. Both the church and the people have grievances
against th9 throne. Let them therefore unite for their mutual ben-
efit, ending the domination of the King over the bishops and the
barons. Becket, however, :s unwilling to betray the king. More-
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over, the third tempter claims that the Barons fight lor liberty. But
tor Becket, liberty which is not based on submission to the will of
God, is not true liberty at all. The tempter departs by warning Becket
that before long he will see for himself how the King is going to
show his regard for his loyalty.

Al this point, the fourth tempter, the subtlest of all, enters. lt
is apparent that Becket never has expected lhis tempter (who are
you? I Expected / Three visitors, not four') The fourth tempter dis-
misses lhe suggestions of the other tempters as worthless and
advises Becket to face forward to the end. He wants the Arch-
bishop to maintain his spiritual power and tempts him wlth the
prospect of glory, and asks him to think of his enemies creeping
in penance and the pilgrims standing in line before the glittering
jewelled shrine, bending the knee in supplication and of the
miracles that will be pertormed in his name. lronically, this last
visitor repeats Becket's own words to lhe women of Canterbury,
"action is suffering/ And sutfering action." Neither does lhe agent
suffer/ Nor the patient act. "But both are fixed in an eternal action.
It is significant that Becket himself tells him that he is tempting
with my own desires. This is the most serious and dangerous of
all temptations." To accept martyrdom, not out of Christian humil-
ity and obedience and the wish to bear witnesses to God's truth,
but out of spiritual pride "(G.S f raser). The four tempters now unite
In a fifth temptation, as il were-the temptation to despair. They
assert Man's life is a cheat and a disappointment and that every-
lhing is unreal. Becket is bewildered for sometime. His doubts and
confusion, however, are removed when he hears the chorus speak.
He gains new insight and new strength. They implore him to save
him'self that they may be saved. Becket now moves beyond acting
and suffering and speaks conf idently. "Now is my way clear, now
is the meaning plain". The last temptation is the greatest treason.
To do the right deed for the wrong reason . He now gives his will
into the will of God lor in His will lies our peace.

The first part of the drama ends when Becket with complete
self awareness places himself in God's hands and he becomes
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His instrument. What does ,i lnatter if the course he has set for
himself may appear to be madness, the senseless self-slaughter
of a lunatic, to lhe world?

There is once again a close parallel between the experiences
ofJesus and Becket. Both were tempted and both came out victo-
rious.

INTEBLUDE

A sermon preached by Becket on Christmas morning, 1770
al the Cathedral constitutes the interlude. The text for the sermon
is St. Luke: 2:14, Glory to God in the highest and on earth peace
to men of good will. This sermon in a way is the quintessence ol
the play and is the message that Eliot wants to communicate
through the play.

"The theme of the sermon is the meaning and mystery of
the Christian Day mass, which reenacts the death and sutfering of
Christ on the day of His birth as saviour" lt is indeed a paradox
that we celebrate at once the Birth ot our Lord and His Passion
and Death upon the cross. ln other words, Christians mourn and
reioice at once and for the same reason. Becket now explains
what the real peace is- the peace that is promised at the birth of
Christ and the peace for which He laid down his life upon the
cross. Jesus' peace is not to be mistaken for the peace as we
think of it. His disciples like him sutfered death by martyrdom and
the peace he gives is not peace as the world gives.

Now, he explains what exactly is the meaning ol martyrdom?
Who is a true martyr? Martyrdom, he explains, is like the Mass, a
reenactment of Christ's passion. Like the Christmas Day, Chris-
tians mourn and rejoice in the death ol other martyrs too, For in-
stance, the Feast of Stephan, the tirst martyr falls on the day alter
Christmas. ln the fourth paragraph of his sermon, many themes of
the play like human will, order and liberty and the true meaning of
peace and martyrdom are all integrated by submission to the Will
oI God.
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A martyrdom is always the design of God, for his love of
men, to warn them and to lead them, to bring them back to his

ways. lt is never the design of man, for the true martyr is he who

has become the instrument of God, who has lost his will in the will
of God , and who no longer desires anything lor himself, not even

the glory ol being a martyr. ln these words Becket analyses what
the end of the part l. ln a way, as Becket makes it clear, martyr-
dom is also his explanation ol the peace of Christ, the peace that
the world cannot give. Jesus has exemplified it in his .,wn life for
others to follow. Like Jesus Becket too was teir:'rted and made
perfect on the eve of his crucifixion, Jesus said, 'Not my will, but
Thine be done'.

What is the dramatic significance of the lnterlude? Some

critics are ol the view that such direct preaching about the real
purpose of the play destroys the dramatic quality ol the play. At
any rate, Eliot, it is obvious, wants us to lully understand the real

meaning of peace and martyrdom'. Only a sermon like the one
preached by a true martyr can do it. The sermon moreover, is dra-
matically appropriate as it is spoken on the Christmas morning
and just before Becket's death. Becket seems to be tully aware of

his end. He ends his sermon with the prophetic words "l do not

think lshall ever preach to you again ; and because it is possible

that in a short time you may have yet another martyr, and that one
perhaps no the last". Becket in his humility wanted his privale in-

sight to be shared by his people too. This itself shows that he has

drained out of himself every element of spiritual pride. He no longer

claims any exclusive right to his martyrdom. lt belongs to the
Church which included the laity. This recognition that the laity share

in Becket's martyrdom becomes crucial as the play goes on.
It is significant that the sermon is in prose, which adds to its

naturalness and makes it different rrom the two parts of the play.

A CRITICAL SUMMARY OF PLAY. PABT II

lf a play begins with a conflict and ends with its resolution.
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Murder in the Cathedral' in essence is over at the end of Part l.
"What remains in part ll is only working out of this resolution" But

a study of part ll will convince us how essential it is for a true

understanding of the PlaY.
This part takes place on the 29th December, 1170 at the

Canterbury Cathedral. Like part l, this part also begins with a

speech by the Chorus. But the Chorus in this part has gained more

spiritual insight . They comment on the bleakness of winter and

the impious signs of evil and deaih. Recognizing the importance

of peace based on the peace of God, they realise that death in

the Lord is not an end but a renewal. Death in the Lord renews the

Wait. They seem lo have an intuitive awareness oJ truth and peace.

The Archbishop's message, it appears, has been understood by

them lo some extent.
The three priests of the Cathedral, bearing banners and

chanting chancel verses now enter. They mark the passage of

three days after Christmas also the three days before the death of

Becket. The lirst priest carries the banner ol St. Stephan, the first

Martyr, and comments that the day of St. Stephan is most dear to

the Archbishop Thomas. The second priest announces the day of

St. John, the apostle. The third priest speaks of the day of the

Holly innocents. ln the background the ominous words of lntroit (a

part of the mass, when the prayer is sung) are heard. (These ele-

ments like chanting ol phrases, and lines taken from the palms

etc. constitute the ritualistic part ol the play). The feast days of the

saints are in fact a prelude to the day of a new martyr' They all

prepare us for the critical moment a moment in and oul of time, a
moment already designed. lt is a part of that design. The Knights

appear Ior their preordained task.
Eliot himself calls these knights as tempters disguised as

Knights. They come lour days after Christmas and they are like

the four spokes of a wheel, signilying the eternal design, having

Becket at the centre suffering, while lhey are at the circumfer-

ence, acting. They are cruel, 
'ough 

and rude. They introduce them-
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selves as servants of the King and lhey want to have urgent busi-
ness with the Archbishop ,rom the king. When the priests invite
them to dinner, they sarcastically remark that they are eager lo
dine up on rather dine with the Archbishop. They insist on seeing
Becket. Whereupon the archbishop enters. The conllict between
the State and the church is intensely dramatised in the scene.
"However certain our expectation, Thomas says, 'the moment fore-
seen may be unexpected when it arrives'. lt is obvious that he is
referring to his martyrdom. His keen sense of duty is also evident
in his talk. (On my table you will Iind the papers in order, and the
documents signed.)

The Knights accuse Becket ol betrayal and treachery, which
are vehemently denied by the Archbishop. They make an effort to
aitack Becket, but the priests and attendants interpose themselves
and save him. Becket talks of his loyalty and friendship towards
the king. But he admits it is subordinate to his dedication to God.
When he refuses their demand to absolve the bishops, they ask
him to depart from the land. Becket asserts, 'Never again,........
shall the sea run belween the shepherd and his folk'The knights
become more and more unruly and threaten him with dire conse-
quences if he persists in his relusal. Becket confidently tells them
that even if he is killed, 'l shall rise from my tomb to submit my
cause before God's throne.' ln other words, he is serving the cause
of lhe Church and that as martyr, he is immortal. The knights de-
part warning Becket that they would return with swords. Grover
smiths comments that in the play Becket speaks to the knight
sternly withoul discourtesy or scutf ing. He retains dignily and es-
capes arrogance. ln the lines spoken by the four knights, the tech-
nique of stichomy this used. lt is taken from the Greek plays, a
kind oI line for line verbal speech, in which the characters speak
in lines that echo the words of the others.

The chorus now commenls on the event. A further progress
in their understanding and their greater involvement in action are
noliceable. They are honified al the decay and evil pervading ev-



erywhere. They have a nightmarish vision of society, where there
is nothing but disorder, decay and overwhelming waste and shame'.
They too partake of the sin of the community, and so they cry to
Becket for absolution. They express their sense of guilt and pray
to the Archbishop, "forgive us, forgive us pray Ior us that we may
pray for you our of your shame."

The Archbishop advises them that they have to accept suf-
fering as part ofthe elernal pattern ol sin and redemption. Although
human kind cannot bear very much reality. Once they know the
design of God, their present sulrering will lead them to perpetual
glory. His own example is a model for their to learn God's pur-
pose.

The priests now want to conduct Becket to the altar to save
him form the armed Kinghts Becket. However, he has his trust in
god and knows that he has only to make perfect his will. The
priests, have nol understood the import ol Becket's words and they
in their ignorance ask what shall become cf us? They do not know
that Becket has gone beyond time. They drag him off to the ves-
pers to save him.

To the background of Dies Lare (Day of judgement) is sung
in Latin by a choir in the distance. The chorus speaks of the hor-
ror, but more horror'the uliimate horror ol separalion from God.
The chorus now in their spiritual insight have almost identitied them-
selves with their Archbishop. They crave the comfort of the Savior's
sacrilice, to be renewed in the sacririces of other martyrs like
Becket. They see the final doom close at hand and wonders. Who
intercede for me, in my most need?

The priests' efforts lo bar the door and so to save them-
selves are prevented by Becket. He asks them to unubar the doors
as'The church shall protect, in her own way and that the church
shall be open, even to our enemies. When the priest argue that
the Kinghts are no better than maddened beasts out to kill him,
Becket gives himsell up to the God's law. Martyrdom is an act
made beyond time. lt is a decision not taken by man but by God.
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We have only to conquer now by sutfering, Thal is the triumph of
the cross and so he commands them to open the door.

The knights now enter. ln three stanzas marked by the
rhythms ol iazz, lhe drunken knights hurl insults at Beacket, call-
ing him traitor to the King, the medding priest and the cheapest
brat. Becket stoutly denies all the charges and calmly faces his
death, declaring himself to be a Christian saved by the blood ol
Christ. Their demands to absolved the bishop whom he has ex-
communicated and to accept the superiority oI the King are an-
swered by Becket by his willingness to die for his Lord and he
tells them to do with me as you will. While he commends himself
to God and his Church, the knights close in on him and kill him.
The event of killing Becket too is like a ritual. Thomas is slain by
the Knlghts who circle round him with out- stretched swords visu-
ally forming tor the audience a wheel with Thomas as the still point
says Carol H. Smith.

While Becket dies the Chorus cry for purification. The im-
mensity of evil overwhelms them. They can neither endure it nor
can they overcome it. The entire universe appears to them pol-
luted and they being part of it are soiled too. ,lt is not we alone, it
is not the house, it is not the city that is detiled. But the world that
is wholly foul, they lament. They however are dimly aware that the
blood ot the martyrs may refresh the wasteland of barren brought
and dry stones.

The knight's derence, which constir,ltes the next part of the
play, is something unusual and is quite dit erent in tone. The knights
step out of their twelrth century sefling and address the modern
audience in the language of modern political expediency. Ellot
departs lrom history in this case. He admits that he has been sligh y
influenced by the Epilogue of Shaw's Saint joan ,or this. His idea
like Shaw's is to shock lhe audience out of lheir complancency,.
Though some critics consider il as irrelevant, others like D.E Jones,
are of the view that this constitutes an integral part of the play and
that it is in eflect the templation of the audience, corresponding to
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the temptation of Becket ln PT!. We are made to participate in
Beckets martyrdom and are mad to realise the significance of his
sacrifice in a negative way.

The Knights in a series of speeches try to iustify their ac-
tions and'win the favour oI the audience.'Eliot gives the namesof
the actual mui6crerd td'these'Knlgtits.'

The first knight, Regainald Fitzurse, Cts is the spokesman
ol the group. He appeals lo their sense of honour and requests
them to iudge their actions impartiall ,. Being a man or '^+i.h ^'-'
not of words, he asks the other Kirghts to speak in self defence.
He chooees Baron Willlam de-'t.raci, the eldest of them, to speak
first.

The third Knight (Baron William de Traci) wants the audi-
ence to realise the fact that they have been absolutely disinter-
ested. They are, he says, four plain Englishmen motivated by love
for their country. They had to do the paintul duty although they
have more to lose than to gain by their deed.

The second Knight (Sir Hugh de Morville) appeals to the
Englishmen's spirit of fair play. He asks them whether Becket re-
ally deserves sympathy, the King's aim was honourable. He i'ied
to reslore order by reforming the legal system an(l by curt,ing
the excessive power of the local governments. But whal drC Bucket
do? He resigned the Chancellorship and became more pnestly
than the priests'and arrogated to himself a higher place than the
King himself. Though they are opposed to violence, they had to
resort in this case to ensure social justice.

The fourth Kinght (Richard Brito), Whose famrly is famous
tor its loyalty to the Church argues that Becket as Archt.),si"i.)p

showed utter indifference to the fale ot the country. He became a
monsteregotistm, which led him to an uncontrollable mania. He in
fact wanted himself to be killed and used every means ol provooa-
tion for the purpose. He evaded their questions and when they
sought hic..lswers lnflamed with wrath, he insisted ihi -th-o doors
should bu c lened. lt 'vas l ca se'of suir.i<ie and tl, -i' ' -- 'vas ! r
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unsound mind.
The tour Knights together in a way summarize how the tem-

poral world looks at the martyrdom of Becket. They also reflect
our own values, immersed as we are in materialism. The play raises
an important question whether we can go beyond these material
values and see the spiritual significance of Becket's martyrdom.
To the extent we can do, we have understood the play's message.
The audience the poor, the dump driven cattle as they are, devoid
of any spiritual core, are asked to disperse quietly to their homes
and not to loiter in groups at street corners.

The last part of the play is concerned with the reactions of
the priests and the Chorus for what they have witnessed. We find
the words of the priest that the martyrdom of Becket has indeed
strengthened the Church. For the Church is the stronger for this
action. He asks the other priests to thank God'who has given us
another saint in Canterbury'.

But the reaction of the Chorus is still more significant. They
have understood perfectly what was implied in Becket's Christ-
mas sermon. All reaction, all experience affirm the creator. They
see very clearly their own weakness and lheir dependence on
God's mercy. They accept their own responsibility for the blood of
martyrs and so crave for forgiveness. They realise that the sin of
the world is upon our heads: that the blood of the martyrs and the
agony of the saints is upon our heads'. While in the background
The Deum (a hymn in praise of God) is sung, they pray sincerely
O Lord, have mercy upon us. Blessed Thomas, pray for us.

We recognise that equal in importance to the story of Becket
has been the parallel story of the Chorus' gradual acceptance o,
the will of God. Anri wt may feel that what the play presents.to us
is, after all, an image of the limitation oI Christ, by Becket and
through nim, by the women of Canterbury. This is the relevance
anC significance of part ll. Thus while every part of tne play has its
o',',,n impcrtance and r l( ,,,ance vr,hile remaini g integrated with tl-
otlinr parts\ The pla\ d cs not teirus anythirr!, it rnakes somr
. r xg . pt n to li ,^ 'tL " ve viqion oi sp,, i:Lra cr 'y.
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DRAMA. FOR GENERAL STUDY

1. RIDERS TO THE SEA
J. M.SYNGE

1. LIFE AND WORKS OF J.M. SYNGE: (1871- 1909)

John Millington Synge, an lrish playwright was born near
Dublin in 1871. He was educated at Trinity college and then for
some ycars in Paris, where he met W.B Yeats in 1896. Following
a suggestion from Yeats, he went to the Aren lslands in order to
write about lrish peasant life and stayed there annually from 1898
to 1902. His description. The Aren lslands was published in 1907.
The first of his plays, The Shadow of the Glen, was performed in
1903. lt is a grim one act-peasant comedy in which an elderly
husband feigns death to test his wife's fidelity. Riders to the Sea,
an elegiac tragedy in which an elderly mother Maurya, stoically
anticipates a great rest after the death of the last of her six sons,
followed in 1904. Both were published, as was Tne Welt of Sints in
1905. His best known play and in its time the most controversial.
The play boy of the World was performed in 1907, the anti-clerical
The Tinker's Wedding was publistred in 1908. He later became a
director of the Abbe Theatre in 1906. His'Poems and Translations
appeared in 1909. His last play Desire of the Sorrows was per-
forrned and posthumously published in 191O. He died of Hodghin's
disease in the year 1909.

J.M. Synge was a strange person and few people, even in
his close Dublin circle, could claim to know him. lndeed it seems
probable that a select few of those he met on his travels came
nearer to the essential Synge than any of his friends and colleagues
at home. There were one or two peasants in Aren and Wicklow, a
few middle aged ladies in Germany, one br two men in Paris and
Brittany-these, in their letters which have survived and in his own
notes in his notebooks, seems to have shared his secrets and
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enjoyed his confidence. He was a lonely man, who enjoyed soli-

tude, and despite his poor health he must have been physically

strong and energetic: All his life he had been a great walker and

until his last serious illness he could cycle seventy miles a day

hilly or even mountainous country. He preferred the company of

women to that ol men and was susceptible to the charms ol girls

and young women. He was seriously in love at least three times

and his last years were both cheered and saddened by his love

for his leading lady, Molly Algood (Maire O' Neill on the stage).

Although there was a ditference of fifteen years between them

they were engaged, first secretly then publicly, although there is
no truth in the legend that she used to act scences from Deirdre of

the Sorrows as he lay dying.
It is possible that his solitary childhood - hls own choice'

since he had no brothers and sisters- and his religious ditferences

with his family, may have helped to foster his instinct for solitude:

but it is more likely that it was an inborn characteristic. There was

something ofthe gypsy in his make up: his studies, before he dis'
covered himself as a dramatist, were of the kind that set him apart

lrom people on his on class; but above all he was a sad man. He

was not without humour, as his works and his letters show; but

the thought ol tragedy, of sorrow, even of death was never below

the surface. Portraits and sketches are not very revealing; his

face was soltow and deeply lined; he had in his prime, very dark

hair a mustache and a tiny, tult if beard; only his eyes suggest
pain, or sorrow. lt is an lrish face but not, after all, that o, a great

man, observes a wellknown critic.

A NOTE ON IRTSH THEATBE MOVEMENT

Dr. Johnson once described lreland as the school of the west,

the quite habitation ol sanctity and learning. This implies than in

lreland there were scholars, priests, chronicles, lawyers and medi-

cal men and poets. The lrish poets write in Gaelic language. lrish
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theatre has been there ever since perhaps the gth century. But in

all these, there is no mention of drama, not even of folk plays of

Europe, ol the Mystery and miracle plays of England. Theatre in

lretand came to be known only from the mid-seventeenth century.

It was not popular till then. it is the visit of performers such as

Garrick and Mrs Siddons that helped to build a connection be-

tween the English and lrish Drama. lnthelSthcenturytwoof the

lreland's greatest play wrights namely Goldsmith and Sheridan

came in to prominence . But these two wrote in England Io!'En-
glish audience. Even in the nineteenth century there were lrish

plays and lrish playwrights. But these were lrish Plays and lrish

playwrights. But these were more Anglo than lrish. They had the

qualities oI English drama that included contrived plots, comic,
pathetic or melodrama, characlers based on traditions etc. Later

in the l88o's there was a revival in the ancient Gaelic language

and literature. Th€ reason lor the revival was more political than

literary.
ln 1891, W.B Yeats founded an lrish literary society in Lon-

don and this was followed in 1892 in Dublin by lhe National Liter-

ary Society. ln 1893 Douglas Hyd came out with an anthology ol

old Gaelic love poems with translations. This was followed by

Yeats' play, The Land ol Heart's Desire in 1894.

Then Yeats began meeting people. He met lady Gregory' a

wealthy lrish lady who had studied Gaelic arrd was a well inlormed

student of lhe lrish peasantry. ln 1898 she and Yeats met to dis-

cuss possible lrish plays for public performance and, with the help

ol a few sympathisers, founded the lrish Literary Theater and be-

gan rehearsals tor two plays in London (Since there were appar-

ently inadequate resources or actors in Dublin ). The play's were

successfully produced in Dublin, but a greater honour came to

Yeat's and his friends when the Benson Shakespeare Company,

on a visit from London, performed some ol the lrish Literary

Theater's plays at the Dublin Gaieiy Theatre.

Their step forward was to lorm the lrish National Theatre .i.

..

./2'
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the idea of atlracting public subscriptions, of guaranteeing perlor
mance o, genuinely lrish Plays of which they approved and of ulti-
mately acquiring their own theatre. This was in 1902 and for two
years the society performed a long succession of plays in hired
halls. But in 1904 the miracle happened. The previous May, the
society had been to London and presented half a dozen plays in
one day (two sessions) at a hall in Kensington. Soon people from
all walks of lile started contributing with an idea of havlng a the-
atre for the lrish National Theatre Society. This was the famous
Abby Theatre established.

The moving spirit was undoubtedly W.B yeats. Not only was
he inspired with a passionate devotion to the cause of lrish history
and legend, but he sutficien y travelled and well read to avoid any
narrow parochial approach. Not only was he a poet and a critic;
he was a writer of plays. Best of all, he was known and respected,
especially Dublin. G.W Russel, and Edward Martyn, a rich and
talented playwright and a devoted Roman Catholic joined yeats
and th€y w€re joined by George Moor, a great lrish novelist and
critic. Lator others in at the beginning were Douglas Hyde, Gaelic
scholar and poet, who helped in rewriting and arranging plays,
and Lady Gregory who devoted herself entirely to the cause,
working all hours, and collaborating closely with yeats, who relied
much on her judgement. Although she had never before written a
play she suddenly discovered in herself a gift for comedy and her
one-act plays often highly entertaining, were seldom out of the
Abbey theatre repertoire and are still very popular. ln 1901 yeats
discovered the brothers Fay, who were producing brilliant perfor-
mances wilh amateurs. They readily join'ed them. The aim of the
lrish Theatre movement was to ralse the level of drama and the
theatre in England and lreland. plays had to be more realistic,
more lrue to the life or ordinary people in the plot, action and
speech. This meant an end to the machine-made plot, the use of
recognizably real characters instead of types (e.g. the stage
lrishman) and the use of natural speech-natural, that is, to the
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time and place of the action. The play itself had io be what mat_
tered; every possible obstacles in between the play and the audi_
ence had to be reduced to a minimum if not completely elimi-
nated. This involved a number of minor revolutions. First, the
setting often, at a first night'in a London Theatre, there is a ripple
of applause when the curtain goes up, before an actor appears
or a word is spoken; the audience are impressed by the stage
setting. This would have infuriated yeats and his colleagues. Their
sets were as simple as they could make them - dyed curtains and
screens, plain wooden furniture (if any), lndispensable properties
of shaped and painted paper mache. Next, the actors; who they
were was immaterial; it was the character they were impersonat-
ing which was all -important., Surprisingly enough, the Abbey The-
atre hits predecessors printed the names or the stage names of
actors actresses in its programme. This may have been a slight
encouragement for the amateurs who were playing and who had
no other public or private reward, but to this day certain compa_
nies which cling to the Abbey Theatre traditions (e.g. the Madder
Market Theatre in Norwich and some University Dramatic Societ-
ies) print no personal names against the name of the parts in their
programmes. ln other respects, the Abbey Theatre discouragod
the star'system. For example there was no applause to hold up
the show when a leading actor or actress came on tha stage for
the first tim€, as there was for living and there still is for famous
people on their first appearance in English theatres. And there
was no publicity for individuals outside the theatre. Once on slage,
no movement or gesture which was not essenlial to the develop-
ment of the play was to be allowed. (Synge was one of the author
producers who refused lo adhere to this rule but even he rigor-
ously ruled out any superfluous action). By standing still to say
their words the cast gave the words themselves every opportunity
to register, without dlstraction of setting , costume or-fussy move-
ment, Finally, the speech: this had to be realistically consistenl
with the time and tle place of the play. The time might range from
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the dimly realized period of ancient Ulster to the 'present' day: the
place f rom prehistoric earthworks to contemporary hovels or, in
at least one play, a nineteenth century workhouse. The near -con-

temporary was straight ,orward: Yeats, Lady Gregory and Synge.
had all listed carefully to lrish conversation. The history and
legendery required more protound srudy and research.

SYNGE AND THEATRE OR SYNGE AS A DRAMATIST

As you have read in the above paragraph from the begin-
ning, Yeats was remarkably responsible for the founding ol the
Abbey Theatre and he was clear as to the kind of drama he wanted.
He could infuse in theatre his ideals of what a drama should be
like. He was for scenery and costumes which will draw little atten-
tion to themselves and cost little rnoney and for a theatre where
prelerence is given to the spoken word rather than to visual at-
fects,. He wanted plays about the life and artisans and country
people. He thought that there was a need to make the poetical
play a living dramatic torm again and the training of actors would
get lrom plays ol country life with its unchanging outline its abudant
speech, its extravagance of thought would help to establish a
school of imaginative acting.

ln these thoughts of Yeats, Synge was in full agreement.
Like Yeats, Synge too was convinced of the role of the imagina-
tion in drama and emphasized the literary character of the lrish
dramatic movement. He wanted the plays to be personal sincere
and beautiiul. .He believed that on a good drama one could find
poetic imagination and a living language. Once he observed: "ln a
good play, every speech should be as fully flavourd as a nut or
apple and such speeches can not be written by any one who works
among people who have shut their lips on poetry." The difference
between Yeat and Synge lies in Synge's emphasis on character
and incident.

The poetry of exaltation, he thought will be always the high-
est but when men lose their poetic feeling for ordinary life and can
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not write poetry oI ordinary things, their exalted poetry is likely to
lose it strength of exaltation Ordinary lile and ordinary thing, were
his concern. He did not have any liking or affinity for the melan-
choly spirituality of the Celtic Twilight or artificiality of poets. To

them, the timber of poetry must have strong room among the clay
and also in t he tinal scene ol The Play boy.

He declared, lt may almost be said that before verse can be

human again it must learn to be brutal. The brutality, in Synge,
emerges from the clash of literary language with their vernacular
and also from, lhe romantic and the Rabelaision. Even in the jux-

taposition ot the comic and the tragic there is the brutality in Synge
with the exception of Riders to the Sea and Deirdre of the Sor-
rows. Syng's plays are lragic comedies where he deliberately
wrenches and distorts the conventions ol tragedy and comedy.
The aspects of his art only altract€d Yeats and he was also puzzled

too. "The strength that made him delight in setting the hard virlues
by the sott, the bitter by the sweet, salt by mercury, the stone by
the elixir gave him a hunger for harsh facts lor ugly surprising
things, lor all that delies our hope"

Synge had a sure sense of the dramatic. Hls power of visu-
alization was perfect. Synge's power of visuatisation could be seen
in hls extraordinary ability to intensify a scene through gesture
and detail as in Cathleen counting the stitches ln Riders to the
Sea, or Molly sitting in Mary's seat in the recognition scene of the
Well of the Saint.........

Synge as a dramatist didn't believe in theorizing. He had a
strong scene of the tonalities of experience and was struggling to
express their reality and importance. He showed concern over is-

sues of belief. All theorizing is bad for the artisl, because it makes

him love in the intelligence instead ol in half subconscious facul-
ties by which all creations is performed. As a dramatist what he

was working toward was not the banishment o, abstractions but
their proper subordination to an emotive unity.

Contrary to general opinion, Synge was quite sensitive to
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the religious millieu of his family and deeply concerned that he
could not accept their religious doctrines. He djd not in fAct reject
their religious concerns but rather he transformed them in to ideas
about personality and art. His inability to dissemble or to pretend
to beliefs he did not have and his sense of stewardhsip ol the
artist as having an obligation to use his gifts are two examples of
his lranslating his family's religious values into his own terms. And
rather than being indifferent to matters of belief, he seems to have
been super-sensitive to them, so much so that he could not simply
debate them as theories. His family's emphasis on doctrine and
on the necessity of the intellectual accord, irritated, against Synge,s
natural sensitivity to affective tone and his inclination lo emotive
unities over intellectual one. On the Arab lslands Synge lived in
millieu governed by received ideals qualitatively different from lhose
he had reared in. This had two main effects, first some of the re-
ceived ideas of this archaich culture, seemed to him more appeal-
ing, more conductive to an organic, wholistic view of life, than had
his lamily's ideas. These provided him with a paradigm of how
man and nature should relate and led to a clarification of his own
ideas about art. Second the great differences between this as-
sumptions of this culture and in his own precipitated an aware-
ness of how variable and how arbitrary the received notions o,
any culture may be and of how large a role received ideas play in
our own apprehension of reality and the tonality of our experience.
As he digested these realizations the variety and pervasiveness
of such implicit persectives became clearer to him and generated
themes and devices that became the staples of his drama.

The plays of Synge rises head and shoulders above the dra-
matic conventions of his fellow-playwrights. They are not purely
poetic plays, nor peasants plays-though they have something of
both still less are they problem plays. Synge,s world is not the
conventional world oI modern living, but a small precivilized world
of imagination. Within this small world, his characters are com-
pletely convincing and enormously alive. lt is absurd to try to dis-
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entangle 'message' rrom an unpolitical writer like Synge,what
emerge is the nostalgia of a lonely and sick man for vital living
Synge's major themes of illusory fantasy issues, squalid reality
and the transmuting power of language had already been estab-
lished in his earlier comedies.

SYNG'S LANGUAGE

Synge is incomparably the greatest dramatist ol the lrish
literary Revival. To him we owe a new dramatic speech, sub e
and dedicated as verse, with a vigour and.ioy and which many
tried to imitate atter him. His plays came at a time when verse
seemed to have become outworn. This new speech that recalled
Elizabethan rhythms and sometimes images, the intimate connec_
tions between The Theatre, nationalism and literature in general
aroused a certain romantic interest in England and gave a genu-
ine impetus to the work in lreland. This new world of the peasant
was compact offering the most varied materialfor comic and tragic
perceplions, though the vein was narrow and could not be worked
for long. Synge has the rare quality ol being both poet and drama-
tist simultaneously conceiving his poetry in terms of the dramalic,
and plays in terms of his poetry. He viewed the life about him with
a joy in its unsophisticated richness and wilh a disappointed but a
wholly sympathetic detachment.

Synge uses a spare, rhythmic, lyric prose to achieve effects
o, great power and resonance: both tragedies and comedies dis-
play the ironic wit and realism which many of his countrymen found
otfensive. Commenting on this yeats has observed: ,,He was but
the more hated because he gave his country what it needed and
unmoved mind" and Yeats described him as one who had come,
Towards nighfall upon certain set apart in a most desolate story
place Towards nightfall up on a race.

All Synge's plays owe great deal of rich success to the lan-
guage spoken by his characters. At first it seems strange and un
English but the ear quickly gets attuned to it and we are seldom at
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a loss to understand it. Scholars have pointed out that much of its

strangeness and much ol what we have come to think of as its

beauty is due to the tact that Syng's Anglo lrish is simply a close

translation of the Gaelic equivalent. This is most true oI the order

of the words in a sentence, the use of words which seems unnec-

essary (and cannot be translated) like himself and lrequent ex-

amples of what strike as'bad grammar'. (We have no right to as'

sume that what is grammatically correct in modern English was or

is necessarily 'good grammar' in any other language past or

present) We have constantly to remind ourselves lhat Synge was

a Gaelic scholar. He had spent long months in western lreland

and in the Aran lslands, mixing with people who still spoke Gaelic,

even il they couls also speak their kind ol English, and whose

parents and grand parents had spoken nothing but Gaelic lnwrit-

ing his plays he did not deliberately invent a whimsical language

which he thought mighl prove attractive to lrish or English orAmeri-

can audiences. He reproduced the language that he had heard all

around him on his visits to thesd unspoilt people, and that he no

doubt uses himself when taking to them,. His book on Aran ls-

lands is full of stories and anecdotes which the old people told him

with snatches of conversations in the Angle-Gaelic dialect Synge

must have written these speeches in his note book, not because

he thought he might one day use dialect in his plays, since he had

no idea at the time lhat he would ever become a playwright, but

because he was struck by their expressive power and by the beauty

ol their cadences
For Synge, no drama can grow out of anything other than

the fundamental realities of lile-a principle he lollowed with exact

literalness in the slage presentation of all his work.

Despite his atheism and relection of revolutionary politics,

Synge's work is inseparable from the lrish nationalist movement

and Lady Gregory's call to build up a celtic and lrish school of

dramatic literature...to tind in lreland an uncorrupted and unimagi-

native audience trained to listen by its passion tor oratory is the
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general content for,all his Plays.

DATE OF RIDERS TO THE SEA

Riders to the Sea was written, along with The Shadow of the

Glen, during the summer of 1902 in a villa in country wicklow called

Tomilands House. This rented tarm house was the usudl summer

vacation resort of the Synge family and Synge divided the sched-

ule at Tomrilands house with his mother and wandering through

the glens of Wicklow, finding further inspiration for the Shadow of

the Glen.
Before leaving for the Aran lslands on October 14 ior what

was to prove his filth and final visit, Synge spent trom October 8 to

October 13 at Coole Park discussing Riders and The Shadow of

the Glen with Lady Gregory and Yeats and submitting his two plays

to their scrutiny, maior changes were received in January 1903 by

several early members of the lrish Theatre Movement. Later, Rid-

ers got published in the October issue of Samhain. lt was first

produced by the lrish National Theatre Society on Feb.25, 1s04

Public reaction to Biders were varied. James Joyce ob-

iected to the brevity of Riders:"a one -act play, dwarf'drama, can-

not be a "knock down" argument", he told Synge. But later in the

year of Synge's death, he translaled Riders into ltalian because

he was attracted by the music of Synge's llives and had memo-

rized Maurya's last sPeech.
"Riders, the patriots fett, might be morbid influenced by the

decadence of Europe and based up on ignorance of lrish Catholi-

cism, but it was and not, to their minds so great a slander against

lreland and in The Shadow of the Glen (this was denounced as a

libel against lrish women). But the London Theatre goes were quite

the other way. They receivbd it as a masterpiece.

The central incident of the play and many of the motifs used

in it are drawn from Synge's experiences on the Aran lslands on

his last visit in 1901. The story on which the play is based and

from which the play gets its title is told.in part lV of the Aran ls-
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lands.
"When the horses were coming down to the slip and old

woman saw her son that was drowned a while ago riding on one
of them. She didn't say what she was after seeing, and this man
caught the horse, he caught his own horse first and then caught
this one and after that he went out and was drowned.,,

THE PLOT

The scene is a cottage kitchen in a small fishing setflement
on an lsland otf the west coast of lreland. Cathleen working at her
spinning wheel; she is a young woman of twenty four. Her younger
sister, Nora, comes in with a parcel under her shawl and the two
walk softly so as not to disturb their mother who is resting in the
inner room. The parcel given to her by the priest, contains a white
shirt and a stocking and as the conversation proceeds we learn
that the girl's brother, Michael, has been missing for days, pre-
sumably lost at sea. We also learn that anolher brother, Bar ey, is
proposing to cross to the mainland that day to sell two horses at
Galway lair.

The girls are thinking of opening the parcel when they hear
their mother, Maurya, stirring, so they hide the parcel, Maurya
comes in and talk is of Bar ey. lt seems certain that he will go to
Galway fair to sell horses. Bartarley himsell then comes in, a great
hurry, and begins to make a halter for one of the horses so that he
can ride it while the other trots behind. Maurya is still bemoaning
the presumed death ol Michael; Barfley assures her that the men
have searched the shore every day for nine days and found no
trace of his body . She then turns on Bar ey. What would a hun-
dred or a thousand horses be worth compared with a son, and her
only surviving son at that ? Barfley ignores this and proceeds to
give Cathleen instructions to cover his absence. He finishes the
halter, changes into his best coat, picks up his purse and his to-
bacco and leaves with a blessing for those remaining, but receives
none in return. Cathleen rebukes Maurya for letting him go with-
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out her blessing and suddenly they realize that he has left behind
the bread (cake) they had prepared for him. Cathleen takes it
from the hearth and wraps il quickly, and then gives it to Maurya
and tells her io go to a spot where she can meet Bartley, give him
the bread and her blessing.

The moment their mother's back is turned the sisters return
to their examination of the parcel. lt seems a rutile exercise since
Michael must be presumed dead: but if it can be established that
these clothes, taken from the sea near Donegal in the far north
were his, it will comfort the girls and their mother to know for cer-
tain that he died by drowning, which they regard as a clean death-
even, in that communily, a natural and honourable death. The shirt
offers no clue but the stocking is different: Nora recognizes her
own stitching and can identily the actual stocking-the second one
oI the third pair knitted. The girls are weeping softly when Maurya
returns, and they hastily hide the parcel. But Maurya takes no no_
tice of them. Still clutching the bread she had taken to give Bartley,
she goes to her stool by the fite. She seems dazed and does not
reply to ihe girls' questioning. When Nora lboks out of the door
and says she can see Bartley riding towards the harbour, with the
grey pony behind him. Maurys tells how she had seen bar ey,
too; but riding the grey po!y, was Michael dressed in fine new
clothes. Cathleen tries to tell her mother that it iouldn,t have
been Michael, but when the old woman repeats her story they are
desolate. They are convinced it was an ill omen and lhat Bar ey
will be drowned too. -"'

Murya then on a long lamentation for her lost men_a hus-
band, and a husband's father, and six sons-in the middle of which
the sisters whisper together about sounds they can hear of crying
from the sea-shore.

Through the door comes a small procession oi old women
who kneel at the front of the stage with their heads covered.
Maurya asked whether it is Michael's body they have found, but
Cathleen assures her that is impossible,. since Michael,s body has
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been found in the far north, and hands her mother the parcel con-

laining Michael's clothing. Nora looks out of the door and reports

that the men are carrying a body up from the shore; When Cathleen

asks il is Bartley she is told by one of the women theat it is and

lhat he was knocked off his horse by the grey pony and washed

into the surf around the rocks.
The body is laid on the table; Maurya kneels at the head and

the two girls at the foot, while the men kneel by the door. Maurya

makes her lament but ends on a note o, resignation: now at last

she can rest and sleep well at night, however poor she and her

daughters may be. Nora notices how quiet their mother is now,

and Cathlen obseryes that it is no wonder; Maurya is exhausted

after grieving lor new days. lt is Maurya who brings the play to
quite close with a final note of resignation which sums up the phi-

losophy of her people; No man can be living for ever, and we must

be satistied.

BEALISM IN BIDERS

Synge acknowledged his debt to Yeats and was loyal and
grateful; but his approach to drama was different. He had no use

for what he callEd Yeat's 'Cuchulainoid fantasies', relerring to his

triend's romanlic plays ot ancient lr€land in which the almost leg-

endry Cochulain played a prominent part. Synge believed that lhe
drama should be concerned with real people and real life, not with

misty or mysterious heroes and heroines living in a dim, almost

mythical, past, or in some half-dreamed world of fairy and magic.

This did not lessen his admiration for Yeats' work; it merely meant

that he could not share in it. He was, in fact, a realist.

A realist, ol course, does not believe that'real people in real

life' can talk and behave alike in all circumstances. He realiies
that people belong to a certain background-social, national, geo-

graphical and so on. His concern is lo see that his characters
consistently talk and behave in accordance with the background

and circumstances in which he has set them. So, in Riders to the
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Sea, his characters speak and behave like the people, of a fishing
community in the Western lslands, and like nobody else. Even iI

whal lhey say and what they do may occasionally seem strange to
audiences in less primitive communities.

tsut Synge's realism went further than that-something which

can best be illustrated by a comparison with Yeats. For his plays

about ancient lrelands Yeats hung around the stage curtains and

tapestries with abstract designs; his characters were dressed in

long plain'dress'of different colours; there was little furniture' il
any and few'props'. The actors were trained to speak in a kind of
intoned recitative, with a minimum of emotion; in tact, as far as
possible, nothing was to come between the audience and the words

of the play. Synge's.method was exactly the opposite. His 'cot-

tage kitchen' must look like a kitchen in a fisherman's coltage on

the island, with the furniture and other odds and ends to be tound
in such a place. His characters were to be dressed in the manner
of the district - he even sent to the west coast lor clothes and
shoes as supplied to the islander's as he had himself seen them
wearing lhem. Even in the story ot the play Synge observed the

same disciplined realism. lt would havo been easy - and more
popular to contrive a happy ending. Bartley could have survived
and returned in triumph. A romantic play after all, with all those
smiling faces greeting his return! But that kind of romance did not
happen in these tragic islands; that sort of happening would have

been inconsistent with the rest of the play; above all, it would not
have been realistic.

BIBLICALALLUSIONS IN BIDERS

Several events in Riders suggests the crucifixion and its af-

termath. Maurya's keen over Bartley implies the Pieta, the suffer
ing Mary lamenting the loss of her son.

The procession of mourners toward the cottage might be an

anti type of Easter mourning. Commenting on the f inal momenls
ot the play, Mary C-king observes, "what we are presented within
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the final moments of the play is an antiytpe ol Easter morning,
when the woman came and found the tomb empty, though one at
last ol her son is missing and only pieces of his clothes rernain. ln
places of the seamlars shroud, nea y folded: she takes and un-
folds the machine - made llannel and the home spun stocking with
Its dropped stitches and spread them beside the body. When she
has done so, she springles the last of the Holy Water upon them.
For these riders to the sea there is no second washing in the ,pure

river of water of life, clear as crystal, proceeding out of the throw
oi god and of the lamb. They have spreeng from the waters of
Maurya's womb, their cup of lile is now implied They have returned
to the sea and her personal maternal role is all but consummated
as is Indicated by her gestures of turning the empty cup mouih
downward on the table, and laying her hand on Bar eys, feet.
"They're all together this time, and the end is come, (111, 2S-7)

David R. Clark recognized in Michael the St. Michaelwho is
the parlon of mariners in Normandy in Monl Saint Michael, Alen
Prince viewed Maurya as a chiel priest conducting a requiem ser-
vice.

The horse in Synge's play also a biblical source. This
imagiery adds richness while avoiding an exact allegorical corre-
spondence. Even the term in the title of the play. ,,suggests lhe
four horsemen of the Book of Revelation .point out entries. The
horses in Revelation are white, red, black and pale. The crown
that is given to the rider o, the white horse and the white robes
that are given to all the slain parallel the new clothes of Michael as
he rides the grey pony. While the name Michael seen in connec-
tion with the other symbolism in Riders, implies the warrior who
drive the dragons into Hell. One is also reminded of Exodus 1S:1.
"The horse and his rider hath be thrown into the sea.',

THE FOLKLORE ELEMENTS IN RIDERS

The lolklore ingredients in Riders can be examined under
the following categories: First the nature and mission of dead spir-
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its or fairies, who are not the amiable, although, sligh y mischie-
vous, creatures depicted by non-lrish commentators; second,
Maurya's twice failing to complete the prayer lhat may have warded
olf the specter of Michael, which she beholds after her parting
benision for Bartley, for the second time, chokes in her throat; and
third the lapses in ritual of Maurya and the feast of St. Martin,
November 11 is conf ined in the play with the pagon November
festival of Samkain.

The lrish fairies sometimes seen as spirits of the dead, are
scarcely benign and it could seem that Michael has joined their
host...Danish Johnson argues that the ghos y Michael movements
of Riders springs from the lrish peasants deep rooted fear that the
dead at times through loneliness, will return to take one of the
living. Similar the gray pony a type of paca that appears in the
form of a horse to lure people to death. ln the folklore context, the
boat destined for Galway becomes a Death Sip. With the choice
of Bartley as victim being an example o, the Aran lslander,s belie,
that the returning spirit will often single out a former partner as his
companion in the world of the dead.

The other folklore elements in the play include the injunc-
tion never to mention a priesl when discussing lishing; the rule
that when once embarked on a journey one musl not return for a
forgolten article, as Bartely does for the rope: and the ironic sym-
bolism surrounding the spring well, in Riders is a representation
of false hope for rebirth and in Celtic lore often a symbol of Death

LANGUAGE IN RIDERS

Language in Riders is one of an interacting type. lt interacts
with the dramatized ritual to create the counter factual truth which
is characteristic o, Synge's drama. The first hal, of the oration is
dominated by the negatives of the twice repeated phrase "l,ll have
no call now" (iii; 23,25). This negative totality is sustained through-
out the flrst movement of her speech. Semantically negation has
peculiar appropriateness in the presence of death. But Maurya,s
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double negatives lend to the negation an ironic edge and at the

same time makes ol them, potentially the birth place ot a new

affirmation. She no longer feels the compelling need to walk abroad
praying in the long nights after Samakain. The dark nights ol wake-

tulness are transformed into the long nights ior great sleeping.

2.7 RIDERS TO THE SEA-A TRAGEDY?

"Biders to the Sea" is not a tragedy in the Greek or

Shakespearean sense ol the word. ln both Greek and
Shakespearean tragedy the unhappy catastrophe is brought about

by causality related events associated with the protagonists llaw

or harmartia. But Riders to the Sea differ radically in that there is

no causality which dictates a fitting punishment; Michael and

Bartley are lhe victims of an arbitrary late and it is becauso of this

arbitrariness that the play is closer to irony than to tragedy" ob-

serves Benson.
Grsek tragc,v ind Shakespearean too is based on a sys'

tem of values. Sharespearean tragedy atfords us a complex vi-

sion of good and evil: in some cases evil may appear to win out

over good, but the action, nevertheless is always conducted within

a value system or moral order. Riders to the Sea is not a tragedy

because it lacks a significant equivalent of the valued, it ifails to
give a sense of heightened life. Maurya is an unconvincing pro-

tagonist because her sutterings are determined by torces which

do not include her will or her character.
And yet it may be argued that there is a value, a good in the

play which has been obscured. The good in Riders to the sea is

death itself. The play expreEses lear and apprehension about liv-

ing and dying, but never about a death which is attended by proper

observance.

WHAT MAKES THE PLAY A GREAT TRAGEDY?

As mentioned earlier, RiderE to the Sea has something ot

lhe sirnplicity in depth of much Greek drama and of tha Scottish
Ballads where the conditions of the essential conflict are known
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and accepted as an aspect ol the human situation, so that we can

dispense with detailed exposition of plot or character. The con-

flicts between sea and humanity singly and collectively' The hu-

man opponenls are on lhree levels; Bartley who must sell his

horses at the fair, his sisters who seem to have sacrificial pro-

phetic function, like Antigone and lsmene; Maurya who speaks

the two great elegies lor the dead, who are lhe dead, not only lor

Aran, but ol the world. The sea is the tyrant - god, full of myslery

and power, the giver and the taker oJ lile and living, the enemy of

the challenges ol the young.
It's the lile of young men to be going on the sea and who

would listen to an old woman with one thing and she saying it

over?
To the old, it is that which takes' sooner or later, all that

women gives:
I've had a husband and a husband's lather and six sons in

this house - six fine men, though it was a hard birth' I had with

every one of them, and they coming into the world- and some o{

them were not found, but they're gone now the lot ol them....

Riders to the Sea is a stark tragedy in the one act, the scene

a cottage on an island in the west of the lreland. Old Maurya has

lost her husband and five of her six sons at sea. She and her

daughters are still waiting fol the body of Michael' the most re-

cent victim, to be washed ashoro. The remaining son Bartley can

not be dissuaded lrom setting out in a storm of .Connermara and

he is drowned before ever he gets afloat. Maurya has epic gran-

deur as lhe symbol of suffering womanhood' "The cumulative en:

oroachment ol doom gives the work the oppressive fatalism of

Greek tragedy".
In the play these are in miniature elements of the Greek tragic

pattern; the loreboding ol Maurya, the ritual elegies lor the single

and the many dead, the keening women as a chorus, the release

ol tension in the resigned acceptance of defeat. But tragedies lyri-

cal in origin and at its great,moments it reverts td type. lt is through
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the lyric language and through the complex and yel never who y
explicable significance of the symbols that the play is elevated to
tragedy. Then symbols, set the mind wandering from idea to idea.
from emotion'and extend the play from local io universal signifi.
cance.

Northrop Fry notes that man,s entry into nafure is an en.
trance in to the existentially tragie-merely to exist is to disturb the
balance of nature. Every natural man is a Hegelian Thesis and
implies a reaction, every new birth provokes the rlturn ol an aveng-
ing death. This fact, in itself ironic and now called Angust be-
comes tragic when a sense of a lost and originally higheidestiny
is added to it. lt is a limitation of Riders to tne Sea w'hich maXes
the play a pathetic rather than a tragic experience that Synge,s
metaphysical nihilism deprives his protagonistsbf any sense of alosl or higher destiny. Synge did come to underst;nd that the
artist might give meaning and pattern to this pragmatical, prepos-
terous pig of the world and with increasing insilnt ne 

"rOodi"othis understanding within this tragicomic p"r.p"Jtir"" of the suc_
ceeding plays. Riders to the Sea because of its limited scope
cannol be compared to the greater tragedies of the past, but it
approaches them in spirit. Achieving this communion because of
the setiing of the human characters againsf nature,s stprn power
and because the language based on a rich and still imaginatively
vital peasant speech has the strength to soar, harmonling witn
the emotions evoked and giving them their expressive form.

ln Riders to the Sea we are in the presence of elementat
things. The sea becomes a living force, a demon hungering after
men,. the figures in the cottage, weak as they may be iriface ot the
physical power of the ocean, reach greatne;s in their courage and
grandeur. The drama is strong in its primeval intensity, the"weak-
ening force of civilizaticn far off distant and unheard. the univer.
sality, the strength the majosty ol this litfl? work cannot too highly
be praisel, but these,vould not \ave take,t such a hold upon us
had Si.,n9€ n,rt-gained,. ir,:,',v,nedi,Jrn in ,vh,s5 1a express his inne,
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mosl teelings

WHAT OTHEBS SAY OF RIDEBS AS A TRAGEDY

Clark believed that Rider,s as a success as ctasstc tragedy
because it does provide a catharsis. Green thought that the play
contains the i[umination commqn to Gr_qe"k tragJu, whiAh in nio.
ers..is,on_e pFesented in-g$ir(glte mornefrtot revetaiisn;-

"lf Synge,s play does not include Aristoile,s perception or
existence it was not Intended to do so,,, observes Thomton. The
world view in Riders is,,:pagan and archaic pre western and pre
iragic......Greek tragedy, Christian theology, scientific empiricism.
how ever different in other respects, all present nature as
oirdered.....we do not find that in Riders to the Sea.l The ptay if
not Aristolean, it is pagan, archaic,,

CHARACTERIZATION IN RIDERS:

Maurya: How old is Maurya? ln a land where, everybody
lives hard, where merely to stay alive is a constant struggle against
the.elements and against poverty and hunger. Only t-nl tougnesr
and luckiest-survive to old age. bynge does nor teil us Maurya,s
age-indeed, he gives us no word of description of her. (This may
well have been because he anticipated the difficulty of casting any
actress for the part and did not wish to tie down any future pro.
ducer o, the play insisting on specific details). Maurya ,ry .tit,have been in her fifties or even younger, hei youngesi son beingpresumably in his twenties, Nor a apparen y in her late, teens.
and her eldest child would perhaps have been no more than thirty
had he survived. The point is that she has brought up elgnt cnil.
dren in almost impossible conditions and her life lias been"Joggeo
by tragedy She is old therefore in every sense bul -e purely
statistical

HER IBRITABiI,ITY

. ll is not su!-pnsing then, tnat _h r has gr )wn trrjiable tJerdaugillers .re tir :.orne ei lent in a\ ) )f her anci see to r,:s pec,
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ner authority as head ot the family. But she ls not lusl an rrrltable

old woman with a lingering sense of dignity. She is more subtle

than this. For one thing, she seems to be proud ol her tragic li'e

almost to revel in it as some people may be said to 'enioy' ill health

No woman who has lost a husband' a tather-in-law and six sons'

all by drowning-would twice in a lew minutes recite the lisl of het

bereavements lo people who already know thd facts; lrue griel is

silent. Our sympathy for Maurya is lessened, not increased' by

her repealed etforts to arouse it' and we should be more ready to

weep lor her if some other character had told us the unhappy

details
A kind ol selfishness? At the end ot lhe play we find anothel

tact ol Maurya's character which we had not expected. lt seems

almost as if she had regretted all her married life not so much the

loss ol her menlolk orthe hard and dangerous life lhey had led, as

her own personal loss of comlort and peace. Now at last, she

says she will be able to relax, to sleep peacelully at night and nol

have lo worry when she hears the wind and tide rising or get up in

the middle ol the night to tetch the holy water. Other women will

be keening, but not she, it's a granl rest I'll have now'she says' so

that we detect a touch ol sellishness mixed with her griel Nol

thal we can blame her for this; afler all, she had had a miserable

lile and well deserves a rest; but we should have been more

symathetic i, she had lried a little harder to praise these men she

had tost and thought less, or less publicly. of her bereavemenl

(We hear no word of appreciation, lel alone description. ol any ol

these eight men.)

HER RELIGION

Another lace of Maurya's charactet is her super stillorr t hls

rs neither unusual nor surprising in an old woman ol the wesl'rn
islands of her time. Her Gaelic ancestry provaded her with a rlch

folklore Christianity came early to these parts, with visils lrom

wandering priests. even occasionally a preaching bishop btr' 
'1
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was never very secure. Even in more modern times the Boman

Catholic hierarchy on the mainland could only spare a young priesl

tor a short time on the larger islands, there was work lo be done

there, but none but the mosl vigorous young men could bear the

primitive conditions tor long. (Note that Nora reters to the'young'
priest- for whom Maurya had scant respect).

The religion oI the islanders, in fact, especially ol lhe older

generation was a blend of the simplest elements ol the Roman

Catholic laith especially of its practices and the age ' old super
stitions ot lhe pre-Christian era. Maurya prayed lo god lor Bartley's

satety, but she still believed in her vision oI Michael on the grey

pony, believed so proJoundly, in fact, that it shattered any hope

she might have had that her prayers would be answered. Bartley

will be lost now', she says, and has obviously given up. The Gaelic

superstition has triumphed over the Christian faith.

Maurya as younger woman: We get glimpses trom time to

time of the woman Maurya must have been when younger' HeI

commenl about the slick Michael brought lrom Connemara re-

veals a sort of nalive wil, even a hint of obiective cynicism, which

rs surprising in the unhappy wretch she has become. There is also

) hard contemptuous note in her swift dismissal oI other people's

abilities which suggests thal as a younger woman she must have

been difficult to live wilh and unwilling to sufler lools gladly. How

would the like of her get a good price, for a pig ? She says ol

Cathleen; and its little the like of him known of the sea', is the way

she dismisses the priest, even when she is in the shadow of trag-

ady (Cathleen was apparently a good enough business woman to

nspire Bartley's conlidence, while any priest, however young, did
,rol have to be long in the islands to learn a great deal about the

iea)

HER PAFT IN THE PLAY

on her first appearance Maurya is described as speaking

luerulously and she rebukes Cathleen sharply tor seeming to waste
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tt,-f. When Barlley comes in slre speaks harshly to him tor risking
his life for the price of a horse. Bar ey more or less ignores her
grumbling: perhaps he has heard so much of it; perhapi he feels
that Maurya is not so much troubled by what may happen to him
as by what will happen to her (and her daughters) i, the family is
left withoul a rhan.

When it is discovered that Baruey has left without his ,cake,
and her blessing, Maurya shows an apparenlly uncharacteristic
energy; alier all, either of the girls could have taken Bar ey his
food. Her courage in this emergency is surprising, she admits that
she finds walking difficult and the girls are afraid they might stip
on the stones, bul she sets out bravely enough. When she ierurns
it is obvious that what she has,seen, has desiroyed her spirit. She
appears not to keen but her cries bring the play to an end and it is
she who speaks the last words.

CATHLEEN

Maurya's part is, ot course, the king_pin of this lit e play.
She is the elder of the two girls, she is very much in charge of the
household directing, deciding, arranging everything that ioes on.

We do not know Cathleen,s age, but it seemslikelyihat she
was a little younger, or possibly a litfle older, than Bar ey. She
must have suffered all her life for being a girl; in that island, daugh-
ters were not welcome in working families, and no doubt she was
often reminded of her inferiority, obviously a certain tension has
grown up between her and her mothe:.. Her defence of Bar ey, for
example when Maurya complains that he will not need his mother,s
entreaties, is par y a rebuke for her mother. lt is a young man,s
job, she says, to go to sea, and she adds, with some veno-m, who
would listen to an old woman with only one idea in her head and
she saying it over and over again? lt is Cathleen, too, who ac_
cuses Maurya of headlessness in not giving Barfley a blessing
when he leaves the house.

But she is not hard or unsympalhetic. When we first meet
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her she is anxious that her mother should not be rurther upset by
seeing the clothing that might possibly be Michael,s. She is clearly
distressed by the whole proceeding (and the two of us crying,).
Later, when the girls confirm that the stocking is one of Michael,s,
she cries out in grief, and we hear an echo of her pagan back_
ground in her reference to the black hags thal do be flying on the
sea'. Also she show some solitude for Maurya when she tells Nora
that they will not mention Michael while Bartely is still on the sea.
When Maurya relurns from the well, too distraught by Ler vision to
talk intelligently, we see a brief return of Cathlec:l,s impatience
with the old lady, but she is shaken by her mother,s account of her
vision. At firsl she tries to soothe her (speaking soffly), but the
Iull story oI Michael on the grey mare is too much lor poor Cathleen.
'lt's destroyed we are from this day,,she cries and once again she
is seized by th6 primitive fear of the unknown. But almost her last
words in the play are full of compassion. lt,s getting old she is, and
broken', she says to the men who wondered why there were no
nails for the coffin; and finally, in some of the saddest lines in the
play, she explains how Maurya is at last exhausted afler weeping
and mourning for Michael for nine days.

But there is another side to Cathleen. She has accepted her
posilion as the active mistress of the house, Nora being too young
and Maurya old and 'broken,. She works at her spinning wheel,
and it is she who makes the cake for Bartley and sees to its bak_
ing. lt was Cathleen who had hung the rope beyond the reach of
the pig when he began to gnaw it and it is Cathleen to whom Bar ey
turns for help when he has to go away tor a day or two. Maurya
may not ha,re a very high opinion of Cathleen,s efriciency but
Bartley - a betteriudge, we may believe, has no hesitation in rely-
ing on her.

Altog(,ther, then an attractive and fascinating portrait for her
years and her background, Cathleen, if still unsophisticated, is no
simple-minde,l child of nature. She may lear the black hags,and
be destroyed by Maurya's vision; but she respects the Catholic
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priests, she can manage the house, and she can bargain over the

price of a pig. ln many wayq she seems a preliminary sketch for

ii,at other'Orittiant creation' Pegeen mike in The Play boy ol the

Western World.

NOBA

It is a tribute lo Synge's skill and artistry that, with so little to

go on, we so rapidly lorm a picture of Nora in our minds'and a

Jerv attractive picture at that. There is a charming innocence about

n#anO nonojy has a hard word to say to her or about her' Her

attitude to Maurya lacks the touch ol bitterness shown by Cathleen'

and even Oy aarttey, while Maurya hersell never seeks to snub

Nora as she does the olhers. This may be easily explained: Nora

although a girl and not another son, was Maurya's last born and in

u t"rge-fumity a rnother will usually show mosl tenderness towards

her rirst - born, and towards her youngest, and in this family the

first - born is dead. But however easily explained this warmth be-

tween Maurya and Nora, never stated but always implied' is a

comlortable element in a play in which there is little other com'orl'

Nora's actual part in the Play is slight' She brings to the house

the clothes that might have been Michael's and reports the opin-

ion ot the young piiesr. we learn that she had knitted Michael's

stockings; and ihi" i" th" only relerence to any active part she

ptays iri tne running of the house' For the rest oI the play she

a""r" to serve a look-out tor the others, running to the door to

report on the weather, or as the altectionate companion of her

sister.( These two are very close), But at the end we see some-

thing of her close sympathy lor her mother' When Maurya has

retuined from seeing her vision and is telling ol the death of one of

her sons, Patch, she is obviously talking mainly to Nora; 'it was a

dry day Nora', she says And it was Nora who notlced that her

.otn"i h"a met Bartley's death almost calmly ('She's quiet now

and easy') Although she had $ept bitlerly over Michael's lhere is

sornething touching abot{t her chiltlish surprise that Maurya seems
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to have fonder ol Michael than of Bartley'

ln a play of such intense tragedy, the simplg' almost-child'

ish, innocencl'ol Nora, obvious even through her tears offers a

slight, but dramatically important, relief '

BARTLEY

He is the gnly other significant character and we see all too

little of him. He combines the vigour and energy of'the sea-going

islander wilh a cool head lor the management ol the house; not a

usual role but one that has been lorced upon him by the death oJ

all the other men in the tamily. lt is probably this sense ot his re-

sponsibility for the running ot the house, combined with the ha-

Uiiuat aisregarO ol his like for the dangers of sea' which drives him

to undertake what was a foolhard errand (surely only an over -

conlident young man would ride in a high wind with nothing but an

odd pieceol ro-pe to control his horse, and expect another horse

to trot tamely behind him!)

egain, as with Nora, the author has managed t0 'creale' a

charactlr almost out ot nothing, Bartley says little' does little'

but from this litue we can build a character, a human being'

A CRITICAL NOTE ON RIDERS TO THE SEA

Riders to the Sea, Synge's lirst play, is astonishihgly a ma-

ture work of art. Like all great works of art lt def ies detinition' seenr-

ingty inexhaustible in meaning and complexity The plot is simplic-

itf in nsef. lt seeks lo reveal the luture by naming or predicting

the form it must take. Riders to the Sea could be interpreled as a

drama of revelation. The play explores the tensions which exist

between determinism and freedom, betlYeerr the dark worlds and

the worlds of blessing. These tensions are concentrated most pow-

ertully upon and within the person of Maurya' at once their victim

anO in part their source The title ol the play 'Riders to the Sea'

brings iogether the r,onlrotations of men who ride to the sea by

choice ano men are by necessity consigned to the sea because

they are riders or iourneymen lhroughout lile (riders to the seai
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grass to the oven; dust to dust).
Riders to the sea has been regarded as an archetypat trag.

edy of.a community in perpetual contronlation with naiure ano
untouched by historical change. lt could be seen as a drama ot a
house divided against itself by lhe pressures of history -O tirn"It explores the conflict between the old gods and the new, oto
way of life and the new way of life. ln the otd way of life the pres,
sures or surviving and o, maintaining; in terms of family rights and
bonds, duties and relationships. On tne other hand ihe;ew tile
which is the result of the irresistible encroachment of a commodity
baserl society, the tasks of the island people remain 

"up"rfi"l" 
y

simila, but relationships are changed utterly; they are Jatcutated
in terms of prices.

Maurya stands at cross roads between the new ways andthe old. She is the mother who gave birth to the yorng man who
must go now quickly, when the fair will be a gooO iatth ior horses.(111,9). lt is she who knows the human prices that can be ex-
acted by the need to make a living, or the urge to tace the new lireMaurya presides over her mens,funerat rites and lt is she who
takes a special pride in providing forthem. on rhe trailers Lland, acoffin made from brought-in-wood, and I after giving a Oig piice to,
the finest white boards you,d find in ConnemJra f ir r .si 

-

. ln Riders to the Sea, Maurya,s passion leads to a percep-
tion of the relative nature of all that exisls, making if po"jOf" fo,
fter 

t1:nter imaginativety into a new order of thingi. ti is an orderin which she is no longer driven by a desperatl 
"orprf"ion 

,o
appeal with words to the word lo sland against the voice o, change
"Synge has taken the apocalyptic Christiin myth of cotteciive oeattr
and resurrection as it is presented in Revelation and brought itinto engagemenl with the changing way of lite anO tne Oynamic

TliS::y" vision and fotk imagination oi the istand p"opr" rn"result is a dramatic reworking ot both traditions, ln which eacn ts
orssotved and new vision is bodied rorth. This movement beyond
the literal is journey closer to the enigma ot ttre contradictory na-
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lure ol realtly", observes Mary C King.
Whatever may be the differing criticat optntons aboul the

central character Maurya anc, the tragic nature of Riders, it could
be said in the words of Kopper that Riders is a hymn o, prarse to
the Aran lslanders who welcomed Synge

prepared By

Dr. S. VENKATESWARAN
Regional lnstitute of English
South tndia, Bangalore
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2. JUNO AND THE PAYCOCK

SEAN O'CASEY

SEAN O' CASEY (18SG1964)' LIFE AND wonKs

O'Casey an lrish playwright was born in Dublin ol proteslanl

parents, was educated, according to his autobiographies' .in 
the

sneets ot Dublin. He worked from the age of 14 at a variety of

[ns, spending nine years lrom 1903 as a labourer cr i:'; :;;i'i
uortt ern Railway ot ireland, mean *hile learning lrish' ioining the

C""ti" L"ugr" and the lrish Republican League' and developing

an enthusiism for the theatre through amateur dramatics and the

plays ol Boucicault. He began to publish articles' songs and broad'

sheets under the name of Sean O'Cathasaiah; his first plays were

reiected by the Abby Theatre, bul he received encouragement from

r-aOy Oreiory and Lennoi Robinson' The Shadow of Gunman

*"" p"rtoim"A in '1923 followed by Juno and the Paycock in 1924

it'"y *"t" published together as two plays in 1925 The plough

andihe stais provoked nationalists at the Abby in l926 All three

ftays Oeal realistically with the rhetoric and dangers oI lrish pa'

irioiism, with tenement life, self deception and survival' They are

tragic - comedies in which, violent death throws into relief the blus'

teri"ng masculine bravado of Jack Boyle and Joxer in Juno and the

eayciock, of Bessie Burgers in the Plough' or o' the heroic resil

rence of Juno herself in Juno and the Paycock

O' Casey moved to England in 1926 and settled in there

permanently
The Silver Tassie, an experlmental anti-war play about an

rnlured footballer was published in 1924' ln this play he intro-

duced the symbolic Expressionist techniques which he employed

in his later works These works Within the Gates (1933)' Read

Posesforlr'4e (1942), Cock - Doodle Dandv (1949) ard The Bish'

nps aontire (fgSS), att: ),gh nonc achir. arl the popular'ty of his

I bby pi?ys. O'Casey ' l' rtred to I rou' ' )oth c'ntrr''versy' anc

aclmrration, on stage and ofi. He also published a much - praissd

series of autobiographies, in six volumes, beginning with I Knock

Al The Door (1939) and ending with Sunset and Evening Star

(1939).
On 18 Septembel 1964 he breathed his lasi betw€en the

sun and the evening star
.. . ,Although in his old age he sutfered trom pain, blindness and

the loss df those dear to him; he n;ver gave way to despair' nol

lost faith in the tuture of mankind
"The world has many sour voices, the body is an open tar-

get tor many invisible enemies, all hurtful some venomous""" ll

L tutt: ot disappointments....... Yet, even so, each of us one time

or another can ride a shiie horse, can have rings on"""' our fugies

and bells on our toes, and, oi we keep our senses open to the

scents, sights and sounds all around us, we shall have music wher-

ever we go", observed O'CaseY.

Admiring the early works of O'Casey, eric Bentley obseryes'

'lt may be said of all O'Casey's later plays that they ind'lcaie no

clear iine of development, only the occasional introduction of a

new technique, new poets, a regrouping ol elemenls a more em-

phatic doctrine..... ln English he had found Communism but not a

art. One can not welcome his turning to autobiography' " ' The

sentimentalist, always latent in him, comes to the fore' in Red

Boses Jor Me, his prose poetry becomes verbiage'

Comparing O'Casey to the American dramatist Eugene O'Neil

as a potenl user oi colloquial speech, Eric feels that both of them

lose their touch when they aspire to poetry' Another critic ol

O'Casey, Tomas Mac Anna invokes the Mystery Play lo suggest

the positive qualities of O'Casey' that crude sense of color' life'

spirit and ebullience that is the medieval stage'

John Arden, another man of the theatre' claims that

O'Casey's influences, education and background estrange him from

conventional cr;tics. He explains thal the appa'ent confusion of

the relioious and politiaal has its roots' :' r:nglish socialism in gen'
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eral and The pilgrims, progress in particular, For. him, O,casey,s
changing style show a mature development towaids a:native ,flu-
ent technique' in which the trees and flowers are described as
though they.were the background of a mediaevat ,"nr""iift i u_

Tlill"., with their cotours gtven fult chromatic vatue ani per_
spective chiaros curo deliberately avoided.,

210

_ The late eight major plays of O,Casey tall inlo two groups
four prophetic, propagandist plays and lour satirical fantasies.
. The prophetic plays include Within the Gages has stytized

characters representing contemporary types. The hero inThe Stay
Tums Red represents the virtues of Communism in a symbolic
war between fascisls and Communists. Red Roses for Me has in
it nationalism, religious conflict, police charges and other reat lrish
issues, but its climatic scene is all transformation of the

_. Dubblin quays into a place of job, colour and light in a sym-
holic dance of life.

Oak leaves and Lavender has semi-realistic scenes with fan_
tastic mosques and stylized episodes and ghosts as well as real
characters.

The four sartirical fantasies are, purple Dust (.,94S), Cock _

a Doodle Dandy. The Bisop Bonfree', (19SS). The Drums of Fa-
ther Ned (1958), and a short collection of One - Act Satiric Com-
edies in 196I. This contained Figuro in the Night, Behindthecreen
Curtains and the Moon Shines on Kylenamoe.

These satirical fantasies have elements of force, music-hall,
comedy circus and concert. They all take place in rural lreland.
The Purple Dust deals with two pompous Englishmen who try to
restore an Elizabethan rnansion in an lrish Village but are thwarted
by comic lrish peasants and a great llood. lnCoikaDodle-Dandy
lhe cock is a man-slzed.lantasy figure, a maglcian lightinq tor the
forces oI life and .ioy against lrish pretty bureaucracyl Catioticism
and.Capitalism The Bishop,s Bonfire deals with the preparation
for the Bishop's visit and is a melodramalic farce. li cieated a

:l"jT."f o.pposition in tretand ror its anti-clericatism. The Drums
of Falher Ned was burlesque aboul end lrish festival. The drums
signify life, love and joy.

. O'Casey's comedy and the metaphor nalure of its plots fol_
low Bernard Show in challenging audience attitudes, raiher tnan
attaching a particulal target. The plough and the Star, Juno and
the Paycock and the Shadow of a Gunman. deal with events that

PLAYS O'CASEY CLASSIFIEO
J.M. Synge and Sean O,Casey rejected joyless and pallied

words of the naturalist drama, but that is as iar as the parallel
goes, Whereas Synge was bred a country gentleman pf small
means and dducated at Trinity College, Dubblin, O,Casev was an
autodidact lrom the Dublin slums. Moreover, a radicai change
had come in ihe lrish scene in consequence ot ttre WorfJwar t.
The lrish fight for independence and the civil war which ensued
between tha.se who wished for a compromise within the British
empire, and those who like de Valera, strove for an autonomous
republic. Each of O,Casey,s three great lrish plays. The Shadow
oI a Gunma, Juno and the paycock and the The plough and the
Stars is set in the poorer parts of the city in which O,6asey was
born and in each there is a background of armed fighting anJ r"ro_
lutionary catch pries. His theme ls the impact ot-war-anO-of na_
tional idea embodying courage and self sacrilice on in" iir". tnut
words otherwise be merely sotdid and without dramatic interest.
All these playd verge on melodrama, but the intensity of a real
experience which was shared by the author and his early audi_
ences saves them from being quite that. The dominant motif ispity,.tor suffering humanity. The heroes ot these ptays aie not its
soldiers, but their woman folk who show courage ot 

"'Jitf"r"ntsort, who light without sentiment and without coiscious ideatism
toward the suffering and affected and to protect their own. These
llay: wer: followed by the most powerfut anriwar ptay ifre SilverTassie.' The other later plays belong to the ceniral traaltion ot
Engllsh pastoral comedy.

′
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were still uses of conlention when the plays were produced at the
Abbey Theatre. The Civil war, the quasic military Black and Tans
against the lRA, fighting that followed the establishment of free
state in 1922, with opposing factors within the Republican move-
ment struggling for control of the new nation.

JUNO AND THE PAYCOCK. THE PLOT

The original centre of the play was the tragedy of a crippled
IRA man, one Johny Boyle.

This tragedy in three acts was first produced at the Abbey
theatre, Dubblin on 3rd March 1924. The action ol the play covers
two months ol 1922 and takes place in Dubblin tenement occu-
pied by Jack Boyle and his wife Juno, their daughter Mary aged
22 and the Son Johny,20. The civil war in lreland followed the
treaty which gave independence to lreland - with the exception of
the six Ulster countries which had succeeded in adhering to the
U.K. the Die-hard republicans repudiated the treaty, maintaining
that united, independent, lreland had been the point of the rebel-
lion. They were at war with the governmenl of the lrish free siate
which had accepted the 'treaty.'

Mary Boyle who reads lbsen and belongs to a trade union is
reading a paper which reports the killing in an ambush of a
neighbours son the Republican Robble Tancred. Juno comes home
and Mary reads some of the report aloud. Johny jumpy and neu-
rotic obiects to the grim details and leaves the room. He is lame
lrom a hip wound sustained during the Easter Bising when he was
only 14; he has also lost an arm from a bomb explosion in the civil
war. Jerry Dvine, a labour leader who has persuaded Mary to go
on strike enters with news ol a iob for Jack Boyle, Juno's useless
husband who is nicknamed "the Captain" because he once went
to sea briefly. Jack Boyle spends all the time he can in pubs with
his crony Joxer Daly, 'strutting' about like a pay-cock.' He is a
man beyond redemption - Work-shy, mendacious, cowardly, and
vain. Juno is at her wit's end to know how to keep the hous€
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going but struggling is a part of her existence. Jack Boyle will
dodge this offer of a job, that's for sure. Jerry, meanwhile, makes
it plain that he wants Mary; it is also plain that Mary does not want
him, she is more interesled in Charles Bentham, a good-looking
teacher, who brings the great news that Jack Boyle has inherited
a large sum of money from a relative. The will has been filed for
probate, buton the strength of it jack borrowg from everyone, in-
cluding their neighbour, Mrs. Madigan.

At an evening during Boyle's new prosperity is vulgarly evi-
dent Charles Bentham, Joxer, and Mrs. Madigan are guests. Mary
echoes Charles's disapproval of the hew gramophone, and it is
plain that they have grown very close. Their conversion about
ghosts relates to murder and Johny reacts to it in nervous agita-
tion and retires lo his room where he screams in terror at a vision
ol Robbie Tancred's on his knees, bleeding lrom hiswounds. He
is consoled by his mother but the party is interrupted once more
when Robbie Tancred's mother, who lives in the same lenement,
passes on the stairs lo go to receive her son's body. Juno, Mary
and Mrs. Madigan offer what consolation they can; Mrs. Tancred
reflects sorrowfully on the like tragedy o, her neighbour, Mrs.
Mannin - her son was a Free State soldier, killed in an ambush led
by Robbie Tancred: An' now here's the two of us oul women, sland-
ing' one on each side of the scales O'Corra, balanced by the bod-
ies of our tow dead sons.' And as the Boyles and a group of
neighbours accompany Mrs. Tancred to meet the cortege Johny is
letl alone. A caller from the Republican Army startles him: he is to
report to the Battalion Statf on the next evening, to answer ques-

tions about the ambush ol Robbie Tabcred.
Two months later Carles Bentham has left Mary, without

word, and gone to England. A tailor owed money by Jack Boyle
has discovered that the will is wrongly drawn and Boyle has no
expectations; the tailor comes to take away lhe clothes he made
Mrs. Madigan seizes the gramophone, since Boyle cannot pay her
whal he o' es. Mary is discovered to be pregnant: it is plain that
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Bentham knew about the will and desened her. Johny attacks hls
contemptible father, who hurries oft to Joxer and the pub to es-
cape him; then h.'attacks his mother for allowing Boyle to have
his way since the day she married him. Jerry Devine, knowing
that Bentham har; gone, is hopeful that Mary will turn to him bur
tunl away when he learns thal she is pregnant. Johny reproaches
her; she could ha,re deceived him and been safely married. Johny
is €.lone in the flai when tow Republican Army men come for him:
it u,as he who betrayed Robbie Tancred, and he is taken away.
babbling his prayars.

Mrs. Madtgla brings the news lo Juno, who turns her back
!n B,)yle at last; she sonds Mary to wait lor her at her sister,s then
they ivill look after each other and prepare for Mary,s baby. She
recalls Mrs. Tancr,.d, w hat does it matter whether Robbie and Johny
were diehard or Free Staters? ln the end they are their mothers
poor sons, and gone for ever.

When Juno and the Pay cock first appsared it was not wrth.
out critics. There were thos6 who considered its mixture of trag.
€dy and comedy unac.ceptable; even declaring that the superbly
ironir: last scene between the drunken Boyle and th€ equally in.
ebriated Joxer should be cut. Some condemned th€ play on morat
grounds, claiming that the pregnancy ot an unmarried girl was a
most improper sublect for dramatic presenlation.

ln Juno, the plot concerns the false expectations and pre.
tensions of the Boyle family arising lrom the misinterpretalion ot a
relatives' will, th(! molivataon is social and domestic the politicat
background is the civil war. Mrs. Tancred,s cry as she goes to
attend her son's funeral a cry reiterated by Juno when she too
loses her son:

'Sacred Heart of the crucified Jesus, take away
Our hearts O'stone... ah' give us hearts ol
flush....... Take away this murdering' hate..... an, give us thive

own eternal love!'
ls a message with which. afler the senseless lratricide o,
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the crvrl war, lhe great majority o, the lnsh people would agree .

The background of Juno and the Paycock is the civil war ol
't922. lt appeared on the Abbey stage in March 1924 and was
published with the Shadow of a Gunman in 1925.

The two main characlers in Juno and the Paycock are Cap-
tain Jack and Mrs, Juno.Boyle whose ferhily ilissensions, struggles
and eventlul disintergration parallel the national situation. The
play shows clearly the hardships suftered by Dubblin's tenemenr
dwellers: though the civil war, seriously exacerbated the siluation,
it is apparent that the city's slums had long been the setting for a
horrifying dehuamnizing process in which poverty, malnutrition and
disease ravage the slum dwellers.

Also, the action of the play occurs at the heighl ol the civil
war between the newly independenl lrish tree state and the Re.
publican lrregulars, (the Diehards who refused to accept the 1921
treaty between the British and the Free State government). (ln
classical mythology Juno was the only married wife of Jupiter, the
philandering King of the gods. The peacock was her bird; the
eyes on its tail represent the hundred oyes of her messenger.
Argus, who speid on her husband's infidenlities)

CRITICAL EVALUATION OF JUNO AND THE PAYCOCK

Juno and the Paycock iuxtaposed the larcical with the lragic
while remaining within the convention of nationalist drama. Ordi.
nary lrish speech is given eloquence and dignity in the play, as in,

'Where were ye, Mother of God, when one darling son was
riddled with bullets? Sacred Heart ol Jesus! Take away our hearts
of stone and give us hearts ot flesh."

O'Casey was able lo turn nationalism into poelry. Juno is as
much comedy as tragedy and scathing about certain features ot
ten thought typical of one sort of lrishman. ln his work, however,
sombre and sordid realism is transfigured by a pathos which thanks
to the racy local icloms it manages to skirt without Sinking melo.
drama
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O'Casey relected that ktnd ot reatism ol which W.B. yeats
had said that'il cannot become impassioned, tiai is to say vital.
wilhout making somebody gushing and sentimental. He chose
highly melodramattc pllos, but these were no more obtrusive lhan
Shakespeare's. His vision is pessimistic, but tempered by comic
irony; i n. :luno.a,nd. the, Paycpak; !tr-e. Mole nce and.the.J}o_rror. are
continuously red€emed by ebullience and vitality. His indignation
and hatred oI priestly bigotry later got the better of him; where
once his sense of the comic had operated lovingly and affirma-
tively, as an orgiansing and controlling faclor, his later work tends
to be either frozen into too consciously expresslonist modes or
merely chartic. But in The Plough and the Stars, he was still at the
height of his powers. No play even Juno, so successfully describes
the peculiar tragedy oI lreland- a tragedy that continued for a long
time. His expressionist experiments influenced by tilm techniques
are valuable-

But it is a pity that O'Casye's hatred of the capitalist system
led him to embrace the dogma of Communism. The language in
his later plays is factitious; too many of the targets are ob,ects set
up by the author simply to indulge his rage. O'Casey began as an
eloquent, compassionate and comic diagnostician of the lrish trag-
edy ot both the beauty and the terror in the lrish soil. Heendedas
a victim of viblirnce and hatred, sustained only by the lyricism ol
his sensb of justiiir ind love of humAnity. ne taitea fo see thar
individual members of an oppressiv6 class may be, as, or even
more 'human' than individual members of an opressed class.

ln the play, fiamboyance and self deception, bitterness and
waste, are comically and tragically registered, while Juno,s char-
ity and fortitude shine out in conlrast. Human realities of lreland
are present in powerful archetypes.

Juno and the Paycock, much like his first play, The Shadow
ol a Gunamn is a comedy. Everything in it is conventional. lt is
about man's slavery to his own ideas or false ideals, how the idea
of responsibility is presented in a topsy - turvy way by Boyle and
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Joxer ot whose lertility bnngs about the terrible state ot atfairs and
it is with a lighler irony.

"Whal we see in Juno is revolution anarchy, society at war
and the individual adrirt. The world is in a slate of charsis. The
terror, the horror the breading madness, the devil sell in arms
against all the devils established - church, state, morals and tradi-
tions - start a phanlasmagoric dance before oUr eyes; it is as if we
saw roomful of machinery come to lite and destroy itsell alter im-
possible miscegenations.

Juno and Paycock is as much a tragedy as Macbeth, but is
a tragedy taking place in the porter's place. The tragedy lhat befalls
the Paycock's son and daughter is felt in repercussion and not at
all by the father. The daughter's affair is comparatively common-
place.

Juno and paycock is typically melodramatic in concept and
treatment. The guilty traitor is wound€d by the trite of sell be-
trayal and his life is linked his life is lurked to a tracking. ln crim-
son votive light which goes on his executiners approach. ln Juno
and the Paycock O'Casey gives casual welcome to the sentimen-
talities of the melodramatic stage; ,or it is the story of a lamily that
falls apart because ot a shiftless lather and nec€ssarily over-man-
aging mother.

ln O'Casye there is the continual mingling of the most ab-
surd comedy with the bitterest tragedy. His comedy partakes of
great comedy with the bitterest tragedy in this respect at least,
that he forces himsell to laugh lest he should weep, he is bitter
about politics because he realises that man is better than politics.
So in his plays we get a mixture of humour and bitterness where
sometimes lhe tragedy overwhelms the comedy. ln his plays bit-
terness is resolved into acceptance. Therefore we cannol term
his plays either tragedies or comedies, except comedies in the
very highest sense- His plays are perhaps, that very rare things
profound. Comedy which goes turiher than showing how men
behave. which is what the comedy ol manners does, and goes far

I
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to showing what man is."

SYMBOLISM IN JUNO AND THE PAYCOCK

The symbols is Juno work unobtrusively, from, the heart of
the action and in the closing scenes when the furniture men re-
move the unpaid for furniture. They leave behind them a dis-
mantled stage which stands there as a physical symbol of disinte-
grating Iamily and a disintegrating country. The Paycock himself
makes the connection for us as he stumbles drunkenly aboul in
search ot the missing chairs. The country'll have to steady it-
se|f....... steady itsell, Joxer...." lt is literally cahssis! The symbolic
implications give this scene its power, but they arise with
nationaless out o, the plot. The arrival of the lurniture men is sim-
ply the inevitable outcome of the action set in inotion by the will.
This is symbolism of which the characters themselves are unaware.
The Boyle Iamily tortunes clearly represent the vicissitudes of the
lrish people in microcosm.

"Symbolism is in fact, an intrinsic part of the dramatic pro-
cess in O'Casye's plays, whether it functions in a fantastic or real-
istic context. lt springs lrom a dramatic imagination that will have
nothing to do with this rage for real, real life the stage and de-
mands instead less.of what the critics call lite," and more ol sym-
bolism: for even in the most commonplace of realistic plays the
symbol can never be absent," observes Katharene Worth.

O'Casey's plots are dilf icult to summarise; in a sense it may
be said that his plays are without plots and all who think that a
play and a plot are synonymous will rule him out o, the list of dra-
matists like O'Neil, Tchechov. His plays depend lor their signifi-
cance upon personalities rather than upon plots; upon Shields
Powell in The Shadow of a Gunman, upon Joxer Dolly, Captain
Boyle and Juno in Juno and the Paycock.

Sean O'Casey, in his plays, is dealing not so much with men
and women as with his epoch. His characters are thers only to
illustrete the lil€ he knows and the trees that environs that life. He
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is propagandist in two senses; in that his characters are subordi-
nated to his lhesrs and in that his thesis itself is i partisan one.
His whole soul feels violently, a soul in eruption and so his charac-
ters are spiritually and of the physically violent and eruptive. He
has been known lor a great many years as a man in the lrish Move-
ment, to use a vague but well understood term; but as a dramatist
he came only after lreland had known three terrible and changing
things and upon the common people of the city oJ Dubblin, the
heart and centre of the whole business.

For instance, Juno and the Paycock is a document of his
epoch. The main interest in Juno is in the characters; in Juno, her
husband, and the wastrel Joxer. The atmosphere of the civil war
is worked so cleverly with the character that fit in, and do not spoil
each other, which is also perfectly true of the actual time. That the
people in this play detested the civil war, unlike in O'Casey's ear-
lier play and took not to the hard, riotous and political bombs is
clear in the following lines:

"Mother O'God, O'God, have pit on us all !..... Sacred Heart
of Jesus take away our hears; O'stone, and give us hearts O'l
flesh take away this murdering hate and give us Thine own eter-
nal love!" As mentioned earlier, the idle drunken lather, the heroic
mother and Joxer contribute to the success of the play. Juno is a
real tragic figure. She is true menlal, true mother, true woman,
and true to actual lifefromthe hangingtill theend. The oihers are
true also, the drunken, but not evil father, the drunken but not evil
hanged on. They are recognizable and true types. Your can not
hate any of them. Even the wastrels - they are there because
they can not help being wastrels, these wastrels have no special
virtues but also no ugly vices, when they are drunk they are not
brutal or vicious but idiotic an their behaviour. Juno is there to do
her daily work and routine for her husband and children however
unworthy they may be, and she does it fate glves her warm blows,
but she meets everything with courageols and fortitude, and the
end is nobly dismayed. There are also minor character, true and
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illuminating in their way.

Raymond Williams recognised Sean O'Casey as the best

lrish dramatist ot the generation that followed Synge and his

achievement working within the normal nationalist tradition.
O'Casey has recorded both consciously and unconsciously the

adequacies ol nationalism, while retaining what is vigorous of its

limited authenticity. He considered his language as the speech of

townment that can rarely carry any literary weight."

Juno can be seen as countie-type of to the Yeatsian Cathleen

Ni Houlilan: lrelands the archetypal mourning the loss of her sons,

in place of the virginal siren welcoming the death ol lovers. Even

the naturalistic aspects of Juno's characterization have represen-

tative significance- O'Casey's description often twenty years ago

she must have been pretty; but her face has now assumed.. me-

chanical resistance. This measures the deterioration of national'

ist idealism in terms oI its human cost and the lack of material or

political benefits for the working classes.

THE SYMBOLS IN THE PLAY

The legacy provides a wind lall stand the newly born na-

tional sovereignty. The captain's characteristic conlusion and ironic

mis-interpretation of liberty as the evasion ol social responsibility

is a clear criticism ol the false expectations engendered by nation

hood. These are tangibly illustrated in the cheap and garishly

vulgar lurnishings the lamily buys on credit, the pretentlous

gramaphone and the bourgeoise suit thal replaces Boyles'

labouring trousers. The pompous school masters incompetence

in drawing up, the will, which deprives them of the promised riches,

can be scene as O'Casey's comment on the politicians drafting ot

the constilutlon, while the Boleys' resulting material destitution

offers a graphic image of a moral bankruptcy in the state. The

loss of Juno's son teaches Juno Compassion she had lacked. Her

leaving her home to foster her daughter's unborn and illegitimate

child signifies that the national soul has been abandoned by the
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graphing school master who reduced Mary, and reiected by the

other contended for the favour, the socialist friend ol the family
(the Laban Movement) whose narrow, morality makes him inca-

pable of living up to his humanitarian ideals. The moral is incon-
gruously painted by the pair of comic drunkards who proclaim thai?

... The Country.... what anyone may..... free....

REALISM IN JUNO

O'Casey has be€n read in comparison io Synge by many

critics. A lew critics like A.E. Malone finds no basis for compari-

sons between O'Casey and Synge. A.E. Malone observes thal
O'Casey is a photographic artist who retouches his lilm with an

acid pencil to produce an eflect of grotesque satire. All his char-

acters are taken directly lrom the Dubblin slums placed in posi-

tions and surroundings which give the appearance ol caricature.

He was a realist of the most uncompromising kind, and a tradition'
alist who had accepted the realist tradition of the Abbey Theatre.

'He was a finely sensitive artist and responded to experience with

what F.Fl. Leavis, in a ditterent context calls the lullness of imagi'
native responsibility.

Juno and the Paycock has its superficial qualities but it is
upli{ted and ennobled by the characler of Juno. Juno is the great,

the universal mother, as great as the greatest mother in drama,

even though her intluence be limited to two rooms in Dubblin slum.

The tragic signilicance ol Juno is worth mentioning here. Her son

dead ,or his country, her daughter betrayed by a worthless liar

and deserted by a braggart coward, her husband by a boarding'
lying, drunken wastrel. She rises superior to her slum surround-
hgs and prepares to begin her lile-struggle anew. There are many

other who play minor unimportant parts; but story there is none:

they are "slices of life" in the strictest and mosl literal sense of the

term. (The story demands them). ln the story there are festivities

that are interrupted bythe funeral ol the son of another resident in

the tenement, wiose body has been found in the roadside. The
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entire party meanl to celebrate the Boyles legacy, goes to vtew
the procession. Only Johny, the crippled remains. He too gets a
message to attend the battalion staff meeting. He nervously re.
luses to take note of the message...Later Johny is taken for ex
ecution as a spy, he being responsible, it is alleged, for the death
of his neighbour's son....The room is desolate. Towards the end.
we see Mrs. Boyle saying. "Blessed virgin...own eternal love! and
Boyle: l'm telling you ... Joxer...chassis..

The play declares "patriotism is enough,,. Sacrifices are made
tor and in the name of the motherland, but the mother of flesh and
blood is sacrificed or ignored! lreland, the Motherland is loved as
an abstraction; Juno Boyle is compelled to live in a slum, to see
her children sacrificed but she is ignored because she is merely a
reality. Even her own son will tight for the abstraction instead ol
working a reality. Even her own son will fight lor the abstraction
instead o, working for his mother.

The crisis of O'Casey's drama is the working-out a compli-
cated emotion. What is at issue, always is the relation between
the language of men in intense experience and the inflaled, en-
gaging language of men avoiding experience. lt is a very deep
disturbance which comes out of the conlused history of lreland.
But what seems to happen is the hardening of mannerism which
distinction gets dramatized in Juno and the paycock,, observes a
critic.

STRUCTURE OF JUNO ANO THE PAYCOCK
Juno and the Paycock is Casey,s most popular and respected

play. ln it everything works. lt is clearly constructed in three acts
round the subject of will. There are lour plols and all these plots
are held together by the dominating character Juno Boyle.

The first plot concerns Johny the son of Juno Boyle, who
has been wounded in the two previous Republican conflicts of 1916
and 1920. This plot only gives the play's tension and suspense
Johny bdtrays his republican comrade Robbie Tancred. Thus be.
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trayal ts untolded by his allusion reaction and accusalion through
the three acts ln the play. ln the first act, we see the funerat ot
Robbie Tancred and Johny's hysterical vision ol Tancred,s dead
body. We get an impression oI Juno as a person who loots at the
civil war as wasteful. destructive and irrelevant to the problem ot
lrish eye.

The second ptot portrays Juno on rfiany leriats.. lt is of the
will The Boyles who were portrayed as poor living on credit in the
first act are ponrayed in a different way In Act ll. Only Juno ls
earning; her daughter Mary is on strike, Johny has lost his arm so
cannot work, her husband captain Boyle is an idler who cannol
find a,ob. Juno can be seen despising over money and despising
everyone, particularly her husband who idles away time in the
company ot his friend Joer Dolly.

But at the end of Act. I Bentham, a teacher turned tawyer
tells Captain Boyle that he (Boyle) has been left, between tOOO
and 2000 in his cousin's will. ln Act ll this makes the Boyles life
change. They are on a buying cheap luxuries on credit expecting
their wealth. But to their disappointment they come to know thal
the will was incompletely drawn up by Bentham, the Boyles don1
get any money. Their creditor,s take away all their possessions
The tolerant attitude of Juno to Captain Boyle becomes short lived
She begins to scorn Boyle. All of them again continue to live on
credil.

The third plot concern . Juno,s daughter Mary . a selt im.
prover. Two lorces work in her mind - one through the circum.
stances of her lite, pulting her back, lhe other through the influ.
ence of books she has read, pushing her forward. She dresses
well; she is on strike. Her boyfriend Jerry Devine is an aclive
trade - unionisl Neither of her parenls likes this sort of activity
She is seen rirst an independent girl of intellectual ideas and labour
sympathies. lbsen going on strike quoting trade Union principles
Also she is shown as not in love any more with Jerry Devine. ln
Act ll she has thrown Jerry over for Charlie Bentham: by Act l
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Bentham has gone away leavrng her pregnant. Jerry comes back
to reaffirm his love lor her until she tells him that she is going to

have a baby, when he rejects her cruelly saying. "Have you fallen
as low as a lhat?" Captain Boyle turns against Mary. But Juno is

the only one who has a positive approach to Mary. Juno decides
to leave Captain Boyle lor the sake of Mary and helps her to make

a new home lor Maryls baby
Juno is the only one who makes sure that everyone is fed in

the house. Everyone else in the play is either a dreamer or an

idealist. This fourth plot, the back bone ol the play links these
stories ol Johny, the will, and Mary. Johny as we know is crippled
in mind and body by his experiences in the Easter Rising, the gue-

rilla war and the civil war. We gradually discover that he has be-

trayed a comrade and is inefrectively on the run Mrs. Boyle and
her husband, or Juno and the Paycock. Their relationship moves
trom antagonism born ol poverty to a temporary lruce when they
think they have money. By the end of th€ play, Juno renounces
Boyle. Johny has been executed: captain Boyle is out getting drunk
with Joxer; Juno and Mary leave in the €nd, which is tragic and
tunny. Captain Boyle and Joxer stagger back to the tenement full
ol bombard and drink and without noticing thal the llat is empty,

decide thal the world is in what to them is ils usual terrible state o,

chaos.
The four parallel plots draw att€ntion to tour maror issues.

some ol lrish, some of wider inlerest, and all matters ol deep
concern to O['Casey Johny's republicanism relates to O'Casey's
own early rationalisl activities, to ingnostic natlonalist principles

and the lrue needs oI the lrish poor

THE THEMES IN JUNO ANO THE PAYCOCK

O'Casaey was always inlerested in the welfare of lrish. He

had compassion for the poor, and contempt for the pompous. He

had a lack of reverence for shibboleths, a beliet the forces of lite
and joy and a rages againsl poverty and oppression The two
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strands ot revolulron that drew him were nationalism and social-
rsm. The influences of these can be seen in all his plays and it is
true of Juno and the Paycock also. The major recurrent lhemes in

Juno and the Paycock are (i) nationalism (ii) religion; (iii) poverty
and (iv) the labour movement. Ditlerent in the play view these
ditferently.

To Johny nationalism means heroism; danger waste and loss
ol lives lo Juno. lt is an opportunity lor profit, to captain Boyle.

Religion means an unavailing protection against his guill
Johny. Marry looks at it as an empty promise. For Juno it means
something great. lt means something ritual and help to her. But
in h€r also towards the end of the play, there is a change in the
attitude, she asks.'what can God do again the stupidity O'men?"
Religions is no spiriiual comfort to anyone in the play and no
prayers are granted. Poverty is presented as depriving not only ol
material things but also dignity, ioy and integrity..lt posters the
characters worst laults - anger ignorance, idleness etc.

ln the play Sean O'Casey sets lor the highest labour ideals
and makes his characters tail to live up to them. Jerry is earnest,
dedicat€d and authoritative but lacks the one viial quality, human-
ity. Mary los€s her emancipaled principles in ihe t€mal€ dilemma.
There are the obstacles in the way ol labour, the stubborn idle-
ness ol Boyle and Joxer. Juno's disbeliel in labour solidarity and
Johny's inability to work.

ln London th€ critics praised O'Casey's play as a mastel
pieces and dismissed lhem as pretentious rubbish. lt was in
America that his plays and writings earned him the grealer part ol
his income. ln his own country his books were lrequ€nt victim ot
the rigid censorship laws and only nine of his plays were produced

there during his lile tlme.

CONCLUSION

As a writer and a lover ol life and youth a champron of free-
dom and the cause of the working classes, he nevertheless find il
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necessary to defend the ruthless suppression ofthe workers and

students of Hungary in their fight against Soviet tyranny. Like

Galsworthy he shOws cOncern for in,oCent victims althotigh the

events that shape the lives of()iCasey:s characters are more clearly

political.

‖
Everything,lhave w「 itten up to the present has bёen corn‐

batlve,and the sword l have swung so lohg is now stlck in my

hand and:canit let 90. when itake a pen lnto my hand some‐

thing comes over rne and l cantt help being bitter,even when l

write letters“ ,he declares. lt was this quality of getting into verbal

∞ mbat witlout pausing to cons:derthe consequence or weigh

his、″ords that alienated hirn from so rnany of his countrymen and

denied hirn the rewards that were due to his genius.

Hls was essentia‖ y a dramatic genius.AIlthat he wrote,not

only his plays but even his articles and reviews bearvvitness to hls

theatrical approach. 丁his compulsion to write theoretlca‖ y wastO
lead him tOり reak away from the so called nationalism ofthe con‐

ventionaltheatre of his tirne and to venture into new and unfarniト

iar forms. ln dOing sO he suffers the fate of a‖ who are ahead of
theirtime and like a‖ courageous adventures he was to fa‖ as we‖

as succeed.

ln OtCasey the men are irredeemably fainted w:th futile vi‐

sion,empty boasting and posturlng wh‖ ethe women arethe work‐
ers and rea‖ sts. ltis a somewhat exist posture,but dramatica‖ y
effective. ln the figure of JunO BOyle‐ loving nagglng and fighting

for her farnily‐ he created one ofthe few roles oftragic stature in

20th century literature.

To sum up,l can'be sad that OICaseプsわ lays are perhaps
that very rare thing profOund comedy which go6s furtherthan show‐

ing how men behave which ls whatthe comedy of manner dew
ang。海s far to shOwittg,What man isI

C“0面0"S「t標
l乱拠∬ギ」∬λJr闘∬L潔;濡1謂Tt:i:
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and Paycock.
Juno and the Paycock is a melodrama or tragedy or com-
edy?
There is only one complete character in Juno and the
Paycock Juno herself Upon her hangs the weights of the
play"comment.
"....Sean O'Casey is an exception, and he is in other respects
a sufficient phenomenon in lrish drama to merit consider-
ation. "Examine this observation in relation to lrish Drama
and O'Casey's contribution to the field of lrish Theatre.
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3. THE LAOY'S NOT FOR BURNING

(CHRISTOPHER FRY)

cHRISTOPHER FRY: 1907) LIFE AND WORKS

Christopher Fry was born in Bristol of quaker Stock, worked as

school master, actor and theatre doctor before making his name as a
play wright with works that were hailed in the late 1940's as a sign of a

new renaissance of poetic drama: his musical and religious plays - The

Boy with a Cart (1939), The First Born ('1946), Thor with Angels (1949),

A Sleep of Prisoners (1951) were frequently compared to those of IS.
Eliot though the theatre going, public tended to prefer the ebullient

optimism and exuberant word play of his comedies. Eg., A Phoenix Too

Frequent ('1946) based on Petronius. The Lady's Nor For Burning (1946

set in the middle ages) and Venus Observed (1950, a romantic chateau.

comedy). The Dark is Light Enough was less successful. The vogue for
poeti drama proved short lived giving way to the kitchen sink school, and

curtmantle (1962) about Becket Struck critics as dated. Fry also wrote

several screen plays and successful translations and adaptations of
Anouilh (Ring Round the moon, 1950. The Lark 1935) and Giradouse
(Tiger at the Gates, 1955; Duel of Angels, 1958). Of these, Thor with

Angles, The Boys with a Cart, Sleep of Prisoners are Festival plays.

Venus Observed. The Lady's not For Burning, A Phoenic too Frequent

and the Dark is Light Enough are comedies Comeddy of Seasons. The

First Born is a tragedy.

ln the late nineteen forties and nineteen fifties verse drama
was represented in the English theatre not so much by T.S. Elidt
as by Christopher Fry. His comedies were an intense theatrical
fashion, which in the way of fashion, were then suddenly dropped.
An achievement. which had been greatly exaggerated was then
simply pushed aside. But it retains some relevance as an example
in which the idea of poetic drama was understood. ln his plays for

cUP 3031/05/1000 - sDE - I0
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the West End theatre, Fry added a variation of style to a kind of drama
which was popular. This was the comedy of manners in its weakened
modern sense (based on the edges of contemporary value). lnstead of
critical comedy, the form was one of incidental wit, of fshional
convention and typically of costume. Fry took this form and added the
play of verse to it.

FRYAS A DRAMATIST

After the second world war there was a revival of Eliotian
'Christian Drama'. Some of this was moderately successful in the
theatre, but none has survived. Christopher Fry began as a limitator of
Eliot, but soon switched to comedy with a Phoenix too Frequent (1946)

and the Lady's Not for Burning (1949). He also wrote scripts for
Hollywood. Benhur is the most impressive. Fry's verse is perhaps most
clearly defined by the adjective non-poetic, his language is in organic,
over confident, sclick, pseudo-effervescent, grovelling for the superficial
response of an inattentive audience.

Hrs verse has no life in it, as exemplified in the following
characteristic passage, presumably composed from suburban theatre
goers in search of uplift.

'We reach an obstacle and leam to overcome it;

our thoughts or emotions become knotted, and we
increase ourselves in order to unknot them; a
state of bring becomes intolerable, and drawing
upon a hidden reserve of spirit, we transform it'

Among the obstacles Fry never reached one verse composition

or a notion of what vulgarity is. Fry's sense of 'wonder'and 'delight' is an

meretricious as his sense of character. One feels sorry for him as a
victim of fashion the fecklessness gf the middle brow audience is one of
its chief characteristics, but on the other hand he has perpetrated an
offensive pretentiousness; a smug prosiness snuggles costly at the heart
cavity of the false civacity......in the heart of all flght cause is a cause

that cannot lose. His skill works most effectively in translation. Where he
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dullness, resided rather in lhe relics o, realism around them' More

over as Fry had advanced in his dramatlc carrier he has tended to

make his words firmer, more inlimately related lo current speech

pattelns, while slill leaving himsell the opporlunity of moving from

this to rich€r forms-
The combination of two taclors, Chrislian faith and the the-

atre, served by a sparkling of girt ot languago has hslped him plo-

duce a group of plays full of ardour, movement and humour' His

conslant th€me is the exploration of the enigma of man's slate

which leads baok its unique source God. His gai6ty, the graceful

lightness of his banter, his edravagant sallies and tho pyrotech-

nics ol his vivid and explosive style make his poetic drama com-

pletely aufonomous, says Nicoll' Chrisiopher Fry is certainly exu'

berant. His verse with its tumbling imanginary, almost batlers an

audience lnlo submission. His idiom though appEats to havo re-

samblances lo ihose of poel - dramatists like Gordon Bottoml€y

is more lashionable

VERSE DRAIUIA OF FRY

'Comedy is an escape not from truth but trQm despair' a

narrow escape inlo failh't, observed Fry. And by embodying natu''

ralistic stories o, human love he was able to pr€senl, a world, which

we are all poised on the edge o{ eternity...ln which God is any-

thing but a sleeplng partner in everyday life.

Further, Fry's view ol poetic drama got rellected in his plays'

The Poetry and lhe construclion are inseperate......ror the poetry

is the action, and the action-even aparl lrom the words" -is the

figure ol lhe poelry'. Fry relies on mood to achieve imaginative

unity. So.each comedy is keyed to a particular season: bitter'sweet

April transition in The Lady's not for Burning: the sensuality of sum'

mer in A Phoenix Too Frequent and A Yard of Sun; autumnai ripe-

ness and decay in Venus Observedi elegiac nostalgia 'in the win-

ter comedy of The Dark is Light, Enough. The inlegration of po-
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etic mood and action corresponds with F4y's themalic aim to in-

fuse life with spirituality. Yet rather lhan enbacing daily €xistence,
Fryls extravagant imagery and high flown language inherently
devalue it.-His premise thal we call reality is a false god the dull
eye df custom leads to an artificial lightening ol the dramatic con-
text and undermines individual characterization. Thus the exotic

settings ol Fry's plays, Ior instance, the Roman cemetery of A Phoe-

nix Too Frequent, the dark between the dark ages and the renais-

sance in the Lady's Not for Buming or a Hungarian mhnsion dur-
ing the r€volution ol 1818, The Dark is LightEnough, glamorize

ligures facking personal id€ntity. The characlers are symbolic, lik€
perpetual rellecling the desires hersell as my girl: porpetual/ per'
petual making no gesture I can call/ My own. and this efteci is

under lined by the lyricism ol Fry's Verse: which makos all his

characters' spe6ches interchangeable.
As the language of spiritual perception, Fry's poetry becomes

an end in itself. Verbal pyrotechniss ar€ consciously deslgned to
display the rlchness of a spiritualized world in contrast to the im-
poverished materialism of a prosaic urban society, to the point ot
sell-consbiousnesa, as in the rnisanthropic lidaalists' attac(,on sci-

entific iitibnalism. in The Lady's Not tor Burning: 'We have glven

you a woild as contradictory. As a female ... How uneconomical
the whole thlngs been'.

Stephen Spander, commenting on the poetic inflation in Fry

obseryes: 'The Fry method is to subdue the action oI the charac'
ters to the charm and wit of the verse. The temperature of human

behaviour is lowered to a point where things like robbery lorntca-

tion and murder are made to appear merely verbal, and one soon

ceases to care about them."
Fry represents the high poinl of modern attempts to revive

verse drama. His tone is lyrical in the exlremei an'j Fry flaunts
poetry. This is in contrasl lo Eliot wilh whom he was,-r)sely asso'

ciated.
It can be said of Fry, that in a Universe ofte uten''d es a
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mechanistic, he has posited the orinciples of mystery. ln an age of
necessitarian ethics, he has stood unequivocally for ideas offree will. ln
theatre technique, he has gaily ignored the sacrosanct conventions of
naturalistic drama; and on term of speech he has brought back poetry

on to the stage with undecorated abandon. The powerful vision of
existence he possesses is broad and diffused and cannot be reduced to

one imperative command or formula. This vision we find in his plays for
instance, when Thomas Mandip, for all his... misanthropy, admits that
something condones the world is incorrigibly' and counsels Jennet o
reset in the riddle of existence and when he laughs at Jennet's scientiflc
preconceptions.

We have given you a world as a contradictory

As a female .... How uneconomical

The whole things been. We see this vision in Thor with Angels
and A Phoenix Too Frequent. Again in Mendip's remark that laughter
is..... inelevancy which almost accounts to revelation. ln this vision of
Fry, the metaphysical, the mystical and the comic are intimately related.

THE LADY'S NOT FOR BURNING: A CRITICAL NOTE .

The Lady's Not for Burning is the best known and most
characteristics of Fry's works. V1/e are back in the early fifteenth century,

and the theme is Thomas Mendip's conversion through live. Mendip is a

sort of adventure inrospective and melancholy so haunted by longing for
death in presence ofabsurdity that he accuses himself of a crime he has

not committed, hoping thereby to get himself hanged. Jennet, a
charming young person accused ofwitchcraft is in grave danger of being

burned alive. Mendip begins by trying to persuade Jennet to resign
herself to a doomwhich appeals to him enormously. Butwhen Jennet is

offered a chance of avoiding death by the sacrifice of her yirtue, he was
eventually to acknowledge his love for her and agree to live. ln this wo*,
the leit - motif of Fry is the revelation of our duty to think of and to live
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life as an absolute good in spite of the elements of cruelty and horror it
contains.

This play dazzled its audiences with an exuberance of language
suggestive of the less restrained Elizabethans. This medieval comedy

concerned the successive attempt of a professional soldier weary of life
to save from burning a going woman argued with being a witch, but the
skill shown in the creation of plot, character atmosphere was less
impressive than the utterly uninhabited Cisplay fresh and starting
metaphors. Fry regarded the play as his first comedy ofthe seasons and
imbued it with the bouncing vitality of spring.

"The way a man writes for the thetre depends in the way he looks
at life. lf in his experience, direction and purpose seem to be all
prevailing factors, patterns and shape are necessary to his writing the
verse form is an effort to be true to what Eleanor, in Curtmantle calls,

The silent Order' whose speech is all visible things. No event is
understandable in a prose sense alone. lts ultimate meanlng is a poetic

meaning. The comedies try to explore a reality behind appearance.
"Something condemns the world incorringbly' says Thomas Mendip in

the The Lasdy's Not for Burning in spite of the tragic nature of life". The
problem a long way fromm being solved, is how to contain the
complexities and paradoxes within two hours of entertainment how to
define the creative pattem of life without the dangerof dogmatic sEtment.
Dogm is staticf:life is movement" comments Christopher Fry of the
nature and function of comedies.

The 15h century characters are intoxicated with fantastic imaginary,

which is offset by the irony in their predicament. The lovers stand for
contrasting forms of rationalism: a cynical soldier of future who can find

nothing beyond the tedium, ofthe humdrum and the sordid physical facts
of eixtence; and the scientifically minded daughter of a mathematical
alchemist: who sees reality as limited to 'what I touch; what I see, what I

know; the essentialf;act. They discoveq the mangnetismof mystery through
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explicitly contradictory and irresponsible events.

Being disillusioned by the apparent meaninglessness ofthe world

the man conferrers to murder in order to get the witch hunting towns

people to put him out of his misery. But the authorities refuse to hang

him simply because he demands it where as the girl is condemned to be

burnt because she denies being a witch and does not want to die'

Mistaking the man's death-wish as a generous attempt to save her by

sacrificing himself, the girl is unwillingly attracted to him, while he

unexpectedly finds himself reciprocating her emotion So when the

murdered man whose body she is supposed to have spirited way, turns

out to have been merely sleeping offa drunken stupor and the lovers are

allowed to slip quietly out of their position their perception of life has

completely changed. The sun rise which was to have signalled their

execution, becomes the symbol of a new future.

Fry describes how he set out to write this ply; enisaging it as the

first cousin to an artificial comedy, could see no reason he goes on to

say. Through writing such a comedy, why I should not treat the world as

I see it, a world in which we are all poised on the edge of eternity, a world

which has deeps and shadows of mystery, in which God is any thing but

a sleeping partner. An artificial comedy with a difrerence indeed'

It is very difficult for us to look for a common theme in the plays of

Fry. However it is true that from such plays as 'The Lady's not for

Burning and Venus observed it is possible to construct a kind oftheme:

Over all the world

Men move unhoming, and eternallY

Concerned: a swarm of bees who have lost their queen

Vvhere noone knows his origin and no one

Comes to claim him

Estragment in a world

Where everything else confroms

And of course You're right
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I have to see you home, thcig,, reither of us

Know where on earth it is.

There are persistent moods, but the plays-do not, in their

substance, either concentrate on or embody them. The sense of loss is

genuine but an element of the drama it is offered differently' almost

casually. There is a certain concern with death but it is an essentially

genteel eschalotogy. However, if ever one wished to find the theme of

the Lady's not for Burning, one can stillfind one. The theme in the play r:

misanthropy converted to a acceptance by love, and rationalism

converted to a sense ofthe mystery ofexistence by just the same factor

Thomas Mendip, unable to find a meaning in life, gives himself up as a

murderer and insisb on being hung not untilthe young rationalist minded,

Jennet Jourden Mayne, daughter ofan alchemist is convicted as a witch

and sentenced to be burnt does he consent to life in the hope of

contriving her escape.

Fry in his foMard to the first edition of the play has suggested that

we might think of this play, in terms of light' of inconstantApril sunshine,

of sunst, twilight and full moon, of human intelligence in a dance

together, sometimes with nothing but buoyancy' sometimes with a

seriousness which has been sufiiciently mocked by the distress to be

able to mock back. April in this play is a cruel and beautiful month ln

Fry's plays love necessitates or is accompanied by some mode or other

of death; but in the comedies there follows resurrection. That is, Fry's

optimism, mocked by distress knows how to mock back. This is true of

the Lady's Not for Burning.

QuEstbns

1. Establish the place of Fry in Eliotian era

2. The Lady's Not of Burning as fantasy

3. Fry's use ofverse expose4s the same ofwonder using metaphor
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4. SAINT JOAN
(G.8. SHAV\,)

A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO THE AUTHOR AND CRITICAL BACK.
GROUND

George Bernard Shaw, the great orator and playwright was
born.at Dublin in 1856. His fatheiwas a minor officialin the Dublin
taw courts, but after a few years, he retired on a small pension
and went into business unsuccessfulty, as a corn merchant. He
married the daughter of an lrish landowner. The father, though a
drunkard was a jocular person and the mother was a retined iaOy
and an accomplished musician. From his father he inherited the
gift of fun, satire and comic indifference to the harships of life and
from his mother he derived love for muslc and an unshakable faith
in his own rightness. When he was sixteen his nibther and sisters
left Dublin and went to live permanently in London where his mother
supported the family by giving music lessons and singing at con-
certs.

Shaw's early education began under lhe care of Miss
Caroline Hill. Later he was under the carb of Rev. William George
Carroll, the Rector of St. Bride's Dubtin who taught him Latin. FIls
school life ended in 1871 after two years at the Dublin spientific
and commercial Day School. He then became a clerk anU cashier
r a land agent's office untilApril 1876 when he followed his mother

to London. Realizing that his father was unqualified to .be the
controlling head of the family and that his mother was more de-
vot6d to music than to her children, he developed an eftraordi-
nary independence of mind and spirit. This enabled him to look
upon mankind and its atfairs without being swayed either by cus-
toms or the conventional oprnions of others. As part of laying the
foundations for his career, Shaw joined political societies and ad-
rjressed public meetings. His first experience at public speaking
was at a meeting of the zetetical society whrch macJe him extremely
rr,owous at facing an auriience for the firo :i41s. lnstead of with-
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the characters and also enable actors to act out the plays with the same
specification even in th4e absence of the dramatist to supervise the
production. This can be understood better it we take a look at the plays

of Shakespeare which had absolutely no stage directions since they were
all produced under the direct supervision of the dramatist himself.
Conflict is Shavian drama is not one which involves physical action or
intense emotional disturbances, but the conflict of thought and beliei He
brings moral passions to the stage to break the long monopoly of
physical and sexual passion.

Regarding his purpose as a dramatist, itwas his socialistic views,
his rationalism and his iconoclasm that convinced him of the drama which
would deal dramatically with the vital urgent problems of life. His
purpose was to awaken the conscience of the people by the dramatic
presentation of these themes. For example in the play Mrs. Warren's
Profession, Shaw draws the attention of the public to the facts relating to
the use of brothels. Here he is pointing an accusing finger not at the
woman but at the society. The principle that the play illustrates is that
many fortunes spring from somebody else's degradation and vice. ln
major Barbara there is a lot of preaching and moralizing. The play

centres on the idea of salation -salvation of the human soul and society.
The Apple Cart and On the Rocks are two plays on the weakness of
democracy. Shaw shows that democracy also falls a prey to error and
corruption just as any other human institutionr Shaw was also deeply
interested in the sounds ofwords as well in their sense and meaning. as
a young man he learned short and always wrote his plays in i t. This
choice of shorthand as a working language was due both to its time
saving advantages and to its being based on phonetics. He spent qa
good dealof time trying to persume English people to adop an enlarged
alphabet. He also wrote one of his most popular plays. pygmalion, on
the subject of correct pronounciation. John Butl's Other lsland, a
cornedy about lrish politics was the first day by Shaw that became popular. Man
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and Superman, called by Shaw'A Comedy and a philosophy is full of
ideas which were then new and startling. The discussion between the
Devil and Don juan and the others is a serious philosophical argument
such as no other dramatist would have dared to write for the stage. Here
we have the best example of Shaw's dramatic genius. ln Saint Joan,
shaw had no socialist axe to grind. Glimpses of the religious side of
Shaw's nature is very clearly seen in Saint Joan, where he took Joan of
Arc both as a heroine of history and as a heroine of faith. She helped to
f!'ee the land of France from the English armies in the fifteenth century
and she would obey only the voice of God which, she decalred, spoke to
her privately. She therefore refused to submit to the authority of priests

and princes when they wanted her to behave contrary to what she
believed God had told her, and she was burned as heretic, as Shaw
himself probably would have been if he had lived in Joan of Arc,s
century, for he had the same stubborn belief in the right of individual
judgement based on the voice ofconscience. Shaw's back to Methuselah
fails as a play, but in the preface he states his gospel of Creative
Evolution and his belief in the Life Force and his faith that woman being
the incarnation of the Life Force pursues and finally gets man. Herein
lies the importance of the play among Shaw's works.

Realism was the key note of Shaw's dramatic art. He presented

the essential reality underlying all social institutions, conventions and
beliefs. His aim was to exdpose the social follies and evils, outworn
customs and manners, beliefs and behaviours so thatthey may reformed
or eliminated. He is not only a realist but also a caricaturist he goes to
the roots of conventional beliefs and ideas only to expose them not as
reality, but as distortions of reality. Yet some of his plays are very
unrealistic; the setting being historical or fantastic. "ln the Devil's
Disciple, Arms and the Man, Caesar and Cleopatra, Saint Joan, Back to
Methuslah, and even in the plays with contemporary backgrounds, the
characters and their surroundings are invested with an atmosphere of
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the unreat or even of the symbolic. Heartbreak House by no means

stands unique among his plays. And similarly it is in the sphere of the

fantastic that Shaw finds his ideal world Many of his works may

apparently be set in a real environment, but even in these the author

seeks every possibility of flnding an escape (Nicholl) Shawdies in 1950

in his ninety fifth year having produced his last importnt play TheApple

Cart some twenty years before in '1929'

Shaws success as a dramatist largely depends on his power of

characterization. His characters often turned out to be his mouthpiece

because of his zeal for social reformation' His characters are

representatives of his views and ideas on the various problems of life'

Hence the characters who appear on stage expound some theory

working in their creator's mind. Thus the principal characters are static

to a certain extent. ln fact "they are protagonists and they must be

spectacular extend. ln fact "they are protagonist and they must be

specEcularand bestride the stage even when discomfrort has made them

ndiculous. But this is not always true ln the earlier and more important

plays many characters have their own individual personalities' Some of

Shaw's characters to name a few, Dick Dudgeon, Lady Cicely Vvynflete'

Louis Dubedat, Candida, St. Joan, Captain Shotover are doubtless

authentic personalities on their own right Hence it is not true to say that

Shaw's characters are merely his mouthpieces A C \A/ard says that

'this complaint cannot be upheld it the sayings of Shaw's characters are

tairly weighted and balanced. For example' who is Shaw's mouthpiece

in Saint Joan? Joan herself? orWarwick? or Cauclion? or the lnquisitor?

Each presents a valid case from opposing angles in theApple Cart is it

king Magnus oI the Prime Minister that is Shaw's mouthpiece? Each

presents his own case and the two are irreconcilable"

The minor characters of Shaw are largely comic characters and

they have their own individual personalities' many of these minor

characters have become memorable, such as Wlliam the Walter in You
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Never Can Tell Enuy i,naker in Man and Superman, Alfred Doolittle in

Pygmalion, Louka in Arms and the Man and Ftatateeta in Caesar and

Cieopatra. They make a fitting background for the effective expression

of their author's views, but they do not loose their personalities in the

background. The women characters of Shaw have certain common

char]cteristics worth mentioning He has drawn his women in

unsentimental and unromantic terms Most of his women are different

from the romantic novel reading females of the earlier times' At times

Shaw appears as a caricaturist in. portraying many of his characters'

Like the dramatists of earlier timi:s lShaw nelieved that everybody's

character is determined to a large 6xtent by some dominant trait' As a

social reforme( he has theoized upon and analyzed the effect of the

social environment of life and character' At the same time as an artist he

is always preoccupied with human 'nature Hence he is able to

understand the signs that particular social condition leaves on a

personality. Therefore his cahracters have acquired an amazing variety

and vitality.

Shaw was a lreat stylist He had a great mastery over the

language which was natural as well as correct without being casual or

peOl-antic. His language and style beautifully express his thoughts and

sentiments. This is what has helped his dramas achieve mass appeal'

His wit, his resourcefulness, ' his command of metaphor and smile are

the attractions of his style. Shaw's prose is very powerful' achieving the

efiect of a direct man to man speech Epithets are rarely found in his

plays. Some of the typical Shavian utterances that come to mind are

incorrigible, mendacious, dangeracy, pugnacity, apostasy' inemediable'

mischLvous, invertrate etc.. Abstract nouns like celibacy' degeracy'

pugnacity are used precisely to convey his thoughts His style is a verbal

*e-apon useO powerfully so that it hits the target and leaves the reader

complacement.

As a dramatist, orator and social reformer' Shaw acquired

immense popularity all over the world The height of his fame

was reached with Saint Joan in 1923 and it is most probable that this
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and several ot his other plays will always be more highly thought
ol than Back to Methuselahwhich hehimsell regarded as his mas_
terpieco. Hib theory of Crealive Evdlution and his betief in the Lite
Force are opposed to Charles Darwin,s theory of. Evolulion by
Natural Seleclion. Shaw's idea of Creative Ev,.tution is based on
the prlnciple thai the ,ittesi;are those who surv,,,'e by superior in-
telligence and by lheir will power. He beliqvet thal il we desire
with passionate strength ol will to be bettei an I finer people, in
fact to be changed into Supermedl.and if that irength of will is
passed on to our descendanti, what wb desirt, will be brought
about. The nations would then be ruled in wisdom and virtue, and

, war and all other evils would vanish from the earth. So ti is only
properthat he came to be recognized and honoured as one of the
great intallects of the modern age. ln 1925 he was awarded lhe
Nobel Prize for Literature: His nlnetieth birthday was celebrated
all over the world. A tew weeks,alter his ninety-fifth birthday he
had a latal tall while working. in his garden. Shaw passed away
peacefully on November 2, 1950.

A CRITICAL AiIALYSIS OF THE PLAY AND EXPLANATOBY NOTES

Joan of Arc, Maid of Orleans, was canonized in 1920, al-
most tive hundred years after she had been burned at the stake
as a horetic and witch. The play was first performed at the Garlic
Theatre in New York city on December 28, 1923. Shaw wanted to
tell the truth about Joan. Though Joan had been complelely reha-
bilitated by lhe Church and secular rorces, Shaw telt that the sig-
nificance of her mdrtyidom was not yet understood. lt was with
this desire in inind that Shaw wrote the play. This is one of the
finest plays of th€ lwentieth century.

The stOry oi Joan of Arc, the French girl who won back her
country rrom the English invaders, is one oi the world,s greatest
stories. This is not jusl an old story that happened S00 years ago.
ln 1920 when she was canonized, she was held in special rever-
ence by France, who was only recovering from the brunt of World

-i0.6,

War l. it was during this wAr that lhey remernbered thts grrt who
had freed their country from the English and thrs thought gave
lhem new courage and hope. Shaw has not been able lo include
all the facts of history but he does keep in mind the real slory. He
emphasized cerlain ideas that may nol have been so clear during
the time o, Joans. The lears and suspicions in the minds of thoss
who opposed Joan. are .ilow irthbr. idstified.or. falsffied with the
adyancem€nt ot learning and the passage of lime. The story ol
Joan of Arc is indeed romantic in the sense of being strange and
exciling. Io think that this peasanl girl of seventeen couid instil so
much of courage and pride into her raltering countrymen. definitely
stris our emolions.'

The story began while Jan ol Arc was little more than a child
still living on her tather's farm. She bsgan.to see visions and hear
voices of Saint Calherine and Sainl Margaret and Saint Micha€l
who visiled her. She believed that they were senl go give her
messagos from God and that she musl oney these messages.
When she reported this, the army otticers laughed al he., lhe priests
were horrified and the w€ak and lazy young King thought.her a
nuisance. For the priestsr the Chrislian Church is tr€ only chan-
nel through which God's will could be revealed. Hence they de-
c,ared that Joan's voice came trom the devil and was.therefore
evil. lf she Was allowed lo have her way, the Church,s authority
and orderly rule would be destroyed. The Church was, for the
Chrislians. Godis represenlative on earih and had been estab.
lished almost 1400 years ago. lf Joan ot Arc was accepted, the
Church would appear to be wrong. Therefore it was inevitable
that they declare Joan to be dangerously and sinlully wrong. The
conflict between Joan of Arc and Christian Church was a conflicl
between Private Judgement and Constituted Author lty. This
caused fear in political cricles These fears were not senseless
as was proved by Martin Luther in Germany when he set up his
private judgement against the constituted auihority o, the Church
and thus started lho Retormation movement. The establishment
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ot Protestant Church€s in opposition to the Roman Catholic Church

was the result ol this. Such a happening was the greatesl imagin-

able evil that could happen to the Church in Joan of Arc's time'
' The Church wanled to preserve the religious unity ol

Christendom, iust as other torces wanted lo preserve th€ contem'

porary social struoture.' Ihis,is seen.oleady in Salnt Joan thrpugh

ihe words ol the Ead of Warwick who protesls against the use o'

the word 'Frenchman' saying "A Frenchman! Where did you pick

up that expression? Are these Burgundians and Bretons ano

Picards and Gascons beginning to call themselves Frenchmen'

lust as our fellows are beginning to call themselves Englishmen'

ihey aaually talk of France and England as their countries' Theirs'

if you pleasel What is to become of me and you if that way ot

thinking comes into lashion?" Warwick being an English noble-

rnun und military leadel opposed Joan's endeavours lo make

'Frenchmen' fight 'Englishmen', trom the desire that the French

should nol drive the English out' He was al.so determined lo up'

hold the teudal syst€m which would break down if the dependents

of the feudal lords began to lhink of serving their country and their

King, instead of being tied to the service of the particular lord to

whom they were obliged. Later Warwick says, 'lf the peopl6's

thoughts and hearts were turned to the King, and their lords be'

came only the King's servants in their eyes, the King could break

u, 
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his knee one by one', and the Bishop o' Beuvais

(Cauchons) adds that, to Joan, "the French'speaking people are

what the Holy Scriptures describe as a nation. Call this side of

her heresy Nationalism....'
Joan had religious and secular enemies. Her religious en'

emies felt she would destroy lhe unity ol the Church and then the

Church would lose ils spiritual power and also much of the politF

cal power that $,ent with it. Her secular enemies feared that she

would destroy their personal power by encouraging the people to

unite into nations. lt was her unquestioning devotion to God's will

thal made her a pioneer ol Protesiantism in religion and National-

ism in politics. She was burned to death in the market place of

Rouen on 30 May 1431 when she was bareley twenty years old'

Yet her spirit lived on and Protestantism and Nationalism spread

throughout the world. lt is this aspect of her life that Shaw has

made the central theme of Saint Joan. To him she was much

more a channel ot ideas than a romantic girl heroine. There are

moments in the play which touch us deeply and the wide popular-

ity of Sainl Joan comes from the girl's wondertul combination ol

courage and defenselessness.
A playwright has to set aside his own personal convictions

und prei"ni fair-mindedly the characters and problems he deals

with. ln Salnt Joan, Shaw gives us her point of view and also her

opponents' reasons for destroying her. By presenting thg gvidenco

on both sides, he proves himself to be an imaginative artist and

not a mere historian dealing with facts-alone. History tells us lhat

the threat of torture and a dreadlul death territied h€r into con-

fessing that she was guilty of heresy' She withdrew her confes-

sion ai the unexpected sentence of perpetual imprisonment wnich

she lelt was more tenible. Har French religious enemy thqh gave

her up to her English political enemy who sent her to the fire ' The

several stages of her trial dragged on for months. Shaw com-

presses these events tor dramatic purposes.

The plot ol the play was laid down by history. Shaw has

only made a few changes as he could not put down the whole 'ot

history. The story as it actually happened, was on two levels' :fherq

was the visionary level on which she saw and heard the saints

and the practical level on which she obeyed the voices and car'

ried out their orders. Shaw ioined these two levels cleverly through

the 'miracle' of the eggs in Scene I and the 'miracle' ol the chang-

ing wind in Scene lll. These incidents helped to convince svery'

one that Joan is not an impostor. ln scene ll, her r"cognition of

Charles as the real king, although they try to deceive her, impresses

the other characlers againsl their will. ln Scene lV the long talk on

religious and political matters is a classic instance of Shaw's abil-

ヽ
了
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ability to make discussion and argument mentally exciting. Though this
is a scene in which there is nothing but talk, the audience sits spellbound
in breathless silence throughout this long talk on religious and political
matters. The most romantic and emotional part of the play is the kial
scene and it had done th4e most to make Saint Joan popular. Here, a
young girt, alone, is seen and heard fighting for her life against the
mightiest powers of the world and this definitely appeals to the heart of
every reader The purpose of the final scene (Epilogue) is to show that
though Joan was killed and apparenfly defeated she was in truth
Victorious, not only because she helped in the liberation of France, but
also because the ideas centred in her went marching on through the
centuries. H4ere Shaw has used his powers as an artist to the best. This
scene is ain cerEin respects the best in the play. Shaw liberates himself
from the confining framework of fact and becomes a genuine creator.
The passage 'My swoprd shall conquer yet the sword that never struck
a blow. Though men destroyed my body, yet in my soul I have seen God,
- is one ofthe most impressive passages in the play and the triumph of
the young girl. Her faith and confidence in what she has done is what
gives herthe courage to say'And nowtellme: shall I rise from the dead,
and come back to you a living woman'.

Shaw was not usually concerned with form Many of his plays do
not come to a neat and well planned end. But this defect is often
outweighted by the importance and force ofthe ides and the intellectual
energy which makes them different. Saint Joan is and exception in this
regard. lt has form and shape and balance. The reader's attention is
caught right front he beginning and the.action mounb tb a climax in
Scene Vl and the play is beautifully rounded off by the words ofthe ghost
of Joan: 'O God that madest this beautiful earth, when it be ready to
receive Thy Saints? How long, O Lord, how long?" Shaw has been
criticizsed as having no sense of style, not poetic feeling, no love ofwords.
He believed that his countrymen, the lrish, were by nature dreamers with an
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excess of poetic sentiment. He felt strongly that the world needed doers
much more than dreamers and artists. A kind ofstrangled poetry breaks
out from time to time in his plays and passages in Saint Joan
have the feeling of true poetry eg., Joan's speech after she hears that
she is to be kept in prison (Scene Vl). The greatness of Shaw,s prose
style lies not in emotional power or conscious beauty but in lucidity and
clarity. He wrote to open people,s minds to new ides, not to stir their
feelings.

EXPLANATORYNOTES

Scene - I

a military squire : a soldier and landowner
Mullioned : divided into sections by vertical stone bars
a cowby : American word for a man in chargeof catfle on a ranch,

used by Shaw as more fumiliar to us than cowherd
lumps : as applied here to the servants the word means slow

. and clumsy or dull and lazy.
slut : an untidy,, dirty, lazy (or immorat) woman
'Be you captain' : Are you the captain. Shaw makes Joan use English

blockhed
dithering

lymphatic

country speech, to suggest her peasant origin
: a stupid person

: nervous and confused
: colourless, slow in thought and action; weak in

character.
poros{ - rnarshal : head of an army department @ncemed with discipline,

ceremony.
humbugging : deceiving in a petty manner.
chattily : talking in a trivial manner
checkmate : the winning move in a game of chess; in commco

speech it is used as an admission that some other
personb adion or sbErnent is decisive and unans €rable.

feudal : owner of the land in the medieval system to whom the
tenant rendered military and other services and was
protected by him.



Black Prince

Tcho

to boot

Sene ,,

a wineskin of a man

cool

a war dog

cheeky

cracked

spunk

sinful clay

Aristotle

‖ttle

broad gnn
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:(1330‐1376)eldeStSOn oftlle Eng‖ sh κng Edwrad‖ l

:exclamation ofirnpatience or disgust

Gruff-and Grun

her magnetic field

St. Louis

Blathers
pawnshop

Judas

Scene - lll
strumpet

kingfisher

You blew me up

snood

bend sinister

mettle

breach of promise

sally

I have given two silver

candlesticks

ripping

Saint Devis

Capers

Scene tV
lllu min aied Book

3t2

: Surly and short temPered

: Joan's personality strongly affected anyone near

to her.

:(1215-70) Louis lX, King of Frnce from 1226;went

on religious Crusades and lived a holy life, was

captured in Egypt (1249) and ransomed on

payment of 1,00,000 marks.

: dialect word meaning Nonsense!

: a shop where articles of some value may be lodged

as security for a temporary loan.

: the disciple who betrayed Jesus, used as a de

scriptive word for any traitor.

: an immoral woman

: a bird with lustrous bright blue and reddish brown

plumage, dives for flsh and flies with a swift

darting motion.

: You rebuked me angrilY

: a hood or net covering a woman's hair

: a sign in heraldry indicating.illegitimate descent.

: courage and brave spirit

: legal action against a person who is alleged to have

made a promise

: surprise attack

: a gift to the Church in support of prayer.

: mousing rapidly

: the first Bishop of Pairs was condemned to death

by the Roman governor about the end ofthe third

century A.D. patron saint of France

: Jumping dance movements

of Hours: a book containing the prayers to be

ransoms : money paid to secure the release of prisoners ofwar

plumping down : sitting down suddenly and heavily

: also, used when particular emphasis is desired

: large and flabby from too much drinking

: used idiomatically in reference to a number or

quantity which the speaker thinks remarkable

: an experienced and hardened soldier

: impudent in a light-hearted way

: crazy; of low mentality

: pluck; courage

: the physical body

: (383-22 B.C.) Greek Phllosopher who had so

strong hold on thought in the middle Ages

Pyuthagoras : ancient Greek Philosopher and mathematicin of

the sixth century B.C. whose discoveries made

him in some degree a fore runner of NeMon'

halberd : a weapon combining a spear and battle axe'

her hair bobbed : cut short so that uin hung loose slightly above

collar - level

: silly giggle

: a rude or lolly smile

as well as be hanged

for a sheep as a lmb: meaning that if one is to be punished one may as

well as commit a big tault as a small one

: an expnession of wonder-struck asionishment at

the duchess's extravagant dress
Occ-oo-ooh
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]tl
said at appointed hours during each day
and decorated with small paintings.

. pleasant in appearance
.l was born rn England: Stogumbers's insistenc€ upon his superi-

ority is a devico often used by Shaw in his
plays lo make fun of Englishmen.
a long robe worn by pri6sts, church offi.
cials, and monks.
Palestine.
William, Dukd bf Normandy, who con,
quqred the English at the Battle of Hastings
in 106S; and'became King William I of E;.
gland.
a depraved woman.

. in the New Testament (St. Matthew; Chap
Xll, verse 24) the prince of the devlls; in
Milton's Paradise Lost (Book I tine 79) one
of the fallen angels next in importance to
Satan.

: Satan.

. when a heretic was condemned by the
Church he (or she) was handed over lo the
secular authorities for execution.

: prelentious person.
: French pronunciation for Wyclifie
: Mahomet
: mountain range Derween France and
Spain.

: one of the arcnangets.
: Catherine of Alexandria, a Christian
princes beheaded in A.D. 307 on account
of her religious beliels.
An English royal exile to Sco and, where
she married King Malcolm lll and devoted
herself to good works.
an archangel mentioned in lhe Bible.
the saracens were a Moslem peopl€,

Cassock

Holy Land
the COnquerof

drab
Beelzeub

Prince of Darkness
The.Ghuroh iannol
take life

beggar-on horseback
WoLeef
anArdb camel driver-
Pyrenees

GaDrrer
. SaintrGatherine

Saint Margaret

Saint Michael
Saracen

St.Pete:

Reystone to the arch

Wi‖ ,to Powe,

Protestanl

the pink o, courtesy
Nationalist

Sancta siml‖ CIies

Sce″′ソ

ambulatory

Vestry

う14

against whom the Christians crusaded in

the e:eventh_thiFteenth centuries in the

Ottemptto secure contro1 0fthe holy places

繋a::場]:鵬黒ξ
hCh Chttan ⅢPぬ

|:‖:||‖鷲‖i:[キ:::li::ll∬:出::

:architectural terrn for the wedge‐ shaped
stone atthe tOp which keeps other stones

Of the arch in position
:the German Philosopher Nletzsche used
this term tO,xpreSS his belief that it was

the duty of Man to rise to a higher state ol

leing(Super"an)byヽ wi‖ ing'to do so and
by using hiS power over Others

:e fO‖ 。Wer,‐ activ9。 r inaCtiVe,。 f olё 6fthe
Christian churches which came into br
ing in pr9teSt against the noman cathOlic

:胤h鼻濯鮮ヤ1,IttI瑠lξ:咆
embrance ns secuiar form Nationa‖ sm
Whi9h OpPosed the Churchls ca‖ m to‐ au‐

thority in po:itical rnatters

:extrem9やOIneneSS
:the claim o「 indiViduai nations to govё rn

themseives. :|'S,awls play the term‐ is

used to indicate thё  grpwing desirO in the

l町質:謂罫黒ξ臨器」織∬
litical imDerialism and religious Catholi‐

CISm
Holy simplicity

a space or passage in a Church were
peop19 can walk

the room Where church Offici」 Si Vestments
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' are kept and put on by lheir wearers be

fore a service'

stations of ths cross symb'olic representations ot the, several

stages of Christs walk to the hill of Cal-

vdry where he was crucitied'

nave : thsmain part of a church; the cenlral por'

'' ,lion qdween the aisle'

dug.oulii:'-'" '-- -,' aooiC,r, pitioiii eipression f^or elderly per'

gons who relurn to work after long retire-

ment, bringing back absolute ideas

The oick of the basket: the best
,tn"id : rank, gon€ bad'

"iib : smooth-speaking and insincere'

iubris : pride, which in Greek mythology was put t'

ished bY the gPds'
: the bell iung to call believers to prayer

: bearded male goals
: ruler ol the Boman rePubllc. a greal rnlll'

iary leader and historian.
: Gieek warrior whose conquests carrier'

him as.far as lndia.

. 6

. tox{ike, crafty, cunning

' 
tn" ifr"nt 

"nd 
thetorill speech used bv

lawyeri.i.
: The Christian dogma that certain powers

have been handed down in an unbroken
line from the Apostles through a conlinu-
ous succession of consecrated priests.

' charges brought against an accused per'

son.
. flimsy and unimPortanl
. mild and gentle manner
' s6xual relations with a near relative with

whom marriag€ is prohibited by the law or

custom.
: The lnquisition was so call&d
: bold and immodesl.
: plague
, i region east ot the Oead Sea in Jordan

' 
a relion east of the rlver Jordan an norlh

of Moab.
the system of curing cerlain illness Dy

' draining blood lrom the pali€nt's body'

: a silly Person.
a loose coal worn over armour'

' senlonce Pronounced bY the Roman
Catholic Church against hereiics and other

serious ottenders torbidding them all con-

tact with the church and its ceremonies'
bishop of Alexandria for forty-five years

lrom A.D. 328.

The Shepherd reloices:'th€ Shepherd" is a title applied to Jesus

Epilogae
lancel window

Fouqet's Bocoaccio

Vulpine
forensic eloquence

Aposlolic succession

e6unts

Trumpery
blandness
incesl

The Holy Oftlc€
brazen
black death
Moab
Ammon

to ble€d me

a rare noodle
surc@l
excommunication

St. Alhanaslus

the angelus
billy goats
Caesar

Alexander

Agihcourt, Poitiers, Orecy : battles in whicli the English de'

lealed the French: lought in 1415' 1356

and 1346 resPectivelY'

God is on the sideol thebig battal'lons : one of 
. 
Vollaire's

grdat sayings meaning that it is the pow-

erful who win, not the iust and righteous

Oareck Darions' pronuncialion of Warwick

Scene VI
lnquisition : a Roman Catholic organization sel up lo

seek out heretics and bring them to trial

an iudgement'
Pious Peter ......prckled peppe; : tongue twisler used.by tho

' page to indicate that Cauchon will have a

hard task in dealing with Joan'

the Chapter : the group ol Church officials who look al'
ter the atfairs ol the Cathedral

tall narrow window with a poinlod top in

Gothic buildings
Jehan Fouquet, a French Painter who

made many miniature pictures to illuslrate
books.
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a bee in your bonnet: an obsession of fixed idea
Charlemagne : Charles the Great, King of France and first

emperor of the Hoky Roman Empire
: King of lsrael

The Mercy Seat
Anglican heresy

Agnes Sonel : mistres of King Charles Vll of France
Chaffering : bargaining
young judy : slang for young woman or girl
frockcoat : a man,s long coat, usually in fine black cloth and

reachinb to the knees worn by the upper classes
canonized : practice of the Romn Catholic Church to confer

upon exceptional persons, affer their death, tifles
indicating the Church's recognition of theirspiritual
merit while they lived and their faithfulness unto
death if they were martyred.

: the throne of God in heaven
: the church of England is so described by Roman
Catholics.

the nature before
Rheims Cathedral : a well-known representation of Joan of Arc on

horse back an din Armour

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Essay Questions

Discuss the tragedy of St. Joan

Bemard Shaw describes Saint Joan as a tragedy. He distinguishes
it from crude melodrama in that there is no villain or bloody deedi which
reduced tragedy into a melodrama. The tragedy ofSt. Joan is that she is
done to death not by professional people but as a result of what
innocent people do. Thus the murder ofJoan becomes a judicial murder
and pious murder. She is burnt alive by innocent people in their sense of
righteousness. According to Shaw the old melodramas reduce lhe
entire story of Joan to a conflict of villain and hero or heroine. Shaw
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wished to change this. He felt that Cauchons and Leviartre have ro
represent themselves as well as the Church and the lnquisition
because they stand for two seperate values that have struck roots in
religious convention. Similarly WaMick has to represent faithfulty the
feudal system. These three symbolize three different categories of ole
values. They have to interpret these fundamental values by their action
and character so that they can be interpreted in the light ig reason.
Cauchon, Leviartre and Warwick were part and parcel of the medieval
values and traditions. Shaw makes these characters interpret the
peculiar aspects of medievalism with some detachment and intelligence
that transcends the limitations of their perspective.. He has made his
characters more conscious of their actions. The conscious
interpretation of history to the audience ofthe succeeding generations is
what Shaw really means to do.

Joans history as far as the world is concerned ended unhappy
with her execution, but Shaw rekindles it with spiritual light. He gives a
picture of the canonized Joan as well as the incinerated Joan. To him
getting canonized was the most important thing and he laboured hard in
the Epilogue to give is audience the completed and integrated vision of
a true marty in her mystical glory. The tragedy ofJoan,s burning has a
dual significance. lt is the kagedy ofan individual asserting herself against
a mighty Force which even she does not understand fully. She appears
to worship this force while she defied it. But Joan rep ,sents a greater
force, which is much vaster than her own sell She is literate. yet as King
Chartes point out, whenever there is any discussion Joan is invariably
right. This is because she possesses abundant common sense and illusion.
There is an impalpable powerwhich guides her judgement, illuminates
her intelligence, fortifies herwill and which ultimately triumphs even though
its human represenhtive is burnt at the stake. The spirit if Joan conquers
although she is physically destroyed. Here thhe tragedy gives us a sense
of fulfillment unlike classic or romantic tragedies because in this ptay
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there is no tragic catastrophe or the sense of linality present in

ordinary tragedies.
The tragic paiiern reflects the process of continuous evolu'

tion of a superhuman heroine embodying far-reaching values and
principles. As man progresses, his thinking develops gradually in
various categories and he is able lo inlerpret salient events in a
better way as one generation succeeds another. This phenom-

enon is the internal justificalion oI the Epilogue which shows how

the world has progressed in this respect. Joan oi Arc was burned

for heresy, witchcralt and sorcery in 1431 , rehabilitated in 1456,

designated venerable in 1904, declared blessed in 1908 and fi-
nally canonized. These are the successive degrees of develop-
ment of the history of St.Joan and the stages in the progress of
humanity. Shaw was more apt to listen to the brain than to the
heart. But this did not prevent him from allowing the heart to put

its cause in Saint Joan. As A.C.Ward says "His Joan is still the

virgin soldier -saint; still a romantically heroic figure; still the called-
of -God;still the martyred-by-men.''

The tragedy of Joan was that she represented something
much grater than she herself knew. This was the Janus-like force
wilh uncertain possibilities. To the individualist or nonconformist,
institutional pretension of right and wrong are odd and intolerable
in every respecl. He believes in his own inner light and finds it
diflicult to believe in anything that does not come from his own

will. He sets up faith in his own ludgement which is conditioned by

his love lor independence. To quote Prot.Ward. "To Cauchon Joan

represents a menace to the church, to Warwick a menace to the

leudal system and both are determined that the menace shall be

rooted out and individual taste will choose between the torturous
legalism ol the ecclesiasiical body and the frank brutalism of the
secular arm as the less abominable way with heretics." Saint Joan
is not a tragedy of plot or character. lt is the high tragedy born of

Shavian philosophy, conceived on an intellectual plane. This phi-
losophy is echced in the Epilogue and is intrinsic and organic to
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the plot as it determines the cohesive patlern ol Shaw's tragic per
spective. Shaw could have ended the play with the burning of the
Maid. But the history of Joan opens itself to the world wilh this
event. The Epilogue records her belated canonization and ultimate
triumph of her spirit. lt has been argued that the tragedy of Joan
reaches its natural climax wilh the end of Scene Vl, where the
executioner comes back after ihe burning to lell Warwick that as
the fire could not consume Joan's heart it had been thrown with
the ashes into the river. He concludes: "You have heard the last of
her." But Warwick answers: "The last of her. Hm! I wonder." And
it is in the Epilogue through Dauphin's dream where Cauchon's
ghost praises Joan with the words "The girls in the fields praise
thee; for those iust raised their eyes; and they see that there is
nothing between, them and heaven"-that the real triumph ol Joan
begins. lt ceases to be a tragedy any more as the words of the
Dauphin says "The unprelending praise thee; because thou has
taken upon thyself the heroic burdens that are too heavy for them"

Short Notes

1. Comment upon Shaw's treatment ol history

To begin with, Shaw does not take any liberty with the prin-
cipal events in Joan's life. Joan's interview with the squire of
Baudricourt, the hosiility ol the noblemen at court, her momentary
recantation, her withdrawal of the recantation, her bruning at the
stake, her clinging to the cross supplied by English soldiers are
events truthfully represented by the dramatist. The romantic char
acter of the maid may have been reduced because Shaw has in-
terpreted Joan's character in the light of her ardent nationalism
and religiousness. Shaw's argumentative power is seen clearly in
his dialogue. The picture of a maiden who trusled her own per-
sonal inspiralion, being tortured and burnt by the age which could
not tolerate any divine inspiration except the one that came through
the Church has been drawn wilh consummate art: Shaw with acule
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subtleness analyses the peculiar attitude of Joan,s protestanttsm
She was a girl with extraordinary gifts for military teadership, a
hard-headed female who fought and conquered in the same way
in which other competent generals have fought and conquered
Nor was her mysticism merely part of the enthusiasm of the middle
ages. Shaw draws a line clearly between mystical inspiration and
her rational calculations. Her successful plans were rational and
wise, whereas her faith in her religion was mystical. Shaw has
attempted to present the story of Joan in the great frame of con-
flicting forces. Any such approach to the events ol history brings
us face to face with some basic facets oI human problem and thus
gives a universality and timelessness. Shaw has had to readiust
and modify history slightly. The picture of the young Maid strug-
gling against the Roman Catholic Church is one of the most artis-
tic experiments of Bernard Shaw. The Bishop ol Beauvais is not
free from personal motives. He was ousted from his cathedral by
the Dauphin and the see of Rouen was especia y procured for
him by the English so that he might exercise jurisdiction and thus
be entitled to lead the trial of Joan. He selected the twenty-two
judges that were in charge of the trial and as promoter of the case
he selecled one Joan d'Estivest who had been driven out of the
diocese by the French and was suspecled of hostility to the Maid.
Hence we find thal the personal inlerests of some discontented
and ambitious individuals were at the root of the trial, is repre-
sented by Shaw as a mere dispassionate struggle between the
champions of the church militant and their young maiden. Thus
Shaw moulds contemporary history and reinterprels an'd reviews
the social order and religious hierarchies of the times ol St. Joan
to unveil the purpose and motif of the play.

2. Short Note-The Trial Scene

This scene is a very good example of Shaw,s argumentative
at iity. He endows the characters namely Cauchon and Lemiatre
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with sufficient consciousness to enable them to explain their attt.
tude to the present generation. The lnquisitor says that heresy is
the major charge and its detection and suppression is the special
business ol an inquisitor. Thererore he requests the members not
to frame insignificant charges on which they well have to declare

loan innoqgn!: C?quchgn qgree:.yilh lhg lnquisitor and remarks
that some of the minor chaiges regarding sorcery and stealth are
not easy to be proved. Ladvenu feels that the heresy of the girl is
harmless. The Inquisitor analysis the concept of heresy. He says
that heresy at first seems innocent then it degenersters into dia-
bolic madness. They are not liars and hypocrites but people who
believe sincerely and fervenily. He also details the malicious ef-
lects likely to be caused by heresy. Cauchon commands the mem-
bers to try the accused on the charge ol heresy which is the most
tundamental charge. When D'Estivet questions Joan why she
wanted to run away from prison she replies that it is natural for
everyone to run away from prison. She also says that she should
accept the judgement of God's Church on earth, She answers
that if the Church commands her to do things contrary to God she
will not do to. This statement of Joan,s is taken to be flat and
simple hersy. She is accused oI having intercourse with evil spir
its and that she wears the clothes of men. Joan explains lo
Ladvenu the propriety of the advice given to her by St. Catherine
regarding her male dress and Ladvenu leels that Joan its self con-
ceited. The lear of being burnt makes her recant her words when
the Church offers her forgiveness. But when the sentence is re-
duced to imprisonment she withdraws her recantation as she feels
that perpetual imprisonment is more frightening. She firmly de-
clares her voices to be right and is condemned to be burned. Her
last words "He wills that I go through the fire to His boscm; for I

am His child, and you are not fit that lshould llve among you
That is my last word to you"-are very significant. lt brings out the
religious philosophy as also the Shaviang interpretation of the cre.
ative force which radiates in Joan only incompletely and rises lo
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transcend the limitations of mere men tor the perpetual ameliora-
tion of the human species. Her death is no tragedy bul only a
rebirth. This scene its very moving, intellectually and emotion-
ally. lt reveals the personality. She is naive, simple and coura-
geous Shaw has discovered an impressive human motive for Joa'n's

tinal decision,. She likes to die rather than surrender pelsonal
liberty which is only another name for happiness

Topics for discussion

1. The character of Cauchon
2. The justitication of the Epilogue
3.. The character ol Joan
4. The philosophy in Saint Joan.
5. Discuss Saint Joan as a Chronicle play
6. The lnquisitor's opinion on heresy.
7. Nalionalism and Protestantism as conveyed though Salnt

Joan
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SECTION C.PROSE AND FICTION

THE MAYOR OF CASTERBRIDGE
THOMAS HARDY

ln order to understand Hardy well it is essential to be famil-
iar with his creative range. His range was conditioned by the cir-
cumstances of his lile which was completely agricultural. There-
lore his characters carry the stamp of the lield and every facet of
their personalities is rustic to the bottom.

Almost all the novels written by Hardy are tragic andhis trag-
edy is village tragedy. His memories of early days in his life are
filled with the drama of broken love, wounded girls and the feuds
and hangings in the villages. The batlad stories also left their
marks in him. There is also a fine touch ot the folksongs in
Hardy's plots. Hardly fills his world with true lovers, but the life
essentially becomes tragic as result ol the presence of a few
Don Juans whose victims are mostly the innocent ruslic maid-
ens.

Hardy's novels speak not only ol agriculture but also of
village society and the changing patterns in the society. A knowl-
edge of Wessex history and geography is essential for study of
his novels. The readers also have to trace the socio-economic
changes and Hardy's reaction to them. ln short we get in his
novels pictures of changing generations.The threshing machine
in his novels is a sign of the invasion of industrialization . ln
short he presents in his novels the past life which he knew as a
child.

Hardy's subject is always human life in its most funda-
mental aspect. He honestly depicts mankind's predrcament in
this universe. He possessed a speculative mind. His disposi-
tion to a melancholic view was in a.way, the product of the age
in which he lived. The people were already feeling uncertain
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about the philosophic basis oi Christianity. The result was that,
Ior the first time, pessimism found expression in English let-
ters. By the age of 27 Hardy had already lost faith. He realized
that mere material improvement would not satisly the demands
of man'slsoul.

The background of Hardy's books is the law of nature,
cruel and indifferent. Nature was to him the emblem of those
impersonal forces of fate with whom he presents mankind as in
conflict. Nature is an actor in the play, not a mere background
in his novels. However one should not look for any
Wordworthian mysticm in Hardy's novels. The central dogma
of his faith was that the universe was a soulness automatic pro-
cess. He found that it was cruel, indifferent and capricious.'How 

does Hardy describe the human situation? lt is al-
ways a struggle betweeh man and an omnipotent and indiffer-
ent fate- lt tends to impose a pattern on the picture of his hu-
man scene. The conflict in his story is nol so much between
one man and other or between man and an institution. The
character in his novels is ranged against some impersonal
forces, the forces conditioning his fate. Man appear as an in-
significapt creature in the vast landscape.

Wessex is shown as a vast and ageless scene of fleeting
man's little tragedy.

We can divide Hardy's characters as instruments for good
and instruments for bad. But we must remember that this dif-
ference is in the hands of fate and fate ls only abstraction. lt
must be personified in some particular incarnation. ln short,
Hardy embodies Fate in various forms, mainly as a natural force
or innate weakness of character. Henchard's bd harvesi caused
by weather and Jud'e intense sexual temperament are good
examples of this. Fate also takes the form of chance and love.
Hardy is criticised by most critics lor his excessive use of
chance,

It is quite amusing to see in Hardy,s novels how man is
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working to one end and Destiny to another. Man is helpless at
the will of Destiny. But love is the main motive actuating his
character. ln love's extreme ecstasy they find happiness. They
hope to free themselves from rhe burden of everyday life through
the fulfillments of life. However their hope becomes futile be-
cause there is always a blind, irresistible force seizing on hu-
man beings, whether they long for it or not. lt intoxicates them
in the beginning and then brings ruin t, them.

To Hardy love was woman's existence. As a writer he is
par excellent in depicting her lragility, her sweetness, her sub-
missiveness, and ger caprice. Hardly was an honest lover of
sex. Of all his lemale characters Tess remains the most loved
and the most sympathized He is a specialist in woman.

Hardy preferred Wessex for the setting of his novels for
various reasons. ln such a ruslic society, he thought, human
exislence can be found in its most elemental form, unconnected
by the trappings of sophisticated modes of existence. ln a
place like Wessex he gets the basic lacts ol human drama in
the strongest shape. The basic human passions here are seen
burning al their hottest. This heightens Hardy's imaginative
range too. Statesman, artists or philosophers have no place
here. Hardy's character is simply representative of mankind. ln
,act every artist has certain conventions and his was that of an
early age, probably the one invented by Fielding.

But Hardy was also a man of new age. As an advanced
thinker against traditional orthodox views of religion, sex, and
so on, he used his novels to preach against old and outworn
conventions. He also makes his characters as his moulhpieces.
So if intellectually he was a man of the future, a esthetically he
was a man of the past.

Hardy was not worried about the everyday affairs of his
characters. Probably, his maslers were Shakespeare and Walter
Scott. lt may be recalled that Scott was also inspired by rural
life. Hardy possessed a very fertile imagination, a very power-
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tion is really supreme. His novels are anol mere photographs
but always beautiful pictures. He was also faithlul to the truth
about life as he saw it.

Hardy considered himselt as a poet rather than a novel-
ist. But the craze for story-telling was very strong in him. He

does not write anything which he cannot feel emotively. And
the result is that his novels look like some essays in pastoral
poetry. Strangeness is a silent feature of his romantic imagina-
tion. This imagination manifests itself in Hardy's power ol visu-
alization. He wants to make use see what he is describing.
His book is always constructed in a series o, scenes.

His visualizing power burns brightly as the plot rises to its
crisis. lt is not the dialogue which makes the scene moving but
actions; the slory is always given in aclions. While we admire
Hardy's abiliiy to picture the scene completely, we cannot miss
his use of arresting similes. This is how he keeps our attention
engaged. Thus we can call his novels visual novels. However
his power of visualization is based on his vision of nature. He
knows that nature controls the conduct of lite in an agricultural
society. He has an extraordinary talent in vitalizing the charac-
ters of peasant like simplicity.

The characters in Hardy's novels have a family likeness.
His hero is either selfless and tender hearled or a dashing Don
Juan. And his heroines are moslly like Tess "passion-tormented
romantic enchanlress". Only certain qualities in man strike
Hardy as significant. Man is always thirsting for happiness and
thinking that live will provide this one day or other. And mostly
it is love which makes him selfish or selfless, resentful or sub-
missive.

For Hardy a character must be aware of himself as a vic-
tim of human tate. His character musl also be able to leel pas-
sionately and prolifically. So his range of character is thus lim-
ited. However his Wessex characters are solid flesh and blood.
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They aro irot sentimentalized or inflated ones. His sensibility
to feminine charm is also very great. lt is the tremendous qual-

ity of his imaginative genius which conveys the beauty iof his

temale 'rharacters.
Hardy has an extrationary genius foir striking the keynote

of his story in the opening page. Sometimes the intensity of

nature fires his talent. But he is always aware of the movemer't

of the story; it has always an end. His words gather a peculiar
power as the cry against the cruel fale becomes more and more

intense. Humour, character, landscape, vividly depicted scenes,

stories brilliantly opened and ended are the means with which

Hardy keeps his readers arrested to his novels.
But, as already mentioned, it is always love which is the

dominating theme in his novels. ll is blind' irresistible storm

and he is less concerned with the lovers than love' His is also

not worried about the consequence as with its quality. He wants

to show the actual heat and colour oI its flame. His approach to

love is that of lyrical poet. Hardy is also very convincing in

scenes of death or catastrophe.
Hardy is not without any weakness' He is a good artist

but not a good craftsman. Some times he manipulates his story

so much that our laith in the story is lost. The overemphasis of

the part played by chance in producing tragic events creates

doubts among the readers. ln short, he seems to be twising

the plot to suit his purpose. The result is that the characters at

times become mere puppets in the hands of the author or Fate'

The imaginative writer thus tu a propagandist.

THE MAYOR OF CASTERBRID( ,

The sources ol lhe MayL ' Casterbridge are not clear'
Hardy did not leave note books )r letters which might help us'
He was in a period of transition., Hardy was building perma'

nent residence and this novel was written while the house was
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undergoing construction

THE PLOT

Michaet Henchard was a hay-trusser in search ol work.
ln a drunken mood he sells his wile and child at Weydon priors
lair. With her grown up child, Elizabeth Jane, his wife returns
td Henchrd, The man who bought them was supposed to have
drowned tvhile coming from Canada. But Henchard,s wife now
'Mrs, Newson" has not revealed the full story to her daughter
ln the meantime Henchard after giving up his futile search for
his wife and child, has given up drinking. And he worked his
way up to become the Mayor of Casterbridge.

Henchard is only happy at the relurn oI his wile and child.
The only difficulty was that in their absence he had promised a
girl in Jersey, Lucelta, to marry her. So he writes lo her about
the turn of events. The girl agrees to withdraw but in order to
see that her ruture is safe she comes and collects all the letters
she has so far written to Henchard. There is also another per_
son on the scene, Donald Farfrae. He was appointed as
Henchard manager This young Scotsman comes closer to
Elizbeth Jane. Gradually due to a number ot reasons, Henchard
finds a rival in Farfrae. He therefore tells Elizabeth not to give'attention 

lo Farfrae. Soon Henchard is left alone win Elizabeth
Jane as Mrs. Henchard dies. So he tells her that she is his own
daughter but a letter left by his wife reveals that the baby he
sold died long ago and Elizabeth Jane is in fact the daughter of'Newson. He keeps this news as a secrel. However the newly
discovered truth causes strain in his love towards her.

Lucetta by this time, hears of Mrs. Henchard,s death and
comes to Casterbridge. She becomes friendly to Elizabeth and
invites her to live with her. She agrees to do so because
Henchard is not as warm in his aftection as he was in the be-
ginning. The plot here becomes interesting as Lucetta now takes
inte.rest in Farfrae and drops the idea of marrying Henchard
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which was her original idea. He commits errors arler errors tn
his business while farf rae is growing richer and richer. Lucetta
marries Farfrae secrelly. Henchard loses everything and even
thinks of kiiling himself. Farfrae then buys Henchard,s house
and occupies tl lvith Lucetta. The cycle becomes complete when
Henchard again takes lo drinking. He is tenede by Elizabeth.
His character degen()rates further as a he indulges even in
physical fight with FLdrae. Some people who discovered
Lucetta's earlier affair with Henchard perform a ,,skimmity-ride,,

(parading in effigies of aCulterers )outsider her house and she
thus dies from shame an.J shock.

Henchard and Eliza treth are living a peaceful life when
News on returns. He had spread a lalse new ol his death to
taciliate the return of Mrs. Henchard to her husband. Bul
Henchard tells him that the d..ughter he is seeking is no more
alive. Meanwhile Farfrae renews his love to Elizabeth Jane.
Newson meets her and tells her the whole story. Finally Farfrae
marries Elizabeth and Henchard leaves Casterbridge in pursuil
of his own tragic end.

CRITICAL COMMENTS

The Mayor of Casterbridge is dominated by the personal.
ity of one character, Michael Henchard. So it can be called a
novel of character. He has all the qualities of ahero. Heseems
to be his own enemy. lt is difficult to predict his behaviour. He
loves and hales most unpredictably. He is bent up on ruining
himself reminding the readers of the saying thai character is
Fate. Henchard is highly wrong-headed and emotional and the
result is that he does not require the presence of a villiain to
bring his masfortunes.

Even if we think that he sold his wife under the influence
of liquor, we cannol sympathize with him when he conducts him-
self impulsively even in his sober moments. The tragic flaw in
him is always clear: when he loves he loves strongly and when
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he hates he hates from the bottom oI his heart. This is whal
one feels about his relationship with Farfrae. He is not careful
in dealing with people and he is more careless in his business
affairs. There is but another side of Henchard. When he real-
ize his mistakes he its ready lo punish himself. lt is then that
the readers teel pity for him. Sometimes it seems to be well
earned pitybbiausil he- is'shown as a good hearted and straight
forward person. This is excellently shown by the novelist at the
end of the novel when Abel Whittle f ,llows Henchard verv hon-

estly and faithf ully.
Probably Hardy wanted to ;how that however good or great

one may be, it is difficult to escape from the deeds done in the
past. Otherwise the renewed and refined Henchard should have
been given a peaceful lile. The weight of his deed, selling his
own wife, is not a small sin to be pul aside. Hence the return of
his wife with Elizabeth. But even that event seems to be insig-
nilicant when we compare his careless conduct with Farfrae.

Casterbridge is different from the other novels ot Hardy in

one sense. Romantic or erotic love is absent here. lt may be

because Hardy had enough powerful emotions with which the
character of Henchard is built. lf he had spared a few pages,

like what he did in Tess, to depict love in its burning llame, the
atterition of the readers would have shifted from Henchard's
rise and tall. So he substituted his usual central topic ol love
with the powerful personality of Henchard

Another notable deviation in the novel is his shifl lrom
weatherby or Edgon Heath to the urban scene of Csterbridge.
ln fact one ot the major themes of this novel is the contrast
between city life and its sophistication and the innocence in the
country life. Casterbridge is Docrester, a town very lamiliar to
Hardy right from his boyhood. ln one place in lhe novel Hardy
tells us. "Casterbridge was the complement of the rural lire
around; not ils urban opposite"

It is difficult to find sensible, quiet unsellish and unambi'
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tious women in Hardy's novels. But Elizabeth Jane is an ex'
ception. She is always ready to make any sacritice. There is
no burning passion in her like Tess. lf at all there is any pas-

sionate woman in the novel, it is Lucetta. Elizabeth is kind
enough to look after Henchard when he is bankupt and re.iected.

She is careful in her relationship with Farfrae, since Henchard
has warned her to be careful. However Lucetta freely thinks
with him. Both women have the insights to steady themselves.
They also exchange advice whenever they find the need of it.
Lucetta seems to be very sell-centered but their opposite quali-
ties only tend to heighten their character. Both women have
their own strengihs though the novelist at times sels Lucetta''
artlulness and deception against Elizabeth's honestly and si'
cerity.

Coming back to Henchard on whose personalily the nove'
rests one wonders whether the whole tragedy could be attrib
uled to his eccentric nature. Does the novelist have any other
intenlion whether ideological or philosophical, in pqrtraying a

character like Henchard? A close scrutiny would rEveal higher
motivations, guiding the plot oI the novel. Even the names like
Farfrae and Newson suggest that Hardy, as in other novels, is
taking the whole of agricultural England as a character in his
story. The downfall oI Henchard is also the downtall of agricul-
tural England. Had Newson not appeared on the scene, ihe
story would not have a tragic end, if not a happy ending. Newson
(new son) is the product of the modern, scientilic age. He is a
sailor coming from a distance, Compared with this Henchard
has his life, from beginning to end, rooted in the agricultural set
up. ll Henchard's child-like primitive conduct led hrm to sell his
wife, it was equally shocking too see Newioh buying a wife on
sale. Henchard "had not quite anticipated this ending". Newson
is a travelled man, travelling back and forth; coming from the
sophicated world. His entry into the agriculture world, coupled
with Henchard's self-destructive pride gave the story a wonder-
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ful beginning.
ln the same way, Farfrae is an alien force in that rural

society. Henchard should have permitted Farfrae to emigrate
to America. The reader cannot blame Farfrae-the man from off
place...for the downfall of Henchard. But if he were not present
in Casterbridge, Henchard would have survived in a better way.
All these are hypotheses. However the fact remains that the
foreigners precipitate the tragedy of the protagonist in the novel.
The third outsider is Lucettta and all the three outsiders serve
as a collective symbol of new age bent upon making intrusions
in to the innocent and traditional life of rustic people.

Taking all the elements into consideration; one may be
tempted to classify The Mayor of Casterbridge as a classical
tragedy. Henchard is not a noble character like Macbeth or
Hamlet, but he has the will and qualities to reach such a noble
state. He has his tragic flaw: very rash and thoughtless ac-
tions. But the greatest cl:ssical quality is his realization and
understanding of his own weakness though very belated.

The plot of the novel moves in symmetrical fashion. The
downfall of Henchard is balanced against the rise of Farfrae.
ln corn speculation, while Henchard loses Farfrae wins. When
Henchard loses Lucetta, Farfrae wins her. This kind iof ex-
change of roles becomes complete when Fartrae becomes the
Mayor of Casterbridge. On the whole the impression that Hardy
deliberately manipulates his plot is what sticks in the m.emory
of the readers.

lnspite of his deliberate manipulation of the plot and the
free piay of chance in the story, the novel remains a great piece
of artistic creation. lt is mainly because of Hardy's style which
has an honesty and directness that can be seldom seen in other
novelists. The style in The Mayor of Casterbridge is measured
and sleady. Dickens would have used the wife selling scene
sornewhere in th6 last chapters to give some kind of suspense.
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Hardy on the contrary, begins at the beginning and ends with
the remark"that happiness was but the occasional episode in a
general drama of pain". lt is this kind of remarks either at the
beginning or at the end or wherever he got a chance which pro-
vokes the critics to brand him as a pessimist.

Pessimist or not, Hardy's views of life are basically tragic.
He was always trying to illustrate nature's sheer indifference.
The message emerging from his novels is clear. We are all vic-
tims of some blind forces of chance. Everyone is a Tess or a
Henchard in one from or other. So there are no bad characters.
And there is no God to test man's soul, no devil to tempt him.
lnstead, some blind forces or chance work through his charac-
ters and Henchard is a fine example of this.

Questions
1. "Character is Fate" Discuss this statement in relation to

the character of Henchard.
2. "Happiness was an occasional episode in the general

drama of pain"Give your own comment in the light of your
reading the novel, The Mayor of Casterbridge.

3. Write an essay about the rise and fall of Henchard.
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SECTION - C - PROSE AND FICTION

MATTHEW ARNOLD

THE CHOICE OF SUBJECTS IN POETRY

Matthew Arnold is the loremost critic of the Victorian Age.
What distinguishes him as both a critic and a poet is his social
mission ol the regeneration of his country men. He had succeeded
in converting literature into an instrument of social and moral up-
lift. ln the process he has come to be labelled a propagandist.

As a poet he has given expression to the feelings of sad-
ness and seething srife which the Victorians covered up under a
placid-looking lacade. lnterpreting the sadness of the times he
lays bare the malady of the century!

"....this strange disease of modern life
with ils sick hurry, its divided aims
its head overtakes its palsied heart"
The lorte ol Arnold as a critic consists in the fact that he is

both a poet and critic. He is always a critic and his poetry is pre-
dominantly critical in nature. With the solitary exception of
Coleridge, perhaps, he is the greatest critic among English poets
and the greatest poet among English critics.

The eminence of Arnold as a critic has been acknowledged
almost universally. Scott-James has assigned him the preroga-
tive place ol Aristotle. According to Herbert Paul "by laying down
principles of criticism he laught others how lo criticise" For at least
half a centuryArnold's position in England was comparablelo that
of the Greek Aristotle in respect of influence, and the number of
votaries. Aristotle shows us the critic in ielation to art. Arnold shows
us the crilic in relation to the public. Aristotle dissects a work of
art. Arnold dissects a critic. The one gives us principles governing
the making ol a poem: the other, the principles by which the best
poems should be selected and made known. Aristotle's criticism
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owes allegiance to the artist but Arnold's critic has a duty to soci'
ety.

"To prepare a social atmosphere which will stimulate the art-
ist, to make the best that has been written familiarto the public...this

was the task of criticism."
According to the famous critic Jones, "English criticism may

be said to have begun and ended with Arnold. Before him there
was a splendid chaos and after him an over whelming tlood" Eliot

has something signiricant to say about Arnold:" "Arnold as not

man of scholarship but what he did know of books and men was in

its way, well balanced and well marshaled"
There are sharply divergent views about the greatness ot

Arnold as a critic. On the one extreme he is ranked with Aristotile
while on the other he is thought to be no better than a mere propa-

gandisl, salesman, and advertiser of literature. However it is ap-
parent that Arnold suffers from several drawbacks and vices. But

at the same time there are such sterling qualities in him as to raise

him far above the common crilics, and his defects pale into insig-

nificance. He, by and large, displays a comprehensive view and

breadth of culture and lairness of mind. His approach is never
narrow minded. He eschews insularity everywhere. His altitude is

essentially cosmopolitan and catholic. He is European, continen-
tal, in his outlook. His services to English criticism whether as a
preceptor or as a craftsman cannot possibly be over-estimated .

Tillotson says: "WhatArnold say drew a multitude ol eyes the way
his were looking, and still draws our eyes"

Arnold's view of literature as a "Criticism of life" is of funda-
mental importance as it epitomizes the critical as well as the so-
cial creed ol the man. Scott-James signilicantly remarks that, "we

find him now in the capacity of the critic ol criticilm. or the critic
who had a mission to the world io fulfill." Motivated by such an

ideal Arnold defines criticism as a "disinterested endeavour to learn

and propagate the best that is known and thought in the world,
and thus to establish a current of fresh and true ideas.'
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Arnold's classical taste can be seen in his love and worship

ot the celebrated Greek and English classics. He had learned from
lhe Greeks that to be good, a poem must be on a good subject,
must be beautiful, not in patches, but as a whole, orderly lucid and
sane.

By vrrlue ot his unique performance Arnold became the ,o-
cus of attention. "lnstead of shrivelling he knit and suppled his
frame till it stood that of a hero, indelatigable...vivid with a passion
rather than a love, a puritan passion for making what he saw to be

'bqsl, prevail'

PREFACE TO POEMS-I95S

Arnold's essay.....'The Choice of Sub.iects in poetry. other
'tvise hnown as "Preface to Poem 1BS3. is a monumental work for
lhe Simple reason that it otfers a detailed and deep going discus-
sion on the subjects or themes of poetry. lts relevance is lor all
times since it deals with a matter of perennial interest to the read-
ers and th€ writers.

ln the 1853 edition of poems 'Empedocles on Etna. was not
included even though in the 19S2 edition it has formed part of the
titlE. This Exclusion is irlstifi€d by Arnold on the basis o, a strong
beliet that the choice of subjects in pootry is of paramount impor

ltance. The themes of pootry according to Arnold, should be such
,''thal they v€er round actions, signilicant and conspicuous. But in

- some poems this is not the case. "They are lhose on which the
suffering, tinds no vent in action; in which a continuous state ot
mental distress is prolonged unrelieved by incident, hope or resis-
tance; in which there as everything to be endured, nothing to be
done" Empedocles on Etna is oI this type. That is why in the 18Sg
edition it is not included.

Some people wrongly believe that the poem was excluded
because the theme belongs to the distant past, and that themes ol
contemporary relevance alone could be of any significance.

Arnold takes up for discussion the question: What are the
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rnternal objects ot poetry, among all nations and at all times? His
conlirmed conviction is that they are actions. Which are inherently
interesting and important, and are communicated in an interesting
manner by the art ol the poet. An action which is inferior by itselt
cannot be redeemed by any or all the skills of the aulhor.

The excellent actions, which a.lone should be the theme of
great poems, are such that lhey powerfully appeal to the greal
primary human feelings and passions which are permanent to the
race. They do not diminish in value owing to change in time.

The modernness or oldness of the action is of no impor-
tance. A great human aclion of a thousand years ago is more in-
teresling and therefore more acceptable than a small action ol
today. lt is no use trying to perfect it by means ot familiar manners
and contemporary allusions.

While presenting a past action like that of Oedipus or ol
Macbeth the external dbtails may not be fully available to the poet
of our times. But this is not a serious handicap. Because his busi-
nEss is with the inner life ol the protagonisls, lhoir feglings and
behaviour in certain tragic situations which engago th€ir passions
as men. There is nothing local or casual about these feelings. Thus,
the date of an action has, practically, no significance. Do we ever
really worry about the time of the events in Macbeth or Othello?
'The action itself, its selection and construction. is what is all-im-
portant.'

The Greeks knew it very well. On the counlry, we in our ig-
noranc€, attach too much of importance to separate thoughts and
images. 'They regarded the whole, we regard the parts' Arnold
emphasizes the idea further by saying that with the ancients the
action predominated over the expression o, it; with us, the expres-
sion predominates over the action. lt does not mean that they were
poor in expression. ln lact they are great models of expression,
masters of the grand style. But the style is subordinated to the
subiect matter. lt gains strength from the action described.

The Greek *ragic poets had a limited range of subjects be-
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cause they knew that only a few actions could combine in them-

selves the conditions of excellecne. "The action itself, the situa-

tion of Orestes or Merope or Alcmaeon, was to stand the central
point of interest, unforgotten, absorbing, principal," The underplots

and subplots were not to distract the spectator's attention from

the principal action. The importance of the parts had to be kepl

down in ordbr't'o maxirnize the grandiose eflect ol the whole' The

old mythic story or plot on which the play was founded stood clearly

in bare outlines, on the spectator's mind's screen before he came

to the theatre. While watching the details of the play the action got

engraved on his memory, never to be forgolten.
Much more than the time of action what matters is the qual'

ity of action itself. Persae by Aeschylus did not occupy any high

rank among his plays though it was written on a contemporary

sublect . ln fact the Greeks felt that an action oI present times was

too near them, too much mixed up with what was accidental and
passing to form a detached object for a tiagic poem. Greek prac'

tice and Aristotle's emphasis on plot confirm the truth that action

is all-important "All depends upon the subiect; choose a fitting ac-

tion, penetrate yourselt with the feeling of its situations; this done,

everything else will lollow."
We modeins failto understand this, so we fail to understand

what Menander meant when he told a man, who enquired about

the progress of his comedy, that he had finished it though he had

not written a single line. lnstead he had constructed the entire

action of the comedy in his mind. The moderns seem to permit the
poet to select any action he pleases and to allow that action to go

as it pleases, provided he gratifies them with occasional patches

of fine writing, with a shower of isolated thoughts and images. But

a poet most entirely succeeds when he succeeds in effecting him-

self and by highlighting a noble action as conspicuous and grip'
ping to all, for all times.

The best possible model in this respect is Shakespeare. He

chose excellent subjects. the best the world could afford. When-
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ever he found an excellent action he took it; and he tou\-q them
mostly, in the past times. To this he added his ingenious and ex-
cellent expression.

ln contrast, you find Keat's lsabella failing to come up to 9ur
expectations of excellence. The action is so ,eebly conceived by
the poet, so loosely constructed, that lhe etfect produced by it, in
and for itself, is poor despite all the graceful and telicitous words
and images The same story is well handled in Dpcameron.

Shakespeare is the great poet he is, owing to his skill in
discerning and firmly conceiving an excellent action, his power ot
intensely feeling a situation, of intimately associating himself with
character, and not merely owing to his expression. He has the
ancient's elementary soundness in conceiving an important ac-
tion and their large and broad manners, but he does ngt have their
purity of method. What he has is personal and inseparable flom
his own rich nature. Therefore, he is a less safd rnodel for us
moderns.

We moderns can profitably learn three things irom the an-

cients: the all importance ot the choice of a subiect, the necessity
of accurale construction: and the subordinate nature ot gxpres-

sion.

とessor prepard by
D∴ Rtt CHACK0

DeP,rtment of Eng‖ sぃ

uc ca:ete,Alwaye
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EMILE BRONTE'
WUTHERING HEIGHTS

THE THEME: THE MAIN CHARACTERS

wurHERtNG HELtcHTs, one of the greatest English novels; a
slory of immense, uncontrollable and almost savage passions,
according to some critics, could not have been written by a woman.
But on the olher extreme, we rind critics compare this novel of
clumsily-built structure, with incidental faults in narrations the nov-
elist failing at times to kindle the burning impulse, but let it smoul-
der down, to "King Lear" . However, it has come down through
generations of readers and established itself as a classic.

When the Bronte sisters appeared on the literary scene, the
Romantic sentiment was laking a peculiar turn, where the inner
isolation of spirit, which remains immaculate in spite of exlernal
contacts becomes a real tangible source of strength. Thus we reach
the true source or inner source, that "secret Power" beneath lhe
hitherto seemingly superficial attributes of romantic sentiment and
it is completely and comprehensively expressed by Emile Bronte
in "Wuthering Heights"

Emile Bronte's world which edged the sentimentat romantic
age with its common place melodrama, exaggerated sentiments
and violence could have easily prompted a woman lo write such a
theme of love and revenge and love as this, but here the novelist
stands apart. That is, with her unique ability of translorming this
sort ot romanticism through the operation of a British council Rep.
Spain.

' (Penguin Books 1958) "The Bronte sisters and Wuthering
Heights" lntenselypersonal imaginative power. What in 1950 Derik
Travelrsis remarked about the novel's "fundamental and acciden-
tal qualities", which we can now term as pathological scanning of
human mind at various levels. However as noted by Traversi, hu-
man emotiohs are presented in the novel " in a slate of purity and
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concentration: not mindful of their creative or destructive conse-
quences. Wuthering Heights on the one hand while serving the
purgation of the romantic common place served on the other hand
a challenge to the much quoted Victorian Morality',

This very attempt to penetrate lar into the depth of human
passions, this method of dealing primarily with the analysis of men
and women in their mutual relationships and their varied reactions
to the same external events, had its own novelty. ln lhis unique
interaction of the psyche, the moral and social assumptions of the
"Victorian morality" are largely ignored. And, there we find our-
selves in that simple bul severe world ot ancient tragedy, the world
of "King Lear"

Such purity and simplicity of emotions and lhe strength of
their expressions makes us forget the occasional sentimental stufl,
like the scene of Catherine dashing herself against, a sofa as a
weak creature, Unlike in the romantic literary world, her emotions
and passions are tangible, concrete with clarity and precision. Right
in the opening pages where. Mr. Lockwood describes the btack
eminence of Wuthering Heights, these clarity and precision are
apparent. The evocation of the spirit of the place though a bit pe-
dantic.

"The range of gaunt thorns stretching their limbs one way
doesn't.iar at all the ears of the reader as an unnecessary intru-
sion. The same concrete imagination is felt in the graphic account
of his theatrical dream and it is Emile Bronte,s capacity to erfecl
an intimated fusion between the concrete and abstract ma er.,,

The personal level of the theme of ',Wuthering Heights. is
the familiar romantic, mutual, passionate love of Heathclilf to
Catherine Earnshaw. But from the ordinary pedestal it rises to some
all-consuming cosmic level. Catherine's confession of the nature
of her love stands alone in all English fiction as a masterpiece of
intensity of that passion called LOVE; the passage itself becom-
ing classic.

She says
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"My love for Linton is like the {oliage in the woods; time will

change it...My love for Heathcliff resembles the eternal rocks

beneath....Nelley, lam Heathclifl! He is....
but as my own being"
The declaration, primarily personal, that ol the novelist, has

the artistic epitomizing of a relationship which later tatef ully tran-

scends accidents of personality. The afrirmation "l AM Healthcliff"
is an arfirmation ol the speaker's elemenlal nature; lt dissipates
any transitory impulse of fleshy or melodramatic nature that leads

us to ponder over this passion and term it as'religious', being

suggested by the critic Traversi. The f ilm-coated romantic senti-
ment is once wiped off and the questions raised are eternal que-

ries regarding the end of existence and the idea of creation. Can

the end be achieved through personal existence and its vivifica-
tions? We musl remember Emile Bronte's personal lile which was
'retigious', or mystic in character, in this context. The notion of

transcendental existence Versus the demands of outer physical

world, the resultant conflicts and its pangs, the Iinal result of meta-
physical realization ol delusion, that expressed by Macbeth, "full
ol sound and fury signifying nothing " is in fact the religious deso'
lation hinted by Catherine expressed with and alter her death by
Heathcliff .

HEALTHCLIFF Vs. LINTON

Parallel does run the contrasting characters of Heathcliff
and Linton. Linton symbolizes sophistry, tenderness, sincerity and
atl that we call grace, culture and civilization. These are qualities
that are superficiai which naturally attract a gentle lady like
Catherine, but she is yet made by some Stronger, say stranger
sturf; they attract her superiicially only. A life with him, she knows
will not involve the deepest parts of her nature, her very being..."My
love for Linton is like...." thus she tells us that an agreeable per-

sonal and social life is one thing and the absence of a necessary
lile is equal to spiritual death. For Catherine, the choice ii timited.
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She chooses the former and hence embraces the second. Re-

verse, Heathcliff later on accepts, though as a part of his diabolic
revenge, the agreeable Miss. lsabella as his wife but with that he

dies his first spiritual death. He has one more such death when
Catherine dies in his arms, the first time the eternal implications of
that death dawns on him with a bang and towards the end ol his
physical life, he suffers the linal spiritual death and no wonder, no

exaggeration, his dead eyes would not shut, they seemed to sneer
at Nelley's attempts and his parted lips and sharp white teeth
sneered too. Eeck! What a wicked one he looks grinning at death!
The duo is sung by Joseph!

The idea of Crealion versus the end strikes us again when
Catherine cries, "He is more than mysell as I am "that is to say "
"we both of us are made of the same inner sluff. But normal social
and personal reality, that separates Linton and heathecliff stands
berore her achieving the end.'

The idea of Creation versus the end strikes us again wheri
Calherine cries "He is more than mysell as I am "that is to say "'
We both of us are made of the same inner stuff. But normal social

and personal reality. That separate Llnton and heathcliff before
her stands belore achieving the end.

WUTHERING HELIGHTS;
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE TITLE

No olher title suits this classic than the name Wuthering

Heights. "Wuthering Heights" as narrated by Mr. Lockwood,
Heathclitf's tenant, comes to us with all its bleak eminence at one

siroke. "Wuthering" is significant provincial adiective descriptive
of the atmospheric tumult, "to which its station is exposed in stormy

weathers. The north wind blowing savagely over the edge. the few

stunted tirs at the excessive stant, the range of gaunt thorns-all
strelching their arms to one side for sunlight...The very details ol
topography is arresting bleak. The architect knew of the violence
of nature outside and thus, he had fortified the house with deeply
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set narrow windows and defended the corners with large outing
stones. Readily does the nature of the place match the nature of
its occupants, chiefly al the later stage Heathcliff; Heathcliff as
Traversi names being its "human incarnation". Like the musky at-
mosphere in Macbeth. "

(lnvernes, being hell, the porter calling himself hell-porter)
matches the characters of the play: here is the most appropriate
bac{ground for the life of bare and primitive passions of Heathcliff
wp'owns a mind, equal to the topography.' But Thrushcross Grange, the very name, sounds soothing
to the ear though the house and its philosophy are decadent, yet
pleasant and agreeable like the the Lintons who live in there. The
Lintons, we find , are refined, kind and amiable but their meek-
ness does not warrant their moral weakness in facing crises and
even hard situations of lile. lt is this meekness that is weakness
which makes Catherine contemptuously treat Edgar Linton when
he faces the brutal physical threat trom Heathcliff. Heathcliffs bru-
tal onslaught is diluted by Edgar's almost teminine resignation.
Beneath the surlace of the refinement of the Lintons lay the story
undercurrent of such moral weakness to oppose the evil, which
essentially paves the way for tragedy. Heathclitf and Catherine
felt this as early as children at their first glimpse of the strange
world oI the illuminated interiors ol Thrush-cross Grange where
they found the Linton children barbarously quarreling over a pet
lr . dog. Heathcliff 's contempt at this moment rings on in the novel,
It rings on not because of its levity or the fellow's envy. lt is the
expression of a soul whose fundamental passions are so strong
and deep that they emerge superior against this cosy, supertluous
, trivial, sellish and empty world of the Lintons, the Thrushcorss
grange: The minute details of the items of luxury at the Thrushcross
grange and their bleak contrast at lhe Wuthering Heights, as lelt
by the children. Heathcliff and Cathy at their very first view of them,
remain in the very heart of the novel. On the other side, Edgar
carrierthe spirit on a same line when Heathcliffto wait in the parlour
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by reamarking "the kitchen ts more suitable ptace for the fe ow.,,
But Catherine who cannol change her character herself, her ego
orders to arrange two tables; one ,or the "gentry' (the Llntons) and
the other for "Hathcliff and myself being of the lower order,,

Corresponding to this obvious contrast ol social distinctions,
the novel provides a number of moral points which in faci decide
the very subsianCe ot rne UooX: Thud r;vb iook ii iiri'contrasting
characters of the novel. Hence, the title and its significance.

NELLEY

Nelley Dean, like her modern counterpart, the Negro-maid
Delsey in Faulkner's "Sound and Fury" is a total witness of a trag-
edy of various dimensions. lt is to Nelley Deani Catherine makes
the classic declaration.

"He ig more mysell than I am..
Nelley, I AM Heathcliff's"
Apart from the role she plays as an external agency to unite

the action of the plot, to correlate events, make necessary com-
ments on certain critical iunctures etc.. lt is through her that
qatherine is able to give vent to the spiritual conflicts in her love
towards Linton and Heathclitf-her altitude towards two conflicting
spiritual aspects i.e., superficial grace of civilization versus brutal
selfish elemental stutf. Perhaps, these are too sub e for an ordi.
nary maid. But she serves as a "dramalic property." She has a
common sense that offers a sort of counter balance throughoul
the story. Her reasoning and her comments are though not final,
relevant and quite necessary to push the theme. lt is through
Nelley's reflections that we are presented with the undeniably brutal
crealure that is Heathclitf as well as the almost effeminate Edgar
Linton. Nelley is essentially good-natured and she has in her credit,
long experience of rough day to day realities. She is therefore
imaginative in the sense of social security of individuals. Thus she
maintains that lhe sophisticated Linton is Catherine's match, not
the brutish Heathcliff whose relationship will only bring her disas.
ter and disgrace. And, that proved to be tragically true. However.
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when a‖ is said in praise of her,one can't help finding in her the

・traditional・ features of a typical house‐ mald,putting her nose,

though unobtrusively,in even′hing,Often she brags of her own

wisdom in foreseeing evls in character
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JAMES JOYCE

A PORTRAIT

Tne works of James Joyce represent the most complete
break with the entire historical tradition of the novel. The word

tradition reminds Ls of the great importance the novelists attached

to plot. And the plot was strictly confined to some moral, spiritual
issue. With Joyce we find no such issues but simply a series of

everyday occurrences serving as a framework on which the psy-

chic responses are registered. The pleasure ol reading this de-

rives not from the plot but from the psychological responses.
A Portrait of an Artist is the lightest work of Joyce. But it is

the most significant work because it is this novel Joyce formulated

his intention which was to be more completely realized later in his

Ulysses. So A Portrait is a forerunner of the lamous novel Ulysses.

Stephen Dedalus was setting forth lor his triend Lynch, tho distin-
guishing features ot what he calls 'the lyrical , the €pical and the

dramatic forms" The lyrical torm is that "wherein the artist pre'

sents his image in immediato relation lo himself and others"; the

dramatic is lhal 'wherein he presents his image in his immediate

r€lation to others. Of the three, Dedalus feels ths dramatic is the

final form in literary svolution. And he says the artist, like God of

the crsation, rEmains wilhin or bohind or above his handiwork,

invisible, retined out ol existence, inditferent, parting his finger
pails'

The importance of the novel A Portrait must be clear to the

students, lt marks the death of the old and defines the new with

the author totally disappearing from the story. The stress is on the
psyche, the stream of consciousness. Time as a linear movement

is replaced with an arrested moment within the human conscious-

ness is shown carrying in its stream endless impressions. Though

A Portrait covers many years Ulysses is revolutionary in this re'
gard. being a work ol great length with a single revolution oI thp

sun
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A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man, published in 1 916 is
essentially the story of Joyce's own break with the Catholic church.
While still in his teens, he was writing an autobiographical novel.
He re-wrote this in 1 908 but a major part of it was dest'oyed.
Whatever was preserved was later published under his original
title of Stephen Hreo. Dissastisfied with this book, Joyce composed
the story oI his youth in a different mode allogether and gave the
title A Portrait of the the Artist as a Young Man." Our knowledge ol
Stephen is now going to come to us mediated through his own
developing consciousness. That consciousness is to be theatre ol
whatever drama the book attempts to present."

Portrait is a landmark in English novel. For the first time the
readers felt altogether trapped in the consciousness of the central
character, unable to escape. What Stephen takes for granted, the
readers have to take for granted too. The absence of an omni-
scient author and his omission ol those painstaking explanations
with which it is customary to guide and enlighten the reader have
taken the reader by surprise. He is brought closer to the subject
without any coloured medium. We meet the hero, or for that mat-
ter Joyce's characters in general, in their rhythm and tempo of
rumination, unmixed, directly to the very dialect of their thinking.
Human instinct of sensations are not scrutinized by the novelist
before putting them on paper. The result is that the readers feel a
sense ot being in immediate contact with life itself .

The growth of Stephen's consciousness does not proceed
in a straight line. The growing awareness is, in fact, his increasing
awareness of the social world around him. His growth, along with
an awareness of the self, develops, with a dislike of his home,
family, race, nation and the Jesuit order under which he was bred
and educated. Stephen gradually decides to give up the conven-
tional way of life, chooses his own vocation and gives articulation
1o his own ideals of art and beauty.

His first name Stephen refers to the first Christian martyr.
The second name, Dedalus, is known for his pair of wings and a
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labyrinth. "Stephen invokes his namesake under both aspects, the
hawk-like man and fabulous artiticer. Sometime it is symbolized.
At other times, soaring, Ialling, flying by the nets and the lreland,,
says Harry Levin. The name taken together indicates the
protagonist's desire to break from the material world and soar high
to regions where he can cultivate his art as a free soul.

The soul of Stephen grows in a kind o{ proud isolation. Right
from the beginning there is a natural tendency in him to isolate
himself from the vulgar surroundings. He hated the squalor and
poverty, in the wake of economic crisis, with which his house was
almost associated. He was always thinking of big things without
ever able to understand anything. "What was after the universe?,,
"What politics meant?" "Kiss! Why did people do that with their
two faces?" So he "felt small and weak" Once looking at his father
and two cronies drinking he felt: "No life or youth stirred in him as
it had stirred in them. He had known neither the pleasure of com-
panionship nor the vigour of rude male health nor piety. Nothing
stirred within his soul but a cold and cruel and loveless lust,,

Slowly Stephen finds himselt strongly in a desire to sin. ,,He

wanted so sin with another of his kind, to lorce another being to
sin with him and exult with her in sin". His sex appetite, the desire
to enioy the beauty in flesh completely overtakes his faith in reli-
gion. He had tried to relieve his soul by confessing in a remote
chapel and he felt for some time a blessed soul. But when he linds
that the demand ol the flesh is too strong to be suppressed or
silenced by religion he realized the coldness and the absurdity of
the religious mask which man puts on the masquerade on the earth.
Thus religious faith is given up in favour of sexual gratification. So
he wanders in the streets selling forbidden fruits- a maze of nar-
row and dirty sireets" -till he finds himself being sexuality embrace.
"He wanted to be firmly held that he had suddenly become strong
and fearless and sure of himself...and between them he felt an
unknown and timid pressure, darker than lhe season of sln, softer
than sound or odour. "'Stephen's sin-loving soul makes a leap
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through "The squalid quarter of the brothels" lo soar into region of
an artist. The iourney through Dante's world, then through Shellean
world ol loneliness, to the stalic world of art is the growth of Slephn
portrayed by Joyce in his first real novel.

A Portrait, a volume ol three hundred pages, is constructed
around three climaxes or three crises, in Stephen's Youth. The
initial chaplers, about two hundred pages reveal Stephen's reli-
gious doubts and sexual instincts. The cycle of sin and repen-
tance continues in two more chapters till he has his private apoca'
lypse. The progress of the novel is made in such a way that the
outside impressions slowly give place to inner conflicts and specu'
lations. The last chapters are comparatively long. They give
Stephen's student days in university college and then comes to
the point of exile. So the revolution of the artistic soul is achieved
only after the fulfillment of Stephen's sexual, religious and aes-
thetic desire. The lirst two desires which Thoma Connoily calls the
Kinetic desires, fail to sustain his soul. only the aesthetic desire,
the static one. is capable of giving satisraction without the acqui-
sition of something or someone outside the self. And aesthetic
means always the beauliful - "The instant wherein that supreme
quality of beauty, the clear radiance of the aesthetic image , is
apprehended unanimously by the mind which has been arrested
by its wholeriess and fascinated by its harmony is the luminous
silent stasis oI esthetic pleasure, a spiritual state..Thus at lhe end
of the novel Stephen discovered "the theory of the esthetic'

Stephen's theory.ot art, like that of his author, is derived
from Thomas Aquinas, Stephen first begins his discussion of the
good and the beautiful, Fle borrows two principles from Aquinas.

(a) Those things aie beautiful the perception of which pleases
(b) The good is that toward which lhe appetite end
ll is on these principles Stephen has based his argulnents

with his friend Lynch. So a good arlist is always concerned with
the beautiful, not the good. The end of art is to produce a slasis in
the observers, an emolion that satisfies the aesthete sense. Lel
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us quote Stephen here.
"Pity is the feeling which arrests the mind in the presence ot

whatever is grave and constant in human sufferings. Terror is the
feeling which arrests the mind in the presence of whatsoever is
grave and constanl in human sutferings and unites it with secret
cause. By 'arrest' I mean that the tragic emotion is static. The feel-
ings excited by improper art are kinelic (desire or loathing) Desire
urges us to possess to go to something, loathing urges us to aban-
don, to go f rom something."

According to Stephen ihree things are needed for beauty:
wholeness, harmony and radiance. The radiance or supreme qual-

ity of a thing is realized by the artist when the aesthetic image is

first conceived in his imagination. "The instant wherein lhat su-
preme quality of beauty, the clear radiance of the aesthetic image
is apprehended luminously by the mind which has been arrested
by its wholeness and fascinated by its harmony, is the luminous
silent stasis of aesthetic pleasure"

After tormulating his theory of art Stephen tries to apply it to
literature. He divides literature into lyric, epic and drama. ln the

lyrical lorm the "centre ot emotional gravity is in immediate rela-

tionship to the artist". The epic form ls no longer peronsal. The

centre of emotional gravity is equidislant from the artist and from
others. ln the dramatic form the artisl is defined out of existence
of his work. lt is imperative to quote Stephen once again.

"The lyrical form is, in fact, the simplest verbal gesture of an

rnstant of emotion, a rhyhmical cry such as ages ago cheered on

the man who pulled at the oar or dragged stones up a slope. He

who utters it is more conscious of the instant of emotion than of

himself as feeling emotion. The simplest form is seen emerging
out of lyrical lilerature when the artist prolongs and broods upon
himself and others. The narrative is no longer purely personal.

The personality of the artist passes into the narration itself, flow-
ing rorind and round the persons and the aclion like a vital sea.

This progress you will see easily in that old English ballad Turpin.
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Hero which begins in the first person and ends in the third person.
The dramatic lrom is reached when the vitality which has flowed
and eddied round each person lills every person with such vital
force that he or she assumes a proper and intangible esthetic life.
The personally of the artist, at lirst a cry or a cadence or a mood
and then a fluid and lament narrative, finally refines itself out of
existence, impersonalizes itsell, so to€peak. The esthetic.image
in the dramatic form is the life purilied in and reproiected from the
human imagination. The mystery of the esthetic, like that of mate-
rial creation is accomplished. The artist, like the God of creation,
remains within or behind or beyond or above his handiwbrk, invis-
ible, refined out ol existence, in$itlerent, paring in fingernails with
this aesthetic realisation. A Portrait comes to an end. He tells
Cranly that he is now ready to leave lreland as he was able to
leave church. But the end of Portrait is the real artistic beginning
of Stephen. "l go to encounter for the millionth of time the reality of
experience and to forge in the smithy of my soul the uncreated
conscience of my race"

SYMBOLISM

The texture of A Portrait is complex though it is more easily
readable than Ulysses and Fimnegan's Wake. A close scrutiny.of
the novel reveals that the words, phrases, symbols and images
hre very deep and complex. Joyce playswith the words like "wan-
ing day light" or "back towards the light" to show that the priest's
office represented denial of light or nature. The same way "cross-
blind" means either blinded by the cross or blind to the cross. The
novel is mainly related to the growth of young Stephen. Joyce uses
skillfully a pattern of images to correspond to the growing convic-
tions of Stephen. The circling Swallows; their flights remind him of
the hero, the bird-man, Dedalus. The flight ol the birds is thus
associated with creativity and the fight and flow (of wate0 recur
throughout the novel. The flowing water is also form part of
Siephen's sexual desire. Sea water and waves also-.form pjart of
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Stephen's creative imaginataon. "The noise oI dim waves and he
sees a winged form llying above the waves". lmages indicative ot
flight from the gross world are also images of freedom, lreedom to
recreate. To live to, err, to fall, to triumph to recreate life out of life.
" Jpyce sees in the unfolding ol the peacock's tail the unlolding oI
Stephen's soul, sin by sin.

The namq 89-dal!4S alsq:remindsthe,hee'qpqgfage ?nd force
of the artistic endeavour. Another important image inlhe novel is
rose. From the immemorial the flower rose has been allied with
both sexual and spiritual love. And like its association with the
beauty of women it has its close relationship with th beauty of art.
The novel opens with the annunciation of "O, the wild rose blos-
soms on the little grass place." The place is obviously lreland and
the blossoming rose is Stephen, the rebellious blossoming artist,
Laterthere is a mention 6f "a green rose" The rose garden, Dante,
Beatrice are all there to give the traditional meaning and signifi-
cance but the sexual undertone of the word rose is more clear in
the novel ln Stephen's mathematics class white rose is defeated
by the red rose, probably an indication of his religlous desire beaten
by his sexual desires. Stephen's lady in the novel is unlike Dante's
Beatrice. She can give him only a momentary pleasure. Joyce's
hostility to Christian sanctities leads him to Divine artist Dante.
Stephen's rose also recalls Yeats' Rose of the world and lor both
of them it is at once the inspiration of art.

The whole text is woven with traditional Christian symbol-
ism. The end of the novel, in this respect is more Christian than
Stephen's earlier anti-Catholic stance. The artist is called a priesl
of eternal imaginations tranbmitting the daiiy bread of experience
into the radiant body of every living life. The artist also corresponds
to God, the father, seen everywhere but present nowhere. \llthese
point to the fact that how painf ully and skillfully A Portrait wa.. com-
posed by Joyce. The complexity and verbal density of the novel,
though it has ihe appearance of a romantic novel, puts Joyce as
the first class novelist of the present century. That A Portrait is
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only a prelude to his maior noveis makes it all the more a very

important literary work. This also puts pressure on the students

because unless all the works written by Joyce are read, it is not

possible to understand the real greatness of lhe novelist.

Saggesteil Reading

Tindall, Willlam, Y: A Reader's Guide to James Joyce
Litz, W6Ften: The Art ol Jeames Joyce
Conolly, Thomas: Joyce's Portrait: Criticisms and Critiques
A Case Book on Joycye A Portrait

Some Questions
1 . A critical appreciation ol A Portrait
2. Stephen's theories of art in the novel
3. The character ot Stephen Dedalus

VIRGlN:A W00LF

“MODERN FiCT10Nu

A.BR:EF:N「 RODuCT10N

Virginia Woolf(1888‐ 1941)daughter of Sir.LeS!ie Stephen,

ushered:n radica:changes in the matter and manner of Writing

fiction.Sheis we‖―known as the proponent of a new mode offic‐

tion using the stream of consciousness technlque A:so She iS

noted for her origina:and bold critical statements,particular!y in

relation to the art of fictbn Fenlinism, reaSsesSment of‖ terary

works etc As a novelist she persistё d on minimizing the impor‐

tance of facts,events and character analysis in order to concen―

trate on the moment by moment experience of‖ ving TO a remark‐

able extent Virginia VVoolf reduced the importance of the author

as narrator or commentator
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Some of her famous works one voyage out ( 1915), Jacob's
Room (1922) Mrs. Dalloway (1925) To the Light House (1927) The
Waves (1931) etc..all novels.

The common Reader, First Series (1925) Second Series
(1932) A Writers Diary (1932) etc....(Essays and other works).

"Modern Fiction" is an important essay included in The Com-
mon Reader: First series (1925). ln a way it is a sort of 'Declara-
tion of lndependence" as far as modern riction writers are con-
cerned. Wooll stresses the need lor liberting modern English tic-
tion lrom the clutches of conventional 'well-made' novel. Events,
plot and evei character analysis, in her opinion, should be made
secondary for the sake ol lending a fresh lease of life to fiction by
locusing on the 'beauty' ol living moment by moment, however
excruciating (or exciting ) the experience might be...

B. SUMMARY

The need to admit the fact that modern fiction owes it a gen-

esis to the earlier novelists is stressed. The desirability of a sur-
vey to observe the rise and tall of fiction is also pointed out. Vir
ginia Woolf beliltles the importance of writers like Arnold Bennett,
H.c. Wells, John Galsworthy and the like lor, they 'miss lite 'They
are not able to get hold ol the spiriUsoul . Unlortunately they are
way laid by the body. ln short they are materialists. The bitter con-
sequence is: Lile escapes and perhaps without lile nothing else is
Worthwhil'e (p.1888)

Virginia Woolf then goes on lo point out the urgency with
which the modern writer should examine lifa lrom within with di'-
ference. Life is not somo thing dull, plain and linear. She asserts,
"Life is net a series ol gig lamps symmetrically arranged; life is a
luminous halo, a Semitransparenl envelope surrounding us trbm

the beginning of consciousness to the end " (p.189). Catching this
sort ol liie in all its complexity means taking bold of the spirivsoul.
ln this context, she admires the young, upcoming, hold, imagina-
tive and rxperimental writer, James Joyce. (When Virginia Woolf

/
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published this essay, James ..:"yce's Ulysses was being serialised)
Such writers in her opinion are spiritual any theme is opposite,
any melhod is all right.

ln this perspective, in the last part of the essay, she com-
ments on the significance of Russian fiction, which primarily and
admirably focuses on human sou[, and thereby they conquer ev-
erything. She is even eulogistic while referring to the Russian
writers.Wolf observes, "The most elemenlary remarks upon mod-
ern English tiction can hardly avoid some mention of the Russian
influence, and if the Russians are mentioned one runs the risk of
feeling that write of any liction save there is a waste of. time',
(p.193).Alter commenting on the compassionate and comprehen-
sive nature of the inconclusive Russian mind, she goes on to
make a refreshing, radical statemenl on the nature and quality oI
fiction: 'The proper stuff of fiction,,does not exist, everything is
the stuff of fiction, every leeling, every thought: every quality of
trained spirits is drawn upon; no perfection comes amiss',. Only
constant imaginative experiment can keep alive fiction.

C. ESSAY

a. Critically evaluate Virginia Woolf,s essay Modern Fiction
OR

b. Write a critique on Modem Fiction
OR

Assess Virginia Woolf's stature as a critic/Assess Virginia
Woolf's contribution to crilicism.

(Length approximately 1200 words 3 to 4 pages)
Ans. Novelists orten think ol the problems of writing a novel

too. The creative and the critical mind go often hand in hand. ln all
periods We have inslances for this. When one thinks bf the prob-
lem of conceiving a novel, the art of writing the same and the style
to be employed for it, the critical obServations of novelists-critics
like Henry James, D.H. Lawrence, E.M. Forster. yirginia Woolf
and the like-crowd one's mind. Modern Fiction, a veritable critical
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manifesto shaped by Woolf easily makes her place as a'creative
critic', quite secure and sound.

Modern Fiction, like many of her other easys. Jane Austen
Jane Eyre and Wuthering Heights, George Eliot, The Russian print
of View elc. included in Common Reader shows her distinction
and calss as acritc. She has a perceptive mind. She has novel
ideas. The inherent tendency in her is to view life from a poelic
perspective. Not only her thoughts but even her words attest this.
As a critic she adlps a hold and oraginal stand. As lar :rs modern
fiction is concerned Virginia Woolf is a trail blazer

At the very outset, in Modern Fiction she righfly poinis out
the inescapable like between what precede and the works yet to
be shaped, or being shaped. The relevance of a wholesome his-
torical survey is stressed. An unavoidable comparison between
the writeis of the immediate and distant past compels her to come
to grips with a stark but slunning reality. With their simple and
primitive materials, il might be said, Fielding did well and Jane
Austen better, but compare their opportunities with ours! Their
masterpieces certainly have a strange our of simplicity (p.184).
The very process of writing suggests 'moving'. But this movement
need not necessarily hint a movement forward.

Virginia Woolt's boldness and radical vision a a critic is evi-
dent in her rather unkind (So say the conventional critics) criticism
of Bennett, Wells, Glasworthy and company . She classif ies them
as materialists. She does not mince her words as critic. She says:
"lt is because they are concerned not with the spirit but with the
teeling that the sooner English fiction turns it back upon lhem as
politely as may be and marches, if only into the desert, the letter
for its soul" (186). ln all these writers the purity ol inspiration is at
a discount. They hanker after the nonessential with the net resuit
that they totally miss lhe spirit/soul She labels them as material-
ists. By this she means: They write of unimportant things; they
spend rmmense skill and immense industry making the trivial and
the transrtory appear the true and enduring (p.187) ln her view
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these ,r..,,ers totally fail to grasp lifd. AnO tiis entails a sad pale
spectacle. Life depicted by them becomes hollow. Their people
too become shallow." "Life escapes; and perhaps without life noth-
ing else is worth while" (p.188). Only physical details are given.
LiIe seems to be cut to size to size to suit the number of chapters
and their set plots. The disturbing question Virginia Woolf poses
is: ls lile like this? (189)

As a writer and critic she wants to call a halt to this worth-
less exercise of painting the husk of life totally missing its kernel.
The seer in Wooll is alerted. She is oui with the truth. When one
blooks inwardly life appears radically different from what poor
Bennet and Co.embroider. She Insists that a true writer should
base his work on his own teeling and not upon convention. There
is no urgency for plot, comedy, tragedy, love interest or catastro-
phe in the conventional sense. Lile is volatile, inchoate, complex
with its own generative principles even defying logic. Woolf as-
serts. "Lile is nol a series of gig lamps symmetrically arranged;
life is a luminous halo, a semi-transparenl envelope surrounding
us from the beginning of consciousness to the end". (189). She
firmly believes that it is the bounden duty ol the novelisl to convey
this uncereumscrined spirit of life with courage and security, even
in an unconventional vein. James Joyce is singled out by her for
his bold and truthlul rendering of life. Here comes the relevance of
technique with its psychological mooring. Be faithtul to one's own
fooling and experience, seems to be her watch word. lt is a chal-
lenge'to the convention-bound writers of her immediate past: She
cautions, "Let us not take it lor granted that life exists more {ully in
what is commonly thought big than in what is commonly small".
( 1 90) Joyce's A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man and Ulysses
(only a part of it was out at that time) are cited as instances where
one could witness life: true life. She calls Joyce essentially 'spiri-
tual'. Wooll at irms: "He is spiritual, he is concerned at all costs to
reveal the flickering oI that inner most flame which flashes its
messages through the complete courage whalever seems to him
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adventitious, whether it be probability or coherence, of any other
oI these signposts which for generations have served to support
the imagination of a reader when called upon to imagine what he
neither touch llor Sc€" (1910-191). Hardy, Conrad, Steme, Jane
Austen, Fielding and many others saw life at moments in the right
way. Such moments 'live', such moments count. Quite perceptively
Virginia Wooll pleads that no method should be examined in iso-
lation of 'the test of the life'There is no need for glorifying a spe-
cific method. "Any method is right, every method is right, that
express what we wish to express, if we are writers; that brings us
closer to the novelist's intention, if we are readers " (192)

Wooll for that the modern writers will be at home with psy-
chological issues. 'The difficulty and richness of his story' "Gusey".
The tragic-comic tensions created in this story are a pointer to the
psychological possibilities. All this point she rightly stresses, the
significance ot the Russian writers in general, who are simply su-
perior to their English counterparts at least in delineating soul
related issues. Her advice is : "Learn to make your sell akin to
people...But let this sympathy be not with the mind...but with the
heart, with love towards them. "ln her opinion the Russian writers
are saints for they give sympathy & love for the sufrering and try
to reach goals of .a very exacting nature. Virginia Woolf as a critic
is moved by the humane and philosophic stance ot the Russian
writers. She feels, "The conclusions of the Russian mind, thus com-
prehensive and compassionate are inevitably perhaps of the ul
most sadness. More accurately indeed we might speak of the in-

conclusiveness ol the Bussians mind (194) The sutfering and un-

derstanding of the Russians are of a different order. But the
English strain is to enloy& fight. English fiction from Stern to
Meredith proves this point. With commendable discretion Virginia
Woolf points out that it is futile to compare "two fictions so immea-
surably apart" at the same tremendous possibilities of art. Except
falsity and pretence' any method is good.

Virginia Woolf in her own characteristic way rebellious, radi-
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cal and poetic affirms, " 'The proper stuff of fiction' does not exist;
everything thought, every quality of brain and spirit is drawn upon;
no perception comes amiss" (194-195) ln her view, if the art of
Iiction comes alive and stands in our midst, she will ask us to break
her and bully her as well as honour and love her. Only thus her
youth could be renewed and sovereignty assured.

Virginia Woolf's literary criticism is nol one built on complex
theories. Hers is an approach based on an organic, psychological
and aesthetic perception of fiction as a pulsating spectrum of life
turned inward. MQment by moment experience of life becomes
the talisman for h'er creative and critical writing alike. Concerns of
spiritual/soul/hearumind persuade her to plead for a thorough over
handing ol the rather outmoded English ,iction modes. Surely she
is critical ot the soulless materialistic fiction. Virginia Woolf fer-
vently pleads for a change: to make fiction relevant to the com-
plex modern life. When all is said and done she yearns fiction to
be poetic, psychological and free flowing.
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CHARLES DICKENS

HARD TIMES

Author and His Works

Charles Dickens pictures the London of 1820s and thirties.
He covers the lower and middle class life in nineteenth century
London. Dickens writes with a high sense oI moral purpose. He
shows an obsession with injustice. Dicken's fictional world con-
centrates on the impact of industrilisation and its social conse-
quence. He presents an enormous range of characters- men,
women and children ol all classes with a diversity of aims and
habits and dispositions. Dickens' world is essentially a male one.
Women in his novels appear as absurdities.

Born at Portsmouth on 7th, February, 1g l2 Charles Dickens
had an unhappy childhood and had to begin earning at an early
age of twelve as his father landed in debtor's prison. Due to troubled
family circumstances, his education was also disrupted. Frustra-
tion of childhood hopes and expectations happens to be one of
the themes in his novels. After working as a clerk and then as a
newspaper reporter in the Parliament, gradually be become a full-
time author. His first publication.Sketches of Boz (i895) evoked a
wide range of English life with all its variety. ln the absence of
tools to probe analytically, Dickens presenled characters through
conversation. Dickens was also an amateur actor and the con-
ventions of the play and theatre also crept into his writing mode.
The conversational idiom that Dickens used in his wriiing attracted
lot of readers, specially common people. Almost for the first time
in the history of British fiction, the illiterate people heard their idiom.
and accent in fiction.

Dickens was a prolific writer who wrote without break, pub-
lishing a novel a year. His Pickwick Papers was an instant suc-
cess. All his novels were serialized in monthly mangazines and
were quite voluminous. Social injustice and evil were his favourite
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themes and specially Qliver Twist and Nickolas Nlckelby deal with
these aspects. Great Expectations and David Copperfield are
Dickens' autobiographical novels that remind one of Dickens'
own lrustrated childhood. Our Mutual Friend attacked economic
system, not on the basis ol theory, but in terms of its effects on

human behaviour. His Iale of Two Cities has a historical back-
ground and deals with Freneh Revolution.

DicKirhs'viEw of lilei arisiis lioh his own conViciion boin out
of experience, and based on abstrar i thought. Even though he

hal an unhappy wedded life, he va:-ed primary, simple and be-

nevolent impulses of man. He ha.C the tendency to suspect all in-

stitutions, churches and charitable societies, government offices,
laws etc. because he felt they were attempting to do good by me-

chanical means, whereas goodness can result only from spon'
ianeous action of the individual. Each novel is an illustration ol
this philosophy. ln every Dickens novel we find natural human kind-

ness vying with soulless cruelty of impersonal institution.
There is a lot of molodrama in his novels. Dickens put his

realistic materialto artistic use. He choses lhe aspects ol lile which
are viable for fantastic treatment. Thus Dickens, the social reformer
enriched the medium ol fiction through the fertility of his imagina-
tion and lhe extent of his vision.

Hard Times

Hard Times belong to the later phase ot Dickens' literary
career. His tragic phase in fact begins with Hard Times which is
quite unlike other novels of Dickens. The novel is comparatively
shorter one. lt was originally serialised in Dickens own weekly
Household Words in 20 parts f rom 1 April to 12th. August, 1845.

ln the earliei novels Dickens presented the evil nature of individu'
als; but in Hard Times, he exposes the evils of a social system
and economic policy. The novel is originally and aptly dedicated
to Carlyle. lt can be defined as an industriai novel. But Hard
fmes is not a documentary picture oI whai it was like tc be a
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working man in the lndustrial England ol 1854. lt is an individual
criticism ol the ways of thinking about the u4orking and living con-
ditions. ln other words, it is an analysis of industrialism, rather
than experience of it. l

Social and Political Background

Hard Timeswas written in 1854 when introduction ot indus-
trialism and development of factory systdm resulted in incfease in

economic wealth. But workers including women and children
worked up to 15 hours a day in unhealthy conditions where un-

fenced machinery became a hazatd. The towns that had formed
to accommodate industrial workers were over-crowded, dark, in-

sanitary causing epidemics. The factory owners treated the work-
ers.as cheap labour - as hands. Free enterprise gave the indi-

vidual industrialists charice to make maximum profit; but there was
no legislation to make them spend part oI their prolit for the wel-
fare ot the workers. Then came the commercial crisis in 1847 with
the lall of George Hudson, the Railway King. Widespread unem-
ployment, bad harvests etc. worsened the crisis and the workers
were badly hit. The Chartist movement was started and there were
.widespread revolution until 1848. After 1848, restrictions on trade
was removed with the repeal ol Navigation Ac'ts. The Factory Act
oI 1844 and 1847 also protected the welfare of the lactory work-
ers. Trade Unlons were formed to fight for the rights of the work-
ers. The employees went on strike lo get their demands and
Dickens was very much interested in these contemporary issues.

Under these changed circumstances, unlike Dickens' earlier nov-
els, Hard Timesinstead o, presenting specific abuses, engaged in

picturing the idea, the system of thought behind the growth oi in-

dustrialism in Britain.

ldeas That lnfluenced Dickens' World

The growth of political economy coincided with the growth

of industrialism. ln 1776, Adam Smith set out his economic theory
of the factory systern in The Wealth of Nations. He propagatea€}\
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division of labour. The employees contribute their individual skills;
th employer provides capital equipmenl and management and each
works for the benefit of the other. Employee works for wages,
employer for profits and in effect they contribute towards lhe wel-
fare of all. On the same principle, free lrade was advocated be-
tween countries; one country can export material that it can pro-
duce efficiently and import things that it cannot produce cheaply.
ln such a context high profits will attract competitors and reduce
the price of goods; high wages will attract men thereby reducing
the price ot labour. The natural price of labour according to Smith
is money enough to support his family.

Malthus put forth the theory that manufacturers must be lelt
to increase production to match increasing population. Or else
lhere will be less for everybody and lower standards for all.

The principles of Adam Smith and Malthus were brought to-
gether by Ricardo. According to Bicardo if you increase the size
ol the iabour force, wages must go down. Again wages depend
on economic law and so must be left to the fair and free competi-
tion of the market and should never be controlled by the interfer
ence of those who make laws. Deplorable working conditions are
something inevitable. lt was wrong to interfere with the
manufacturer's aim soundly based on self interest to produce as
cheaply as to extract the best terms out of his workers. As per this
policy of Laissez Fair as the society advances, the lot of the
labourer becomes worse.

But then there is the Utilitarian moral theory propagated by
Jeremy Bentham, which states that the test of an aclion by a man
or by nation was the extent which it promoted the greatest happi-
ness of the greatest number. The motives of an action are irrel-
evant to its moral worth; it depends on its result - its utillty. An act
of charlty, for example, motivated by conventional morality, en-
courages improvidence among lhe poor - so good intention does
not make it right. But Benthan assumed that all human actions
are nol motivaled by self interbst and the pursuit of individual self-
interest must produce the good of the whole. ln eltect the employ-
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ers could rationalise or justify their selfishness as a duty they owed
to the community.

Dickens is also concerned with mid-Victorian education sys-
tem in Hard jrlmes. Until the Education Act of .l870, elementary
education was provided by Charity schools, Sunday schools which
facilitate employment of children on week days and induslrial
schools. There were some schools run by philanthropists like Mr.
Gradgrind ol Hard Times. There were also schools run lor profit,
like Yorkshire schools, exposed by Dickens in Nichotas Nickelby.
Maiority cf the schools were managed by the Church of England
and British and Foreign School Society. The pupil - leacher sys-
tem was introduced in 1846 whereby studenls were trained to be
teachers. lt was assumed lhat education was acquisition of knowl-
edge, and Latin and Greek. Dickens already atrtacked this con-
cept in his Donbey and Son. Later the monitorial system was
adopted in school - i.e. the factory system was applied to educa-
tion. Maximum educaiional production was ain,ed at for the mini-
mum expenditure. Actual teaching was done by older pupil where
the teacher supervised the monitors. The Utilitarians also tried
many liberal experiments. The monitorial system was replaced
by the simultaneous method of instruction in a gallery room.
Dickens' M. Choakumchild's class room is modelled on this and
shows what an oppressive form of instruction it is. Swiss educa-
lionalist, Peslalozzi believed that education should develop out of
children's natural activities and their experiences of the world
around lhem. Practical subjects were added to curriculum and
teaching was based on personal observalion. When pestalozzi,s
ideas were introduced in 1822, there were some omissions. ln-
stead of the children learnt it by rote. ln short methods reduced to
dogmas and the spiiit behind it disappeared. And Dickens talks
about the spirit behind these concepts and ideas in Hard Times.

Summary

Thomas Gradgind is a proprietor of an experimentat private
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school in Coke Town. The children are taught only facts here and
there is no place for finer emotions. Fairy tales and nursery rhymes
are banned. One day he catches his own chiloren, Tom and Louisa
peeping into Sleary's Circus. Gradgrind is sorry about this which
goes against the principles under which they are educated. He
traces it to the influence of Sissy Jupe whose father was a clown
in the Circus. They decide to send away Sissy Jupe from school.
But they find that Jupe has already deserted his daughter, and
Grandgrind decides to bring up Sissy Jupe under his roof.

Mr. Josian Bounderby is an industrialist friend of Gradgrind.
Thomas works in his bank, and is interested in his sister getting
married to Bounderby so thai he will have support if he gets into
trouble at work place. Louisa marries Bounderby who was thirty
years her elder. Mrs. Sparsit, Bounderby's housekeeper is in
charge of his young pretty wife.

The sub plot revolves round Stephen Blackpool, a powerloom
worker in Bounderby's mill. His is unable to divorces his alco-
holic wile and is in love wlth Rachel.

Grandgrind becomes a member oI Parliament. He sends
Harthouse to gather lacts about the industrial city, Coke Town.
Harthouse develops an illicit relationship with Louisa. They plan

to elope. When Bounderby comes lo know about it through the
watchlul Sparsit, Louisa goes lo her father's house. Harthouse
runs away. Tom robs Bounderby's bank. Stephen Blackpool be-
comes a suspect in the ro.bbery. An unknown annual visitor, an
old lady - Mrs. Pegler also is suspected. She is proved. to be
Bounderby's own mother and Bounderby's true nature is revealed.
All his stories about his neglected childhood are found to be lies.

Sissy and Rachel go in search ot Stephen Blackpool.. They
{ind him fallen into a well. He is rescued but dies after clearing the
charge of robbery and identilying the actual culprit. Tom is saved
trom the clutches o, law with the help of Sissy Jupe and Sleary.
He is shipped away. Mrs. Sparsit is sacked. Mr. Bounderby him-
self dies a few years later.
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Mr. Gradgrind's great expectations about his two elder chil-
dren Tom and Louisa are tragically thwarted and he becomes a

sadder but a wiser and better man. Tom descends through dissi-
pation into crime and Louisa, through an unhappy marriage is

tempted to elopement. Mr. Bouderby publicly exposed as having
based his whole personality on boastful lies cuts a ridiculous fig'
ure. Mrs. Spasit, Tom, Harthouse everyone is punished. The bad
characters are chastised, but the good ones are not rewarded,
like Sissy or Rachael.

Title ol The Novel

ll is a usual practice with Dickens to give the name of the
principal character in the novel as its title. Hard Times is an ex-
ception. Even when he began the novel, he had a list of titles to
select from : (1) Mr. Gradgrind's Facts, (2) The Grindstone, (3)

Two and Two are Four, (4) Our Hard - Headed Friend, (5) Bust
and Dust, (6) Simple Arithmetic, Gradgrind Philosophy, Heads and
Tales. These also appears as key phrases in the text.

Hard Timescan be justified at the surface level as the novel
portrays hard times people had during industrialization. The pic-
ture is one of ditticult economic conditions in Coketown. At an-
other level it can be interpreted that what makes the times hard, is
the hardness in men's heads. The novel shows that wrong ways
of thinking makes time hard. The values oI the socieiy portrayed

in the novel are also hard opposed to the values of the heart and
soul, of fancy and wonder. Grandgrind's trade is in wholesale
hardware. ll is also significant that his house is Stone Lodge. His

aclions and utterances reflect the values of this hard world. By

the time Hard Times appeared, the hardness of conditions had
been reduced considerably by reforms.

Hard times is an idea added to all the characters. Bounderby
is proud of his own hard times while boasting as a selt-made man.

He was hard on Stephen - hard in spirit, iI nol as taskmaster. The
workers and the trade union leaders were also hard on Stephen.
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Tom was also hard on him, all in promotion of self interest.

Structure of the novdi

The novel Hhfd timeshas a very simple plot. The main plot
and sub plot are well connected. The major lille Hard Times rc-
flects the industrial dodibty: but the sub divisions or parts derive
their headings from pretindustrial society. The novel is divided
into thrde seclions namely Sowing, Reaping and Garnering. ln
the first section Sowing - all bad sowings are recorded. Gardrind's
wrong educational policy with emphasis on hard facts, is one wrong
sowing and the marrAge between Bounderby and Louisa is an-
other. Gradgrind's encounter with Sleary's Circus is also a sowing
awaiting reaping. The section on Reaping deals with the climax in
the fate of the particlpants. Tom, the product of Gradgrind,s edu-
cational system turns dut to be a robber. Louisa's mismatch with
Bounderby devoid of embtion and sentiments, ends in her seduc-
tion by Harthouse, lhe harvest ot moral degradation. Gradgrind
who disapproved of circus, linally is saved by circus. Sissy Jupe
who is part of the Circus acts as their saviour in many ways. Gar-
neridg represents the final tate.

Symboli3m in the novel

Due, to limitqtions of serialisation, Coke Town is only de-
scribed iri passind glimpses. Even that limited description is
strongly felt because it represents an objective evil favoured by
industrialism. The imprisonihg street, stilling air of Coke town sym-
bolize the spiritual malaise of that world,. Coketown is the prison
that shaped characters like Louisa and Stephen Blackpool and
the prison where they will die. The town represenls the arld waste
of their hearts and lives. From the first brilliant description cif the
factory world, where the elephant's haads represent the move-
ments of fnachinery, the factory is treated as a living thing. The
industrial smoke is linked with hypocrisy and deception. The llre
ot the Coketown furnaces and the domestic fire in Stone Lodge
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represent natural instincts and emolions. Very names of the char-
acters are symbolic. The characters primarily live fcir the expres-
sion of a theme Gradgrind is an incarnation of utilitarian philoso-
phy. The name reminds one of grading and grindlng which is what
the mechanical Gradgrind does with facts. Bounderby represents
Capitalism. Bonder means cad or indecent man and that is what
he is. Bounderby - banker, manulacturer, capitalist represents him-
sel{ as sell-made man and has cut ofl all personal relationships.
For him all connections are in terms of money or power. Human
compassion or affection is not known to him at all. He is a brag-
gart, a liar and a repulsive character. He is the embodiment of
the aggressive, money-making, power-seeking ideal which is a
driving force of industrial revolution. Sissy stands tor vitality and
goodness. She is genorous and an antithesis of calculating sell
fintersl of Bounderby. Sleary's Horseriding symbolizes art and
the attutde of Gradgrind and Bounderby repres6nts the position of
art in Victorian England. Art is reduced to mere entertainment.
Representing human spontaneity the circus-athletes represent
highly developed skill and dettness that result in poise, pride and
confidence. Similarly human kindness and other essential virtues
assert amidst ugliness and squalor. Stephen Blackpool is a per-
sonitication of a victim. This ideal of an honest workman ends up
as a martyr and the choice ol the Biblical names is an appropriate
one.

There are also symbolic situations like Tom and Louisa peep-
ing into circus tent. This symbolises Children's natural attraction
to fancy and imagination. Later Gradgrind peeps into the circus
tent and that represents the failure of Gradgrind's philosophy.

Symbolism in Dicken's novel is rather a dimension than an
ingredient. lt presents the world as such in new perspective. Sym-
bolism does not augment the meaning but simply changes the
nature of the books' piclure of life.

lrony and Satire

Hard Time: is a salire on utilitarian economy. The novel

ヽ ′
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shows how the utilitarian philosophy works in Gradgrind house-
hold. The novel's main plot discredits Gradgrind's policies by show-
ing how miserably they fail in his private life. Louisa's marriage
becomes a mismatch and leads her to seduction. Tom ends up in
crime. Gradgrind prophesied once that Sissy would become a
"living proof to all.' She does not prove his theory but proves the
value of a good heart i ralher shg also proves the Hollowness ol
his ieaching. Gradgrind keeps his children away f rom circus which
is against facts, and lor fancy. But finally it is Sleary and Sissy
who rescue Tom by disguising him in the circus. Such ironical
situations bound while satrising the thoughts and ideas. Through
his presentation of M'choakumchild, Dickens is also criticising the
educational schemes of that age. Divorce laws are criticised
through Stephen Blackpool. There is a slight attack on caste sys-
tem too. For example in the case of Mrs. Sparsit whose ambilion
and position in the social scheme are al variance. Harthouse shows
the decay that results out of rank, in the absence o, character.

Grotesque caricature is one of his chiel means of present-
ing 'evil'. Dickens presents caricatune in terms of distortion of natu-
ral values. Mr. Gradgrind, Mr. Bounderby and Mrs. Saprist are some
of the caricatures in Hard fmes. Repetition ol the word 'fact' in
association with Gradgrind is a device of caricature.

Mrs. Sparsit is one of great caricatures. We do not hear
aboul her characteristic traits; but are shown. lnitially her physical
appearance is delineated with her Coriolanian nose and contracted
eyebrows. This word picture is further coloured by what she is
and how she says.

Mr. Bounderby is presented as a caricature in the realistic
form of humour. He has the absurd pride of the self-made man.
Picture of Mrs. Bounderby illustrates that caricat ure in Hard Tinies
is seen as a man's self - inflicted distortion. At the same time they
are also related to the forces and need of the industrial society.
Dickens compares the natural man, the corrupt distortion and in
between rises a caricature with some implied natural inner life.
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However since humour is absent in Hard Times, caricatu'. tech-
nique Iights a losing battle.

Moral Fable

Critics have attributed various descriptive phrases to Hard
Timesi "a moral fable, the romance as radical literature", "a fairy
tale with realistic elements." lt is a fable as it tells an qnur,Jal
story in an interesting way. lt does not otfef a realistic or fair-
minded or comprehensive account of industrial life. He is ustng
"fanciful means to express his sense of an important aspect of
some facts about his sociely. Hard rimes relies heavily upon
mouthpiece characters. Mr. Sleary and Stephen are used as di-
dactic commentalors and he consciou?ly gives them noticeable
cpeech habits. Mr. Sleray has a kind ol lisp and Stephen speaks
in broad dialect.

Tbpics for Discussion:

Hard Times as salie.
Hard Times as a moral fable
Symbolism in Hard Times
Caricalure in Hard Times
Short notes on Sleary's circus, Mrs. Sparsit, M'Chockumchild,

Sissy Jupe

Books for further reading

F.R. Leavis: The Grcat Tradition
Philip Hobau: A Readers Guiqe b Dickens
Twentieth Century lnterpretations of HarC Times,

ed. Paul Edward Gray, 1969
Arnold Kettel in From Dickens to Htdy, Pelican
Guide to English Literature: Ed. Brois Ford.
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GEORGE ELIOT

THE MILL ON THE FLOSS

AUTHOR ANO HER WOHKS:

George Eliot is considered to be the first modern novelist.
Her real name is Mary Evans. Born on 22nd November, 181I at
Warwickshire, she was the youngesi child of her father's second
marriage. Father Robert Evans was a carpenter. When he mar-
ried a woman who had been in service with the Newdigate tamily,
he was appointed as their estate bailiff. Four years later, his wife
died and he married Christina Pearson, thereby graduated him-
sell into the new middle class created by the industrial revolution.
This middle class supplies the characters and background ol
George Eliot's early novels. Her own mother's family is repre-
sented by the Dodsons whom we meet in her The Mill on the
F/oss. George Eliot had an elder sisler and a brother lssac whom
she adored as passionately as Maggie adoresTom Tulliver. Her
father moved to conventary to spend his retired life. She lived
with him and nursed him to the end. Here she made friends with
the Brays & Hemetls and this resulted in a change in her religious
opinions. Atter a trip abroad with the Brays, she became the edi-
tor of the Westminister Review. ln London she met George Henry
Lewes, a prolific iournalist, critic and philosopher. Lewes was
married to a faithless wife, was separated lrom her, but could not
obtain divorce. George Eliot lived with him and that was a step
that placed a woman beyond the social place in Victorian society.
ll is her first-hand experience ol the malicious gossip and con-
demnation by her.family and friends that is retlected in the suffer-
ing of Maggie. She had also first-hand experience of the sexual
passion. She describes as felt by Maggie*a description revolu-
tionary in Victorian fiction which made a lasting impression on D.H.
Lawrence. The Mill on the Floss is a study of her own childhood
and girlhood. Maggie's upbringing in the rural surrounding of the
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Mill has poetic qualities. Lawrence applied this approach to Paul
Morel's boyhood in his Sons and Lovers. The Mill on lhe F/oss is
considered to be her spiritual autobiography. ln fact, all her nov-
els are biographies.

She adopted a pen name for hersell partly to avoid the preju-
dice against women writers and partly perhaps to shield hersell
f rom direct criticism. lt was Lewes who_encouraged her to try her
hand at flction, partly in the hope of alleviating their poverty. She
chose 'George' of her pseudonym because it was Lewes name
and 'Eliot' was added because it was "good, mouth-filling, easily
pronounced word", she says. Lewes died in 1878. Then she
married J.W. Cross who became her f irst biographer. Few months
after this marriage she died in 1880.

Her first publication Scenes of Clerical Life (1858), came
out in serial form in The Westminister Review, was well received.
Adam Bede is her first fulllength novel. Si/asMarner(1861) isa
Midland story.

ln 1863, she brought out Porr?o/a, telling the story of ihe ltal-
ian Renaissance, mainly set in Florence. Felix Holt (1866) is a
tale of Victorian Radicalism. Daniel Deronda (1876) is a sympa-
thetic story of Anglo - Jewish lite. The Mill onthe F/oss (1860) and
Middlemarch (1872) are her popular novels.

George Eliot creates the middle and lower class England ol
the nineteenth century Midland out ot the world ol her own per-
sonal experience. With her the novel ceased to be primarily an
entertainmenl. She made it a medium for the discussions of the
serious problems and preoccupations of mature life. Henry James
remarks that the novel for her was "not primarily a picture of life,
capable of deriving a high value-from its form, bul a moralized
fable, the last word of philosophy endeavouring to teach by ex-
ample" The usual pattern of her novels rests on the unfolding of
an individual drama within a copiously rendered social medium.
George Eliot resembles Jane Austen in the way her central char-
acters are rooted in their social environment which shapes the
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story. But George Eliot's social environment is wider, more com-
plex, made up of greater variety of minor characters drawn from
many more social and economic levels. She was also conscious
of the ethical, religlous and social conventions o, the world she
presents, as it evolved and changed with times. ln her novels,

she concentrated on the pressure all these exerl on the individual
lives and on the problem connected with resisting or succumbing
to the pressure. The underlying pattern o, her novels consists of
an inner circle of a small group of individuals involved in a moral
dilemma, surrounded by an outer circle of a Social world. ln other
words, her novels present individual tragedy, sunounded by the
lile of a community.

She differs from her predecessors in the fact that her books
are constructed round an idea. She is an innovator in being an

intellectual in her approach to her subject. Her plots are always
the logical development of that idea. So much so that there may

not be a hero or heroine or a central figure of any kind. She did
not begin with the personality that appeared to the outward world,
but with psychological elements underlying the personality. We

do not remember her major characters by their appearance; she

always gave us the portrait of the inner man. lf Jane Austen pre-

sented the ,amiliar domestic characters, George Eliot indulged in

the presentation ol extraordinary people. David Cecil remarks;
"She could not look at her characters as individuals as Dickens, or
as examples of human variety or representalives of a social class
like Thackeray. She saw them as thinkers, as politicians, as im'
mortal souls". The philosophical range, moral dedication, powers

of characterisation, ability to portray English sdciety with complexity
and insight have made George Eliot a leading novelist.

THE MILL ON THE FLOSS: A Summary

Doricote Mill stood on lhe banks of the River Floss near the
village ot St.Ogg's. Mr.Tulliver owned the mill. Mirs. Tulliver's sis-

ters, who had married well criticized Mr. Tulliver, Tom was senl to
Mr.Stelling's school. Philip Wakem, a cripple, son of a lawyer who
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was his fathers enemy also ioins the same school. Tom was not
very good in his studies whereas Philip was intelligent. Maggie
met Philip when she visited Tom and they became friends. Maggie
went to school with her cousin Lucy. Tulliver had a law suit, de-

fended by Wakem. He lost the suit and lost all his properly. Wakem

bought up his debls and Mr. Tulliver suffered a stroke Maggie and
Tom could not afford to got to school. Tom took a job in a ware-

house and studied book-keeping each night. Bob Jakin, a country
lout, offered to help Tom. Tom borrowed money form Aunl Glegg
and started business with Wakem. He made Tom swear lhat he

would wish Wakem evil as long as he lived. Maggie was asked to
have nothing lo do with Philip, for ever. Tom warned Philip also to
keep away lrom Maggie. Mr.Tultiver thrashed Mr.Wakem and suf-
fered another irrecoverable stroke. Maggie, a teacher visited Lucy
where she mel Stephen Gust, who was to marry Lucy. Philip was
their common friend knowing about Lucy's father's plans to buy

back the mill lor Tom. Philip urges Wakem to sell the mill. Stephen
tries to kiss Maggie at a dance. Magie is in a fix. She is indebted
to Lucy and cannot allow Stephen to fall in love with her. Her af-
fection for Tom prevented her from marrying Philip. Both Philip

and Stephen urged her separately to marry them. Lucy did not

suspect Stephen's inditference. Stephen took Magie boating and
urged her to run away with him. She rerused. The tide carried them

far and they were lorced to spend the night in tho boat. Maggie
faces the wrath ot her relatives. Tom turns her out of mill, promis-

ing her money to keep her. He never wished to see her again.
Mrs. Tulliver decides to go with her. Bob Jakin took them in Magie
suffers ostracism and wondered whether there could be love for
her without pain for others. 

. 
One day a terrible f lood ravaged

St.Ogg's. Knowing that Tom will be at the mill, Maggie attempted
to reach him in a boat. The tvvo were reunited and Tom took over
the rowing of the boat. Flood overwhelmed them and they were
both drowned. Temptation is conquered, error atoned, and love
reconciled, the life is complete.
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M:LL ON THE FLOSs,As Psychological Novel     '
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will hurt To.m. Her father's love has a lasting impression on her.
She reacti to the opinions of all her aunts. Philip Wakem influ-
ences her at the intellectual level. George Eliot not only pictures
the inner working oI Maggie but traces the effect of one upon thc
other. Besides the individual impulse, formative influences of child-
hood memories, hereditary influence ol family tradition contribule
in the shaping of Maggie's characler.

Determinism as Philosophy of Life

The Mill on the Floss deals with peculiar sorrows encoun-
tered by a girl ol quick feeling and high aspirations under diverse
circumstances. George Eliot did not believe in heaven and hell
and miracles but she believed in right and wrong and man,s obli-
gation to follow right. She was sure that one can not escape the
consequence of one's actions. By placing the responsibility of a
man's life firmly on individual and his moral choices, she changed
lhe nature of the English novel.George Eliot accepted the belief
that.

"The Gods are iust, and our pleasant vices Make instruments
to plague us"

ln her novels, lhere are occasions in which a character is
forced inlo the action by some intemal compulsion. Maggie's moral
conllict in the end whether lo reiect Philip Wakem and Stephen
Guest is the best example. The typical George Eliot story shows
how a aharacter under the intluence of strong social pressures,
reveals certain flaws in his character, which in combination with
the social pressures, cause his moral failure. But it is important
the George Eliot holds him responsible for his own characters and
motives.

Determinism for her is. noi a right depressing system but an
aspect of the world she dramalized. She knew that somehow evil
was to be avoided and her interest was not in flnding someone to
blame for it, but in aborting it.

There are three basic levels of determinism.
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1. The world is rightly determined and, in fact there is no

such thing as human responsibility. The concept ol predeterminism

suggests some supernatural power designing beforehand the

course of things. George Eliol's novels are not fatalistic and do

not come under this category'
2. Eventhough atmosi everything is determined, man is free

and lherefore responsible for his'choi;e. A man's li{e accordihg 10

George Eliot, is at the centre of a web of causes which exert pres'

sures on him from outside and come into direct conllict with his

own desires and motives. (e.9.) Maggies's moral choice. She

struggles between her individual impulses and social pressures'

She loves Philp, but Tom's strictures, her family background, come

up before she makes the choice . ln her passion to be loved, she

f inds solace in Stephen Guest's attention. But she resists the temp-

tation when she thinks ol Lucy and her own lamily background'

3. The world rigidly determined cases of human choice; but

man remains responsible for his actions. George Eliot's beliel in a

man, his ability to learn and grow, his obligation to lollow lhe
prompting ol duty, is the basis ol her concept of determinism'

' George Eliot condemns coincidence and chance. Nothing

according to her happens accidentally. Chance in her novel is al-

ways associaled with evil. Maggie and Stephen while boating' are

driven away from the shore by tides and are forced io spend the

nighl in the boat. Maggie fights with her temptations; she is con-

demned by her relatives in spite of her explanations and Tom turns

her out. Possibility of this kind of occurrence which ls out ol th6"

working of natural laws became lor her signs of moral weakness.

Hardly accepts Novalis in believing "Gharacter is Fate".

George Eliot questions this dictum openly in The Mill on the Floss
, ny ad-Aing.... "gut noithe whole of our desiny".........'...'......the trag-

edy of our lives is not created lrom within. She allows tor recipro-

cal action of character and circumstance. ln'her novel Adam Bede' i

she says "Our deeds determine us as mush as we determine our

deeds" George Eliot insists lhat every man should exercise his
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will. That does not mean every man is capable ol his choice. But

man is capable of altering his character by willing'to alter it Maggie

does not surrender passively to her impulses. There is interaction

betwe€n the passion and tamily circumstances and social pres-

sures . George Eliot accepts the existence of positive evil in this

world..-The evil becomes operative only when man commits a moral

lapse, out o, his weakness. Egoism and self indulgence she con-

siders as sources of suffering and Maggie has them in ab.rndance.
o 

Man is free to exercise his will. Once he make a bad .:ioice, he

sutfers the etfect or consequences ol it. But the sinrlr does not

suffer alone.and the evil spreads' There is compassion tor the

erring soul ahd hence discretion in the exercise of one's choices.

Eliot's world is a world of national order, or mutual aid and respon-

sibility.

Symbolism in The Mill on the Floss

George Eliot proposed various titles for her novel, like The

Tuttiverc, Maggie Tulliver, Sister Maggie, The House of Tullivet

etc. Finally John Blackwood suggested the poetic title "The Mill on

the Floss" which also increases the symbolic significance ol the

mill and the river. For the tirst time in the history ol British tiction'

the novel disclosed the family life of the English larmer and the

class to which he bolongs. Th€ mill on the river in a way becomes

an important element in the novel, as St' Ogg's and the mill are

.the immediate venues of the novel. But as the locus shifts from
' the growth of the heroine Maggie in the domestic and social con-

text to her inner lite of mind and teetings, the mill and the river act

as symbols. "A scene, character or incident becomes symbolic

simply by the author's treatment of it or by its place in the context

. ol the total work" says W.J. Harvey' lt may be basic to the mean-

ing of the novel or as il happens in The Mill on the F/oss, it may

.. be recurrent or pervasive.
The river is there in the literal sense' lt governs the lives and

destinies ol all the characters in the novel. lt is a source of Mr'

,
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Tulliver's ruin; it is a source of Bob Jalin's livelihood; it is the means
of Maggie's death. Mrs Tulliver,s refrain ,,wandering up and down
by the water, like a wild thing she'll tumble in some day,,, gives a
symbolic touch to the river. The novel abounds in a large .rumber
of images related to the river. "Ftood of emotion", "current of feel-
ing", "stream of variety" and such expressions are used freely in
the novel. The flood in fact, helps the novelist to round off the
plot and that way the river has a symbolic function in the novel.
The river is not only there as an actual presence but it provides
terms which can illuminate the inner life of the characters. The
literal course of the river and Maggie's moral choice are combined
in a symbolic phrase. "There was no choice of courses, no room
for hesitation and she floated into the current". psychologicat or
moral states are generally presented in imagery derived from the
river. stephen feels "the stream of his recoilections running rather
shallow". Philip and Maggei face a situation ,when feeling, rising
high above its average depth, leaves ftood -marks which are never
reached again" Maggie's relations with Stephen is defined. ',The
tremulous delight of his presence with her that made existence an
easy floating in a stream of joy".

(ln Hardy's novels, the health lives with the readers through
and through, and it is closely connected with the characters. But
here the river does not act upon the people direcily. lt is not the
life and death symbol. lt is not predefined. lt is not a character. lt is
symbolized in the sense that it plays an important role in the child-
hood of Maggie and Tom, specially Maggie.)

Mill also plays'an important role in the novel. There is a
supersition that when the nrillchanges hands, catamity occur. The
events in the novel so much depend on this belief. George Eliot
also uses a lot of animal imagery in the novel.

Tbpics for Discussion
1. Family traditions portrayed in the novel
2. Character of Tom
3. Portrayal of Childhood
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4..The Millon the Floss as a psychological novet
5. Philosophy of life presented in the novel
6. conflict between individual impulses and social pressures
Books for Reference
1. Joan Bennet : George Eliot Her Mind and Her Art
2. R.T. Jones: Goerge Eliot.

VIRGINA WOOLF: TO THE LTGHTHOUSE

Virginia woollf belongs by upbringing to an inteilectuatsetup.
she is the daughter of Leslie stephen, distinguished editor of the
cornhill Magazine, friendly with quite a few literary figures. He
was himself the complier of Dictionary of National Biography. vir-
ginia woolf was born on January 2sth 1g92, a week before the
birthday of James Joyce. she died in the same year as Joyce in
1941 . Virginia lost jer mother at an early age and this only increased
her shy nature and sad mood. Shorily after her mother's death
she also lost her older sister in child birth. These life experiences
amounted to woolf's view of life as an arbitrary trickster. Her
father also died in 1g04. when her sister vanessa married clive
Bell, they moved to a house in Bloomsbury, the literary district.
Virginia woolf, with civil Bell and E. M. Forster, Lytton strachey
formed the Bloomsbury group. virginia married Leonard woolf with
whom she established the Hogartth press, which published her
own novels and other works

Mrs. Woolf began her literary career writing reviews and oc-
casional articles and also fighting for women's rights. Her first novel
Voyage Out (1915) and Night and Day (1920) were quite conven_
tional in content and traditiona! novels in style. ln 1g22 Jaccob,s
Room came out. She made her nnark with Mrs. Doiloway (192g)
and her To the Lighthouse hecarne her rnasterpiece. waves
(1931) is also a significant work written after World War ll.

Mrs. woolf is also better known for her non-fiction writings
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like the Cornmon Reader and A Room of One's Own' She offered

her ideas about the novel in her well- known essay entitled "Mod-

{rn Fiction". A Room of One's Own deals with the problems tacing

the f emale writer. Even though she appreciated lhe workmanphip

iit the novels of Bennett, Wells and Galsworthy, she disagre€d

with lhem in thek portrayal of trivial . She believed that presonta-

lion ot a plot and tragedy and comedy and love-inlerest lalsity

truth.
"Life is not a series ol gig lamps symmetrically arranged;

lile is a luminous halo, a semi-transparent env€lope surrounding

us lrom the b€ginnlng of consciousness to the end"'

Aahering to this theory, she changed the structura ot the

novel and lound originalways of presenting new subiecls and new

leelings.

TO THE LIGHTHOUSE : A Summary

To the Lighthouse has no easily tocognizable slory' Virginia

Woolf, quite ,nlik" E.M. Forster who said in Aspecls of lhe Novel

'Yos, the novsl tells a story" believed that life can not be summa-

rlz€d ln "two and thirty chapters'" So To the lighthouse has no

plol; but only a scheme and a motive' Characlers are presented in

outllne. Thasingle main action in the novels is ihe iourney to Light-

house, which iJthwarted in the beginning and is accomplished at

th€ end o{ th€ novel. Tho Ramsay lamily from London is on lheir

annual holiday in their house on an island in lhe Herbrides' No

particular place is menlioned bul the reader gets a general im-

pression ol rock, sand and sea. lt is a symbolic setting' Mr' Ramsay

is a prof"ssor of Philosophy, preparing a lecture in Cardit' on

Locke, Hume, Berkeley. Mrs. Ramsay, mush admired for her

beauty, knoiws lifa in an inluitive way' They have eight childr€n:

lour sons and four daughters; Andrew, Boger Jasper' James

(youngesl), Bose, Nancy, Gam and Prue Six guests have been

lnviteJ to spend the holiday with them. Lily Briscoe, unmarried is

painting a piclure in modern style. William Bankas, a widower is

an oldlriend . Augusts Carmichaael is an old poel Mita Doyle

cuPl3$3uo5/rflx)/sDE-i3
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and Paul Rayl€y being urged inlo marriage by Mrs' Ramsay'

The novel r€volving rcund lhese varied characters is a rs-

flective book, with an ironichl or wistful questioning ol lile and re-

ality. Nothing concrete hafpene<l in this household ol odd nice

people; yet the kagic lutility, the absurdity and ths pathBtic bsauty

of lile ii revealed. Temporarily isolated from the soci€ty, thesa

people represent the microcosm of the society and the book is a

stujy ot human relationshiPs.
The novel is dividod into three parts. The lirsl part is almost

stationary , in wtricn petile are gathered in and around the house'

Mrs. Ramsiry sits at lhe window reading a fairy tale to little James'

As she reads. she retlects on hsr chitdren, and her guests' She is

worried about Minta and Paul. She and James Plan to go to the

Lighthouse the next morning but Mt. R prodicts bad weather'

Ta-nsley supports him. Mrs. Bamsay is knitting a stocking tor lhe

son ofihe keeper in the lighthouse. Amidst this unconnectod €x-

changes and reflections, characters are discussed from dillerent

persiectives. Mr. Ramsay is seen through the eyes ol Mrs'
'Rurn"ay, 

young James, Lily and Mr' Bankes' Mrs' B' is commented

upon Uy iry, runsley and Mr. Bankes. Mr. Bankes is discussed by

t-ity and tity is seen through Mrs. R. Tansley is seen through Lily's

and Mrs. R's perspectives' The climax of this part is the dinnel

given by Mrs. h. Party sits down at dinner'and the candles are lit'

in effeci each solitary ego, with its Ptetty aggravations and resent-

mBnts is gradually blended with the others into a pattern ol comple-

tion and harmonY.
Part ll 'Time Passes'is a very shod but etfective section' lt

portays the ravages ol time on the family and lhe house' Mrs' B'

suOOenty dies and the death is simply reported in parenlhesis'

Prue marries and dies. Andrew is killsd in the war' House is dev'

astated. Mrs. McNab, the housekeeper who lamenls on the disin'

tegralion revives lhe memory of the people and cleans up the build-

ini. Tne section dramatises thal torces ol destruction are doleatod

by man's power and will to live
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AutobiOgFaphical Element

Stream Of conscioushess

186

narrator. fhe adavantage is that we build up a composite picture
of the characters lrom inlernal and exlernal views Li tftem. ffrereaders also become aware of the reality tnat tite is see-n olfter,
ently by different people.

thoughts aboui her childr6n. Simiiartyextgrnii.n"ot ir*rrA" upon
the inner feelings of the character_ io, 

"*i.ptr, frars. n. L:aUf e forelax in her own thoughts, listening to the habitual sounJ of cnil.dren ptaying cricket or Mr.R. Chanting poetry. This 
"t,iftlro. 

,n-
ner lhoughts to external events, in fact produces a rnyttrm ln tne
no.vel. Several thoughts interpersed by simultan€ous action, give
a lite-like account of the characters.

Art and Literature

. .The 
relationshlp between art and literature is stressed tn Iothe Lighthouse tn its lrom and content. fhe presentailn ot t-ityBriscoe. as artist a,ld creator has a significani rote-ro pfuV'ir, 

"on_necting rife and art, art and riterature. Lary Briseo,s canvas ano trer

l]IL",1"..1.S:"ss runs.parailei ro rhe preser,ration oi-nurr"y
rainfly, rn two phases - with Mrs. R. and withcut her.

Virginia Wool{ in .A Sketch ol the past,, says: .the 
wholeworld is a wor.k of arl; thal we are parts ol the work art., The work

3j:[:iY,l1',, is based on.pau€rnins. tsy capturing somettring orlre rhe arllsl sees and makes it eternal in lilerature of art. Thewhoie.novel Ta the Lighthcuse is this patterni g of numan refa-tionship, thoright, surrender of peisonaiity. ,qrt aio fifelre ,t";Ufv
connected in ihe novel, in the vray Lily completes her painling when
Ramsays reach the Lighthouse and y,/eave out a patiern of-nomo-geneous relationships sheddtng ill feelings and hatred. Lyly iin-ishes the paintirrg as she feels a kind oisympatny fo, nimasy,previously she was unable tc give. The confrrsion resr.rlti,[ fro,the war and the deaths in the tamily prevenf fne sfr"ping oi"a per-lecl whole and this life situation is reflected in Ury,s a-rr iirrougn
the space in the centre of her painting.
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Lily's canvas can b€ sesn as Mrs' Woolf's view of roelity '
trer wish lo make 'lifo sland still'. Life is flux and capturing and

,lxing reality ls the artisl's aclivity. Lito is kept still in the n-ov€l'

Th€ adlat works and rewotks th€ same canvas iust lik€ Lily'

Similarly Viryinia Woolf tircs lo capture signi{icant moments in life

lhrough shilting clnsciouEness'
the characters in ths nov€l lind litgrature and art helptul in

making sense of llfe- Mrs. R. reads Grimm's tairy tale "The Fisher-

man a;d His wife" to James. The story probably reflects Mrs'

Ramsay's role in the Ramsay {amily Mr' B' Finds dolight and gains

inspiration in reading Walter Scott. Poems like "Charge oi th€ Light

Brigede" are also quoted by tho charactsrs'

Symbollsm ln the Novel

Setting itselt is symbolic as lhe local€ is not specitiod - but

only an impr-ession ol sand, rock and sea is created David Daiches

sees the Lighthous€ standing lon€ly in the midsl of the sea ' as a

symbol "of the individual who is at once a unique being and a part

oi tn" ttu, ot history. To reach the lighthouse is to mak€ contact

with a truth outside oneselt, to surrender uniqueness of one's ego

to an imporsonal r€alit/. The Joumey to the Lighthouse symbolises

th€ iourney trom egotism to impersonality' At the start oI ths book'

the plan to go to the Lighthouse is ihwarted because the charac"

ters are all 
"lottt"O 

in their own egotistlc leelings and contradic-

tions. They ara allowod to r€ach the destination oniy after travail'

war, death and gaining ol wisdom' Such experience is necessary

to the attainment of balance oJ mind which is the prool of imper

sonality. The light house can also be seen as Mrs Ramsay her'

sell. The Lighthouse is a cynosure ol all eyes and it gives direc-

tion to all tiavellers. Mrs. Ramsay also is very much admired lor

her beauty and she gives direction lo everybody in the novel Mrs'

R and the Ughthouse are distant and unapproachable' The body

ol water thatleads to the Light-house is the sea of llux' lhe river ol

consclousness or lile ilself

JEE

Virginia Wooll wrota to Roger Fry in 1927 , '" l:Qqq'ltiothing

nythe Lifhthouse. One hasto have a contralline down the middle

oi 
" 

Uooi to hold the design tog€ther' I saw that alf'sorls ol f€el-

ings would accrue to this, but 1 r€lused to think them out' and

trusted ttrat people would maks il the dgposit ol th6ir own emo-

tions" . From a distance, to ths chitd Jamss, ths "Lighthouse was

tnln a sitredy misty-looking towor wlth a yellow ey€ thdt opened

sJddenly and softly in the evening'. Atctoss quarters' James could

"see the whitewashed bficksi th€ tow€r, stark and straight' HE asks

. .........."So that was the Lighihouse, was it? No' the othEr was also

the Lighthouse. For nothing was simply one thing'" 
-Light 

and

shadow of the Lighthouse can be a r€presentation of thc fhythm

ol loy and sorrow, understanding and misunderstanding-

The Lighthouse can also be seen as part of the imagery of

light and aa*. tne long stroke ol ths lighthouse light represents

trirs. Fl. David Daiches also dwells on the colour symbolism in th€

novel. Red and brown he associatos with individuality and ego

tis-1 and with Mr. R. Blue and gre6n r€pr€sent impersonality'

The oharacters Bven though id€ntified as individuals are

types. Mrs. Ramsay and Mr' R' rspresent tho union ot intuition

.nO int"tta"t. Here in lact intultion reigns over intellEct' A{tsr Mrs

Ramsay's death, Mr. R's int6llect blunders until h€ reggins his equt

librium on the arrival at lhe lighlhouse where he ocountors her

spirit. The nams Lily also suggests purity' Mr' Bankes' the s(:ien

tiiic mind preters solitary perfection tb immersion in human in

volvement, also has a symbolic slgnificance in his name' Mvth or

Deweter and Persephone explains the s€asonal changes in na-

ture and also gives an idea about rebirth and death' The myth can

also be retated lo man - woman relationship in marriage'

Topics lot Dbcussion
1. Narrative technique in the novel

2. Symbolism and imagery
3. Title ol the novel
4. To the Lighthouse as a study of human relatlonshlp:
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,ars after his mother's death.fa‐

:rn and they come tO settle dOwn

A Year after their return to cracOw,cOnrad's fathertoO dies

.]9(l

o, tuberculosis. And left in ll)e custody of his maternal uncle,Tadeusz Bobrowski. conrad finds ttre Cracow sctroJiio i" oor,ngand proposes going to sea. tn order to Oir.r.a" tj,I ii" ,n"tusend him on a tour o, Switzerland and in 1g7a Coir"a,f"ur". fot.Marseilles wilh and annuat a owance of tivq thousaiJir*." Uo,his uncle.
At a very early age itsell Conrad was intrigued by the sci-ence of geography. He was rongty atlractedi""*"riJl"pr. ,non_eof his tastessays, Conrad obs-erve" h;;;;;;;;;. *"r*" r,all'for the paper he wrole at the age of thirte., .oi-fn"-or.,," 

"r-ploration. He further recounls here lhat he,herd then the namesof the exprorers, navigarors and travelogue.v! iirers ror his rriendsor companions and nol the I
acters in Fiction. 

nore usual names of the popular char-

Howeveq Conrad seems to have read with interest yeats.
D.G. Bosse*i, Arthur symons and others ot t i" o,riiii". rnr.,critics ave. that the torcetulness of his diction he must have de-rived trom them.

Though Conrad took to. the sea, even th€re he switched ,romone position lo another ouiti frequenfly. ft r",-*n"-n iJ'*u. ,n-able to continue as an apprentice on lhe ship Mont Blanc, andlaler as a steward with a satary- ot tfrfrty+ivJfrai"" ,""I'ron,n,conrad rook to gunrunnino from Marseiu.S to Spain forrhe causeot lheCarlist party. But sooir he ended up in deep debt and gambtedaway borrowed money. Finding himset,'in suJ'a ngii "rr]l*roaltempted to commit suicide by shooring in h!. 
"r,i.i.iJ*"r", nuwas saved and later in that

deck- ha nd 
""'i " a,;,i; i ffi iJi, f l,: ;l J::?,*i:ff 1 i::

l.or 3foy, sixreen years in th; British ,"r"h;;i;;;;;iii'n" ,"-tired to full-time writing.
Conrad passed the exams as second mate and voyaged toBangkok, singaporo and Madras. or"..s ii; l";;J".r"": 

"..ond mate onty the conception o, the n"rr"t-ir" vo"tiZiiri" uigg",ot the "Narcissus', originared. Bur in Decembei'oil, 'i""'*ror"
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the exams agaln and passed as lirst mate and got the Master

t*,tarinu/s cert-iticate two years later' ln thE meanwhile' Conrad was

diven the naturalized British Citizenship'
" ' - 

Ontv witn the publlcation ol Almayer's Folly in 1895' Conrad

somewhai settled down to a caroer of a vriter' His lirst bookwas

""iii"i.irtO "no 
with ihls publication only he got hls name angli-

cized from Jozcl Konrad lo Joseph Conrad'

ln 1896, at the a'ge ol 38, he married Jessie George' a sec'

retary lifteen years yo'unger than him' He found his wife to be" a

,"rvlooa comradei and'had two sons - Borys and Jchn - by her''-'' i ** 
"h"n 

conrau started publishing his wprks that he

made lriendship with Edwar Gam€tt and, lat€r withlFord Madox

Ford, Hls lriendship with the latt€r turned out to bo a long-su's-

tained one until tl ended with bittsrn€ss in l9O9' However' it wis

*ftfr f*O Madox For lhat Conrad collaborated to produco several

;;i;"G. ihs perlod'ol his friendship with Ford Madox Ford

seems to havs been th€ most productive ono ln Conrad's lil6'

Towards tho snd of hls life, Conrad got involv€d in the Pol-

ish nationalist moverll-ent and was dlsgusted when England re-

G"J to intervene against Russia ln support ol th€ nationalisflc '

"t.ssf". 
He becamE p€ssimistic and later doclin€d tho Knight-

hood offered by the British Government'

Conrad died of a heart attaok in 1924 and he was l'uried in

Canterbury.

Conc€ptual Background / Hbtorlcal Factors

The novel Head of Da*ness was direc{ly born of Conrad's

own voyage to and'experience in lhe hoart of Atrica' tbe congo

i"ringi"Iignua his lirst only command ol the ship Otago in 1889

Cont""O .or-gttt tt e help of a distant talative of his to find himself a

po.itin. UnLnrnetely this r€lative, Aleksander Poradovrekl' dies

ana ionrau then ipproaches his widow' Marguerlte' tq get hi

command ol a steatnboat from the B€lgian company tor commsrcq

witi traue for about a thousand mites alonq tho Congo Rlvor' Fi-
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na‖ y by」une 1890,he got a thFee‐ year contract frat飾 ,日,lgian

c。lonial firm.

Even as a boy,COnrad sOmehoW had deve!oped a fascina‐

tiOn fOF the dark COntinent,Africa.HiS boyhood interestin geolJra_
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in Africaand say With・ an ama2ing

i shan go there・  ThuS,lmoSt a quarter Of a century after・
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had hiS bOyh00d WiSh tO gO tO the COngo realized.HoWevel hiS
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lish along the Congo Riverwas sanctioned on personal and concessional
bases by Leoprd to the coroniar firms. Aflowing these firms to extort rabour
from the native and to exploit the land of its natural resources of ivory,
rubber and palm oil, Leopold sought profit.

As Leopold's promise of building railway line at his own personal
expense did not materialize much, the firms in Congo started extracting
cheap labour from the natives. And those who attempted to flee and
thereby escape forced labour and those rebels, who refused to work
ruthlessly punished. The condition worsened with the colonials adopting
more stringent measures to estort profit out of the alien land. lt is said
that between 1893 and 190.1 atself about three million Africans dled of
European, imperialist abuse. The oppression of the Congolese and the
exploitation of the land contjnued till the death of Leopold in .190g. The
revenue collected from draining the Congo of ats natural resources was
used to adorn European capitals. Conrad,s experience in Congo
belongs to the year of 1g90 which is five years after the establishing of
Leopold's Congo Free State. And the attendant evils of Cotonial
oppression had not imitigated in no wat even when Conrad started
writing the novel years after his actual visit to the heart of darkness. But
the narrative seems to skirt the issue of imperialist abuses and, quite
curiously, it is not a direct indictment of colonialism. Wth the heaving
metaphoric sense ofthejourney and the suggestiveness ofthe language
employed by Conrad, the novel only imparts a generalised, bleakness
as to the condition of man.

Conrad's Heart of Darkness was initially serialized in a
monthly magazine in the year.lg99. And Conrad was aware that
this novel, though had the colonization of Africa for its setting
background, did not deal with imperialism in the main and the
narrative had lit e focus onindividual characters. Thus, it appears
that the author never intended it to be a statement on imperialism
in particular. The narrator - protagonist,s chief concern seems to be the
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laying bare of mankind,s inherent tendency towards cruelty and sadism
and the potential towards a certain destructivenss

Summary of the Novel

The novel Heart of Darkness is a..story.recounted by the
narrator-protagonist, Marlow who undertook a jourhey in the African
continent. After severalyears since the actual journey to the Congo,
Marlow is now recollecting the experience for the sake of his friends on
board a ship, Nellie. His three companions are, a directorof companies,
a lawyer and an accountant. While these three are playing dominoes,
marlow is reminded of the ivory tusks of Africa perhaps by the sight of
the bones used in playing dominoes. Hence he takes adescent into the
darkest experience in his life. Marlow seems to be awed by what he saw
ln Africa and he seems intrigues by that particular moment in history.
Also, his attempt to retell the event of his journey in an efort on his part
to come to terms with that experience in his life.

While the ti e of the novel actually refers to the Ccngo which is
the central region of Africa, and the word ,,Darkness,, 

lmplies the
unexplored wiiderness that the continent was at that time, the tjfle, on
another level suggests a descent jnto the undeMorld or connotes the
realm of the unconscious in terms of psychology.

Marlow begins the story with an account of how he managed
through a distant relative of his to get assignment from Belgian
company to go to Africa. This Belgian firm has trade supremacy for about
a thousand miles along the Congo River in Africa and Mariowe is
promised command of one of the steam boats on this river However,
there is a sense of foreboding that all is not well even before he leaves
the corridors of the firm's headquarters . The procedured that Marlow
happens to go through to get his papers ready finally are described with
a touch of unnaturalness. The narrative hints at the uncommon
solemnity of the office and its personnel in such a way that the
overall feeling one gets is that of being in a mortuary. The doctor who
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certifies Marlow to be medically fit comments on the strangeness (an

inclination towards insanity) in the very willingness of anyone to go to

Africa. And the doctor wants to take the measurement of Marlow's head

so that he can study the common, basic features of those people who

votunteer Jor sefYrc6' in suchi backward, primitive place \Mth these

overtures€d Marlow,lhg€xpectation o{ his Iisteners as to whatlhe Congo

is actually and what really happened to Marlow there is heightened'

Marlow begins building up the suspense thus

lMarlow begins his journey proper' 
' 
ne flrst phase of his i^r rrnev ic

the voyage on the west coast of Af!-i'J where he notices the French

efort at ia,'ning the jungle continent' ln the view of marlow'only the

colonial enterprise seems out os place while the Africans themselves

are so harmonious with the landscape that "they wanted no excuse for

being there". Marlow wonders if he is dreaming The machinery of

colonialism appears so puny as atoy with the oveMhelming' brooding

landscape in the background. lt takes a month or so for Marlow to reach

the mouth of the Congo River. At the first station' at Matadi' there are

signs of a railway line barely be4gun The sight of a gang of fettered

lalourers and a retreat on the side of a hill for the dyng workers are

enough for marlow to make him feel sick However' Marlow sidetracks

the demoralising effects of colonization since that would finally point to

his own complicity with the imperilists - being a white man himself'

It is atthis first station, where he stops for about ten days' Marlow

learns about the exceptional achievements of Kurtz He is piqued by the

appreciative remarks in Kutz's work made by the chief agent at the

acountant's office. marlow gets curious as what sort of person Kurtz

would be and he becomes incresingly eager to "hear" Kurtz He tooks

foMard to his meeting KurE. From now on' Marlow's revolution for the

prevalent atmosphere of moral degradation is kept under control by this

hope of knowing Kurtz.

The second phase of Marlow's iourney is on land' for about

two hundred miles, from the Coastal Station to the Central Station'
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The railway line proposed was to cover the distance b'Oveen these two

stations - connecting the two places' Matadi and Kinsltta The steamer

that Marlow was to take command of is at this Central Station But it is

wrecked and sunk into the river. Marlow finds the iob of retrieving and

repairing the steamer an engaging one particularly because of the

generaliy unsetting atmosphere he has obse4rved to be thee He feels

that work alone will help him to retain his sanity'

At the Central Station Marlow becomes aware of the rumour that

Kurtz is sick. He becomes impatient and wants to prepare the steamer

fcr navigability soon so that he will be able to meet Kurtz'

The identification oi Marlow with Kurtz becomes now evident. The

brickmaster at the station says that Marlow is recommended for the

apointment by the same people who recommemded Kurtz Thus Kurtz

comes to represent the repressed sexuality and bestiallty of Marlow'

While the brickmaster is jealous of Marlow's prospects' Marlow himself

neirher denies nor admits to his surmises

Marlow happens to overhear a conversation at the Central Station

regarding Kurtz's inexplicable return the previous year' He set out with

ivo'ry - taOen canoes from his trading post (the inner Station) to the

Cenirdl Station last year and, changing his mind' turneci back to his

station in the middle of the journey Marlow's anxiety to meet Kurtz

intensifies. He suspects that itwas not the greed to win the ivory himself

that prompted Kurtz's sudden return native that made him reconsider

his decision to retum home.

The third phase of his.iourney comprises the voyage upriver from

the Central Station to the lnner Station, a distance of about eight

hundred miles. This part of Marlow's journey is more strongly described

to be a regression to svagery.

All along this iourney, marlow has had to attend to the

steamer quite diligently. And just before it reaches the lnner

Station, the natives attack the steamer' And Marlow learns from the
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harleqqia: like Russian that the attack was after all ordered by
Kurtz himself since he was reluclanl at hearl to leave his stalion.
However, Marlow was able to cruise through the shower of arrows
rained by the natives by cleverly letting the steampipe blow. For
he knew lhe whistling ol the steampipe scares away lhe natives.

While he was brought on an improvised stretcher to lhs cabin
on the sleamer, Kunz appears extremely weak. But, all the same.
he makes a second alempt quite stealthily fo return to lhe woods_
He retreats to where the natives are beating the drum and where
is a fire. Marlow manages to cut him short mid-way and bring him
back to the cabin.

Marlow returns with Kurtz at great peril l.om the lnner Sta-
tion at last. And on the way back, being torn belween an urge to
return to the wildness and an inexpressible cont€mpt towards it,
Kurtz grows weaker and more exhausted and dies. lt was Marlow
alone who was beside him at the time ot his death. and he was
awestruck by lhe wildness trom his dying lace. Moreover, Marlow
is dumblounded by the last words of Kurtz: .The horrorl,,.the hor-
ror!"

Meanwhile betore his death, Kurtz had entrusted some pa-
pers with Marlow to be handed over to the intended, a lady on the
home-land" Marlow visits her and out of pity for the mourning
woman, he deliberately lies to her lhat Kurtz died mentioning her
name.

IIIAJOR OUESTIONS ANO ANSWEBS

O. Conrad's Hedrt ol Darkness is a political statemenl on
the abuses oI European imp€rialism. Evaluale this statement in
the lighl of your own reading ol the text.

The reading ol lhe novel that tinds Conrad.s depcition ot the
Congo undermine seriously has overt loyalty to imperialism misses
the lonal aspect of the narrative. The bleakness or pessimtsm
pointed out to be present in Conrad,s writino springs direcfly lrom
his p€rception of man as a hetptess being caught in systems which
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ar€ blind lo the individual. And, lt s€ems, thlsisam€ pgrceplion of
donrad could have led him to a bleakn€ss devoid of human hopeol sympathy. But, ,ortunately, in ,onrad, the emphasis seems to
eF on man and hence his writing is essentially, ihtrinsicalty hu-
manistic. Perhaps this is due to his inesistible urge for travel and
lhe wide range of people he came across in the frocess.

The mood of the novel Hearl ol Darkenssse€ms lo be one
of sadness. Several years atler the journey to the heart of Africa,
the dark continent, Marlow recollects the Lxperience in order lo
relale it to his companions abdard a ship, Neliie. Marlow is moved
to recounl his own dark experience in the Congo apparen y bythe gloominess and pensive mood evoked by tirat evening.
Marlow's stale ol mind, here, seems to be one o, fearfulness althe immense and imp€rsonal powers against which man must
slruggle constanlly. Marlow,s mental frame reflecls that of a ro_
mantic here in that he reveals a yearning and a sadness which is
undelined.

For Marlow the narralor-protagonist, the conquering of the
earth is not to be studied too closety. He emphasizes tie iOea
behind the conquesl more than lhe d6ed itself.

The conquest o, the earth, which mostly means
the taking it away from those who have a different com_
plexion or slightly flalter noses lhan ourselves, is not
a pretty thing when you look inlo il too much. What
redeems it is lhe idea only. An idea at the back o, it,
not a senlimental pretence but an idea; and an unselr.
ish belief in the idea - something you can set up, and
bow bown before, and ofier a sacrifice to....
He seems, hence to tind the imperialisl,s atempt lo colo-

nize the natives in the dark conlinenl an inescapable n€c€ssitJ.
Colonizalion is viewed obiectively since il is the concretization of
an idea. And th6 atrocities and abuses involved in tne process
are the outcome of a f ew individuals, failure.

The purpose ol Marlow,s iourney inlo the Congo, the
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"blenkost of blank spaces", is to bring back Kunz, an uncommonly
successtul trad€ agent ol th€ Balgian tirm lor which Marlow is
working. Kurlz is slck and he is bed-ridden in lhe ivory country, al
iho lnner Station. Kurtz had been raiding single-handedly the
noighbouring villages for ivory before he fell sick. He had ruin(d
the trading post by his authoritarian and unsystbmalic style ol lunc-
lioning. His sense ol superiority overthe natives had spoiled him
and had made him a megalomaniac.

During the first phase of his journey, Marlow is warmly sym-
pathetic lowards the natives. He linds that they need "no excuse
Ior b€ing there" unlike the maohinery o, imperialism. Thus, the
French man - of - war firing trom the coast at the wildemess seems
bizarre and terribly out of place. The event se6ms weird because
the man-of-war is belittled not only by lhe huge landscape but
also by the absence of a visibls opponent.

Marlow's sympathy towards tho African is simple and direct
up to th€ point in the narrative when he nears the lnner Station.
For €xampl€, at the Coastal Stalion when he comes across a group
of fett€rod labourers and a "grove of death' by the side of a hill, he
exhlblts a sense of pity, i, not outrage at such a sight. He ob-
sErves that labour is nol merely cheap here bui it is made a com-
pulsion. Work is extorted from th€ Congolese by the colonizers.
And the attendant 6vils of such condition, unhealthiness and staru-
ing, emaciate the workers and a number of th6m die everyday.
The dying workers relreat lo the grove of death.

As Marlow proceeds lurther lrom the Central Station to the
lnner Station, he hlres a group ol cannibals to go with him on the
steamsr. His observation ol them is that th6y cafiied some rolten
hip-meat with them for food which stank intolerably. But the can-
nibals lhemselves were {ar from belng a physical threat to him.
And he notes her€ that they more lhan outnumbored the five Eu-

ropeans on the st€amer.
Marlow's attitude to the natives changes only when the

steamer nears Kurtz's slation. And this chango seems to be quite
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subtle. Marlow apparently has adopted an unlriendly attitude to-
wards the Arricans so as lo safeguard himsell lr'oiii tHb'liiie ot
Kurtzs own power over them

Kurtz has had the whole ol Europe within hrm in the sense
lhat one ol his parents was English while the other was Fr6nch.
Moreover, he had travelled widely in Europe. And Conard, by mak-
ing Kurtz the most representative European thus, seems 10 make
an unmixed attack on lhe exploitation ol the colonists.

Having slayed in the Congo for quite a while; Kurtz has ex-
piored the place sutficiently and has also succeeded in gaining
mastery over tho nalives. He has gradually come to assume the
slatus of a demigod. And Marlow notes that at certain nocturnal
dances presided by Kurtz some rites were performed and otfered
up to him. Such an exalted status in ihe Congo enior/€d by Kurlz
only makes him reluctant to l€ave the place once and for alt. His
reluclance to leave lhe Congo coupled with his last apocalyptic
ulterance suggest a posilive involvement of Kurtz in certain lustful
orgies.

ln th€ light of Kurlz's unrestrained revelry, Marlow's eftort at
selt control is seen by psychoanalysts to hav€ sexual overtones.
While Kurtz represents sexual abandon, Marlow ls dtraid of it and
is saved by his conscious, civilized self. However, Conrad by jux-
taposing Kurlz and Marlow seems lo siress the lncompatibility be-
tween moral updghtnoss and survival instlnct.

Prepared by
Or. N. POOVALINGAttI,

M.S., university , Thirunelveli
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GREENAWAY
JOHN BETJEMAI'I

JOHN BETJEIiAN, THE MAN:

John Betjeman was born in 1 906 in London as the only son
of E.E: €etieiran; the prosperous third generation owner of a fam-
ily firm of cabinet makers and lurniture manuiacturers founded in

.1820. His father, originally Dutch, intended him to succeed to the
control of the lucrative family business. The story of the conse-
quent tensbn bdliveeri the father's ambition and th6 son,s obsti-
nacy ahd.quild.a few other things are narrated in his autobiographi-
cal poem "summoned by Bells" (1960). As a chitd he lived in Lon-
don on Highgate Hill in what was then still a semi rural area and
had early school education at Highgate Junior. Even as a young
boy he preferred poetry io lamily business. (T.S. Eliot was fot
sometime his teacher at Highgale Preparatory school . Betjeman
presented Eliot with a bound volume of his peoms, titled "The Best
of Beljemani' in 1916.)

Afler school Betieman conlinued his education at
Marlborough College Wiltshire (where he suftered a lot) and then
at Magdalene College, Oxford (wher€ he enjoyed himself too
much). He tailed in his examinations in Divinity and left wilhout a
degree (in lact, was sent down). lt was a terrible disappoinrmenl
which is recorded in "Summoned by Bells.

I'd seen myself a don. .

Beading old poets in the library,
Altending chapel in an M.A. gown
And sipping vintage port by candlelight

On leaving his studles, lor a short while he worked as a
master al a Prep.School and soon launched himself as a literary
figure. H€ got a iob on th€ statf on "The Architectural Review. His
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tirst prose book titled "Ghastly Good Taste' presents the depress-
ing story. of the rise and fall ol Engtish archilecture. ln the intro-
duction he wrote ror a nsw edition in 1970, Betieman had some.
lhing to remark on his r€bellion against his own class. He fell
obliged to be in sympathy with the strikers in the 1926 General
Strike.''l uras ln faci;'a parlourpink and hored by politics. I was
also Angto-Calhollc and thought I had found the sotuti6n ot lile in
the teaching of Conard Noel, the RedVicar ol Thaxted.'

ln 1933 h6 got married to Penelope Valentine Hester daugh-
ter of Field Marhdall Lord Chetwode G.C.B.,O.M., G.C.S.l.The
Betiemans hav€ two children, a son and a daughter. During the
Second World War Betjeman was Press Attache in Dublin (1941-
42) and then at the Admiralty (1943) Honours came his way one
atler another. He was made an Hon.LLD. (Aberdeen) and an
Hon.D.Liit. ol Reading and Birmingham Universilles. He won the
Queen's Gold Medal lor Poetry in 1960. He was made a C.B.E.
the same year. ln 1968 he was made a C.Litt. and knighted the
tollowing year ln 1972 he became the Poet-Laureate o, England.

Belieman's verse c,olleclions include
Mount zion (1933)

Continual Dew (1937)

Old Bats in New Belfries (1940)
Old Lights for New Chancels (1945)
Slick bul not Slreamlined (1947)
Collectod Poems ( 1958)

Prose collections include
Ghastly Good Tasle (1935)
Vintage London (1942) Firsl and Last Lvoes (1952) A

Picitorial Hisiory of English Architecture (1970) and London's His-
loric Railway Stations (1972)

Betjeman has been besides being a poet, a book reviewer,
a broadcaster, a writer ol guide books and a church-warden. He is
considered an authority on Victorian Architectur€ and Churches.
He has edited and ( ontribuled an excellent aulhoritative inlroduc-
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tion to Collins's Guide to'English Parish Chutch€s' (1958)

BETJETA'{,THE POET

Bet,eman's obsessive Passlon for architecture is a prolound

iuman concorn whose values far transcend those ol mere aes-

thetics. The pa$sion colours his poetry obliqu€ly. The large num-

ber of topographical and architeciural lnterest'which he wrote or

edited are ths work of an ebullient and exuberant commentator

and critic with strong likes and dislikes and one who has an enor-

mous repertoire o, inlimate and detailed reference to churches,

slations and buildings of all kinds scattered throughout the coun-

iry. His sharp eye tor Victorian grandeur and Viclorian linesse has

clearly been visible in his poetry-which is ot nostalgia,.
ln ths 1960s Betjeman was the best'selling poet in England

(after Auden). The 'Collect€d Poems' sold over 1,00,000 coPiss

Botjeman's tluency in high-spirited it unadventurous versifi-
oation is often irresislible. He writes sometimes at a modest level

of poetlc intensity and ther€ is never a hint of Pretsntiousness.
The idiom nev6r disguises in false dignities and ths poet knows

exactly what he is doing.
Occasionally he writes satire with a sting. HowevBt, he re-

sents boing called a satirist:.... I have tried to catch the atmosphere

of placss and items in different parts of England and Eire. But

whsn ldo so, lam not being satricial but biographical. '.1 love sub-

urbs bad gaslights and Pont Street and Gothic Revival Churches

and minsral railways, provincial towns and garden cities, They are,

many of them, parl of my background....... Nov€rthaless, there is
a good dealof strong satire, noi ol a venornous kind but of a rather

urbane good-humoured, genteel sort. About the businessman in

the cily in "The City" he says
Plump white fingers made to ourl

Round some anaemic city girl
About the complacent insensitive don in ''The Wykehamist'

(A Wykehamist is a pupil, or former puPil of Winchester College.
'which was founded by William ot Wykeham, Bishop of Winches-
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ter) Beljeman says:
It's somelhing to become a bole
and more than that, at twenty-rour

But more often what heloves and what he makes fun of are
one and the same-notabty the Churcfi of England whose build-
ings, practices and internal rivalries he knows iust as he knows
his palm. Above all, known and loved places are deftly evoked in
his poetry-small towns, London suburbs, familiar southern beauly
spots etc., etc., Particular places serve as setlings for retlective
nostalgia and ironic studies of the fast changing human scene.

The serious Eetjeman has exlensive sympalhies too. But
poems with a stronger view of humou r are responsible for his wide
popularity.

SAUENT FEATURES OF BETJEMAN'S POETRY

Betjeman's poetry is one of qulet ordinariness, ol landscapes
and townscapes that complement each other ralher than conira-
dict each other, ot a simple Christianity with all its foars, doubts
and anxieties, against progressive crynicism ol more 'advanced'
ldeas of distinctive humour and wit, a precise bul compassionate
and affectionate satire.

The present is contrasted with ihe past and does not come
out well. Using bailful satire he criticises the soulless "planed ar'
chitectural proiects that have come up sinco the 1920s ." He ac-
cepts the need, bul insisls on a leeling for the environment.

His poems are accessible lo the general reader and are very
entertaining. He uses conventional rhythms, rhymes, stanza forms
and'archaic' dlction. He is a master of a wide range of metrical
lorms,

He is a poet of nostalgia, tinged with humour and pathos.

He regrets and moans th€ fast-receding and sometimes vanishing
countryside of England. His poems are lhe opposlle of 'modern
poetry'and original. We may say that they are somewhat the op-
posito of thd avant-gardB, in which we tind obscurily, intellectual'
ism, stridency. vigour, happene , 'concrete' and 'vers libre'.
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'tlqfieyes in the direction opposite to the one taken by his
coevals Macspaunday. l.e. Macnieca, Spender, Auden and Day
Lewis and never takes a reaclionary or revolutionary attitude. He
is not politically aligned. He is humane, liberal and conservative.

His people and places are real and parttcular. He is a land-
scape poel and not a Nature poet like the romantics.

He has a keen ear for music. His poems are melodious and
euphonius and so are singable. t

His poems bear teslimony to his craving for perlection and
exquisite craflsmanship

Keeping all the above in mind we shall now enterthe world
ol ' Greenaway"

GREENAWAY

Greenaway like all the places and nam€s in Betleman's wril-
ings, is a real place, a shingle beach on the coast of North Cornwall
between Trebetherick and Polzeath Bay. Betieman used lo spend
a large chunk of his holidays in Cornwall and so he knew the place
quile well. The place is yrashed by powerful, dang€rous and sweep-
ing curr€nts al high tide . Nevertheless, Beljeman was conscious
of its 'lerrible beauty', lascinat€d by it and at the same time terror-
stricken.

The first six stanzas describe the place as it is from what
one would call the 'landward perspective'. The fourlined iambic
letrameter stanzas rhyme abab and strictly adhere to metronomic
regularity.

The first two stanzas give us a word picture oI the place and
Belieman claims: I know so well this tudy mile...

He reiterates: I know lhis roughly blasted track...
The r€sult is thal B€tieman's close familiarity with the place

gols reasserled and the locale looms latge to get reinforced. The
fourth slanza gives us a hint ol What is to come: Down on the
shingle sale at lasl...The vicious and brulal strength in6xorability
ol the waves are suggested in: I hear the slowly dragging roar/As
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mighty rollers mount lo cast....And spurling tar as lt can reach/The
shooting surf comes hissing round...(Note the powerlul words and
phrases like:dragging roar, mighty rollers, mounting, cast, spurt-
ing, shooting and hissing). The battle belween the sea and the
shore is an €verlasling one with neither side winning or losing, yel
it continues for ever: Tide aller tide by right and dayiThe breakers
battle with the land/And .ounded smooth along lhe bay/The faith-
tul rocks protecting stand

The last three stanzas describe a nightmarish vision thal
Betieman seems to have had in which he is out at sea, tlounder-
ing swimming hard but in vain to reach the safe shingl€, the faith-
{ul rocks which stand on the shore. The breakers overwhelm him:
he is bobbing in the sea. He can see the details of the Greenaway
beach-the slile. the turf, the coastline. But: With every stoke I

struck th6 more/The backwash sucked me oul of reach.
Betieman concludes lhe nightmare:

Back into what a waterworld
Of waving weed and waiting claws
Of writhing lenalacles uncurled
To drag me to what dreadful Jhirvs?

Perhaps lhe sea here stands for dealh, Dealh is frightening
because we know nolhing about it. lt islhe most mysterious ol all
things in,the urorld. How can the poet be sure that he is nol ear
marked for eternal perdition, thal he is not going to be cast inlo
the abysmal depths ol the murky seh of death?

ln the sixth stanza we have a pointer to this. The beach (the
land) is being protected by'the ,aithful rocks'. Let us recall the
words ol Jesus Christ: I call thee Simon Pater and upon this rock
I build my church. We know aboul lhe rock{ike laith of Sl.Peter
who tounded the Chrislian Church. Sand is the opposite of rock
here. We cannot build anything on sand which keeps on shitting
(wavering). Thus rock is the symbol ol faith ahd sand the absence
ol laith. lir lhe abs€nce of protection otlered by laith (religion) one
is vulnorable and so is always exposed lo danger. Here, the.e-

ヽ
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fore, the "waterworld of waving weed and walling claws, of writh-
ing tentacles uncurled to drag me to what dreaded jaws.with the
"shooting surl comes hissing round. could stand for eternal dam_
nation and inhuman forces. Consider the images; waiting claws,
writhing tentacles, dreaded iaws and his$thg.:We.g6t th6 pictrtro
ol a slimy, wirithing octopus lika seamonster waiting gr€edily to
: Jck the poet into its dreaded jaws and dark int€rior,

This is a pow€rful poem with ominous undertones and quite
unlike the humour-rich ones o, Beljeman.

Now nole the consonanlal and alliterative patterns ln the
po€m which contribute to lhe typical Betjeman music:

brown-breezy; broken-black, clumps-cliff; black-ftat-crawl_
pool-all; woolice-isotated-roughly; small-smelly; blasted_bay-blad-
der; smelly-leads-squelching; safs-slowly; dragging -rollers-roar;
small-seaweed; shingle-shore; spurting-surt-hissing; tide-night
;breakers-batttle;saw-coaslline-sea;white-weight-watsrs-back-
wash-whet-walerworld-waving-weed-waiting; world-claw-tentacles-
uncurl€d:

CAUTION

The notes given above are no substitute tor the text, Read
the text as many times as you can and develop the right feel for
the po€m. Flead a few of Betjeman,s poems-many arevery fresh
and entertaining.

Sarmmarled by βθ〃s,Murray,London
J●hrl Berretta″ もPcefγ Arl appiedariorl
」0カ″8e″Oma″・Longman,London 1974
Murray,London 1958

■essο″s Prepared by
prof.G.S.RAMAKRISHNAN(Retd.)
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:LllTLE G:DD:NG'(FOuR QUARTETS〕

(For detalled etudy)

T.S. ELIOT

INTRODUCTION

'Little eidding' (1942) is one of th€ Four euartets. lt is the
last one. The other three, are 'Burnt Norton, (193O1,:,E551 9oL"r,
(1940) and the'The Ory Satvages' (1944). All these poem were
published together in America in May 1949 and ln Engtand in Oc-
tobe l943. All these quartets are built on lhe lines of musical so-
nata. Each quartet has five mov€ments (sections). Eliot.usirig high
poetry gives expression to his pet concerns-time and etornity,
lhe past and pres6nt, the moments of contact betryeen man and
God. He locales each poem in a particular geographical area and
highlights a specilic element. tn Bumt Nodonlt is air; it ii earth, in
East Colcenin Tha Dry Salvages it is watei and in L/t/e ciddingit
is flre. He also associat€s each quartet wlth a speclftc season.
'Little Gidding' is relatsd to winter. This last quartet iS Often con-
sidered as Eliot's last imporlanl achievement as a poet. '

Eliot sticks to a specific lormat in all the quartets. ln the first
movement he introduces lhe theme. The second he begins with a
lyric and is followed by a rambling move. He d€votes the third
seclion tor the them€ ol purgation in lhis world. The fourth is a
lyrical one. ln the fifth s€ction Eliot gives us a summary and re-
peats the theme o, the first section.

ln 'Little Gidding' ths €vocation o, place and lhe introduc-
tion ol th6 themo-the opposition between timd and eternity are
dona in the lkst movement. The lyrical section of th€ second part
is devoted to suggest lhe breakdown of this world. He hints at the
disintegration ol the physical world lnlo air, earth, watar and fire.
ln lhe rambling move he presents a conversation with the dead
master. Movement lll stresses the importance of detachment. The
point of rnerging of lhe God ot love wilh worldly lile is stressed in
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sedion,ly...Ih€, tllth s€c{bn offers th€ solu0on. Eliot hints at the
way out-the transient tim€-bound aspEcts ol lit6 can bo ovorcome
and a time-less state could be achleved lhrough knowledge ol God.

'Little Gidding' is a small village seven miles south-w€st ol
Cambridge shlre. Nlcholas Forrar (1592-1637) founded a small
christian corimunity here. The obieclives w€re the love ol god
and the servide of rnan. lt soon b€came a good spiritual cenlre.
dv€n during the civil was il ls believed that Charles I took refuge in
Little Gidding'However after the death of F€rrar, the place was
deslrbyed completely by the Puritan lollowers ot Cromwell in
1647.T+re.devotional poets George Herber and Richard Crashaw
usod to-visit Little Gidding. Eliot did so in 1936. This community
aid stress on monaslicism coupled with lamily lite. This tradition
rsted only lor a shortwhile. Still Eliot's attraction to it is evidenl in

'-itfle Gidding,.
Eliot wrote this poem when Britain was at its wo6t in World

Vat lt. The poet makes an imaginative contrast betwe€n England's
past and the significance of Little Gidding in the perspective ol lhe
present state of ta€( horror and death. 'Little Gidding' is given sym-
polic ramirication.

iotl's '

; ines

iection-l
I 4ovement U 1..2o-Both the season and and scene are set. Actual..,

session is mid-winter but Eliot s€es in it signs of spring.
. Sempiternal-etemal
. Suspended in time-A purposeful twist. Usual order of sea-

sonsi/ lime does not work in this particular season
-8 The stfect ol sunlight on ice. Eliot uses a numbe r of sugges-

tive contrasls-frost and fire, flame and ice; cold and heat
,,-10 And Glow ...spirit-A key line - A central idea - divine rela-

tion is suggested.
0. Pentecostal fire: a sign of religious awareness of Acts 2:24
,2, The sou'l's ..quiv6rs suggests the disturbing nature ol spiri-

4t0

tual expe,iencs.
l2-14 Th6 unusual nature of thls spring ts hlnled.
l4-.l8 Onc€ again thE broakdown of nomal aeasonauorlganic ac.

tivilies are sugg€sted
l9-20 Seasonal overlapplng: general disorder
21-40 Ellot hints ai the historical associalion Litlls Gidding
27 broken King-Charles I While ln ligrht (d0lihg-the Civil War)

visiled 'Little Gidding' more than once.
38. in a desert: Eliot may be referring to St. Antony's traternity

lounded in deserts of Egypt.
4l-55 The spiritual import of Little Gidding both as a real place

and symbol to the poot. lt serves as the moeting point ol
lim€ and timelessness-

zt4-45 Stresses the importance of being r€ligious to achieve the
et€rnal.

45-47 an absolutely mundane (worldly) approach lo 'Little Gidding'
53-55...the communication...
Never and always: The tim€less nature of the communioation ot

. the dead; its universal valid with no time-place frame

Section It
U-56-79. Evocation of the London blits during World War ll auto-

biographical: lor Eliot was an air raid warden during the war.
He broods over the meaning (meaning,essnoss) of war. The
situation prevailing in London reminded him the war of the

. elem€nts in H€ractitus.
80-51 ln these lines (second more ol section Il)Eliot pictures the

decay ol our transient world and the hollowness and vanity
" ol human wishes. These lines are closely modelled on

Dante's lnlerno, IXV-22-124) wher€ Danle meets his d6ad
mastor Brunetto Latini in Hell.

83-64- The German was planes returning to ths base after bom.- bardment. (ln World War I the Germans used Tanbe fihe /
dovet war planes). Traditionally in Christian mythology the
dove is the symbol of the Holy Ghost.

130-151 the purgatorial elfect is generaied by a number of appro-
. priale €llusiofr an cross- refe re nces. .The works of
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Shakespeare (Hamlet) Milton (Paradiss Lost) Yeals
(Vacillaton E Byzantium) etc. are etched to this soction to
pro.iecl a complex and vital experienc€-purgation.

Section III
Eliots's concern with the past reverberates here. ln a cryptic. but

effFctlye. _wqyr !he+qel pltigl-tq tlia. iibaiiihO ollhe -pail'aiia

itS Significance fdi ihir presrint.
178. three men..scaffold: Eliot makes high poetry out of historical

events (actual) and Chrislian beliefs. Charles I was beheaded
in 1 9 after executing earlier two oi his close advisers. Simi-
larly Christ was crucified between two thi€ves. Eliot linds a

compelling parallel here.
182-183-the Civil War compared to World War ll
186 - Spectre ot a Rose cl. The Wars of lhe Roses

Section IV
London blitz is depicted as an inescapable and inevitable scene

ol purgation. The fire, used as a dominant symbol, is the
divine agent of both destruction and creation.

206-208-Eliot suggests that lo overcome the all consuming selt-
love we must immolate ourselves in sacrif icial love.

212. intolerable shirt ot rlame
cf. the story of Hercules. his wife, Centaur Nessus and Deianira.
sutfering, in these lines is equated with God's love.

Seclion Y
A typical Eliolian summing up o, all Quarlers. The poet stresses

the importance o, pasl. which is more than aclual and
present.

216- 18 cf. 'Eaxt Coker
218-227 The poet underscored the idea thal every poem is an

epitaph
230-39 Eliol drives home his pel thesis-history is significant. For

building up an actual present remembrance of past is a must.
ln Eliot's view tho relevance of history (past) lies in its €m-
bedding of a number of 'still points'where lhs limeless inter-
sects wilh time, Little Gidding stands .out as such a point
(place). He also raises many philosophiqal. and spiritual sec-
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tions in his movemont.
241 -44- The purgatorial expe ence ends with lfE &ttlffildiactice

scene in Garden of Eden leading on lo rnan's'ldlli:lt irnplies
the needs to begin a return iourney to paradise.

249-50 The voice...apple tree-symbolic of rnystic'spiritual exper
enc6.

257-61 The highest ot mystical experi€nce-all se€ming, terrer
trial contradictions and irreconcilables are resolved into
rare harmony in this rnystic vipion (tlt Q9-dls-.light) ln,God
sight'the fire and the rose are one.' Eliol reachss th€zenil
ol his spiritual exploratron and mystical experience when th
tongues of flame are in folded into the c.fowned knob of fil
and the fhe and the rose are one.

Essay

1 . Comment on th€ structure and cont€nt ol Littl€ Giidding
or

2. Attempt a critique on the last guarlet, Little Gidding
or

3. Wrile a critical appreciation of Litle Gidding highlighting ir

musical structure, spiritual, visionary, myslical layers a'
symboiic substratum
(Lengith approx 4 lo 5 pages)

Note

fOnly one essay touching on these variws aspects is gives

below. Depending on the question you will have to elaborate the
relevant patt.l

Liltlecidding is the last quartet in Four Quartets. lt is lhe
most complex poetically well-wrought urn loaded with multitarious

meanings ot perennial import. Equally il is notod for its poetic ex-

cellence. Weighty thoughts are couched in.'flaming fiery symbols

Eliots makes them f lutter and dance in sweet cadences emerging

trom the .nusic of the 'heart of heart'
. Little Gidding (other quartets loo ) has five movements (se(

tions) as in an ltalian sonata. (Fefer Hebn Aerdner, The Com-
position of Four Ouartetsl. Each movement has a definite,format.
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The first movement generally introduces {he th€me. ln .Littte
Gididing' th6 main theme: opposition between tim6 and timeless-
ness, is very etfactivety introduced in the first move. Side by side
he also evoked the place and locates the poem in the rs,igiousty /
spiritually hallowed Lit e Gidding.

ln keeping with the musical structure thus Eliot wants to be-
slow on the poem, the second movem8nl b8gins with a lyric and is
followed by a rambling conversation. ln Lit e Gidding the lyric in
lhe second movemenl is devoted to spell out the decay of our
mortal world. lt breaks down into the four basic elements--air, earlh,
fire and water. ln the convsrsalion parl that lollows we are intro_
d-uced to the dead master (closely modelled on Dante,s Inf erno,
XV.22-124). The third movemenl generally is devoted to suggest
the ldea of purgation in this world. Again it is followed by a lyricat
movemenl. ln 'L.G'too the game pattern is followed. The impor.
tance of detachment in the journey ol life is stressed in the third
movemenl in'L.G'. The fourth movement in ,L.G,throws 

light on
th€ moments of merging (points o, intersection) oi the God ol love
wath our transient mortal world .Last sEction is usually devoteC to
give a summary and restatement of the theme of the first move.
ment. 'L.G' stric y executes thls scheme. The last seclion is used

. imaginativ€ly to render an evocative summary of all quarters and
Eliot savings back to th€ theme of the opening iection with ,chargEd

mystical Ease,with all th€ tongues of the flame ,infolded/lnto 
the

crowned knot of fire,. And in God,s light and sight he asserts, ,And
the fire and the rose are on€., lt becomes a fitting final to a raptur-
ous and revelatory sonala.

_ - 
'L.G.' is Eliot's last important achievement as a poet. Though

'L.G.'.is packed with religious, spiritual, mystical, visionary and
historical ideas it would be read primarily as poetry, ,,not as substi.
tutoJor philosophy th60logy. "lt otfers what poelry has distinctively
to otter, and both its achievem€nt and its limitation ar€ those in_
heront in the process of poetic creation.,,

('L.G'. T.S. Eliot. The Longer poems, Derek Traversi, p.I81)
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This quartet too begins with an evocation of the plac6
(Ref.lntrod: Notes). The anlithesis belween time and lirnslessnoss
is presented right at the beginning. .,Fira emerges from the begin.
ning as the master element of the new poem, as air had been in
'Burnt-Norton', earth in'East Cocker,and water in The Dry Sal_
vages'. Eliot inlroduced lncarnation as a unifying concepl and in
continuation ire gives prominence lo ,,the baptism ot the Holy Ghost
with rire" (Acts of the Aposlles, ll,iii) Fire is used as a muttitayered
symbol in'L.G'. lts destructive, i!tusive, purifying, illuminating and
ultimately its composi'te nalure as Divin€ Love are tapped by Eliot.
Altogether he shikes an overt Christian vein in this quartet. Divine
Love is concsived as an agent to trans{orm our morlal lire, totally
With this intenlion a 'season, : a season, however 'nol in limes
convenienl' (Give a summary of the liv€s, Midwinter...Z€ro sum_
mer?). Little Gidding, though now stripped of its vital spiritual hold,
serves as a relreat down the memory lane ( in a historical sense).
ln the journey (pilgrimage) towards limelessn€ss LG becomes ,ac-

lual and present'. ln human history.
There are other places
Which are also the world,s end, some at the sea iaws
Or over a dark lake, in a desert or a city

'The essence ol the experience/ joumey/pilgrimage is sub.
mission leading to 'praye/ in a plac6 where prayer has in the past
seemed to prove valid" (Traversi iB7). The evocation (or even rec-
reation) of a spiritual lreligious centre like LG which can at best be
realiz€d in prayer becomes vital, for that alone will enable us to
transcend the mortal world and touch upon a true consciousness.

ln the second movement, ln the lyrical opening Eliot p€r.
l€cts a rhythm to be in harmony with the meaning. The theme is
that of th€ apparent collapsa of a civilization, the destruction and
desolation ot war. The fall ot LG too is hinted at. lt may be relovanl
to note that th€ disintegration is subfly linked with the basic ele.
ments-air, water €arth, and fir€. Eliot evokes a paltern of doom in
his characte.istic way in keeping with the modern condition.
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Th€ colloquy (eonversation) that (ollows depicts our' meet-

lng with the dead magter. (This is qodelled on Dante's meeting

wlth his dead mastor Brun€tto Latini ih H;[ [lnrerno.Xv : ?2-l24l.l
Ellot with great difiiculty bul with commendable qkill uses l€rza
rlme'(lhe slanza from us€d by Dante) in thls movCment. Dante's

hdll &London und6r the scare in Woild War ll alikri bring lorth 'the

lamlllar compound ghost'-composed ol all the dead poets (fc

Nolo6-Dante, Milibn. Yeats etc.). The neBting combines both inli-

macl and dlstance. 'The intimacy of th'e nieeting can produci 'con'

cord', can be llluminaling, ,ust in so far as it seems to haYe been

sltuat.d outslde ihe order ol time, to have'no belore and after'

and lo lrko placa 'nowhele." (Traversi, 191)' [preass elaborate)

Kcy llne:,Let me.../dancer (1 31'148)
Al thls poinl Eliot thinks thal the snd ot poetry itself becomes

Bomethlng, bsyond itselt.
ln tho thlrd movement the pan introduces the vital th€m€ ot

dotachmont and its relation lo love. Ditterent stages ol love are

alao polntd oul. (ll There are three condltcns..-The live and the

dard nlllL, 152.58) Dstachm€nl leads to r€dsmption. Redemp'
tlon ln lum lo.ds to liberatlon:

'nol lrro ol love, but bxpsnding
.,.Fl!m th€ luture as/well as the past'

Llttlc Gldding (the place& its community) as a source inspir-

lng d.iachm€nt and iiberation (in a way keaping intact the wbtldly

llL to lha monastic litB) As in East Cbcker th€ poet lays stress on

trylng, prEyhg end waiting. "To retum, with lhe poet at the end ol
tho 'movement'to lhe words of Jutlana Nolwich 'All manhe t ol thlngs

ahell be well ln so far as our motlves are grounded, beyond lm'
medlale partisan passion or useless self-assertion, in a spiritual

conc6pilon ol lov€ as th€ toundation of our actions and 'ground of

our bas€oching'(Trav€rsi, 203)
The tourth movement is a short Lyric Interlude. Heretho raid-

lng dov6' of the second movEmant becomes the Holy Spkit (dove

ln lho modern context becomes the German war planes which drop

cuPl38r )5/lfim6DE_14
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bombs)Eliot lifts the quartet to a higher philosophlca!plane and

reckons surlettng as a part of Godis:ove
iWho trbn devised the forment?Love.. Consumed by eト

theF ire Of fire`

(■ 209‐ 215)i口ψ日■

The value of Go■s bve intersecting Our moFtal‖fe is hlgh‐

lighted in this rnoverlent=

・The rinal movernent ol'Littie Gidding`“ Is at once a conclu‐

sion to this quartet and a drawing together ofthe therles and Sym_

bolsexploredthroughthesenesasawhole・ .(IraVersi,210)IEttb●

rafe詢おρご,fby υs′ng appropttte tras frollf tttθ  GM“ng.y〕

The pronouncement“a!:shali bewo‖ andrA‖ manner ofthing

sha!:be well・  asserts the pinnacle of hope and Faith in Godis:ight

and sight. E嬌 ot tlnderscores the valuo of comprehensive love.

Godsl● ve as a creatlve pttnciplo onabling us to transcend lme

and reach afteF a State of lmelessness.in God's ttht(哺 Sl。■)On

糀Tぽ黒理■111鼎噌r製躍魁:w棚露
be∞me on● _Desire and l●ve,nature and O「8"aFe part and pa"

cel●fthe bne`c70attt force‐ ‐GOd.The reattsation alone wili sus‐

tain mankhd in a decaden1 3nd degenerate moden set‐ up_

鉤 層
"コ

ン

"“

″
“1.   VVhat are the sections of Four Ouarters?

2. Whおヽおthe First Qttrtet?

3, Which is the last Ouartet?

4.   What are tho Olements associated wlth Four Ouartets?Men‐

tion the name ofthe quartet and indicate the corresponding

elerlent.

5. WHch stan2aiC from used by Dante ls emp19yed by E!iot in

the Second mOvement of tl検 :o Giddino?
″       (APS.Ta″ Jm

(■ο″ra″ oわer ans“θβ use Wo"s,

SJ3●″0“●s“οas

l. Musical structure e,ユ 19yed in'L.G。 (Ref.the■ rst part,the
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hssayI
2. Comm€nt on any two symbols: Lit{e Gidding (place) Fire.

(Use 'Notes' and rclevant patb ol the essa!13. Give an accounl of thepoefs meeting with ihe .Compound
Ghosl'. Explain second Movement-Second part_use Noles
and the rclevant pottion of the essay.

For Fu>thcr Rcading

Blamiers Harry: Word trnheald: A Guide Through Eliot s
Ouartets' (London 1 969)

Girrdeirer, Helen: Iie Composition ot Four euarte](I.. Lon-
don Faber afld'Faber,. 1978.

Spend6[ StephCn: Eliot, Gtasgow:Coilins, 197S
Pi6ston, Raymond: Four euartets Rehearsed. London&

N€wyork.t946

Prepar€d by:
Prol. N. Ramachandran Nalr

Caltcut University
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O.ll. LiAWFENCE

SONSANDLOVERS .

.We study D,l-i -Lawrence not because.hg introduced any
ner$ theories. of .novel or because he. trled{o carry out any
new experlmenl in the art of wri ng. Lawrence Sticks as..a
novelist simply bscause, lor lhe first time, he as a novelist,
wrot€ very trankly, without censoring his experienca.
Lawrence is the high priest of lovs. Love is his subject mat-
ter. For him ther€ is no question ol suppressing the impulses.
What a l-awrentian character carriEs with him or her is nol
moral qualilids, but great enorgy and a consmic will. The
sexual energy, the tile-impulse dominates ovor all olhe, so-
cial or religious impulses. Hencs most of Lawrence,s works
were banned during his life-lime and th€ rsal greatness of
him as a novelist was discovered only aftor many years of
his deparlure.

The crodlt for realislng the greatn€ss ot Lawaenc€ goes
to his friend Middleton Murry. Murry carri€d out a through
study of Lawrence and his works and Murry,s analysis of hlm
is acc€ptod, even today, as the righi dir€ction to the study of
D.H. Lawrence. We shall discuss this al a latgr stage.
Larirrence was living a torlur6d life, his lorty-live years.of
existence was a long struggle. With his trionds, wlth his par-
ents, with tho police and with the whole soci€ty h€'had
troubles in one from or dther. But he was gathering his tor-
lured life to use it as a raw materiat tor his art. ie wrote
aboul a dozen remarkable novels leave alone his poems,
plays and other wrilings. He was'crucified inlo sex,and.lhe
world today takes the ben€fit of it. His novels are now ac-.
knowledged as classic and are studiad by sludents all over
the world.

Lawrenoe was not on the side of reason or intellect but
on the side ol instin:t, the flesh. ln describing men and women
he tried to go loo 16 r down into the dark sources of coirscior,s-

L
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nsss. So ho ofters a viol€nt challsnge lo conventlonal moral-
lly. Lawrencs belleved that with his haart'and soul he musl
revaal the profound an naked roality of life. When he does so
he becomes passionately obsEene in the exact wordi Obscen€
or not, hq...must. rJnaovel. gUF :r,!*-o!nass...But JtrS European.
clvllization does not permit this. Thus his novels aro in a way
lh€ oxprosslon of his fury against the European civilization.
W.H. Auden say6 that Lawrence's lils and work was a violent
crusade against the libEral bourgoois peryersion of Christian-
Ity accordlng to which:

1 . The mind is spiritual. Ths body ls base

2, Whit€-collar work is respectable. Manual labour ls
low

3, True lovE between lhe sexes is thg marriaga of lwo
mlnd. The physical relation between thsir bodies is an unror-
tunato nocossity; a rather ugly gre€d lustifiable only as a
moans ot begstting children.

4. The tlesh cannot be rede6m€d. lt can only be kepl
qulel by reprasslon or indulgence whil6 the mlnd pursuEs ils
salvailon.

5. Utopla will be a soci€ry in whlch thanks to the pro-
c6a3 of eclence, the production ol goods has become so
ampl6 snd 60 auiomatic that th€ flosh has c€asod to be a
probl6m. There will be no nesd ol cosrcive authority, and
Bvory cltlzen wlll be able to dovote hls whole tima to coniem-
platlon and culture.

ln so far as th€se atlitudes claim to be Chrislian. th€y
imply a gnostic conception o, lh€ lncarnation. ln r€action
Lawrence preached the opposlte;

I . Th6 body is good, The mlnd ls corrupi.
2. Nearly all intellectual and while-collar work is me-

chanical and sierile. Manual labour wh6n it is really manual
and not just machin€-minding is free and creative
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3. True love bgtwEen the sexes is a crea?lo[ 6f Dark
God lhe physical sympathy ol two bodlos. Spiritual lntimacy
is alurays hostilo to this.

4. The lnstinctlvo tlesh must r€deem the corrupt mind.

5. Salvatlon for socioiy is probably lmpossible. but if il
should come to pass. lt will be through lh€ authorlty ol an
inslinctive genius.

Auden says thal'Lawrance's Christ is the pre-Adamic
hero who rescues Adam and Eve From their bondage in the
$ihite Devil ot mechanical reason and rsfl€ciive consciou6-
ness". So Lawrence is an elemenlal lorc€, a great creatlve
Iorcs in Iitsrature. His works are lull of th€ sap ol lire.

The dramalic siluallon in th6 novols of Lawrnece are
simply counter balancas of erotic impulse personltled. We
shouid not look for tha dramatic, th€ sontimontal or moralls-
tlc sltuation in his works bul tor th6 pley of €lgmontal lorce-
the physlc-physic phenom€na. As Joseph Watron Beach says,
hi- characters ar6 'carri6rs of lluid €nergy'. No one lalls in
love in the rvorld of Lawrsnce by consldering lhe pull ol some-
thing more el€mBntal, a forc€ springing loim tho ptesence of
another, opposlte body. So love ls conrldered in torms of
som€ ch€mlcal pull between a malo and a temal6, som€thing
liko the posilivg and negative polarizatlon. What Lawr€nce is
int€rsslsd is in the fEallngs generaied as a tesult ol an easy
f luid flow betwgen the lovers or ths laok of such communion
as a result of tho r€strictions imposed on man by the Euro-
pean clvilizallon. Henc€ the subiect matlor of D.H. Lawrsnce
is the psyohology ot sex, the struggle betwsen two individu-
als sEeking'vital fulfilment'. The physical ef{bcl ol tho phy6i-
cal contact is painted by Lawrence with the brush ol an lm-
pressionist. He il, an impressionist b6caus6 ho'is not con-
carned with dramatic shpae of tho thing, but with the livlng
'leel' of it.' 'The impressionist paintsr saw his subiect lsss

´:``:, ´
`
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in terms of the outcome wn,li',. *no*n to be there and more
in terms,ol the mass which strikes lhB eye..

SONS AND LOVEBS

Lawrence's lirst period oi wriling career is markeh fli,
ths final writings at Sons and Lovars. He had wriiten the story
with a ditterent tille. paut More. He was going lhrough a very
sensitive. pe riod in his life When he wrote the linal dralt of
Sons & Lovers. The woman wilh whom he fell in love was the
wife of his lormer professor,. She was the mother ot three
small chil(qqn. F{er name is Frieda Her lnfluence on Lawrence
and th6[r pasSionat€ lova relationship gradua y changed D.H.
Lawr6'rice 'iiitij'a 

botU novelist in Engftsh literature. A briet
look-at ilie summary of Sons and Loverc sent to Mrs. Garnet
by D.[. .Lawrence wtll provide the baslc theme ol the story
lrom the writer'a point ol view.

:A:wgman of character and refinement goes into the
lower claqs€s and has no satisfaction in her own lire. She
has had A^passion f6r her husband. So the children are born
of passion and have heaps of vitaliiy. But as her sons grow
up, she selects.theF ggJ9vers-first the etdest, then the sec_
ond. Th6se sons are urgsd into tif6 by the r€ciprocal love of
thoir mother-ulged on and On. But when they come lo man_ I

hood, thgy can't Jove because their mother is the strongesr
powqr ln their lives, and holds them. As soon as the young
man. comes lnlo contacl wilh women lhere is a sptit. Wiltiam
gives his sex lo a fegble, and his mother holds his soul. But
the spllt will kill him because he do€sn,t know where his is.
The ngxt son get a woman who fights.tor hls soul-fighls his
mother. The son lovEs the molhei-alithe sons hate and are
jealous.of the tather. Ths battle goes on between the mother
and girl, with the son as ob,gct. The moiher gradually proves
the stronger,..because of the.tie dl blood. The son casts off
his mistrsss. gttends to his mother dying. He is teft ln tho
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end naked of eveMhing, with the drift towards dealh,,.
Now we can turn to Middleton Murry. Murry found in

Lawrence a kind of "mothe r-fixation.which mad€ il dilficult
for him to make a happy emolional adjuslment to women. The
main thematic pbinl is what Freud ivas firsl to call th6,Oedi-
pus Complex'. Lawerence had nol r€ad Freud at the tame of
writing Sons and Lovers though he knew about him. He found
that Oedipus complex was not iust his own problem but the
dilemma ol the whole generation, the result of the long Vic-
lorian malriarchy. The old son-lover was Oedipui and
Lawrence could see lhousands of young English men living
tho same lragedy.

Lawrence admitted that the first half ot the novel sons
and Loversw€,s alt autohiography. The early manuscript pau,
Maurel was r€a y a ,wishful fictionalizing ot unpleasant truth.,
It was Lawrence's own oxperience with his father, which was
fictionalized. The tirst chapler of Sons and Lovers provides
an eff6ctiyely realistic base tor most of the novel. ll deals
wilh th, early married lile of Mrs. Morel. .The next Christmas
they riire married and for three months she was happy, lor
six mdnths she was v€ry happy.,Ther€ ends ner na#ness.
Just atter two pag6s (Mrs. Moral has bcome only a young
moth6r) Lawrence writes, ,At l6ast Mrs. Morel despised her
husband, She'tulned to the child; she turned from the father*.
From llere on Mrs. Morel turn lo her childrsn fo, love which.
in turn makes her bhitdren incapable ol glving themselves up_
to any other soul. As the tille of tho second chapter indicates
the birth of Paul is another bat 6 tor ths molher. Her hatrd
lor he, husband is not only due to the act that he gel drunk
or because of the miner,s culture he repr€sents, Ouiit is also.
because he is too self-cent€red to give hlmsell up totally.,
'She hated her husband becaus€ whenevor he had an audi-
ence. he whinod and played lor sympathy., And Lawrence ii
very ruthless ln his portrayal ol Mor6l as a brullsh perion

“
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''- I.: "" "that Lawience 'is iridulging a grudge.agaiF,st his iather' by
uniairly being partisen in the fight between $e husband and
the wife. .

Laurrence wbs only trying Io be sincere 10 his qwn ex-
periencs. There were moments in the life o{ Mor€l and his
wife when they 'turned- t-o come back somewhat to the old
relationship ol the first months of iheir marriage". However
the readers att6ntion shilts lrom lather to his sons, as Mrs.
Morel comes closer and closer to them. 'Paul....trotted alter
his mother like her shadow". She doesn'i want her sons lo
repeat what iheir father did. "He is nol going in the pit';:in-
stead she wants her son to be a clerk or a book-keeper. T.hus
William goes to Nottingham lo work. Unlike their father'the
'chlldren weio all rapid teetotallers". Paul prayed every'nlBhl
to God to rnake his father stop drinking and all the chil&en
particularly Paul, were peculia rly.agalnst their rather, along
with.their mother because Morel continued lo come home
hoavlly rlrunk.

But th€ novel is not so much about the evils of induitri-
alism as lt is.about the play of humari lorce. The rsaders rnay
admire Mrs. Morel lor saving her children trom 'the ph'.8nd
sending lhem away lor better work. How€ver sh6 gradutlly
loses the readEr's sympathy when she lails to realize lfrat
the physical desire ol her children ls a natural lorce infru-
man beings. Shs is not happy when William falls in love Sith
a girl and lhis leads to utter emotional confusions in the fioy,
resulting in a kind ol impotehcy in him' Then comes Pfirl's
intatuation lor Miriam. li grows lnto a strong love and Miriam
teels that'there was so much lo come out of him. Life for$er
tvas rich with promise. Bdt Paul remains bewildered unabte
to move. He broods'why did he hale Miriam, and feelfso
cruel towards her at the lhought of his moth€r?' Miriam w-Qats
him but h€ r€sists. At on6 stage Paul tells his mother.-$lo.
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. .o,^ ir, ,,.,,, uu. r wan{-(o com€
home to you,,Thus the slory is woven around thssdfi.mothe,
relationship and Morel, the fathe, and Miriam, the beloved.
are pushed aside by the motherfixatibn. ipaul was dissatis-
Iied with himself and-with everything. The deepesl of t i" f or.
belonged to his mother,.

Now we can understand easily.why th6 celtral study of
sons and Loyers happehs 16 be wh:il f.ierjd eiriea tfie Oeui-
pus Comptex. onty a tew years beforb'So n, ,ni toirr" nr"
written Freud promulgated his theory. Lawrence wa a great

, admirer of Freud but ther6 is no prool to strori.ihai .ne naO
read hlm belore he wrote this novet. Lawrehc€ had hims€tf
gono through the mlseries of this terribld gompl6x. ..Friedasays that when Lawrence wrote ot trts.niatirei:s. ddatn, ne
becams ilt with grtet, and that he rola hdiihAt if hL,rotn",
had tived he ryoutd not havo tovbA frtdAi. ffilrlipp"ns ro
Paul too in tho novol, Mlriam tolls pdtt. .you to:;;[ want to
love. You aren,t posltivr. your are .i6!ihiive". Afthb O6ms me
Lawrence does not torg.t to dobbilb'e "lli6 ilei iif .physicat
,orces botweEn thesa young loveri. The- Fn'ysfbat pt*"n""
of the opposlte creatEs.a sponteneous elbriiiririifiiiiii" n.ra
around them. Th€ easy.floq, of,.ensroy .ls disf uibCd by the
moral. sentimentat, soctiil phenomeiri. Ttrls lnsight intl tnepsychology of the body retarlonship; the blood. illbtionstrip,
what he calls (as novel att€r novel.eom€s out cil his psn) thepull of the ,lions. ma?ks hlm as the greatetf noveliat oi our
century. Laier tn Women.ln Loye Lawience makei his atti-
tude to sex more expliolt. But li is in tady Chaitertey,s Laver
that thp inevitabls and the mbst prirnttivbplay.ol hu-ian reta-
tionship is brought to a gr€ar phitosophiiiF6vel. . :

The parts dea ng with the mothe/s illriess and )iar death
are equally forcelul and nalural. They arei irot sentimsntal-

.ized. The chapt€r in whibh paui,s motiier iiies ts cBu;d.The'Betease" booause .ir is paut.s'rEr"".; ;;i;;ifi;J. ni"
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mother but also from Clara.. Clara lacked Mlrlam,s spiritual
qua,lly. Paul r€turns Clara to her husband. ln the lasi chap-
ter Paul m€ets Miriam agaln. She wants hlm again buf will
not givo her sex without marriag€. So paul rojecis her again.
Mlrlam then tosses in her mlnd these ques ons_,or was it a
mate sh€ wanted; or did she want a Christ in him". None o,
Lawrence's lemales seek Christ in their lovers bul only a mate
who is capable of quanching her physical thirst. That is wfry
Lady Chatterly walks away with Mellors, the gamo k€eper.

It becom€s thus clear that D.H. Lawrence offers a great
challenge to conventlonal morality. He makes us look within
oursslves, uncovers our nakedness, and tak6s us to some dark
mysterious regions of human lite. The mask is stripped orr.
With the extraordinary power of his natural vision ie takes
English novel lo nsw regions, which the Victorians failed even
to dr€am of. And all thls h€ achioves through a rich and surg-
ing prose. Equally skilful is his treatment ol the language ot
the working class. Another characteristic guality of Liwrence
ls hls feminine hand. No novelist, nol even anyiemale novel-
ist, has ever succsedsd ln dopicting a femaleihaiacter, par
tlcutarly her physical passion, as O.H. Lawrenc€ could.
_ .Lawronce was v€ry rnuch unhsppy about lh6 way the in-

dustrial growth had its impacl on human llfe..Ours ls essen-
tlally a tragic ag6, so we rerusa to tak€ lt traglcally., lhis is
how his lasl nov€l Lady Clattortey,s Lover begins. ihe novel
ends wiih a letter trom Mellors in which he wrilie: .lf you could
tefl.that living and sponding is not tho samo thingl ,...anO fn"t
is the only way to solve the industrial problem: triln the peopts
to be able to live and live ln handsomonoss, without ne€ding
lo sp€nd. But you can'l do it. Th€y,re all one_track minds nowa_
days'..
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